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Abstract

Linguistic purism, language shift, and contact-induced change in Tatar

by

Suzanne Wertheim 

Doctor o f Philosophy in Linguistics 

University o f California, Berkeley 

Professor Leanne Hinton, Chair

This dissertation examines both the causes and symptoms o f language shift using the specific 

case of Tatar in present-day Tatarstan.

In Chapter One, Tatar is shown to be an example o f potentially reversible “gradual 

language death,” where Russian is encroaching on Tatar functional domains. Bilingual Tatar 

speakers have a range o f styles that can be organized according to level o f language mixing, 

with pure Tatar on one end, pure Russian on the other end, and “mixed” styles in between. 

Members o f the “Tatar Social Club”, young Tatar-Russian bilinguals, are carving out a new 

Tatar functional domain in an overwhelmingly Russian urban setting.

Chapter Two shows how the language ideology that I call the “Tatar discourse of 

purity” is a significant part o f the construction o f the post-Soviet Tatar identity. “Pure” Tatar 

is implicitly defined as Tatar without Russian influence; influences from languages not 

perceived as threats can be interpreted as congruent with the post-Soviet Tatar identity. This 

language ideology is expressed through purification movements commonly found in post

colonial contexts, most notably through orthographic and lexical reform.

In Chapter Three I examine one mixed style o f Tatar where speakers unconsciously 

use Russian words in otherwise entirely Tatar discourse — a sign o f language attrition. These
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Russian words are all metalinguistic, and structure and comment on discourse. Many o f them 

retain their Russian grammatical requirements, and this Tatar style can then be analyzed as a 

“composite” o f Tatar and Russian. This form o f language mixing and the structural 

alterations that go along with it indicate a previously unrecognized pathway o f language 

attritioil and language influence.

Chapter Four shows that the code-mixing o f discourse-pragmatic words both 

explains and gives motivation for lexical and structural borrowing in other sociolinguistically 

similar contact situations. I present a three-stage model that, while innovative, also derives 

from general linguistic principles, including theories of discourse markers and of 

grammaticalization.

In Chapter Five, I synthesize the findings and theories o f the previous four chapters, 

and suggest the ways in which they can be applied in other avenues o f linguistic inquiry.

2
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Map 1. Tatarstan and surrounding administrative regions (detail of map from the University of Texas 
online collection, downloadedfrom http:// www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/commonwealth/russiaaddivisions.jpg)
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Map 2. Autonomous regions of the Russian Federation (detail of map from the University of Texas online 
collection, downloadedfrom http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/commonwealth/russia_auton96.jpg)
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Chapter One
Introduction

The world’s languages are disappearing at an alarming rate. For example, 80% o f the native 

languages o f N orth America and 70% of the languages of Russia are considered to be 

“moribund,” that is, in their last generation o f speakers (Krauss 1992: 4). In this context, the 

study o f phenomena associated with contracting languages and language shift is increasingly 

important; this dissertation is part o f a research agenda that addresses the struggle to retain 

linguistic and cultural integrity in assimilating societies. I investigate how the social, cultural, 

and political backgrounds o f minority-language speakers affect the way that they speak, and I 

attempt to identify a number of the factors that contribute to the choice o f some speakers of 

minority languages to stop transmitting their language to their children, thus causing the 

population o f speakers to become smaller with each successive generation. In addition, I 

examine how language as a social practice influences language as a system, such that, for 

example, a minority language becomes more like the dominant language with which it is in 

contact. In my discussion of the causes and the symptoms o f language shift, I draw on 

theories and findings from linguistic anthropology, sociolinguistics, historical linguistics, 

studies o f language contact, and anthropological post-Soviet “transition studies.”

This dissertation is based on an academic year o f participant-observation fieldwork 

among young Tatars living in Kazan, the capital o f the autonomous republic o f Tatarstan, 

which is a subject in the Russian Federation. The changing post-Soviet status o f Tatars and 

the Tatar language, both under Russian domination for centuries, along with the current 

resurgence o f Tatar nationalism, pan-Turkic identification and Islamic religious observance 

make Tatarstan an exemplary location for the study o f language contact and shift, and the

1
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relationship between language and ethnic identity. The Tatar case is an especially useful 

addition to the growing number o f case studies o f endangered languages because Tatar is at 

an earlier stage o f language death than most other languages studied within the framework of 

endangered language theory.

The structure o f the dissertation is as follows. In this chapter, I give the historical 

context o f Tatars in present-day Tatarstan, I situate Tatar within the framework of 

endangered language theory as a case o f potentially reversible “gradual language death,” I 

describe the young Tatars who are the focus o f this dissertation, and I analyze the difficulties 

o f contextualizing recorded and observed conversations. Section 1.1 describes the history of 

Tatars in the middle Volga region and examines Tatar-Russian contact from the 13th century 

up to the present-day. Section 1.2 gives an overview o f Soviet and post-Soviet language 

policies and the legacy o f these policies, focussing on the internal and external language 

attitudes towards Tatar and the asymmetry o f functional domains where Tatar and Russian 

are used. Section 1.3 describes the locus o f my fieldwork, the “Tatar Social Club,” and gives 

the background and orientation o f the young Tatars among whom I was a participant 

observer. Finally, in Section 1.4 I reconsider the “observer’s paradox” and suggest methods 

to more systematically account for the effect o f the fieldworker and recording equipment 

upon speech.

Chapter Two demonstrates how language ideologies can be used to link Tatar’s 

socio-political context and its linguistic structure. In this chapter, the Tatar “discourse of 

purity,” the most prominent language ideology found in post-Soviet Tatarstan, is related  to  

purification movements on both the communal and individual levels, and contrasted with 

the various kinds o f “impure” Tatar that are omnipresent in urban Tatarstan. “Pure” Tatar is 

defined in opposition to Russian, which is a selective target: while Russian influence and

2
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interference is rejected, influences from other languages, in particular from Arabic, are not. 

Lexical reform, orthographic reform, and historical alphabets are used symbolically to 

represent cultural and political reorientation; a comparison with post-imperial 20th century 

Turkey shows that lexical and orthographic reforms there had similar symbolic functions.

In Chapter Three, the focus shifts to purification in individual linguistic performance 

and the role o f style shifting in the expression o f “pure” Tatar, found in a “performed” style 

where de-Russifying verbal hygiene is at its highest. When verbal hygiene is relaxed but Tatar 

remains the preferred language o f conversation, speakers who believe that they are speaking 

“pure” Tatar unconsciously use Russian words in otherwise entirely Tatar discourse. These 

Russian words are all metalinguistic in nature, and organize and comment upon discourse. 

They retain their Russian grammatical requirements when code-mixed into Tatar, and the 

language produced is a “composite” that contains Russian lexical items, Russian semantic 

patterns, and elements of Russian morphosyntax. This code-mixing and its accompanying 

structural alterations are a previously undescribed pathway o f language attrition and language 

influence.

In Chapter Four, I show that the Tatar pattern o f language mixing is not an isolated 

case, and that adding discourse-pragmatic words as a category to the standard dichotomy of 

content words/system words allows for a more nuanced understanding o f borrowing and 

structural influence. In this chapter I present a three-stage model o f lexical and structural 

borrowing that integrates the Tatar findings with in-depth case studies and with past 

literature on language contact. This model, while innovative, also derives from general 

linguistic principles, including theories o f discourse markers and grammaticalization, both of 

which are traditionally used in the analysis o f monolingual data.

3
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Finally, Chapter Five synthesi2es the findings and theories o f the previous four 

chapters, and suggests both future research and ways in which these findings can be applied 

in other avenues o f linguistic inquiry.

1.1 The history o f Tatars in Tatarstan

The Volga Tatars are the titular nation o f the Tatar republic, known in the Soviet era as 

Tataria and in the post-Soviet era as Tatarstan. Tatarstan is 26,000 square miles in area 

(68,000 square kilometers) (Mustafin and Khuzeyev 1994: 4; Kondrashov 2000: ix), and is 

located in the Volga Basin at the confluence o f the Volga and Kama rivers, which meet 

midway between Moscow and the Ural Mountains that mark the boundary between Europe 

and Asia.1 Tatars are the largest ethnic minority in Russian Federation, and comprise 3.8% of 

its population (Kondrashov 2000: ix): this number includes not only speakers o f the Kazan 

dialect that was the basis for standard literary Tatar, but also speakers o f other dialects of 

Tatar, for example, Siberian Tatars and Mishar Tatars. Approximately one third o f the Tatars 

in the Russian Federation live in Tatarstan, one fifth in neighboring Bashkortostan, and the 

remainder elsewhere in Russia (it is said that approximately one million Tatars live in 

Moscow and its environs). There are also Tatar diaspora communities found scattered across 

the globe, most notably in Turkey, Australia, Japan, Finland, and America (in particular in 

the New York and San Francisco metropolitan regions): many o f these communities were 

established before or around the time o f the Russian Revolution.

In 1993, the population o f Tatarstan was 3.75 million people (Mustafin and 

Khuzeyev 1994: 13): approximately one quarter o f the population lives in Kazan, the capital

1 Therefore, although Tatarstan has long been considered an “East meets West” setting, it is located 
squarely in European Russia.

4
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city. The most recent census results for Tatarstan come from 1989 (ibid. 18), and are as 

follows:

Tatars 1,765,400 (48.5%)
Russians 1,575,400 (43.3%)
Chuvash 134,200
Others 125,000

The ethnic groups represented in the last category are, in decreasing order: Ukrainians, 

Mordvins, Udmurts, Maris, Bashkirs, Belorussians, Jews, Azeris, Germans, Uzbeks, Kazakhs, 

Armenians, Georgians, Moldavians, and 10,000 “representatives o f other nations” (ibid. 18). 

As of Fall 2002, there is a new, highly politicized census ongoing in the Russian Federation. 

This census is exceedingly controversial and the Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty Tatar- 

Bashkir report (henceforth RFE/RL) provides updates on census problems and issues 

almost daily: the most controversial innovation o f the census is its division o f nationalities 

into smaller subsets. For example, Tatars will now be divided into 45 subgroups which will 

then be grouped into three categories: Tatars, Kreshens, and Mishars (RFE/RL October 11, 

2002). Officials in Tatarstan protest that federal authorities are trying to undermine both 

Tatars’ cohesiveness and their status as the largest ethnic minority in the Federation through 

the addition o f these new categories (RFE/RL September 26, 2002). Kreshens, Christian 

Tatars whose ancestors converted to orthodoxy in the 16th century, have been considered by 

census-takers for more than 70 years to be an “ethno-religious” group within the Tatar 

nation (RFE/RL October 10, 2002).2 There have been allegations o f census violations in 

both Tatarstan and neighboring Bashkortostan: in Tatarstan, Kreshens who wish to be

2 Tatars are in general Sunni Muslims. Kreshens (also spelled ‘Kryashens’, ‘Krashens,’ and 
‘Kereshens’) are a distinct minority o f the population, and as is common with many sectarian groups,
hold themselves separate from other Tatars. My contact with Christian Tatars was o f an extremely
limited nature, and they will not be addressed in this dissertation: I will be using the ethnonym 
“Tatar” to refer to those Tatars who are not Kreshens. For information on the Kreshen Tatars of 
Tatarstan, see Kefeli-Clay 2001.

5
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counted separately from Muslim Tatars have complained that Tatarstan census takers are not 

registering them as Kreshens, but as Tatars, while Tatars in Bashkortostan allege that they 

are being registered as Bashkirs rather than Tatars, or that their census forms are being filled 

out in pencil, and thus will be later changed to register them as Bashkirs rather than Tatars 

(RFE/RL October 11, 2002).

Due to these census politics, it seems likely that the number o f Tatars in the 2002 

census will be lower than in the 1989 census, particularly in Bashkortostan. This would, 

however, contradict demographic trends and projections. For example, in comparison with 

the 1979 census, the number o f Tatars in Tatarstan registered in 1989 rose by 123,800 

people (7.5%), while the number o f Russians rose by only 59,400 (3.9%) (Mustafin and 

Khuzyev 1994: 19). Previous censuses showed that Tatars, while always numbering more 

than Russians, were never the absolute majority in Tataria. In 1926, Tatars were 44.9% of 

Tataria’s population, and Russians were 43.1%; in 1939, Tatars were 48.8% and Russians 

42.9%; in 1959, Tatars 47.2% and Russian were 43.9%, and in 1970 Tatars were 49.1% and 

Russians 42.4% (Rorlich 1986: 172). Based on projections by Tatar demographers, it is now 

claimed that Tatars are presently an absolute majority in the republic with a population 

percentage o f 51%; these claims o f absolute majority have been circulating since 1995 

(Graney 1996: 52).

Historians and political scientists have traditionally divided Tatar-Russian contact 

into three major periods: (1) the so-called “Tatar yoke,” the period after Muscovite Rus’ was 

conquered by the Golden Horde, (2) the period from the 1552 conquest o f the Kazan 

Khanate by Ivan the Terrible to the 1917 revolution, and (3) the Soviet era (Matsuzato 2001: 

47); we can now add to this a fourth period, the era o f post-Soviet sovereignty. In general, 

Tatars have played a more prominent role in the history o f the Volga Basin than their other
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Turkic neighbors, and they are distinguished by their early move to agriculture, early 

conversion to Islam, early rise to statehood, early written culture and widespread literacy, 

early and strong bourgeoisie, and strong national press and intelligentsia (Graney 1999: 63).

Tatar ethnogenesis has been an area o f debate since the 1940s. All theories o f Tatar 

ethnogenesis deal with the relationship (or non-relationship) o f the Volga Tatars to three 

sets o f potential ancestors: Volga Bulgars3 (a Turkic people related to the Bulgars o f what is 

now present-day Bulgaria), Kipchak-speaking Turks, and Mongol Turks. The Volga Bulgars 

are associated with the state o f Great Bulgar (also known as Volga Bulgaria), which arose in 

the early 10th century, assimilated the indigenous Finno-Ugric population o f the mid-Volga 

Basin, and converted to Islam in 922. The Mongol Turks, under Batu Khan, conquered and 

sacked the Great Bulgar state in 1236, but the language of the Kipchak-speaking Turks of 

the region came to predominate under their reign (Graney 1999: 53-56; Schamiloglu 1990). 

The Kazan Khanate, a Golden Horde successor state established in 1445 on the territory of 

the former Bolgar State, fell to the Russians in 1552, a conquest considered to be the 

beginning o f the Russian Empire (Graney 1999; Rorlich 1986). Up until the 1940s, the 

Tatars considered their ancestral legacy to be the Golden Horde: however, a 1944 decree by 

the Russian Communist party criticized Tatar scholars for “misrepresenting Tatar history” 

through their emphasis o f the Golden Horde, one of the bases o f pan-Turkic solidarity and 

also a reminder o f an unpleasant (to Russians) period of Russian history (Shnirelman 

1996: 7).

“As a result o f the decree, it became impossible to refer to the Golden Horde in 
academic or even fictional literature except in negative terms. Any sort o f 
relationship to the people o f the Golden Horde began to be treated as a disgrace, 
the very name T atar’ became an abusive word, and a wave o f Tatarophobia 
ensued. Fearful o f repression, Tatar intellectuals abandoned the idea o f descent 
from the Golden Horde, thus opening a large gap in Tatar history and prehistory.

3 In Tatar and Russian the first vowel is an ‘o’: EoArap ‘Bolgar’.
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To fill this gap, Tatar archaeologists, historians, linguists, and ethnographers 
began to make the claim that the Tatars were the descendants o f the ancient 
Bulgars, who had maintained a state in the Middle Volga River valley from the 
tenth to the thirteenth centuries...” (ibid. 24).

There are at present three theories o f Tatar ethnogenesis. The first is the “neo-Bulgarist”

theory described in the above quote, where the Volga Tatars are posited to be the direct

descendents o f the Volga Bulgars. This was the official theory o f ethnogenesis during the

Soviet period, and some Tatars remain adherents o f this theory to this day: it is posited that

the neo-Bulgarist theory was used by the Soviet government to limit theoretical Tatar

territorial claims to the area reigned by Volga Bulgars in lieu o f the significantly larger area

conquered and ruled by Batu Khan (Graney 1999: 58). The second theory, which holds very

limited sway, is that Tatars are the descendents o f only the Kipchak-speaking Turks o f the

Volga Basin (the present-day Tatar language is a Kipchak language, while present-day

Chuvash is believed to be the modem descendent o f the language o f the Volga Bulgars

(Shnirelman 1996)). The third theory holds that Volga Tatars are a combination o f Volga

Bulgar Turks, Kipchak Turks, and Mongol Turks, and have ethnic, cultural, and religious

continuity, albeit at different levels, with all three. Along with Shnirelman (1996: 37),

Matsuzato (2001: 47) links the return o f this theory to the political climate:

“As Great Russian nationalism subsided, a moderate version o f the theory o f the 
Tatars’ Bulgar origin became prevalent. According to this version, the Volga 
Bulgars, the Golden Horde, and the Kazan Khanate were understood to have 
followed each other successively. That is, the Volga Bulgars were incorporated 
into the Golden Horde as a ruled nation but eventually assimilated and converted 
the ruling ethnic community to Islam .. .and this ethnic mixture generated the 
modem Tatars.”

This “synthetic” view o f Tatar ethnogenesis is the theory that predominates today among

both western and local Tatarstani scholars (Schalimoglu 1990, Graney 1999, Matsuzato 2001,

Rorlich 1986), and is used by the post-Soviet Tatarstani government as well, who can thus

“claim historical continuity for contemporary Tatarstan with both the ancient state o f Volga
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Bulgaria and the Kazan Khanate” (Graney 1999: 59). Volga Tatars are thus “now to be seen 

as one o f the most ancient Turkic peoples, with a glorious history that included the 

organization o f their own state.. -long before the eastern Slavs had formed one” (Shnirelman 

1996: 37). And indeed the city o f Kazan was founded more than 150 years earlier than 

Moscow: Moscow celebrated its 850 year anniversary in 1996, while Kazan will be holding its 

millennial celebration in the year 2005.4

Migration caused by territorial conflicts, drought, and plagues shifted the ruling 

center o f the Golden Horde successor state away from the city o f Bolgar in the south to 

lands near Kazan, and in 1445 Mahmud, son o f an ousted Golden Horde khan, seized power 

and founded the Kazan Khanate (Rorlich 1986: 23-4).5 For the 107 years o f its existence, the 

Kazan Khanate was ruled by a Kipchak-speaking aristocracy6 and retained elements o f both 

Volga Bulgar and Golden Horde political and cultural structure (Graney 1999; Rorlich 1986). 

Despite political interference from Muscovy beginning in the mid-15th century, the Khanate 

remained not only independent, but economically and culturally influential beyond its 

borders (Rorlich 1986: 26ff). Matsuzato considers this Tatar dominance to have lasted 

beyond the conquest o f the Khanate:

“In my opinion, along with Russians and Poles, Tatars formed one o f the three 
greatest ‘imperial nations’ o f the Russian Empire. In contrast to ethnological 
nations, ‘imperial nations’ means those nations who are constandy created by the 
population’s acceptance o f the empire’s ruling religion, language, and culture. In 
other words, imperial nations pay litde attention to genetic or physical 
anthropological factors of nationalities, and therefore, imperial nations are 
expansive by nature, constandy assimilating surrounding populations. The point

4 It’s not really clear how the year 1005 was chosen as the year o f the founding o f Kazan, particularly 
as archeological findings in the Kazan Kremlin point to an earlier date o f setdement.
5 O ther Golden Horde successor states included the Crimean Khanate, the Astrakhan Khanate, and 
the Nogai Horde (Rorlich 1986: 23).
6 Funerary inscriptions and religious commentaries from this period are the earliest linguistic 
evidence for the Kazan Tatar language (Rorlich 1986: 30).
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here is the imperial nations long remained such, even after empires per se, such as 
Rzeczpospolita and the Kazan Khanate, ceased to exist” (Matsuzato 2001: 73, n.
18).

The fall o f the Kazan Khanate in October o f 1552 is considered to be the most momentous 

day in Tatar history, and it remains at the forefront of Tatar consciousness. In post-Soviet 

times, Khater Kone ‘Memory Day’, observed on the second Sunday in October, 

commemorates the defense and fall o f Kazan with a gathering in Kazan’s Ploshchad’ Svobody 

‘Freedom Square’ and subsequent march to the Kazan Kremlin.7 Additionally, during my 

fieldwork some Tatars when asked, “where is your village?” would respond, “Well, originally 

we lived in Village X, but now we live in Village Y”; after several months, it became clear 

that “originally” meant not several generations ago, but before the forced resettlements of 

the mid-16th century.

After the conquest, some Tatars were expelled from Kazan to outside its gates;

others were assimilated into the local administration and commercial functions o f the

Russian Empire, and are known as “service Tatars” (Graney 1999: 63). These service Tatars

evolved into a powerful bourgeoisie that dominated 18th and early 19th century trade and

industry, controlling the majority o f large industrial enterprise, and serving as economic

middlemen and “civilizing” religious emissaries in Central Asia, leading to hostility and the

fear o f Tatar imperialism on the part o f many non-Tatar nationalities (Graney 1999,

Matsuzato 2001, Rorlich 1986). Post-conquest Tatars were

“an ethno-political formation consolidated on the basis of Islamic-Turkish 
tradition and memories o f the Kazan Khanate. The Mid-Volga Basin was a 
battlefield o f two traditions: Russian-Slavic and Tatar Islamic. If  F inno-U grians 
and other Turkish populations in this Basin did not wish to be Russified, they 
needed to accept another worldwide civilization, that is to be Tatarized”
(Matsuzato 2001: 48).

7 The actual anniversary o f the fall is October 15th in the Julian calendar.
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The 18th century rule o f Catherine II in particular was favorable to the Tatars, and the 1788 

Act of Religious Tolerance passed during her reign undid some o f the effects earlier anti- 

Muslim legislation; this act “facilitated a cultural and spiritual rebirth among Volga Tatars 

simultaneous with an economic development o f the Tatar merchant class” (Graney 1999: 

64). Tatar merchants were necessary to the Russian empire because they could facilitate trade 

with the Muslim states o f Central Asia and the Kazakh steppes (Rorlich 1986: 42ff).

Once official bans on both printing and Muslim educational institutions were lifted, 

the Tatar elite established both printing houses and Tatar-oriented education at all levels, 

including at Kazan State University, which was founded in 1804. Up to the 19th century, 

books had been imported from other Islamic centers: now both secular and religious books 

were printed in Arabic and in Tatar at both the university publishing press and at smaller 

private presses (Rorlich 1986: 69-72). These publications were ubiquitous, reaching even 

remote rural areas, where they were sold at markets and fairs until the 1907 government ban 

on the village book trade, after which Tatar benevolent societies founded rural libraries (ibid. 

70-73). Although there were regular attempts at Russification and conversion o f Tatars 

between 1552 and 1917, Russian Imperial policy towards the Tatars was generally designed 

to

“harness their economic potential and quell potential rebellious tendencies by 
firmly integrating them into the Russian state administratively and politically, 
while at the same time allowing Tatars a significant amount o f cultural and 
religious autonomy. Under Russian Imperial rule, the Tatar community o f Kazan 
and the Middle Volga region flourished and became the wealthiest, most well- 
educated and socially advanced Muslim group in the entire Russian empire by the 
beginning o f the 20th century” (Graney 1999: 65).

Nineteenth-century Tatar culture was particularly notable for its moderate Islamic religious

and educational reform movement known as “Jadidism” (jadid means ‘new’ in Arabic). The

Tatar intelligentsia o f the time were in contact with and influenced by scholars and
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philosophers in both Russia and the larger Turkic and Islamic worlds, including the Ottoman 

Empire, and Jadidism was an attempt to make Muslim Tatar practice both relevant to and 

congruent with a both a modernizing Islamic world and a Russia that was becoming 

increasingly Western (Graney 1999, Rorlich 1986). The leaders o f the Jadid movement 

promoted both a pan-Turkic orientation and the usefulness o f the Russian language as an 

entree into the international scientific community (Rorlich 1986: 52ff). Jadid schools used a 

new phonetic way o f teaching the Arabic alphabet for Tatar, stressed secular subjects, and 

made Russian a compulsory subject in addition to Arabic (ibid. 92). Shihabeddin Merjani, 

one o f the leaders o f the Jadid movement, attempted to demonstrate that learning the 

Russian language was not equivalent to being Russified: while promoting the acquisition of 

Russian-language skills, he refused to use Russian endings for Tatar family names or the 

Christian calendar (ibid. 52): even so, there are Tatar intellectuals today who believe that 

Jadidism was one o f the main causes o f Tatar 19th and 20th century assimilation.

Up until the mid-19th century, the Muslims o f Russia were united by three common 

literary languages: Classical Arabic, Classical Persian, and Chagatay (a medieval Turkic 

literary language) (Rorlich 1986, Bennigsen and Quelquejay 1961). The proponents of 

Jadidism wanted to unite the Turks o f Russia and Central Asia with a single educational 

program, a single ideology, and a single Turkic language. Ismael Bey, a Jadid leader, 

suggested that the common Turkic language be based on Ottoman, while other reformers 

preferred the literary language based on the Kazan Tatar dialect (Rorlich 1986: 57ff). In the 

late 19th century, Kayuum Nasiyri began his advocacy o f the developm ent o f a literary 

language based on the vernacular o f Tatars o f the Volga region, a language with minimal 

Arabic and Persian elements that would be accessible to all. In addition to writing grammars 

and dictionaries o f Tatar, he translated Arabic and Ottoman literature into literary Tatar
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(Rorlich 1986: 66). Tatar, both highly prestigious and prominent due to its great 19th century 

literature and philosophy as well as its highly productive publishing houses, began 

supplanting Chagatay: Mishar Tatars, Siberian Tatars and Bashkirs began using Kazan Tatar 

as their literary language (Bennigsen and Quelquejay 1961). Tatar intellectuals o f the late 19th 

and early 20th centuries began promoting the expansion o f Tatar’s functional domains for 

Kazan Tatars as well; one reformer even advocated the translation o f the Koran into Tatar 

(Rorlich 1986: 60). Such a translation is expressly forbidden by Islam; however, other 

elements o f the Jadid movement remain in Tatar culture to this day, and Tatar Muslims 

practice a more liberal version o f Islam than the Muslims o f Central Asia or the Caucasus.

Because o f the comparative wealth, prestige, and power o f the Tatar nation, Tatars 

did not have a real incentive during the revolutionary years o f 1905-1917 to seek territorial 

autonomy, and instead focused on increased cultural, educational and religious rights for 

Tatars and other Russian Muslim nationalities (Graney 1999: 65, Rorlich 1986: 119). 

However, in response to the political changes o f 1917, Tatars changed their policy goals and 

decided that autonomy was key (Graney 1999: 73; Rorlich 1986: 132). In November o f 1917, 

Tatar and Bashkir leaders called for an Idel-Ural state that would be part o f a Russian 

Federal Republic ('Idel is the Tatar name for the Volga river, therefore Idel-Ural marks the 

geographical boundaries o f this theoretical republic, from the Volga river to the Ural 

mountains).8 However, the Idel-Ural republic, which would have united the 5-6 million 

Muslims o f the region, was not to be: the Bashkir ASSR (Autonomous Soviet Socialist 

Republic) was created in March 1919, and the Tatar ASSR ten months later, on May 27, 1920

8 The Idel-Ural movement of 1917 and the post-Soviet Idel-Ural movement have different
geographical boundaries: the territory proposed in 1917 is essentially the equivalent of today’s
Tatarstan and Bashkortostan, while modem proponents of Idel-Ural autonomy propose a larger
territory that would include other Volga Basin Turkic peoples (Graney 1999; also author’s notes from
interviews with Idel-Ural nationalists).
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(Bennigsen and Quelquejay 1961). Border-drawing reflected the Soviet “divide and conquer” 

policy and fear o f Tatar domination o f the middle Volga region: only one quarter o f the 

Tatars in the Russian republic were included in the borders of Tataria, the Tatar ASSR, and 

Russian outnumbered Tatars in Bashkiria — Bashkirs were third in number in their titular 

republic, and remain so to this day (Graney 1999, Bennigsen and Quelquejay 1961). It has 

been posited that the Tatar ASSR’s lack o f external borders prevented it from becoming the 

sixteenth union republic, and that this “humiliating status” as ASSR when Central Asian 

republics were granted Union Republic status consolidated Tatar national consciousness 

(Matsuzato 2001: 48-9). The organization o f the Soviet Union was based on 

“ethnofederalism”;9 in addition to Russia there were fifteen SSRs (Soviet Socialist Republics), 

also known as Union Republics. These Union Republics, polities such as Estonia and 

Uzbekistan, had the highest possible level of sovereignty, including their own constitutions 

and state symbols, and the theoretical right to secede from the Soviet Union. Next were the 

twenty ASSRs (Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republics), mostly ethnically-based, which also 

had their own constitutions and state symbols, but less political autonomy; examples include 

the Tatar and Bashkir ASSRs. Lower on the scale o f autonomy were the eight Autonomous 

Oblasts (‘regions’), also ethnically designated, and lower still were the twenty ethnically 

designated Autonomous Okrugs (‘areas’). Finally came the 57 krais (‘territories’) and oblasts of 

the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic (RSFSR) (Graney 1999: 76). The early Soviet 

nationalities policy, which will be discussed further in section 1.2 below, was “national in 

form, socialist in content”: after first developing national cultures through the policies of

9 For more on the Soviet system o f “ethnofederalism” (also referred to as “ethnic federalism”) see 
Connor 1984 and Suny 1993.
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ethnofederalism, the ultimate goal would be the elimination of national differences and the 

creation o f a universal Soviet culture through sblî heniye ‘bringing together’ and sliyaniye 

‘merger’ (ibid. 77; see also Kreindler 1995 and Rorlich 1986, who dates these ideas back to 

the 1870s). Efforts to build this universal Soviet culture in the 1920s and 1930s included the 

“systematic destruction o f the traditional social and cultural institutions which had served to 

construct and transmit the group identities o f the Russian Empire’s non-Russian minorities 

before the Soviet period” (Graney 1999: 79), and the purging o f Tatar nationalist and 

cultural leaders (Rorlich 1986: 155). In addition to closing down independent Tatar 

publishing houses, Soviet leaders shut down the Tatar ASSR’s Islamic religious and 

educational institutions, and closed off educational and religious exchanges with Turkish and 

Central Asian Muslims (ibid. 79).

The periods o f glasnost’ and perestroika o f the late Soviet era meant that nationalistic 

arguments were heard once more in the Soviet Union o f the mid-1980s, and Tatar leaders 

set out to obtain the status o f a Union Republic (Matsuzato 2001: 49). Estonia was the first 

Union Republic to declare sovereignty in November o f 1988. While visiting Kazan in August 

o f 1990, Boris Yeltsin advised the Tatars to “take as much sovereignty as you can swallow” 

(Matsuzato 2001: 66), and Tatarstan declared itself to be a sovereign state on August 30,

1990. The Soviet Union was entirely dissolved on December 25, 1991 (Graney 1999: 80). In

1991, all but one the autonomous oblasts o f the former Soviet Union were renamed 

‘republics’, and the Russian Federation today is composed o f 89 subjekty (‘subjects’): 21 

republics (of which Tatarstan is one), 1 autonomous oblast, 10 autonomous okrugs, 55 oblasts, 

and 6 krais (Walker 1996: 1). As with many other subyekty o f the Russian Federation, there is 

a strong continuity between present-day elites and pre-1990 elites in Tatarstan (Matsuzato 

2001: 49), most notably in the President o f Tatarstan, Mintimer Shaymiyev, who was CPSU
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first secretary o f the Soviet Tatar ASSR at the time o f the transition, and had earlier been 

chairman o f the republic’s Council o f Ministers (Walker 1996:11).

The Supreme Soviet o f the Tatar ASSR adopted the “Declaration o f Sovereignty of 

the Tatar S.S.R.” in August o f 1990 under pressure from daily demonstrations and rallies 

organized by TOTs (the Tatarskii Obshchestvennji Tsentr ‘Tatar Public Center’)10 (Graney 1999: 

90), a nationalist organization founded in 1988 by prominent Tatar members o f the local 

Communist party, including Rafael Khakimov, who is now a leading presidential advisor. 

This declaration o f sovereignty was a compromise between warring factions in Tatarstan: 

declaring Tatar a state language alongside Russian was in deference to nationalists, but rather 

than declaring Union Republic status, the more vague concept o f “sovereignty” was used, 

allowing for a variety o f interpretations (Matsuzato 2001: 66). Nationalism in Tatarstan is not 

monolithic, and after the collapse o f the Soviet Union, Tatar radical nationalists separated 

from the existing Tatar national movement (ibid. 66): in the early 1990s there were an array 

o f Tatar nationalist organizations, most o f which are significantly less popular today.

Katherine Graney, a political scientist specializing in nationalism movements whose 

work is the source o f much o f the historical material presented here, labels the nationalism 

o f the post-Soviet Tatar government a “sub-state sovereignty” project. Her claim is that 

since Tatarstan’s 1990 declaration o f sovereignty, “all political and economic activity.. .has 

been pursued under the auspices o f bringing those claims of sovereignty to life” (Graney 

1999: 2), and that the political elites o f Tatarstan “have sought to make their sovereignty 

project complete or maximal in a symbolic o r discursive sense, if n o t in an  institu tional or 

material sense” (ibid. 8). Tatarstan does not an have established independent army, border 

controls, or a separate currency — although these are all consistent with state sovereignty,

m TO Ts is referred to in Tatar as BTlO, the Boten Tatar Ijtimagff U%ege ‘The All-Tatar Social Center.’
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they would be “potentially disruptive” (ibid. 3). Russia has accommodated Tatarstan and 

Bashkortostan’s sub-state sovereignty projects “largely because it is too weak to oppose 

them effectively” (ibid. 3), but this may be changing under the rule o f Vladimir Putin, who 

has reorganized the Russian Federation into seven major regions, each governed by an 

appointed rather than elected Presidential Representative, and has orchestrated the recent 

attempts to bring Tatarstan’s constitution “in line” with the Federal constitution.

The Tatarstani government devotes considerable resources to the presentation of 

symbols o f Tatarstan’s sovereignty while largely ignoring the Russian Federation. Russian 

Federation flags are nearly invisible in Kazan,11 and while Russian Federation holidays are 

generally disregarded, Tatarstan’s Constitution Day (November 6) and Sovereignty Day 

(August 30) are national holidays in the republic. After the declaration o f sovereignty, 

Tatarstan adopted a new state flag, a new state seal, and a new hymn, all o f which 

incorporate the Tatar ethnicity in some way. A flag with a small crescent m oon was 

considered, but was decided to be too overtly Islamic and thus potentially divisive: however, 

the green stripe at the top o f the new Tatarstan flag (which has three horizontal stripes: a 

thick green stripe, a thin white stripe, and a thick red stripe) has clear Islamic connotations 

(ibid. 287-8). The new hymn was written by a Tatar composer, and the new state seal is 

overtly ethnically Tatar: at its center is the akbars, a white winged leopard that was a symbol 

o f Volga Bulgaria (ibid. 288-9).12

11 In  eleven months o f fieldwork I saw a total o f  three Russian flags in Kazan, all o f which were 
associated with Federal offices.
12 Kazan’s hockey and soccer teams are called Akbars, as is a bank and Tatarstan’s major recording 
label.
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Here we see that ethnic Tatar identifications are allowed to “manifest themselves as

‘national’ ” (ibid. 303). Tatar nationalism is not a racist nationalism — even radical nationalists

who promote complete secession from the Russian Federation present the (theoretical)

autonomous Tatarstan as a multinational polity (Matsuzato 2001: 53; author’s interviews).

However, Soviet ethnodeferalism “fostered a ‘territorialized’ sense o f nationness among the

titular ethnic groups o f that system” (Graney 1999: 7), and while Tatarstan’s official national

ideology is one o f civic multiculturalism, this multiculturalism “coexists uneasily with a

competing national ideology that posits the eponymous titular ethnic group as the ‘true’ and

‘authentic’ national community”, the national community in whose name the sovereign state

was proclaimed (ibid. 6-7). Both Russian activists and Western scholars assert that

government resources are used to promote Tatars over other ethnic groups in the republic,

that “Tatar” is made to equate with “Tatarstani,” and that the government is engaged in the

process o f “Tatarization” o f Tatarstan while ignoring the cultural needs o f the republic’s

non-Tatar population. Tatarstan government officials, including the Minister o f Culture,

have argued that promotive Tatar policies are necessary to undo the damage done to Tatar

culture by the Russification policies o f the Soviet era (Graney 1999: 307ff).

“ ... [C]ivic discourse about the multi-ethnic Tatarstani nation is complicated by 
the simultaneous assertion that Tatarstan is the particular and special spiritual 
homeland o f the Tatar people. Tatarstan’s leadership contends that these two 
assertions are not incompatible and that some level o f identification with the 
ethnic Tatar nation can be reconciled within the civic Tatarstani nation.” (ibid.
309).

This Tatar “affirmative action” has included increasing the percentage o f ethnic Tatars in the

government (the first state council o f the sovereign republic was 73% Tatar, as opposed to

58% Tatar in the state council o f the 1990 Tatar ASSR), prioritizing the restoration o f Tatar

historical landmarks and monuments over those o f other Tatarstani peoples, returning

mosques to Muslim communities much faster than churches to O rthodox ones, and
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renaming public spaces with ethnically Tatar names (ibid. 251, 318-320). When Tatarization 

is seen as potentially overly disruptive, however, the Tatarstani government has chosen a 

more moderate course: ethnic Tatar holidays such as Muslim Ndiirut̂  and Korbart are state 

holidays, as is Orthodox Easter, but Khater Kone ‘Memory Day’ is not an officially sanctioned 

holiday; when renaming Kazan’s Lenin Street, the government chose to call it Kremlin Street 

rather than Soyembike Street, a name proposed by some Tatars to honor the historical figure 

o f Soyembike, 16th century Tatar princess and important legendary symbol (ibid. 290-4, 317).

O ther Tatar “affirmative action” policies have focused on the promotion o f the 

Tatar language and the development o f Tatar national education. N ot only have new Tatar- 

language schools opened since 1990, such that the number of students in Kazan studying in 

Tatar-language schools rose from .02% in 1990 to 26.4% in 1996 (Luchshikh Skhol Ka^ani 

1996 in Graney 1999: 324), the Tatar language was made a mandatory subject for students o f 

all nationalities beginning in 1994 (Graney 1999: 279). Tatar was declared to be an official 

state language alongside Russian in the 1990 declaration of sovereignty, and this was 

enshrined in Tatarstan law with the 1992 “Law on the Languages o f the Peoples of 

Tatarstan.” Legislation and policy recommendations in the early 1990s suggested that certain 

governmental posts (including President o f Tatarstan) have bilingual requirements, and 

offered government workers a 15% bonus in pay for demonstrating a sufficient level of 

bilingualism: in later years, this legislation was overturned. Additional policies that promote 

Tatar language and use will be examined in section 1.2 below, as will the gap between what is 

legislated and what exists in reality.
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1.2 Tatar in the framework o f endangered language theory

Campbell and Muntzel (1989) defined a basic typology o f language death situations: (1)

sudden death, where all o f a language’s speakers suddenly die or are killed (e.g., Tasmanian);

(2) radical death, where as a result o f severe repression and genocide, remaining speakers

shift immediately to the dominant language (e.g., some languages o f El Salvador); (3) gradual

death, with a gradual shift to the dominant language via extensive contact (e.g., Gaelic in

Scotland); and (4) bottom-to-top death, where the language remains only in ritual contexts

(e.g., Mayan languages o f southern Mexico that are used only in religious ceremonies). O f

these four categories, gradual death — a multi-generational language shift with at least one

bilingual generation but frequendy more -  is the most useful for studying the causes and

symptoms o f minority language shift and maintenance. While studies in the context of

endangered language theory usually involve clearly moribund languages, where the shift to

the dominant language is nearly complete (with perhaps a single older generation o f fully

competent speakers), I was interested in studying an earlier stage o f language endangerment,

one that might have a chance o f reversing. Although Tatar still has approximately one

million speakers in Tatarstan alone, absolute number o f speakers is no guarantee o f a

language’s health, as proven in the 20th century by the spectacularly fast reduction in the

number o f speakers o f such languages as Breton and Navajo, to name just two. Tatar in

Tatarstan can be potentially classified a language in the process o f the third type o f language

death in the above typology: a gradual death with a multi-generational language shift

involving at least one bilingual generation. The most salient evidence o f this language shift

found in Kazan, in addition to the proportionally low amount o f Tatar heard there, is the

quite common sight o f “mixed” conversations in which a parent or grandparent speaks to a

child or teen in Tatar, and that child or teen responds in Russian. In this section I will
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present justifications for this classification, including an examination o f the language 

attitudes found in present-day Tatarstan and the functional domains where Tatar is used, but 

first I will contextualize these language attitudes and domains within Soviet and post-Soviet 

language policies. Fifty percent o f the languages o f the former Soviet Union are considered 

to be endangered, and this number rises to seventy percent when considering only the 

languages found in the present-day Russian Federation (Krauss 1992: 5); I believe that Tatar 

should be considered one o f these endangered languages.

In the previous section, I gave a brief overview o f Tatar history and Tatar-Russian 

contact over the last 450 years; here I will focus on the Soviet and post-Soviet eras. While 

Tatar can be considered to have been under stress from Russian since 1552, it is the 

intensification o f this stress during the Soviet period that seems to have triggered a shift 

from what is known as stable diglossia, where two languages co-exist and are used for different 

purposes, to encroaching diglossia, where one language loses functional domains to another, 

often with the ultimate result of complete language shift. However, as we will see, for the 

past twelve years the government o f Tatarstan has been engaged in “promotive” language 

policies in order to combat this contraction o f the Tatar language.

Governmental language policies are typically divided into (1) overt policies, which 

are explicit and de jure, and (2) covert policies, which are implicit and de facto (Schiffman 1996: 

13). The overt and covert nationalities policies o f the Soviet era privileged Russian and 

Russians over national languages and their speakers (for detailed analyses and case studies, 

see the collections o f articles in Kirkwood 1989 and Kreindler 1985). Schermerhorn (1970) 

combined the paired concept o f minority and majority populations with centripetal 

assimilationist forces and centrifugal separatist forces to form four possible sociological 

models o f multi-ethnic nations. Soviet attempts to assimilate the nationalities o f the Soviet
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Empire fall into the fourth category o f Schermerhom’s typology, where the combination of 

a centripetal majority and centrifugal minorities leads to forced assimilation with resistance 

on the part o f the minorities; the centripetal forces o f the Soviet Union are traditionally 

labelled “Russification” (Marshall 1996: 10).

Mutual centrifugal tendencies held by both the minority and majority populations 

can lead to diglossic situations, and therefore stable bilingualism.13 However, the conflict of 

centripetal and centrifugal forces appears to be one o f the causes o f the transformation o f 

stable diglossic situations into encroaching diglossia, where one language loses ground to 

another. Centripetal assimilationist pressures may arise from both questions o f nationalism 

and of nationism. A term coined by Fishman (1972), nationism deals with the pragmatic 

problems o f governance, while nationalism deals with questions o f allegiance, patriotism, and 

identification with the nation. Both nationistic and nationalistic government policies can 

affect minority language status: it can be expensive and impractical to govern in multiple 

languages, particularly when those languages are spoken by small numbers o f people, and the 

ethnic “otherness” o f minorities, with language a particularly salient characteristic, can 

threaten nationalistic perceptions o f a unified country. Romaine (1995: 251) posits that 

“sanctioning the use o f another language, and by implication the cultural values it 

symbolizes...is seen as a threat to the dominant group in society.” Fishman (1972: 194) 

argues that in a multilingual nation, only the dominant language “is seen as fulfilling 

nationwide purposes on a permanent basis, or as being linked to the...national goals, national

13 The term diglossia was coined by Charles Ferguson (1959), who was the first to note the stability of 
language types that are not competing for functional domains. In Ferguson’s model, the language 
types were high and low variants o f the same language: this model was later updated by Joshua 
Fishman (1967) to include different languages as well.
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symbols, national rituals, national holidays and national identifications that...nations...need 

and create.” Historically, the rise o f multicultural nations united by nationalistic ideals has led 

to intensified pressure on minority language speakers to shift to the dominant language of 

the nation. Hamp (1989) found that speakers o f Arvanitika Albanian, found in communities 

that had been in Greece for approximately 750 years, had maintained linguistic stability until 

the rise o f 19th century Greek nationalism, at which time the level o f Greek interference in 

their Albanian increased, and they began shifting to Greek-style syntax and phonology, or to 

Greek altogether. It has been argued that France was unproblematically multi-ethnic and 

multilingual until the 1790s, but after the French Revolution needed a “unifying national 

identity, expressed in part by a single national language” (Dorian 1998: 5). And Kreindler 

(1982: 9) claims that the use o f the Russian language by Soviet leaders is analogous to its use 

by the Romanovs at the end o f the Tsarist reign as “the cement o f the Empire.”

Soviet language planning can be separated into three eras: (1) the period from 1917 

to the mid-1930s, (2) the period from the late 1930s to the 1950s, and (3) the period from 

the 1950s up to the perestroika era o f the mid-1980s (Kreindler 1995: 189). Russification 

policies, o f course, date to the beginning o f the Russian Empire, and Russification o f Tatar 

education began in earnest with Christian missionary schools established in the 1860s: the 

statues o f these schools stated, “The Russification o f Muslim-Tatars can be achieved only by 

disseminating Russian language and education” (Rorlich 1986: 86). Lenin advocated the 

“national in form, socialist in content” formula o f the early Soviet period, and opposed 

making Russian the sole state language or the compulsory language of education  for the 

minority nationalities. Under Lenin, narodnost’ (nationality) languages were developed so they 

could be used for schools and local government, and alphabets were developed for 

languages that had been previously unwritten: it was believed that literacy would enable the
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spread o f communist theory and ideas (Kreindler 1995: 190). During this first era o f Soviet 

language policy, language corpus planning was seen as “an integral part o f state 

construction” (ibid. 192). In the USSR of the 1920s, the onus o f bilingualism was meant to 

be on Russians living in non-Russian areas; for example, the preface to a 1925 Tatar 

grammar written for non-Tatars states that “all citizens with jobs in the state...and other 

organizations must know Tatar, and not just the spoken variety but also its written form” 

(Kreindler 1982: 9). In the 1910s and 1920s, Volga Tatars, who were beginning to lose their 

leadership among Russia’s Muslims, had Tatar-language textbooks for primary and 

secondary schools, while higher level (university) education remained in Russian only 

(Haarman 1985). In addition, there were 139 Tatar-language newspapers being published, 

making Tatars the minority narodnost’ with the highest level o f newspaper publishing 

(Kreindler 1995: 193).

However, after Lenin’s death, Soviet language planning moved steadily away from 

his advocated position o f language equality (Kirkwood 1989: 2; Marshall 1996: 20). In 1938, 

more than 70 languages were used as the medium of instruction in the schools o f the Soviet 

Union, but Stalin’s “revival o f patriotism” placed great emphasis on both the Russian 

language and culture: under his rule, Russian was made a compulsory school subject and all 

languages o f the Soviet Union using a Latin-based alphabet were moved to Cyrillic alphabets 

(Kreindler 1982, Kreindler 1995, Marshall 1996). It has been claimed that “ [t]he greatest 

setback for the national languages, however, was not the re-emergence o f Russian by their 

side, but the physical elimination o f the native intelligentsia in the Stalin purges” (Kreindler
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1995: 194).14 Work on the development o f minority Soviet languages became life- 

threatening, and the only safe language development became “enrichment” from Russian: 

not only the replacement o f native terminology with Russian equivalents, but also the 

introduction o f Russian caiques and verbal phraseology (ibid. 194).

The rise to power o f Khrushchev in the 1950s marks the beginning o f the third era 

in Soviet language planning and policy. Here we find a conflict between an overt policy of 

“Rossification” and a covert policy o f “Russification.” While English has just one adjective, 

Russian, to describe both members o f the Russian ethnicity and subjects o f the Russian state, 

Russian has two: russkii for the former, and rossiskii for the latter. The term “Rossification” is 

taken from the word rossiskii ‘pertaining to Russia as a state’, and is a condition o f multiple 

allegiance, with an “appreciation o f nationality and language rights, combined with political 

loyalty to a supranational union (USSR) o f equal nationality republics” (Marshall 1996: 12). 

“Russification,” on the other hand, is taken from the adjective russkii ‘[ethnic] Russian’, and 

is assimilationist in nature (ibid. 12). The overt policy o f Rossification didn’t quite hide the 

assimilationist policy o f Russification with a goal o f “a high rate o f Russian use among non- 

Russians” (ibid. 17). From the 1950’s onward, the Soviet Union had a covert Russification 

policy o f asymmetrical “national-Russian bilingualism” (Haarman 1985), where minority 

nationals were meant to be bilingual, but Russian speakers were not: by 1989, 48.1% of non- 

Russian nationals were bilingual in Russian, but only 3.5% of Russians were bilingual in a 

Soviet narodnost’ language (Marshall 1996). While overt policy had granted official status to a 

range o f languages, the covert policy was one o f monolingual Russian use for government, 

and quite often, education as well (Grenoble and Whaley 1998, Marshall 1996).

14 While there were purges o f Tatar nationalist figures in the 1920s, the purges o f  the 1930s focused 
on cultural leaders and the intelligentsia, particularly writers.
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The bias towards Russian-language education begun in the 1930s was furthered in 

the 1950s when a law, later made a constitution article, gave parents “the right to choose the 

language o f instruction for their children” (Marshall 1996: 21) However, officials would bias 

parental decisions by not informing them that wtfrasfooj/’-language schools were an option, 

instead simply asking if the parents wanted their children to know Russian (a question to 

which the answer was usually ‘yes’) and then placing the children in Russian monolingual 

schools (Kreindler 1985). As a result o f these overt and covert policies, 31 minority 

languages were phased out as the medium of education between 1961 and 1982 (Kreindler 

1995, Marshall 1996); in Tatarstan many Tatar-language schools were forced to close or 

switch to Russian-language education in the 1970s (Graney 1999: 323).

The assimilationist policies o f Russification caused resistance among speakers of 

many narodnost’ languages: those languages that were associated with SSRs, particularly Union 

Republics, had a higher rate o f language maintenance than those languages spoken by 

nationalities without a titular republic (Marshall 1996: 19-20, 33). However, language 

retention was much higher among rural speakers than among the urban intelligentsia: “As 

the languages lost prestige and narrowed in function, the national elite, especially in the 

cities, began to know Russian better than their own language” (Kreindler 1995: 197). The 

decline o f a national language often leads to a rise in nationalist sentiment and action, and 

this was the case in the fall o f the Soviet Union and transition to sovereignty as well: 

informal nationalist organizations arose around language issues, and language laws were 

usually the first “concrete manifestations o f national self-assertiveness” in the transitional 

republics (ibid. 198). This is true for Tatar: the 1990 Tatarstan declaration o f sovereignty 

raised Tatar to the level o f official state language alongside Russian.
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Recall that, as discussed in section 1.1 above, the official national ideology o f the 

government o f sovereign Tatarstan is one of civic multiculturalism, but that Tatars are in fact 

privileged over other ethnic groups. While there is a token discourse in post-Soviet Tatarstan 

on developing all o f the languages o f the republic, the vast majority o f resources go towards 

the development o f Tatar (Graney 1999: 313). The promotion o f Tatar language and culture 

are justified as a sort o f “affirmative action” necessary to counteract the harm done by 

Soviet-era assimilationist policies: this discourse o f affirmative action comes not only from 

government officials on the ministerial level (ibid. 307), but also from the President of 

Tatarstan himself, Mintimer Shaymiyev. In a socialist-style propagandistic biography 

published in 1995, Shaymiyev’s biographers give a personal anecdote as one justification for 

his promotive language policies. In a section o f the biography entitled Tel — khalikning rukhi 

‘Language is the soul o f a people’, Shaymiyev relates the story o f his college entrance exams. 

At the time o f the exams, Shaymiyev was bilingual but Tatar-dominant, and his entrance 

exams were given in Russian only. Apparendy, for each question Shaymiyev would mentally 

translate the question from Russian in Tatar, think in Tatar, and translate his answer back 

into Russian, thus giving the appearance o f a “slow-witted person” (Mostafin and Khasanov 

1995: 75). Shaymiyev passed his exams, but, regardless o f the veracity o f this anecdote, many 

other Tatars did not pass theirs: for years ethnic Tatars have been proportionally under

represented in Tatarstan’s institutes o f higher education. Presumably it is incidents like these 

that inform the decisions and promotive policies o f the Tatars who now rule Tatarstan. A 

few paragraphs after the anecdote above, Shaymiyev quite openly states his language policy 

priorities:
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“Language,” repeats Mintimer Sharipovich, “is the soul of the people. The loss 
of your language means the loss o f your national soul.15 We need to develop the 
Tatar language before anything else in order for there to be equal rights o f 
languages. And this is not a violation o f the principle o f equal rights, only a 
restoration of historic justice. But it is necessary to work without rushing, 
thoroughly, and without compulsory measures. It is not acceptable to create 
conditions such as: learn the language in such and such amount o f time, or we 
will replace you at your work. This might cause dissatisfaction, and discredit the 
idea itself. But it is necessary to create the proper conditions for speakers to learn 
the language; we need to open new schools and gymanasia where subjects are 
taught in Tatar, to introduce the mother tongue into the pre-school setting and 
into practice in the workplace, to publish textbooks in the mother tongue and to 
prepare specialists. This is not the work o f one day: it is a long, complicated 
business that will take many years and decades” (ibid. 75-76).16

Some o f the promotive policies o f the Tatarstan government under Shaymiyev (who has

been president since 1990 and is currently in his third term) were discussed in section 1.1

above: the 1992 Law on the Languages o f the Peoples o f Tatarstan guarantees freedom of

language use for all, bans discrimination on the basis o f language, and promises that the

republic’s government will protect the rights o f Tatarstan’s citizens to develop their own

languages (Graney 1999: 311). Two years later, a program with more than 100 policy

recommendations was adopted by the Supreme Soviet o f Tatarstan: almost all o f these

recommendations were aimed at the development o f the Tatar language, and included calls

for the increased use of Tatar as a medium of education and the establishment o f a Tatar-

language university (ibid. 311). This program also recommended ways for Russian

monolingual government workers to learn Tatar such that government business could be

transacted in either Russian or Tatar, including the publication o f “minimum knowledge”

15 For more on Tatar discourse linking language, nationalism, and spiritual matters, see Chapter Two, 
particularly section 2.3.
16 This excerpt was taken from the Tatar-language version o f Shaymiyev’s biography. An identical 
Russian-language version was published simultaneously. All translations in this dissertation from 
Russian and Tatar, unless otherwise noted, are the author’s own.
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Tatar dictionaries and basic Tatar classes for bureaucrats (ibid. 312). W ork on these

dictionaries must have begun immediately, as 1995 saw a spate of 50-page pocket Russian-

Tatar work-related dictionaries with such titles as Pjissko-tatarskii slovar’ — Minimum dlia

rabotnikov lesa ‘A Russian-Tatar Dictionary -  The minimum for forest workers’ and Kratkii

russko-tatarskii slovar’ dlia rabotnikov ZAGSa ‘The short Russian-Tatar dictionary for ZAGs

Workers.’17 Recall that in 1998, the Tatarstani government put into action a short-lived

policy rewarding government workers for demonstrating a sufficient level o f bilingualism: a

contemporaneous report in a Moscow-based Russian newspaper was critical o f this policy:

“Though this provision covers ethnic Russians as well, observers interpret it as a 
disguised discriminatory measure against them because virtually all the Tatars 
know Russian, whereas most Russians do not know Tatar. In reality, ethnic 
Tatars, who have declared themselves a title nation despite the fact that the 
Russian population of Tatarstan equals the Tatar population, will get a bonus just 
for being Tatars”(I%vestia Press Digest 1998).

A year and a half later, the English-language Moscow Times reported that Tatar-promoting

affirmative action policies were not well-received by the republic’s Russian population:

“Russians are beginning to grumble. They feel they are being gradually 
marginalized by policies that make it easier for Tatars to receive influential posts, 
as well as outright nepotism. Often, Russians are excluded from top posts 
because they don’t speak the Tatar language, one o f the republic’s two official 
languages. ‘The channels o f mobility are closed for Russians,’ says the Russian 
activist Salagayev, who is also a sociologist. ‘Russians are practically 
unrepresented in the legislative and executive organs.’ Indeed, a look at the 
names o f the top figures in Tatarstan’s government reveals a striking absence of 
Russians -  who make up 43 percent o f the population o f Tatarstan and 54 
percent o f Kazan — among the elite. The overwhelming majority o f Shaimiyev’s 
administration officials, Cabinet ministers and State Council deputies are Tatar”
(Karush 1999b).

However, the Tatar-speaking intelligentsia held, and holds to this day, the position that the 

Tatarstani government policies regarding language are de jure, but not de facto, that all 

government organs do not in fact conduct business and publish decisions in both Tatar and

17 ZAGs is the acronym o f the Bureau o f Records.
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Russian, as promised by the 1992 legislation, and that the funds devoted to the development 

o f the Tatar language have been to-date insufficient (Graney 1999: 311-2; also author’s 

personal interviews). In sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2, I will examine the effect that both Soviet- 

era and post-Soviet era language policies have had on the contraction o f Tatar in both 

functional domains and population o f speakers. An analysis o f language attitudes and the 

functional domains where Tatar is and is not used gives evidence o f continuing language 

shift: further motivation for language shift via accommodation is discussed in section 1.4, 

and further evidence o f language attrition is given in Chapters 3 and 5.

1.2.1 Language attitudes

Many analyses o f language shift have two commonalties: the first is what is called variously 

‘negative self-identification,’ ‘self-deprecation,’ or ‘low prestige,’ and the second is resultant 

linguistic insecurity from this negative self-perception. Gal (1979), studying the shift from 

Hungarian to German in Oberwart, Austria found stigmatization and linguistic insecurity to 

be important motivating factors. She found a “near universal lack o f linguistic pride and 

confidence on the part o f the Oberwarters. Even those who can approximate both standards 

feel unsure and insecure about their speech when talking to monolinguals or outsiders” (ibid. 

104). Gal asked informants to rank their language knowledge, with the local form being the 

standard: 50% ranked themselves below the highest rating for Hungarian, and 79% ranked 

themselves below the highest rating for German (ibid. 105). One Oberwarter stated, “We 

don’t speak either Hungarian or German totally right” (ibid. 105). Dorian (1981) found a 

similar phenomenon among speakers o f the highly stigmatized East Sutherland dialect of 

Scottish Gaelic (an already highly stigmatized language itself), who considered their dialect to 

be “deviant” and not worthy o f study. Gal’s Hungarian speakers were all associated with the
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low-prestige agricultural peasant lifestyle, while Dorian’s East Sutherland Gaelic speakers

were descendants o f poor tenant farmers who had been evicted en masse in 19th-century

Scottish land reforms and placed in artificially created fishing communities, where they were

stigmatized as well. The Tatar identity has also been one stigmatized for centuries: “Standard

textbooks and historical literature have long contained negative images o f the Tatar

conquerors, in both Imperial and Soviet Russia; indeed, one pre-Revolutionary book, aimed

at children and filled with anti-Tatar stereotypes, was republished several times in Russia in

1992 and 1993” (Shnirelman 1996: 55). Many Tatar speakers in present-day Tatarstan exhibit

linguistic insecurity as well.

“...for urban Tatars the challenge is in not forgetting their traditional tongue.
While today Tatar can be heard frequendy on the streets o f Kazan,18 during most 
o f the Soviet period it carried a stigma. ‘It makes me happy that children speak 
Tatar on the street. People o f my generation feel insecure that we don’t know the 
language well enough,’ said Shavkat Altynbayev, who drives a gypsy cab in 
Kazan” (Karush 1999b).

None o f the young Tatar speakers whom I interviewed gave themselves the highest rating

for Tatar-language skills and many were hard-pressed to give me an example o f a Tatar

speaker whom they would rate a “ 10” for linguistic performance.19 Among the most

common people cited were a prominent playwright and deputy in the Supreme Soviet and a

prominent Tatar philologist; only one o f these highly esteemed speakers, a member o f the

Tatar Social Club who works on the radio, was under 30 years old.

18 I take issue with the adverb ‘frequently’ in this sentence: Tatar is in fact heard occasionally on the 
streets of Kazan.
19 The exact wording of the questions was as follows: Sinengchd, sin tatar teknda nindi dardjadd soylesha alasing? 
Aytik, ing dybat daraja un ball dip alsak, d ing nachar daraja ber ball dip alsak, sineng darajang nindi bulsa? ‘In your 
opinion, at what level do you speak Tatar? If the highest level is 10, and the lowest level is 1, what would your 
level be?’ and Sinengche, kemneng tatar tele un ball dardjadd? ‘In your opinion, whose Tatar is on level 10?’ The 
preceding questions had been about which language they felt most comfortable speaking, which language their 
primary, secondary, and college-level education had been in, and when they had learned Russian.
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For many Russians, and also for many urban Tatars, modem Tatar is dismissed as 

“merely a kitchen language.” I somewhat informally tested language attitudes almost every 

day of my fieldwork in Tatarstan. The methodology o f this informal testing was quite simple: 

I speak Russian with a foreign accent that, due to its extreme usefulness, I have not 

attempted to ameliorate. The number o f tourists and foreigners in Kazan is proportionately 

quite low when compared with Saint Petersburg or Moscow, and merely speaking Russian 

with an accent (or, later in my fieldwork, speaking Tatar with an accent) was usually enough 

to cause my interlocutor to ask where I was from and what I was doing in Kazan. When 

people learned that I was there to leam and study Tatar, the universally asked question was 

simply “Why?”

In general, the Russians I spoke with were dismissive o f Tatar as in any way meriting 

study, although there were notable exceptions. It was repeatedly asserted to me that Tatar 

was just a “kitchen” language, or the “language o f peasants.” Some Russians seemed merely 

indifferent to the existence o f the Tatar language, telling me things like “I’ve lived in this city 

45 years, my whole life, and I don’t think I know even one word o f Tatar.” O ther Russians 

had been more attentive, and would comment on the frequent code-switching between 

Russian and Tatar that is a common style o f linguistic performance for Kazan Tatars.2" This 

behavior is often interpreted not as code-switching but rather as incomplete knowledge o f or 

incompetence in Tatar -  an interpretation that is most likely due to the monolingualism of 

the majority o f Kazan’s Russians. One (monolingual) Russian said to me: “Those teenagers, 

they can’t say everything they want to say in  T atar, so they have to use R ussian w ords in 

order to express themselves. They don’t know how to really speak Tatar.” O ther Russians

211 City Tatars o f all ages can be heard both inter- and intra-sententially code-switching — I have 
observed people ranging in age from young school-children to elderly grandparents code-switching, 
m ost often with interlocutors who were their peers.
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will openly express negative attitudes towards the Tatar language, particularly now that 

promotive language policies have brought mandatory Tatar language classes to primary and 

secondary schools. Several people, parents o f school-age children, complained to me at 

length about the mandatory teaching o f Tatar in schools as well as the teaching o f Tatar 

literature that was apparendy coming at the expense o f the Russian canon. They deemed the 

language and literature classes to be “useless,” “a waste o f time,” and “taking up time that 

should be used to teach ‘real’ things.”

Internal language attitudes, which is to say, those o f Tatars themselves, varied widely 

among those people with whom I interacted, and there seems to be some sort o f correlation 

with age and with Tatar proficiency.21 Older and proficient speakers usually reacted to my 

attempts to speak and ask about Tatar with delight. However, many city Tatars, particularly 

those under 30, seemed to regard the Tatar language with embarrassment, as is common for 

members o f a minority community undergoing language shift. Once I had reached a 

reasonable level o f competence in Tatar small-talk, I would attempt to use Tatar with all new 

acquaintances who had self-identified or been identified to me as Tatar. The response of 

many was o f embarrassment, usually expressed by nervous laughter, a hand over the face, an 

inability to look me in the eye as I spoke to them in Tatar, and an unwillingness to speak 

Tatar in front o f their peers.22 I received this response both from young Tatars whose close 

social networks were almost entirely Russian and from young Tatars whose close social 

networks were almost entirely Tatar.

By contrast, mostly under-30 attendees o f the Tatar Social Club (described at length 

in section 1.3 below), almost all o f whom are actively engaged in Tatar culture and/or

21 A more precise correlation must wait for future fieldwork.
22 I can only guess where they are located on the cline o f language competence, since they would not 
speak with me in Tatar.
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politics, reacted incredibly positively, almost overwhelmingly so, to my attempts to leam and 

speak Tatar. Several, upon acquaintance, immediately took it upon themselves to offer to 

meet with me regularly and help me with my studies so that I would leam to speak well. This 

was true o f the Tatar intellectual and cultural elite in general, among whom Tatar has “covert 

prestige” (Trudgill 1972) and is a deeply emotional topic. For example, two young women 

whom I met in the club (approximately 20 years old at the time) informed me on separate 

occasions that hearing me speak Tatar made them want to cry, although they weren’t sure 

why. I have heard from fieldworkers studying other low-prestige or endangered languages 

about their experiences where speaking just a few words of the minority language caused 

tears to well up in the eyes o f their interlocutors -  but the interlocutors in question were 

always grandmothers, and never college students.

1.2.2 Tatar’s functional domains

While the Tatar and Russian languages have in principle been on equal footing since 1992, 

there is a distinct asymmetry in their functional domains and usage, particularly in urban 

Tatarstan. While Tatar usage has greatly increased since the declaration o f sovereignty, 

Russian is still, by far, the dominant language, and the language o f the public domain. The 

vast majority o f newspapers, magazines, television shows, and radio programs are in Russian 

only, as are government proceedings and the majority o f educational opportunities. 

Discontent with this asymmetry, and with the concession of both public space and public 

discourse to the Russian language, is found in articles in the post-Soviet Tatar press with 

titles such as Tatar tele chinnan da daiildt telemeV. ‘Is the Tatar language in reality an official 

language?!’ (Fattakh 2000), Tatarcha soriybfy ruscha jawap alab\ ‘We ask in Tatar, and receive 

an answer in Russian’ (Maksimova 2000), and Tatar ilendage kiosklarda niga tatar ga^etalan yuk?
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W hy are there no Tatar newspapers in the kiosks o f a Tatar country?’ (Mirsayetov 1999). 

And one author, who describes her decision to study in Tatar at the university level as batirlik 

‘heroism’, states: “In 1992 the law ‘About the Languages of the Peoples o f Tatarstan’ was 

passed. Thus, Tatar and Russian both became government languages, and these two 

languages were given equal rights. B ut.. .when two Tatars are standing and conversing and 

just one Russian person arrives, why does the conversation switch to Russian?”(Khayrullina 

1999).

Tatar accommodation to Russian is due, in great part, to Russian monolingualism: 

there is a distinct asymmetry between Russian use and usefulness and Tatar use and 

usefulness. As noted above, the Soviet Union was famous for its asymmetry o f bilingualism, 

where minorities learned the dominant language and Russians did not; Tatarstan is no 

exception. A 1989 survey showed that 1.1% of the republic’s Russians spoke Tatar, while 

77% o f Tatars spoke Russian (Walker 1996).23 Statistics on Tatar knowledge are less credible: 

statistics are bandied about that show that 99% o f rural Tatars and 95% o f urban Tatars 

claim that Tatar is their native language (cf. e.g. Iskhakov and Musina 1991). However, it is 

important to note that neither Russian rodnoi ia^yk nor Tatar tugan tel\ both o f which translate 

to ‘mother tongue’ or ‘native language’, require either knowledge or use o f the actual 

language: they merely refer to the language o f heritage traditionally associated with the 

ethnicity. It is possible to say in both Russian and Tatar, “She does not know her native 

language”: therefore, statistics on what Tatars consider to be their “native language” should

23 These statistics imply that 23% o f the republic’s Tatars were monolingual in Tatar in 1989. Based 
on (admittedly) anecdotal evidence gathered just eleven years later, I find that num ber to be rather 
high. I personally never encountered any monolingual Tatars, even in villages, and never heard o f any 
monolingual Tatars under the age o f 80.
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not be read as measures o f linguistic performance, but rather as symbolic statements of 

ethnicity. In fact, a 1989 survey stated that only 36% of urban Tatars in Tatarstan used Tatar 

as a home language, 25% spoke Tatar when socializing with friends, and 21% spoke Tatar 

when interacting with colleagues (Graney 1999: 310).

In Kazan, the main functional domains for Tatar are as follows. Tatar is the home 

language for some, particularly for those whose parents moved to Kazan from a village as 

part of the upsurge in urbanization in the 1970s. Tatar can also be the language o f education. 

Recall that by the end o f the Soviet period only 12% of Tatar children were in schools where 

Tatar was the medium of education, and the vast majority o f these schools were not in urban 

regions. For years, the Tatar department o f Kazan State University was not-so-affectionately 

nicknamed “the k o lk h o ‘collective farm’ due to the overwhelmingly rural origins o f its 

students. Prior to 1990, the proportion o f rural to urban students in the department was 

approximately 95 percent to 5 percent.24 Today the department’s students are approximately 

half rural and half urban, and it is claimed by the dean o f the Tatar fakul’tet that this change is 

due to the increase in the availability o f Tatar-medium education in the cities (Iskandar 

Gilyazov, personal communication). In Kazan, parents often have a choice o f school, and 

can send their children to schools where Tatar is the medium of education (often in 

conjunction with others, in particular Turkish and English) or where Russian is the medium 

of education, although according to Lotfullin (2000), in Kazan there are currently five times

24 Tatar “retreated” to the villages in the 20th century, which were considered Tatarphone strongholds 
(hence the association between Tatar and “peasants”). However, Russian has begun encroaching in 
the domestic domain even in villages, particularly for school-age and college-age Tatars, who will 
code-switch heavily in social situations, even if Tatar has been both the language o f home and o f 
education.
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more Russian-language schools and teachers than Tatar.25 In Kazan at the university level, 

there are currently five places where one can study in Tatar: (1) Islamic University (and Tatar 

as non-native language is taught there, with students at all levels o f proficiency); (2) The 

Tatar department o f the Pedagogical Institute; (3) The Tatar department o f Kazan State 

University; (4) One group (out o f four) each year in the Journalism department o f Kazan 

State University; and (5) several departments in the Tatar Humanities Institute, which was 

founded quite recently and whose student population is thus rather small. The majority of 

students in Kazan who are studying in Tatar are being trained to be teachers (for primary, 

secondary, and university-level education), philologists, and journalists. All other education 

at the university or institute level is conducted in Russian. In addition, students in one o f the 

above departments will take “general” courses, such as sociology, history o f Russia, or 

economics, in Russian.

Tatar, while present in the media, is once again asymmetrically represented, where 

the vast majority o f news and entertainment is available in Russian. At the time o f my 

fieldwork there were four radio stations that broadcast in Tatar: (1) Radio Dulkin, the 

“traditional” Tatar station, which broadcast in Tatar only,26 (2) Radio Kurai, which was 

aimed at a younger audience, playing Russian music occasionally and allowing DJs to 

periodically code-switch into Russian, (3) Tatar Radios!, which began broadcasting in August 

o f 2001 and plays music in Tatar, Russian and English, with DJs speaking set phrases in all 

three languages, and (4) Bolgar FM, a government station, which broadcasts twelve hours of 

Tatar a day in three-hour slots — the other twelve hours are Russian-language programming. 

Additionally, another government station broadcasts several hours a day in Tatar, and

25 In rural areas there may be no choice o f school, and thus no choice o f language o f education.
26 Radio Dulkin lost its license in the spring o f 2002 and is no longer broadcasting. Its replacement 
apparendy will broadcast in both Tatar and Russian (RFE/RL, April 1, 2002).
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includes A^atltk ‘Freedom’, the Tatar-language broadcast o f Radio Free Europe. This station 

cannot be found on regular radios.27 All o f the remaining stations, approximately eight, 

broadcast in Russian only and do not play Tatar music, although they will play American, 

European, and Turkish music.

O n television, there is one government-run Tatar station which broadcasts only six 

hours a day, and o f these six hours typically only three are in Tatar. The other local station, 

Efir, now offers three Tatar-language programs each week, two o f which began in 2001. This 

asymmetry is continuous with Soviet-era asymmetries in media production, where Russian- 

language television programming was available at all times, while local broadcasts, radio or 

television, were “o f a highly restrictive kind” and distinctly amateurish, due in part to their 

comparatively low budgets (Ozolins 1996: 186); the same is true today.

The majority o f newspapers and magazines found in Kazan are in Russian. Some 

newspapers will put out both Russian and Tatar versions, but it should be noted that these 

different versions will have completely different editorial staffs and almost completely 

different contents. Reading Tatar lie ‘Tatar Country’ in Tatar is not the same as reading 

Tatarskaya Kray a in Russian. N ot only are there fewer newspapers printed in Tatar than in 

Russian, in part, because press from outside the Republic is in Russian only, these papers are 

in general quite difficult to find. Most neighborhoods in Kazan have a series o f outdoor 

wooden bulletin boards where newspapers are posted, so that those people who can’t afford 

to buy them can read them away. The newspapers are usually grouped in threes or fours, and 

the proportion o f Russian to Tatar papers is usually 3 to 0, 4 to 0, or 3 to 1. In addition, it

27 Every apartment and house is furnished with the kitchen “government radio,” a one-channel radio 
that plays a government station (untilperestroika, the only option for radio).
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can be difficult to find a place to buy a Tatar newspaper: they are not available at the 

newsstands at the Kazan train station or bus station, and the prominent newsstands and 

kiosks downtown also do not carry them.28 Tatarphones know via word o f mouth where the 

few downtown kiosks that sell Tatar newspapers are located, but more usually, they 

subscribe to the papers and have them delivered The same is true o f Tatar magazines: they 

must be purchased by subscription, and newsstands that sell magazines will have only 

Russian-language publications.

Finally, a note on quality. While Tatar language magazines29 appear to be on a par 

with Russian-language magazines, in general, Tatar television programs and Tatar 

newspapers are o f significantly lower quality than Russian television and newspapers. I know 

many people who actively participate in Tatar culture (philologists, theater workers, club 

members) who refuse to read the Tatar press (or to teach in the Journalism Department o f 

Kazan State University) because they feel that the standards are so low, and who instead get 

their news from a Russian-language newspaper (although perhaps one written mosdy by and 

for Tatars, such as Vostochnyi Ekspress ‘The Oriental Express’). Others will not watch Tatar- 

language television programs, with the exception o f the news on Tatar Republic Television 

(TRT), which is the exact Tatar-language equivalent o f its Russian counterpart. I have seen 

people turn away from a television playing a Tatar show in embarrassment, saying “please 

turn that off, I can’t stand to watch it.”

The asymmetry o f Tatar and Russian proportions is even more pronounced in daily 

public activities in the city. The public domain appears to be a Russian-only one, and Tatars

28 This is described in detail in Mirsayetov 1999.
29 There are four major magazines, three o f which are continuations o f Soviet-era magazines: Ka^an 
Utlari T h e  Fires o f Kazan’, a literary journal; Soyembike, a woman’s magazine; and Yalkin ‘Flame’ a 
children’s/teen’s magazine. The newest Tatar magazine is Idel ‘Volga’, a youth-oriented literary 
journal.
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will often accommodate and speak Russian when in public spaces or engaged in activities in 

the public realm. Although Tatar is an “official” language, many Tatars in both interviews 

and conversations expressed an opinion that this officialness is de jure only, and there is a 

sense that people are only “playing Tatar,” which is to say, presenting only enough Tatar to 

give an appearance o f compliance and language equality (cf. e.g. Makhsimova 2000 and 

Fattakh 1998). For example, there is legislation requiring equal public signage, but this 

legislation is not enforced.30 The main signage for businesses and government buildings is 

usually bilingual, with precedence given to neither language: the description o f the store’s 

business and the office hours are always found in both Russian and Tatar. However, with the 

exception o f places under government jurisdiction such as the post-office or library, or 

government-run stores such as TsUM, the main department store, and bread stores, all other 

signage within a public establishment will usually be in Russian. Price tags, sale signs, 

descriptions o f merchandise, elaborations on working hours, policy signs: these are all in 

Russian only. In addition, purchases are made in Russian only. The same is true on 

transportation: the main bus and tram signs, describing the route, the price o f a ticket, and 

the fine for avoiding a ticket are in both Tatar and Russian, but all other signage is in 

Russian. Transactions on public transportation are also in Russian only, and on several 

occasions I saw or was told about Tatars attempting to buy tickets in Tatar who were 

scolded by Russophone conductors or tram drivers. In addition, I observed the following 

situation multiple times: two salespeople are speaking Tatar behind the counter in a store,

31 T he Russian-language television show Gorod ‘City’ on the local channel Efir did a not-terribly- 
serious 10-minute expose o f this lack o f compliance in April o f 2001. The reporter went from store 
to store showing Russian-only signage and price tags, and asked mosdy indifferent clerks for 
explanations and justifications, to no great effect.
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two Tatars walk up to the counter, also speaking Tatar. The conversations pause, the official 

transaction is made in Russian, and then both Tatar-language conversations resume. The one 

major exception to this rule o f accommodation to Russian in public space is the downtown 

produce market, the Kolkho^nyi Rynok ‘Collective Farm Market’, which was one o f the few 

public spaces where I consistendy heard Tatar spoken. I received the following explanation 

for this phenomenon: this market is the cheapest market in Tatarstan with the widest 

selection o f goods, and Tatar-dominant villagers, people who prefer to speak Tatar and have 

a higher level o f Tatar competence than Russian, travel into the city in order to shop there. 

The economic force they represent is sufficiently powerful to make learning market-Tatar 

desirable for workers there: not only do the Uzbek, Tajik and Azeri sellers transact business 

in both Russian and Tatar with their customers, but also it is possible to find Russians who 

are making efforts to speak and understand some Tatar.

However, the professions where one is able to use Tatar as the medium o f work are 

rather limited, and disproportionately tilted towards cultural and media production: theater, 

music, television, radio, magazines, and education, both secular and religious. Salaries for 

these professions are, in general, quite low: higher-than-average salaries are not found in the 

arts or education, but in business, particularly in businesses with Western connections, and 

in these jobs Tatar knowledge is generally not an advantage.

Finally, despite promotive language and cultural policies on the part o f the Tatarstani 

government, an examination o f public discourse demonstrates that there is a sense that 

Tatarphones feel themselves to be “under siege” from Russian cultural and  linguistic 

pressures. In the Tatar press one finds almost weekly articles and letters to the editor 

expressing this siege mentality, for example: Shovinistlar berlasha, a be% haman yokliyb \ 

‘Chauvinists are uniting, and we are permanently sleeping’ (Akhmatjanov 1994), Be% tatarlar,
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ydshibe% ale! “We Tatars, we live after all!’ (Galimullin 1995) Telebê ne, dinebe^ne sakliyk! ‘Let’s 

save our language, our religion!’ (Majitov 1996). There is a derogatory name for Tatars who 

have assimilated to Russian culture: “Mankurts”, a name taken from a novel by Chingiz 

Aitmatov. I first heard the term in a bar, when someone in the group I was with spotted an 

acquaintance o f hers sitting with his Russian girlfriend and friends. “Mankurt!” she muttered, 

and when asked for an explanation, she said, “Mankurts, they are Tatars who don’t know 

their own language or history, their own traditions. They don’t understand or respect their 

ancestors.” In keeping with the metaphor o f the Tatar nation and culture under siege, 

Mankurts are perceived and referred to as “traitors” who have “defected to the other side.” 

So where can one place Tatar in the process of language contraction? Fishman (1991: 

81-121) presents a graded typology o f language contraction situations that is designed to be 

used for the process o f reversing language shift. He labels his typology the Graded 

Intergenerational Disruption Scale (GIDS), and “the higher the GIDS rating the lower the 

intergenerational continuity and maintenance prospects o f a language network or 

community” (ibid. 87). This scale is a “quasi-implicational scale,” such that higher levels o f 

the scale imply the inclusion o f all the disruption types found in the lower levels o f the scale.

There are eight stages in the typology o f disruption, which are presented in 

descending order o f level o f contraction.

•  Stage 8. An advanced degree o f language attrition, with the only speakers being socially 

isolated members o f the oldest generation who usually do not have conversational 

partners in the minority language; a language in this stage would be deemed “moribund” 

(Krauss 1992). Fishman includes speakers with all levels of competence, including those 

that Dorian (1981) would classify as “semi-speakers” and as “rememberers,” and the oral 

culture preserved by them may be merely “salvageable.”
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•  Stage 7. Speakers o f the minority language are beyond child-bearing age, but are socially 

integrated in an ethnolinguistically active population; this integration is the main 

difference between Stage 7 and the linguistic isolation o f Stage 8. In this stage of 

language contraction, the older minority-language speakers can be mobilized to change 

the linguistic behavioral patterns o f children, and thus work around the disruption of 

normal language transmission in the domestic domain.

•  Stage 6. The minority language is transmitted intergenerationally, with daily informal oral 

interaction between the generations, and has a modicum of institutional reinforcement in 

addition to demographic concentration. The “lion’s share o f the world’s 

intergenerationally continuous languages are at this very stage and they continue to 

survive and, in most cases, even to thrive, without going on to subsequent (‘higher’) 

stages” (ibid. 92.). This stage is the crucial stage o f language maintenance and language 

revitalization, and can not be skipped in the process of revitalization. Stage 6 represents 

stable diglossia, with clearly assigned functional domains for the minority language 

(almost completely domestic) and the dominant language (all other domains), and all the 

stages below 6 also represent stable diglossia, simply with expanded minority-language 

domains.

•  Stage 5. Intergenerational oral communication in the minority language is supplemented 

by minority-language literacy in the minority community.

•  Stage 4. In addition to intergenerational oral communication in the home and literacy in 

the community, there is minority-language education at the lower levels o f the 

educational system.

•  Stage 3. In addition to the functional domains o f Stage 4, the minority language is used 

in the “lower work sphere,” even in places outside the minority community.
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•  Stage 2. In addition to the functional domains o f Stage 3, the minority language is 

available in lower governmental services and lower spheres of the mass media.

•  Stage 1. In addition to the functional domains o f Stage 2, the minority language is used 

in higher-level education, in the general media, and a range o f workplaces, and in a 

variety o f governmental spheres, although the minority community does not have 

political independence.

It is difficult to classify Tatar in Fishman’s graded scale, as it is simultaneously contracting 

and expanding. Most importantly, there appears to be a disruption in intergenerational 

transmission as described in Stage 6: the domestic sphere o f Tatar usage is not a stable one, 

and the language o f choice for intragenerational interaction for the youngest generation is 

often code-switched Russian and Tatar, or entirely Russian speech. Therefore, Tatar is not in 

a situation o f stable diglossia, but is rather a contracting language. Even so, there are 

elements o f the earlier, more stable stages o f minority-language usage to be found in the 

Tatar case, both because pre-Revolutionary Tatar was a strong language with influence 

beyond the Volga Tatar community and vestiges o f its pre-Soviet functional domains 

remain, and because promotive language policies (and the cessation o f anti-Tatar Soviet 

policies) have caused an expansion in Tatar’s functional domains. Therefore we see the 

minority-language literacy o f Stage 5, the lower-level minority-language education o f Stage 4, 

elements o f minority-language in the workplace, found in Stage 3, de jure availability o f Tatar 

in lower-level governmental spheres and real availability in the media, found in Stage 2, and 

higher-level education in Tatar, found in Stage 1. However, without the continuation of 

intergenerational transmission, the foundation for the other functional domains o f Tatar 

found in the other stages is shaky at best; if the population o f Tatar speakers continues to 

contract, the functional domains and uses o f Tatar will eventually contract as well.
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1.3 The “Tatar Social Club”

My focus in this dissertation is on the linguistic performance o f young (mostly college-age) 

bilingual Tatars living in Kazan. I made the acquaintance of these young Tatars through a 

club that met either weekly or bi-weekly in downtown Kazan, a club that I am calling the 

“Tatar Social Club.”31

The Tatar Social Club was founded in 1997 by three culturally and politically active 

Tatars in their early and mid-twenties: two o f them were studying in the same department 

and the other was prominent in Tatar political circles. A t first, meetings were small and 

haphazard, but the club began to meet more regularly in 1998, and in the 2000-2001 season 

(which runs parallel to the academic year) the Tatar Social Club met twice a m onth in the fall 

and nearly every week in the spring. While in principle “every attendee is both host and 

guest” at a club meeting (as stated in the club’s promotional materials), in reality there are 

several core organizers who keep the club running. Two o f the three original organizers have 

retained key organizational roles, and three more organizers joined their ranks soon after the 

club’s founding: these organizers are all part o f a “dense” social network (Milroy 1987) and 

have ties through a variety o f Tatar political, cultural, and religious organizations.

Club meetings, which take place on weekends, are attended by between 20 and 100 

people, and in the spring o f 2001, there were an average o f 50-60 per meeting. There is a 

wide range in age o f people attending meetings: some people bring their young or teenaged 

children, other young Tatars are accompanied by a culturally involved parent, and a few

31 As an added level o f protection for the young Tatars who allowed me to work with them, I am 
using a pseudonym for the club. Therefore I will not give references for the articles about the club 
that are cited in this section.
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older members o f the Tatar intelligentsia will sometimes stop by. However, the range in age 

o f the core club members in 2000-2001 was between 18 and 30. I use the term “club 

member” for ease o f reference only: there are no membership requirements or membership 

lists and people are neither invited to join the club nor expelled from it.32 However, there is 

talk o f what is “our type” and “not our type”, and while anyone who hears about the club 

and is interested is welcome to attend, the core club members are a self-selecting group with 

shared characteristics. These core club members are also part o f a dense social network and 

have multiple ties outside o f the club: they will perhaps live in the same dormitory (some 

dormitories are residences for students and graduate students o f more than one institution), 

study in the same fakul’tet (a organizational level above that o f ‘department’), or have 

connections through their work (at the same newspaper, or by means o f working for 

organizations that communicate with one another). Some young Tatars come to the club 

without any personal connections, having heard about it on the radio or read about it in the 

newspaper, but these people without additional personal ties rarely become core club 

members. All o f the club organizers are o f rural origin, as are the majority o f core club 

members: they have come to Kazan for their education, and those who have graduated have 

stayed in Kazan for work opportunities. One club organizer periodically considers changing 

the day o f meetings to a weekday, as he feels that the current weekend meeting time excludes 

many potential club members, students who live in the city dormitories during the week and 

commute home to their villages for the weekend (this is the reason that the Tatar disco held

32 One club organizer told me that he was a little regretful that people could no t be asked to leave, as 
there was an occasional female attendee whom he characterized as o f questionable morals and 
behavior, who “associated too freely with m en” and was “impudent”; he wanted to ask her to stop 
attending meetings, but wasn’t able to, due to club policy.
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at NKTs, a national museum located in downtown Kazan, is held on Thursdays rather than 

on Saturdays).

Attendees o f the Tatar Social Club are not members o f Tatarstan’s socio-economic

elite, but they do tend to be members o f the Tatar cultural elite, and in articles or radio

pieces about the club, they are often referred to as the “cream of Tatar youth.” Those who

have graduated from college often work in high-prestige but low-paying professions:

teachers, philologists, and journalists in particular are over-represented in the club. While

quite young, club attendees work in the highest level of the Tatar cultural world, and hold

important positions in Tatar theatrical circles, at Tatar newspapers and magazines (both as

writers and editors), and as on-air personalities on both Tatar television and radio. Club

members tend to not be well-traveled -  many have not been outside the borders of

Tatarstan, let alone the Russian Federation -  and they often have a more “provincial” or

Tatarstan-oriented world view. One club organizer in a published interview in the Tatar

press characterized club attendees in this way:

“The youth in our club hold traditional views. This is understandable;
‘westernized’ youth don’t come to us, they prefer striptease bars, nightclubs, 
alcohol, beer, narcotics, etc. Logically, we should have become a striptease 
bar.. .but it seems that there remains among the Tatar people an instinct for self- 
preservation. Quite a few of these young Tatars engage in creative activities, and 
they in some measure prefer Islamic values to a western lifestyle.”

This statement is notable both for its caricature o f Kazan’s ‘westernized’ youth and its

assertion that club members are religiously oriented and morally conservative. It also makes

very clear who is welcome at the club and who is not: overtly sexually active, religiously

unobservant, western-oriented Tatar youth are presented as “not our type.”

While this characterization o f club members as (by implicit contrast) chaste,

traditional, non-Westemized, religiously observant teetotalers is exaggerated, these are the

values that are publicly presented as ideals in the context of club meetings. The club is an
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important locus for the construction o f Tatar identity, particularly in its idealized form, and 

values that are seen as incongruous with this idealized Tatar identity are not expressed in the 

forum of club meetings or club outings. Alcohol is not served at the club, and those club 

members who do drink alcohol do not openly discuss it at club meetings. Sexual activity and 

alternative sexuality too are topics that are not openly discussed: for example, one club 

organizer would regularly “protect” the reputation o f a former club member by referring to 

her former apartment-mate as a female friend rather than her boyfriend,33 and gay and 

bisexual club attendees who go to Kazan’s gay bar hide this fact from other club members.

However, the focus o f the club is not really on personal mores: club members are 

linked by their cultural and political activism. The club is financially independent (there are 

essentially no expenditures), and is unaffiliated with any political or religious organizations: 

club members have refused offers o f financial support both from the Tatarstani government 

and from oppositional organizations. (Other Tatar cultural venues for students such as the 

Yagimli Ya% ‘Sweet Spring’ festival have government support that runs into thousands of 

rubles.) However, the club’s unofficial political orientation is quite clear: many o f the most 

prominent club members are nationalist separatists, although they may belong to different 

nationalist movements (pro-Shaimiyev, anti-Shaimiyev, pan-Turkic, etc.). Club members are 

highly visible presences at political rallies and protests, and can be found en masse at the 

Khater Kane ‘Memory Day,’ which commemorates the fall o f the Kazan Khanate to Ivan the 

Terrible in the fall o f 1552. The club organizes a yearly “pilgrimage” to Bolgar, a town south 

o f the confluence o f the Volga and Kama rivers that was the seat o f the V olga Bulgaria, a

33 She herself was quite open that she had been living with her boyfriend, and cited one o f the 
reasons that she had stopped attending the club as its “hypocrisy.”
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political predecessor to present-day Tatarstan (discussed in section 1.1 above). Although the 

10th century ruins found at the site are generally o f a secular nature, it is considered a “holy” 

place, and out o f respect, female club members don headscarves. One club member brings 

the three flags that symbolize his political orientation with him on this trip: a Tatarstani flag, 

a Turkish flag, and the flag of the Idel-Ural movement, a pale wolf on a green background. 

These three flags, which are also prevalent at the Khater Kone ceremonies, are waved out the 

bus windows en route to and from Bolgar, and club members often pose for group pictures 

where the flags are prominendy displayed. Finally, the meetings themselves take place on the 

second floor of a building that houses a Tatar nationalist organization: the banner on top of 

this building, sitting on the roof just feet above the heads o f club members and facing one of 

the main thoroughfares of the city, states: Makhsatibiy: Tatarstanning Bayseylege ‘O ur Goal: 

Tatarstan’s Independence.’

The Tatar Social Club is considered by its organizers to be the continuation o f an 

early 20th century (pre-Revolutionary) club o f the same name. This pre-Revolutionary club 

was in fact more like a cultural salon, and among its small circle o f members were Tatar 

intellectuals who were the main producers o f Tatar culture of the time, particularly literature, 

music, and theater. By choosing to use the same name, the club organizers imply that after a 

hiatus o f 90 years, they are returning to the legacy o f the intellectuals o f the “golden era” o f 

Tatar cultural production (generally considered to be from the mid-19th century to the 

Russian Revolution). However, when asked why the club was founded or what is purpose is, 

club organizers and members do not cite a devotion to Tatar culture and cultural production. 

Instead, the first (and sometimes only) answer given is a linguistic one: the club was founded 

as a place where Tatar youth could socialize in Tatar, and can thus be interpreted as an 

attempt to carve out a new Tatar domain in the overwhelmingly Russian-speaking context of
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urban Kazan. Written discourse on the club, both in the club’s promotional materials and in

articles about the club, also explicitly links the club to being Tatarphone. One club organizer,

asked in an interview about the club’s purpose, called it a place where “Tatar-speaking youth

gather.” Another article about the club begins this way:

“W ho are you, reader? Are you a person who has been wanting to learn Russian 
your whole life, who has started to forget your Tatamess? Are you a child who 
has left behind the words o f your favorite grandmother? Do you study in one of 
the capital’s Tatar schools, gymnasia, specialized high schools, technical schools, 
institutes or universities? Whoever you are, and however you are, you are our 
person: a Tatar child.”

Once again we are given characteristics o f people who are welcome at the club, 

“our” type: here it is an interest in not forgetting either one’s Tatamess or language of 

heritage. Yet another article about the club, this one in a Russian-language Tatar newspaper, 

claims that the club is popular “because it is a place in Kazan where it is possible to socialize 

in one’s native language, feel oneself equal among equals.” Here we have allusion to both the 

particularization and stigmatization o f Tatar. The club is characterized as an in-group setting 

free of stigmatization, and a significant part o f being able to feel “equal among equals” is the 

club’s explicitly Tatarphone setting. New promotional materials for the club, written after 

the period o f my fieldwork, state: “N o matter what the theme, meetings begin and end with 

the song ‘I Tugan Tel’ [O Native Language] which symbolically expresses our sincere love 

for our native language.”34 This practice o f beginning and ending each meeting with the 

unofficial Tatar national anthem began a few months after my fieldwork ended in the 

summer o f 2001, and I observed it on a follow-up visit in the spring o f 2002.

Club meetings had a predictable pattern. Each meeting would have a different host 

(either a club organizer or a person assigned to host the evening) who would have arranged 

the evening’s activities and invited guest speakers or performers, if there were any. Meetings
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would have a theme chosen in advance by the club organizers: themes for the 2000-2001 

season included evenings devoted to Tatar populations outside o f Tatarstan (both Siberian 

Tatars and the Tatars o f Orenburg), the “friendship” between Tatars and other ethnicities 

(there were Jewish, Arabic, and Turkish “friendship” evenings), intellectual topics 

(Conversativism vs. Jadidism, the role o f Islam in the modem world, the work and influence 

o f the poet Tukay), and youth-oriented topics (how to travel by hitchhiking, how to use the 

internet and what Tatar resources can be found there). In addition, there were several 

musical evenings, including a concert for the spring New Year’s holiday, Nauru% which was 

broadcast live on Tatar radio, and an amateur concert put on by club members themselves. 

Before each meeting began, starting at around 6:30, men would arrange the furniture to suit 

the number o f people who had come, and women would begin to prepare tea and plates of 

snacks (attendees were asked to bring store-bought sweets). A club organizer would 

introduce the host, who would then act as emcee for the rest o f the evening. They would 

introduce the evening’s topic and guest speakers or performers, and then the performance 

would begin. After a certain amount o f time, determined both by the host and by the long- 

windedness o f the guest speakers, the host would call an end to the first part o f the evening. 

A club organizer would then take over and begin the process o f self-introduction: each 

person attending the meeting would stand up and introduce herself or himself with some 

basic information: their name, their place o f origin, their year and department o f study or 

profession and workplace. After the last introduction, announcements would be read, and 

then a break would be called. After the break, which would last about 45 minutes, the 

evening would continue until about 9:00 p.m., usually with a brief continuation o f the pre

break theme and then renewed socializing.

34 The poem and song I Tugan Tel are discussed at length in Section 2.3.1 of Chapter Two.
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All club-related speech would be in Tatar, both the public speaking o f the hosts and 

guests, and the private speech o f attendees engaged in activities like tea-making and 

furniture-moving. While outside the club Tatar speakers will almost always accommodate 

people who express a preference for speaking in Russian by using Russian with them, during 

club meetings there are no concessions made. The club is a Tatarphone space, and use of 

Russian, even by speakers who are not fully competent in Tatar, is both implicidy and 

explicitly discouraged. This can be traumatic for some during the self-introduction portion 

o f the evening, and less-competent Tatar speakers will cope with different strategies: some 

will have a fluent friend who will apologize for their lack of Tatar competence and do the 

introduction for them, others will flee downstairs as the introductions begin and wait out the 

process, and over the course o f the year I saw a few attendees introduce themselves in 

Russian and begin crying as they explained that they were unable to do so in Tatar. During 

club meetings, core club members will refuse to accommodate locals and foreigners both, 

even when Russian is available as a medium o f communication. I attended my first club 

meeting just three weeks after my arrival in Tatarstan, when I had only the most limited 

Tatar competence, but the club organizers who immediately befriended me would not speak 

to me in Russian within the physical and temporal space of the club. They might speak to me 

in Russian during the break period, or if we had moved downstairs or outside, but during the 

boundaries o f club meeting time and space, ideology was more important than 

communication and they would speak Tatar only. This refusal to accommodate could 

perhaps be interpreted as a desire to help me leam Tatar faster; however, foreign guests of 

club members, people who had expressed no interest in learning the Tatar language, were 

also addressed exclusively in Tatar during club meetings, while the club members who had 

brought them would translate for them. Urla (1987: 301) notes a similar lack of
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accommodation to outsiders among Basque speakers; for example, when her sister, a fluent 

Spanish speaker, visited her at the fieldwork site, the local Basques would address her in 

Basque only and wait for Urla to translate both their speech and her sister’s response. Once I 

became somewhat more fluent in Tatar, club members would treat me the same way: I 

started bringing a young American studying in Kazan to club meetings in order to introduce 

him to people I thought he would like, and during meetings, although he is perfectly fluent 

in Russian, he was addressed in Tatar only, and I was expected to translate both questions 

addressed to him and his responses. Some club members would continue this behavior 

outside o f the club — one club organizer in particular would never use Russian with my 

American friend, even though he had quite freely spoken Russian with me when we were 

becoming acquainted, both in order to facilitate my Tatar-language learning and because at 

that moment communication had been a priority for him, both to determine my intentions 

and character, and, once they had been approved, to aid me in my goals.

It has been noted that people are reluctant to change the language o f their 

acquaintanceship (cf. Urla 1987: 304ff): this is one justification for full immersion classrooms 

in second-language teaching, to create the habit o f speaking that second language. However, 

the members o f the Tatar Social Club were not only willing but eager to change the language 

of their association with me to Tatar as soon as possible (sometimes even sooner). Some 

would explicitly announce the change in the language o f our acquaintanceship. A month into 

my fieldwork, one woman took me to her aunt’s village in the north for a weekend (her own 

village was too far away) and announced en route: “From this m o m en t on , w e’re  n o t going 

to speak Russian, we’re going to speak Tatar.” She made the same announcement to her 

family upon arrival, and they proceeded to speak to me in Tatar only for the entirety o f my 

stay, even though I was generally uncomprehending; not only were there dialectal differences
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from the Tatar that I had been studying, but they also spoke at what seemed to be twice the 

speed o f urban Tatars and didn’t have any kind o f “foreigner talk” with which they could 

accommodate me (as the occasion for it had probably never arisen previously). My friend 

would translate from their Tatar into a simplified Tatar, and did the same when we 

hitchhiked back to Kazan with three older village Tatars who, although bursting with 

curiosity to speak with the first American they had ever encountered, accepted the implicit 

rule that our conversation was to be in Tatar only, and patiently waited while my friend 

played her role as Tatar-to-Tatar translator. This woman took it upon herself to introduce 

me to various aspects o f Tatar culture: she took me to concerts and to plays (where she 

wouldn’t let me use the simultaneous translation), invited me to the office o f the Tatar- 

language publication where she worked, and taught me how to cook traditional Tatar dishes 

— and she never spoke to me in Russian again.

I encountered this Tatar-to-Tatar translation phenomenon several times more during 

my fieldwork, particularly when people would invite me home to their village where the 

dialect was unfamiliar. Their implicit reluctance to speak to me in Russian, or to allow me to 

speak in Russian, was made explicit by some other young Tatars o f my acquaintance. I had 

regular Tatar-English conversational exchanges with a few club members, where we would 

converse for an hour in Tatar, an hour in English, and then socialize afterwards -  this 

socializing would just be another version o f the Tatar conversation hour, because I was not 

allowed recourse into Russian. If  I would stumble in Tatar and revert to Russian to express 

myself, my conversation partner would request, “Say it in English or Tatar, please,” even if 

the original language o f our acquaintance had been Russian. Some other more moderate 

members o f the Tatar Social Club simply stopped speaking to me in Russian, presumably 

after deciding that my Tatar was up to snuff. There were two club members in particular
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whom I did not see for a space o f several months: the language o f our association before the 

hiatus was Russian, and afterwards was Tatar only. When this was brought to their attention 

later, they both claimed to not really remember speaking with me in Russian: “D idn’t we 

always speak in Tatar?” one asked. By the end o f my stay in Tatarstan, all o f the Tatars who 

considered themselves to be competent speakers used Tatar to converse with me, regardless 

o f the original language of our acquaintanceship, and I almost never initiated the change in 

language.

During the course o f my fieldwork, I observed and got to know approximately 40 

club members somewhere between reasonably and very well, and was acquainted with 

approximately 60 more young bilingual Tatars. I engaged in standard participant-observation 

activities: I participated in daily life, hung out in dormitories, danced in the Tatar disco, 

attended religious festivals in homes, went to mosques, was invited on village excursions, 

visited other cities, and once I had moved into my own apartment, hosted many impromptu 

social gatherings. All of my observations were recorded in field notes.

I used two methods to collect information on language attitudes and other 

sociolinguistic data. The first was informal elicitation during seemingly casual speech (which 

would then be recorded in field notes). The second was recorded sociolinguistic interviews 

composed o f 52 questions, eliciting information on self-reported language use, language 

awareness, opinions on the new Latinized alphabet, Tatar-language education, and more.

I gathered conversational data in a variety o f ways. The first was through 

conversations taped in my kitchen, where people who are usually conversational partners 

agreed to come to my house and speak for my tape recorder, after which we socialized. In an 

attempt to counter the “observer’s paradox” and element of artificiality found in these 

recorded conversations, I began to ask permission to record people who were already
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gathered in my kitchen, people who were there “just to hang out.” This was only possible 

after my Tatar had become good enough to participate in the conversations without 

excessive accommodation on the part o f the conversation participants. My final recording 

method was the “home recording kit” — after searching Kazan exhaustively for dictaphones I 

put together kits that included a small tape recorder, two cassettes, permission slips,35 and 

instructions. I then asked my informants to tape conversations that were taking place in their 

usual place and usual time: at home around the dinner table, in the dorm having tea with 

friends, etc. However, despite my efforts, all o f my recordings turned out to be in an “on

stage” style: in the next section I will analyze the role o f the fieldworker in style shifting and 

data collection, and show how this contextualized data can be used in both sociolinguistic 

and grammatical analysis.

1.4 Fieldwork, the “observer’s paradox,” and data contextualization

In this section, I will examine some o f the difficulties faced by the linguistic fieldworker who 

is attempting to observe and record “natural” conversations, and I will reconsider the long- 

held sociolinguistic notion o f the observer’s paradox by recasting it within Bell 1984’s 

framework o f audience design theory. Using data gathered during my own fieldwork, I will 

once again call into question the idea o f a single, unmarked, unperformed vernacular, the 

access to which is supposedly blocked by the observer’s paradox. Finally, I will demonstrate 

th a t “p erfo rm ed ” o r “self-conscious” speech p roduced  for the fieldworker can be useful in

35 In accordance with the protocol established by the Committee for the Protection o f Human 
Subjects at the University o f California, Berkeley, all speakers read and signed letters o f permission 
both before and after their recording sessions.
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systematic linguistic analysis, and in gaining insights into local language ideologies and 

linguistic norms.

Sociolinguistics has long been concerned with the problem o f the observer’s 

paradox, and Labovian sociolinguistic investigations (e.g. Labov 1972) have demonstrated 

that people will speak differendy when aware o f observation. However, Labovian variationist 

investigations fall into just one o f the three social science research stances currently in use: 

positivism, delineated by its commitment to the study o f observable phenomena. Cameron et 

al. describe two alternate stances: relativism, which does not accept the distinction between 

facts and personal valuations, and realism, where observation is seen to be inherently theory- 

dependent, but reality itself is theory-independent (1992:7ff). According to Rampton (1992), 

the sociolinguistic fieldworker must additionally choose an affiliation o f either Labovian 

variationist theory or the Hymesian ethnography o f communication. Milroy (1987a, 1987b) 

believes that it is possible to maintain affiliation with both schools o f thought and she 

attempts to synthesize their methodologies in a systematic way. My own research was 

conducted from within the realist framework, and I fall into the Hymes and Gumperz camp, 

and firmly believe that an extended period (or better, extended periods) o f participant 

observation is necessary for any kind o f sociolinguistic research. Perhaps this methodological 

bias stems from my research interests — I am not, at least currently, a variationist concerned 

with interspeaker variation in the performance o f microvariables. In this section in particular, 

I will be concerned only with f«/raspeaker variation at the lexical level, and with style shifting.

The usual goal o f sociolinguistic investigation is to gather recordings o f “natural” 

speech, which is to say, somehow accessing and recording what is generally referred to as the 

vernacular, as “untainted” by interactions with the fieldworker as possible. Although specific 

definitions vary, among sociolinguists it is generally agreed that the vernacular is “the
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relatively homogenous, spontaneous speech reserved for intimate or casual situations.. .taken 

to reflect the most systematic form o f the language acquired by the speaker, prior to any 

subsequent efforts at (hyper-) correction or style shifting...” (Poplack 1993: 252). 

Historically, sociolinguistic investigators have also used the term “vernacular” to refer to a 

low-prestige variety in contradistinction to a standard and high-prestige variant, associating 

the vernacular with social groups (e.g., African Americans) or with localities (e.g., Belfast 

English) (Milroy 1987b: 58). The commonality in these usages is found in (1) their 

assumption o f a monolingual, although bidialectal, situation, and (2) the limitation of 

vernacular use to in-group and intimate contexts.

My fieldwork situation was bilingual rather than bidialectal, and without a ready 

binary distinction o f standard vs. vernacular varieties. The majority o f Tatar speakers who 

belong to the Tatar Social Club were between 8 and 14 years o f age in 1990 when Tatarstan 

declared sovereignty, and have grown into adulthood in the transitional post-Soviet world. 

As was seen in sections 1.2 and 1.3, Russian remains the dominant language in all spheres of 

life, and is high prestige, but in the milieu o f the Tatar Social Club, as well as among Tatar 

intelligentsia, the Tatar language, more precisely “pure” Tatar (saf tatar tele) and “literary” 

Tatar (adabi tatar tele), is also awarded high prestige. Additionally, as will be seen below, there 

is a continuum of linguistic performance for urban Tatar bilinguals, ranging from completely 

Russian (in both formal and informal registers) at one end of the cline to completely Tatar 

(in both formal and informal registers) at the other end, further complicating the designation 

o f a single “unmarked” vernacular.

The goal o f accessing the “vernacular” by means o f “natural” speech not only relies 

upon a positivist stance, it also works from the assumption that one can avoid the effects of 

the fieldworker as a socially located person (but see criticisms by Cameron et al. 1992 and
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Milroy 1987a and 1987b; see also Besnier 1994, Ochs 1998, Schilling-Estes 1998). While 

some linguistic fieldworkers (e.g., Baugh 1993, Besnier 1994) claim that informants can 

forget about recording and produce naturalistic speech, I found that in my own fieldwork, 

the presence o f the language investigator, with or without recording materials, would often 

be enough in and o f itself to precipitate “performed” speech rather than “unperformed.” 

The word “performance” has a variety o f connotations in linguistic study; in this context 

performance speech is “associated with speakers’ attempting to display for others a certain 

language or language variety, whether their own or that of another speech community” 

(Schilling-Estes 1998: 53).Only after my return home from the field, and extensive review of 

my recordings and fieldnotes, did I realize that the linguistic performance and style shifting 

o f the Tatar speakers I had observed and recorded could be best interpreted by taking into 

account two major factors: (1) the speaker’s assessment o f my social role, particularly, in the 

broadest terms, as in-group or out-group member, and (2) my participant role in the speech 

event in question.

1.4.1 Observation and audience design

I will begin with an examination o f the participant role of fieldworker, and reconsider the 

observer’s paradox using insights gained from Bell’s (1984) theory o f audience design. This 

reconsideration will not attempt to predict the effect o f the fieldworker upon speech 

production, but will allow for a more systematic accounting for the effect o f observation and 

recording upon performance, and thus for a more nuanced and accurate linguistic analysis of 

data gathered during fieldwork.

The first sociolinguistic investigations conceptualized style shifting on a single

continuum ranging from careful to casual speech. Labovian sociolinguistic interviews were
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designed to elicit more- and less-careful styles, and topics introduced by the interviewer, 

including questions about childhood experiences and brushes with death, were meant to 

create contexts for casual speech, where attention paid to content would supersede attention 

paid to form, as well as awareness o f the observation o f the language investigator. While 

investigations o f this sort attempted to use controlled style shifting as a research heuristic, 

the methodology used by the sociolinguistic interviewer to manipulate speaker styles came 

under critique for a variety o f reasons, and in recent years sociolinguists have been focussing 

on style shifting as a naturalistic phenomenon.

Following Brown and Levinson (1979), Bell (1984) dismissed Labov’s conception of 

style as varying according to the amount of attention paid to speech as an “impoverished” 

view. He proposed an alternate explanation, that of audience design, which holds as a basic 

tenet that “at all levels o f language variability, people are responding primarily to other 

people. Speakers are designing their style for their audience” (197). Variation can be found in 

two dimensions: the social dimension, which is expressed as z'zz&npeaker variation, and the 

stylistic dimension, which is expressed as z»#»speaker variation, and Bell posits that style is 

derived from the social, such that “intraspeaker variation is a response to interspeaker 

variation” (158). Variables such as topic and setting are seen to have less effect upon stylistic 

variation than audience, which is the “responsive, critical forum before whom the utterances 

are performed” (161): for empirical testing o f this claim cf. Rickford and McNair-Knox 

(1994) and Lewis (2002), inter alia. In fact, Bell proposes that the stylistic effects o f topic and 

setting are ultimately derived from the audiences with which they are associated. The 

audience design framework is generally held to be superior to the attention-to-speech 

continuum (which has fallen into disuse), since this single organizing principle can account 

for such diverse behavior as bilingual code-switching, politeness strategies, and care-taker
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speech; the careful or self-conscious use o f the “vernacular;” and peer group maintenance of 

“vernacular” norms (Milroy 1987b: 179).

Audience composition is seen to be heterogeneous, and refining upon Goffman’s (1981) 

“participant framework,” Bell offers five participant roles for any given speech situation, 

which are as follows:

1. Speaker — uses the 1st person,
2. Addressee — addressed in 2nd person,
3. Auditor — referred to in 3rd person,
4. Overhearer -  unratified to participate in the speech event, not addressed or referred to,
5. Eavesdropper -  both unratified and unknown.

Each step down on the list increases the distance from the speaker, sometimes physically. 

Figure 1 below summarizes the attributes o f audience roles in a speech event. A fieldworker 

can participate in any o f these audience roles.

Figure 1. Hierarchy of attributes and audience roles (adapted from Bell 1984)

Known Ratified Addressed Person
Addressee + + + 2nd
Auditor + + - 3rd
Overhearer + - - n.a. (unratified)
Eavesdropper - - - n.a. (unratified)

Audience roles are assigned by the speaker, and will have different levels o f salience for the 

speaker’s style design — for example, auditor effect is usually lower than addressee effect. 

Style shifting can result in convergence to or divergence from the audience: convergence is 

seen as accommodation, and an expression o f what Brown and Gilman (1960) call 

“solidarity,” while divergence is interpreted as “referee design,” which marks the speaker as a 

member o f a social group not present in the speech situation — but referred to by his or her 

divergent style -  and marks the audience (most commonly an addressee) as a non-member 

o f the referred-to group.
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Therefore, one must take into account both the fieldworker’s participant role in a 

speech event and her or his position as a socially located being. Milroy, arguing for the 

necessity o f studying language in context in order to discover the “total linguistic repertoire,” 

was the first to propose that both the social networks of speakers being studied and the 

location o f the fieldworker within those social networks need to be taken into consideration, 

warning that it is “unwise to underestimate the importance of a careful choice o f fieldwork 

method; fo r.. .this choice has considerable influence both on the kind o f language available 

for analysis, and on the ultimate analytic procedure” (1987a: 2). Milroy’s sociolinguistic 

fieldwork in Belfast was conducted from the social position of “a friend o f a friend,” which 

is to say, she gained entree to local networks through mutual acquaintances, and then 

expanded her network connections in the community by means o f introductions made by 

the people with whom she had first become acquainted. Milroy felt that this social position 

o f “friend o f a friend” meant that the community simultaneously perceived her as both 

insider and outsider, and that this ambiguous social perception allowed her to collect data 

from both perspectives. Milroy, Li, and Moffat (1991:288) suggest that audience design 

theory calls for “both field methods which reduce the prominence o f the investigator, and 

for analytic procedures which account for his/her interactional role.” When writing about 

sociolinguistic investigations, linguists seem to have as a prototype the urban, monolingual 

context with a local, non-standard dialect, where the fieldworker is a native speaker o f the 

language being investigated,36 but Milroy, Li, and Moffat expanded their analysis to include 

sociolinguistic fieldwork in bilingual communities. Li, ethnically Chinese and long-integrated

36 This is in contrast to linguist anthropologists, whose prototypical situation seems to be a rural, 
isolated monolingual village where the fieldworker must acquire the language being investigated.
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into the community he studied, turned out to elicit the same speaker design as community 

members o f his age and sex, such that younger members o f the community would not use 

English when he was an addressee. Moffat, studying acquisition o f English by Panjabi 

kindergarten children, and a monolingual English speaker, had the same effect on language 

switching as the children’s teacher: their presence as auditors would cause a shift to English. 

Drawing on these experiences, Milroy et al. suggested that by finding the social role within 

the experience o f the speakers being studied that elicited the same linguistic performance as 

the fieldworker, one could more systematically account for the effect o f the observer on 

speech production: Li was treated like other adult in-group members and Moffat was treated 

like other adult out-group members. However, Milroy et al.’s taxonomy o f fieldwork 

situations falls short, since it works on the presumption that an “outsider” fieldworker will 

be a member o f the majority social group, here, a white British monolingual English speaker, 

and thus easily classifiable by minority group members. In fact, there are two kinds of 

“outsider” fieldworkers: those who are members o f the society at large in which the local 

(minority) community is situated, and those who are completely alien -  neither a member of 

the dominant group nor a member o f the minority group, and a native speaker o f neither 

language. For many speakers in the community being studied, contact and interactions with 

this fieldworker may not be comparable to interactions with any other person in their 

experience. Therefore, finding a local parallel in order to account for the fieldworker’s effect 

on speaker performance in the same way simply may not be a viable option. O n the other 

hand, this uniquely ambiguous social positioning can be utilEed by the canny fieldworker to 

facilitate his or her investigation.

For example, as happens with so many other investigators o f minority languages, 

particularly those undergoing a multi-generational language shift, my foreignness, combined
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with my statement o f purpose -  that I was in Tatarstan to learn and study Tatar language 

and culture — was met with surprise, and would elicit commentary from all and sundry. Both 

my stated intention to study and leam Tatar and my attempts to speak Tatar would elicit 

commentary on my performance, on the linguistic performance of other Tatars, on the Tatar 

language itself, and on the sociolinguistic and cultural context o f post-Soviet Tatarstan. It 

quickly became clear that Tatar speakers felt responsible for presenting me with the best 

possible Tatar, both so I could have appropriate models for learning, and so I could 

represent the language well in my research, and record a literary (addbi) and beautiful (matur) 

version o f the language for posterity. My lack o f Russian phonetic and phonological 

interference in Tatar would cause young urban speakers to reflect disparagingly on their own 

Russian-accented speech, and young person after young person upon meeting me would 

offer to take me “back to the village,” where I could hear “real” village Tatar spoken -  only 

Tatar, all day, every day, Tatar that was “purer” than the urban dialects, which had been 

tainted by Russian.37 Speakers would, unasked, happily rate the style, presentation, and 

competence o f other speakers, suggesting some as appropriate models for emulation and 

study, and dismissing others. As my Tatar competence improved, I found that this high level 

o f language awareness, with its stated ideals o f “pure” Tatar and “literary” Tatar, was not 

merely provoked by the presence o f the language learner and investigator. This “discourse of 

purity” and constant awareness o f the level o f Russification of Tatar (mostly on the phonetic 

and lexical levels), combined with the idea o f “saving” the Tatar language from both misuse 

and disuse, was not only presented to me but also found in discourse in newspaper articles

37 In point o f fact, young people in villages do not speak only Tatar all day every day, as became 
immediately apparent upon my visits.
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and opinion pieces, on television, on internet bulletin boards, and on the radio. (For an in- 

depth examination of the Tatar “discourse o f purity”, see Chapter 2.)

The young speakers whom I studied gave me only limited access to their range of 

performance styles, particularly at the beginning o f our acquaintanceship, but over time, as 

their familiarity with me increased and my positioning within the community became 

increasingly in-group (and my skills in overhearing and eavesdropping on public 

conversations improved), I eventually gained access to a wide range o f styles. W hat I found 

was that urban bilingual Tatars had a continuum of linguistic performance that was related to 

language mixing, as shown in Figure 2, below.

Figure 2. Cline of language mixing and performance stylesfor urban Tatar bilinguals38

Tatar on-stage 
style 

(no Russian)

Tatar on-stage style is often found in the public sphere in formal registers, particularly when 

aiming for a high literary standard, but can also found in informal register. In this style,

38I would like to acknowledge up front that these styles are arranged according to a single stylistic 
variable, the level o f  use o f Russian, even though there are other markers that differentiate, for 
example, Tatar on-stage style from Tatar-preferred style. Additionally, linguistic performance within 
each style can vary, e.g., Tatar on-stage style can be both in formal register and in informal register. 
And within formal register o f Tatar on-stage style there are further nuances, such that speeches given 
at a literary tribute evening are different from the on-stage performance o f the master o f  ceremonies 
at a concert. I in no way wish to suggest that this single variable, level o f Russification, is the sole 
differentiating marker o f  Tatar style and performance.
39 My delineation o f code-switching into two styles, ‘majority Tatar’ and ‘majority Russian’ is similar 
but not identical to what Myers-Scotton would delineate as Tatar as ‘matrix language’ or Russian as 
‘matrix language.’ For more on the similarities and differences between our typologies, see section 3.2 
o f Chapter 3.
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speakers will “de-Russify” their Tatar to the best of their ability. Performances in Tatar on

stage style will generally take place at Tatar cultural events, in radio and television interviews, 

in political speeches, and in public presentations or comments at the Tatar Social Club. 

Private use o f Tatar on-stage style seems to only occur in conversations with or for 

investigators o f Tatar language and culture.

Tatar-preferred style is always in informal register, and is found in private 

conversations where Tatar has been in some way established as the preferred language of 

communication: for example, this is the main style of intergenerational family 

communication in Tatar-speaking homes, both urban and rural. For intragenerational family 

interactions, generally Tatar-preferred style will be used by parents, while siblings will 

interact in one o f the code-switching styles, or even in Russian with Tatar code-mixing. In 

Tatar-preferred style, the level o f language awareness and verbal hygiene is lower than in 

Tatar on-stage style, and although speakers believe themselves to be speaking “pure” Tatar, 

they actually are unconsciously using Russian discourse-pragmatic words. These code-mixed 

words -  not standard borrowings, and mostly function words, adverbs o f manner, discourse 

particles and interjections — both structure and comment upon discourse. (See Chapter 

Three for a detailed examination o f Tatar-preferred style and the code-mixing o f Russian 

discourse-pragmatic words).

This cline o f language-mixing that I found in urban Tatarstan parallels the findings 

o f Elias-Olivares, who studied Spanish-English bilinguals in Austin, Texas o f the 1970s 

(Elias-Olivares 1976, cited in Pfaff 1979), and found this style continuum:

Standard Spanish -  Popular Spanish -  Espanol Mixtureado -  Calo -  Chicano English -  Standard English
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Standard Spanish is Standard Mexican Spanish, while Popular Spanish is the non-standard 

local version, “characterized by a number o f phonological changes and morphological 

regularizations” (Pfaff 1979: 292). The variety here called Espanol Mixtureado, also known 

as Pocho or Tex-Mex, is characterized by its high level o f Anglicization, including 

borrowings and caiques. The style known as Calo is used mosdy by adolescents, and 

characterized by a high level o f Anglicisms mixed with Spanish slang. Older bilinguals in 

Austin “look down on Espanol Mixtureado and code-switching. For them, ‘good Spanish’ 

means the Spanish o f Mexico, and, in particular, the avoidance o f Anglicisms” (Elias- 

Olivares 1976:152 in Pfaff 1979). This desire for language purity parallels the one found 

among Tatars, many of whom stigmatize code-switching styles, which are by no means 

limited to younger generations.

1.4.2 The role o f the language investigator in style shifting

As my fieldwork progressed, I was able to gain access almost all o f the styles shown in the 

continuum above, and managed to observe much intraspeaker variation in linguistic 

performance. However, it was only later that I realized that by paying careful attention to the 

placement o f the language investigator (or out-group language learner) in the participant role 

framework o f audience design, I was able to discern patterns in style shifting that showed 

that a speaker’s choice o f style was dependent in part upon the audience role assigned to the 

fieldworker participating in a speech event.

I will now briefly present the style shifting o f one Tatar bilingual, who I will call 

Galima,40 a Tatar philologist with whom I had both a professional and personal relationship. 

I observed Galima in a variety o f situations, locations, and speech events: at her house with
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her family and with guests, teaching a class o f lycee students, lecturing in front o f college 

students, lecturing in front o f low-level government workers, conversing with colleagues at 

both the lycee and university, conferring with and advising younger Tatar philologists, 

running errands at the bank and post office, conversing on the street with friends and 

acquaintances, chaperoning a field trip o f lycee students, conversing with parents o f her 

students, and more. I believe that for Galima my social role remained reasonably constant -  

I was non-peer (15 years younger), outsider, language learner and language investigator. 

Although our relations were quite warm, and we discussed personal matters frequendy, she 

would only address me using the formal version o f “you” (se%) and never once used the 

informal “you” (sin).

If  we exclude Galima’s professional lectures and look at only her spontaneous 

speech production, we can see the relationship between her style shifting and my placement 

within the participant framework, including my salience and ratification in the speech event 

— I was at various times addressee, auditor, overhearer, and eavesdropper. Additionally, we 

will see that my presence would sometimes cause Galima to engage in metacommentary 

upon style shifting and her linguistic performance.

(1) In dyadic conversations (where I was both a speaker and an addressee) in either a 

professional or a personal context, Galima was always in Tatar on-stage style. As with many 

other Tatars who felt responsible for helping me in my Tatar language learning and 

investigations, she would choose ideology over communication, and never used Russian with 

me, opting for a simplified Tatar to explain words or phrases I hadn’t understood, w hen  a 

single Russian word would have sufficed.

40 A pseudonym I have chosen for its meaning o f ‘scholar,’ ‘knowledgeable one.’
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(2) Galima would use Tatar on-stage style with colleagues, friends, and acquaintances 

when ratifying them as participants in conversations in which I would be speaker, addressee, 

or auditor. She would do this even with speakers whom she knew to have limited Tatar 

competence. This was clearly a self-conscious “performance” o f Tatar, and arrangement of 

performance by others, one that was staged for my benefit. Very often it was only Galima’s 

participation in the conversation that kept it in Tatar on-stage style; if she would leave, 

speakers would frequently ask in Tatar if I knew Russian, and when I answered in the 

affirmative, would either switch to Tatar-free Russian or would code-switch with Russian as 

the majority language.

(3) If  I was an auditor o f a conversation with family and friends, Galima would speak 

in Tatar on-stage style, with no Russian whatsoever. For example, if we were drinking tea in 

her kitchen and talking, and her son came in and asked a question, she would use only Tatar 

with him. Additionally, if he used any Russian, she would upbraid him and tell him to speak 

in Tatar only. However, if I was not an auditor but rather an overhearer, and thus unratified 

as a conversation participant, Galima would code-switch with Tatar as the majority language. 

For example, one time I arrived early for a meeting with Galima that was going to take place 

in a classroom in the lycee where she taught, and entered the room while she was still 

consulting with her younger cousin, advising her on how to best teach Tatar periphrastic 

verbs. Galima saw me enter the room, and nodded in acknowledgement -  I sat at the 

opposite end o f a long table, read a newspaper, and surreptitiously listened as the two spoke 

mostly in Tatar, but with code-switching into Russian o f higher-level grammatical 

constituents and code-mixing o f isolated words. As soon as their meeting was over, I 

became a ratified conversation participant, and when Galima introduced me to her cousin, 

she switched into Tatar on-stage style, with no Russian, and her cousin followed suit.
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(4) Galima would speak Russian with those bilingual Tatars with whom the Russian 

is the usual language of interaction (due both to sociolinguistic conventions and Tatar’s 

functional domains), but if I was an auditor o f one o f these Russian-language interactions, 

my auditing would cause linguistic metacommentary on Galima’s part. For example, one 

time en route to a class where Galima was going to introduce me to some potential subjects, 

we stopped off at the university post office. Galima and I were speaking Tatar up to the 

moment o f the transaction, and the postal worker was speaking on the phone in code

switched Tatar and Russian, but the transaction itself was conducted in Russian, as is typical. 

I too had business that was also conducted in Russian. When the transaction had concluded 

and we turned away to leave, resuming our Tatar-only conversation, Galima said to me, “I 

don’t know why I speak Russian with that woman. I’ve been coming here for years. She 

knows that I speak Tatar, and I know that she speaks Tatar. So why do we speak in 

Russian?” I don’t want to say that my presence brought this fact to Galima’s attention for 

the first time, but I believe that my conversational auditing did trigger the meta-commentary. 

Perhaps this is because o f the conflict that my auditing caused in Galima’s style-shifting. 

Recall that Galima’s usual behavior when I was going to be a ratified conversation 

participant was to use Tatar whenever possible with anyone whom she knew to be a Tatar 

speaker, regardless of their competence. However, the local linguistic norms required her to 

shift to Tatar-free Russian when transacting post office business, and this requirement seems 

to have superseded the style-shifting patterns that were based on my presence. Perhaps this 

conflict in linguistic presentation o f identity — culturally competent citizen on the  one hand, 

and practitioner o f verbal hygiene and performer o f pure and literary Tatar and the other — is 

what caused her explicitly stated dissatisfaction with her linguistic performance.
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(5) When conversing with monolingual Russians, both ethnically Russian and Tatar, 

Galima would speak Russian only, regardless o f my participation role. This would sometimes 

lead to an interesting phenomenon -  a sort o f Russian hangover, where Galima would be 

“out o f phase” in her style shifting, such that after the Russian-language conversation had 

ended, she would return to our conversation and address me in Russian. However, this 

Russian performance would only last for one conversational turn, because regardless o f the 

language o f my response, Galima would become immediately aware o f her “inappropriate” 

style. I could respond in Russian, or I could respond in Tatar, but her response, always in 

Tatar, would be the same: “Why am I speaking Russian with you? We don’t speak Russian 

together. Let’s speak Tatar.” And we would continue our conversation with her in Tatar on

stage style.

In summary, we can see that although my social role remained constant with Galima, 

my various participation roles in speech events seem to have influenced both her style 

shifting and her awareness o f style shifting. Perhaps this can be seen more clearly in Figure 3, 

below.

Figure 3. Effect of changing participant roles of fieldworker on Galimd’s speech

Fieldworker role Speech event participants Situation Galimd’s speech style

Speaker/addressee friends; family; 
colleagues;

private
conversation

Tatar on-stage style

Auditor

acquaintances; no 
other participants 
friends; family; 
colleagues;

private
conversation

Tatar on-stage style

Overhearer
acquaintances 
friends; family; 
colleagues; 
acquaintances

private
conversation

Code-switching: Tatar as 
majority language

Auditor service personnel business Russian with post-transaction

Auditor Russian monolinguals
transaction
all

metacommentary 
Russian with periodic “Russian 
hangover” followed by 
metacommentary
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Instead o f labeling any o f this behavior as simply the “observer’s paradox,” or “unnatural” 

or “performed” speech due to the presence o f the fieldworker, I believe analyzing the 

linguistic performance in question from within the framework o f audience design theory 

gives a more nuanced and systematic account, and allows us to unpack the various types of 

performance, which cannot simply be assigned to one or the other pole o f the binary 

opposition o f natural and unnatural. Because o f my social role as language investigator, I had 

limited access to Galima’s range o f performance styles: I was only able to observe three out 

o f the six styles found in the continuum shown above in Figure 2. I believe that this is 

simply a limitation o f the fieldwork situation: Galima’s construction o f her sociolinguistic 

identity only allowed three o f these styles to be appropriate in my presence — truly 

“unnatural” behavior would have been inappropriate linguistic performance on her part.

1.4.3 The role o f the language investigator in recording speech

The various performance styles that I have just described were produced in the presence o f a

fieldworker who was not explicitly in her role as fieldworker at the time o f the speech events

in question, and who was without any obvious note-taking or recording equipment. Now I

would like to turn to the recorded speech event, and briefly examine this too from within the

framework o f audience design. A recorded private-domain speech event, regardless o f the

physical presence or absence o f the fieldworker, is an atypical, even extraordinary situation

that is not classifiable within Bell’s ordinary hierarchy o f audience roles. And here is why: the

recording equipment, previously analyzed by some sociolinguists as a participant itself in the

speech event, actually represents an end-listener or listeners whose identity is not known at

the time o f the speech event. This means that the speech event participant represented by
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the recording equipment is simultaneously ratified (providing that permission to record has 

been requested and granted) and unknown — a participant role that is not analogous to any 

found in Bell’s framework because it is unique to the experience o f being investigated by a 

fieldworker o f some sort, linguistic or otherwise. In Figure 4 below I have added the end- 

listener o f recorded speech to the audience role hierarchy, so that it can be easily compared 

with the other standard audience roles. The “strange” or “unnatural” behavior o f recorded 

speech event participants can thus, in part, be interpreted as speakers trying to grapple with a 

participant role they have never dealt with before, that of the unknown eavesdropper who is 

nonetheless ratified. Perhaps what is unnatural is not so much the behavior and performance 

o f speakers as the uniquely conflicting audience role attributes o f the recording’s end 

listener, for whom speech must be designed, but whose social role and identity remains 

cloaked in mystery (or at least unclear).

Figure 4. Adjusted hierarchy of attributes and audience roles for a recorded speech event

Known Ratified Addressed Person
Addressee + + + 2nd
Auditor + + - 3rd
Overhearer + - - n.a. (unratified)
Eavesdropper - - - n.a. (unratified)
End-K$ tenet of 
recorded speech

1
l i 2M/3«d/n.a.

“Unnatural” or “self-conscious” behavior seen to be a result o f the observer’s paradox can 

thus be more appropriately accounted for through this refinement o f Bell’s audience roles. 

Recall that according to Bell, speakers design their speech with audience members in mind, 

and those participants whose audience roles are higher up on the hierarchy (as seen in Figure 

1) will have a greater effect on the linguistic performance o f the speaker. However, research

on some non-Western speech communities has shown that auditor effect can be equal in
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strength to addressee effect: for example, Jahangari’s work on Tehranian Persian (1980, cited 

in Bell 1984: 175) showed that having high status auditors would cause speakers to use only 

formal second person address forms, even for close friends who would have been addressed 

using the informal pronoun in the absence o f such an auditor. I submit that the unnatural 

audience attributes o f the end-listener o f recorded speech, highlighted by the act of 

recording and the presence o f recording equipment, can cause this audience role to be of 

primary salience and focus, regardless o f the fieldworker’s actual participant role in the 

speech event. The fieldworker may be entirely absent and yet still the m ost salient speech 

event participant. By understanding the identity and traditional audience role assigned to this 

end-listener by the speakers being recorded, it is possible to more systematically account for 

her or his effect on recorded speech. The end-listener may be seen as entirely congruent with 

the fieldworker, and the fieldworker alone; can be perceived as the fieldworker in 

combination with other language investigators; and can be perceived as a person or persons 

completely unknown to the speaker.

Before I give a few examples o f end-listener roles assigned by my Tatar friends and 

acquaintances who were being recorded, I think it is important to note that my fieldwork 

took place in a society that has been grappling with observation and unratified 

eavesdroppers for many years -  to wit, the surveillance o f the KGB (which has retained its 

name in Tatarstan, although it is now referred to as the FSB elsewhere). This constant 

awareness, particularly for the more politically active members of the Tatar Social Club, who 

see themselves as opposed to the government at both the republic level (Tatarstan) and the 

federal level (Russian Federation), certainly affected their speech production. Although I 

managed to convince most members o f the social network I was studying that I was not a
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spy working for the CIA41 — a question that was put to me point blank in my fourth week 

onsite — there was always the possibility that my recorded materials and notes would be 

confiscated, either in Russia or after my return home.42

Some o f the more politically involved community members, particularly those who 

were well aware that they were under surveillance by the authorities -  surveillance that 

predated my arrival — seemed to not merely view the end listener’s identity as just unclear, 

but also quite likely to be an unknown, and unfriendly, intelligence officer. Their verbal 

hygiene involved cleaning up their speech in order to speak about only the m ost inoffensive 

and unimportant o f topics (thus limiting any access I might have had to the nature o f the 

performance o f political discourse), or they would simply shut off the recording equipment 

if they were joining a conversation that was in progress and they didn’t feel like watching 

their tongues.43

For some other Tatar speakers, the end-listener was presumed to be the language 

investigator, and the language investigator only. In this scenario, the end-listener took on the 

attributes o f addressee, despite physical absence at the speech event. For example, in three 

separate recorded conversations, two o f which were recorded in my kitchen while I was out

41 Apparendy some members o f  speech communities that have been under study will only deem 
their language investigator trustworthy (and not a spy) decades after the original fieldwork (Penny 
Eckert, personal communication).
42 This possibility was thrown into higher relief by the Russian-American “spy wars” o f 2000-2001, 
with “embassy workers” expelled from both Moscow and Washington, D.C., and a young American 
scholar imprisoned on both drug possession and espionage charges (although the espionage charges 
were later dropped).
43 I should also note that some o f these community members believed both my apartment and 
telephone to be bugged, and that either their e-mail account or my e-mail account was being read (I 
have it on good authority that mine was not). W hen speaking with me on the telephone, they would 
sometimes say, “This is not a phone conversation, I ’ll tell you about it later.” Or, they would pull me 
out onto my balcony, presumably out o f range o f any bugs inside the apartment, to whisper anything 
o f important they had to tell me, for example, about their knowledge o f KGB surveillance o f me.
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of earshot in the living room, and a third which was recorded in one speaker’s home on a 

tape recorder I had lent her, conversation participants performed for me in the most 

standard sense o f the word, singing Tatar songs direcdy into the recording equipment (one 

performance is even in three-part harmony). Several o f the participants -  none o f whom had 

access to the performances o f the other recording sessions — later volunteered the 

information that they had sung for my sake, as a souvenir (the expression in Tatar is 

translated literally as “for the memory”) so that later on when I was back home in America 

and far away, I would have these nice songs to listen to, and think o f them fondly. We can 

extrapolate from this behavior and subsequent metacommentary that the speech events 

being recorded, into which the singing was embedded, were performed with consciousness 

o f my eventual review o f the recorded material and subsequent linguistic analysis. These 

people were speaking “good Tatar” both for me and for posterity, and their level o f verbal 

hygiene remained quite high — they stayed well on the Tatar side o f the cline o f language 

mixing, never moving further towards Russian than Tatar-preferred style, and remaining for 

the most part in Tatar on-stage style. This parallels the behavior o f one speaker o f Ocracoke 

English studied by Schilling-Estes’ (1998), whose style shifting into “performance” speech 

was triggered not by a change in audience, but by a change in the perceptual salience o f the 

audience make-up, i.e., the language investigator was suddenly made salient through 

attention to technical details o f recording: changing a tape, flipping it over, or orally marking 

the tape with the name of the interviewee and date.

1.4.4 The value o f performance speech

Bauman (1975, 1977) has argued that in addition to “vernacular” speech, “performed” 

speech is available and meaningful for analysis, yet it remains understudied by sociolinguists
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and linguistic anthropologists. Self-conscious or cleaned-up speech styles, especially when 

one is able to compare them with other speech styles and has access to intraspeaker 

variation, can give insights into local linguistic norms and language ideologies (for work on 

minority-language language ideologies, see Woolard 1989, Hill 1998, and Kroskrity 1998, in 

particular), and lead to unexpected and useful avenues o f linguistic inquiry.

Ochs (1978) describes how her initial attempts to gather the spontaneous speech of 

Samoan children and their caretakers were stymied by the Samoans’ awareness o f both her 

location -  physical and social -  and her recording equipment. The Samoans’ use o f “on

stage” and “off-stage” registers (Goffman 1963), in local terms known as “good speech” and 

“bad speech”, showed systematic patterning when understood within the local framework of 

spatial organization, where the front and center regions of a house were associated with 

more-controlled demeanor and activities and the back and peripheral regions were associated 

with less-controlled demeanor and activities, including their linguistic counterparts of 

“good” and “bad” speech. Och’s initial placement o f her mat and recording equipment at 

the front o f the house and her continued presence on the mat during her data-gathering time 

located her physically in the on-stage and more-controlled zone, and located her socially as a 

high ranking guest and foreigner. Once she understood this system o f spatial contrasts, she 

was able to “exploit [her] knowledge o f space and language to elicit a wide range o f speech 

styles from children and caretakers” (1978: 2). Additionally, Ochs was motivated by this 

experience to study children’s acquisition o f language and culture in the Samoan context and 

the systematic relation between linguistic forms and social situations, turning what could 

easily have been dismissed as the observer’s paradox and useless data into a fruitful line of 

inquiry.
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For Schilling-Estes, performance speech in Ocracoke English turned out to give 

useful insights into sociolinguistic variationist theory. She found that her informant’s raising 

o f the nucleus o f the diphthong /a y / in performance speech matched his patterns o f /a y / 

raising in other styles, with one major exception: while in non-performance speech, he would 

raise /a y / to its highest level before voiceless consonants, in performance speech he would 

raise /ay /  to its highest level before voiced consonants, the raising environment that is most 

salient to speakers o f the Ocracoke dialect. From this, Schilling-Estes concluded that when 

speakers “attempt to ‘put on’ a dialect for an audience, they have available to them only 

those features they can perceive...Thus, through examining performance speech, we can 

gain insight into which aspects o f linguistic production are most salient to the performer” 

(1998: 64). In my own research, performance speech was useful in showing what aspects of 

Russian influence are most salient to Tatar bilinguals, and thus available for cleansing when 

verbal hygiene is at its highest level. I found that the most salient aspects o f Russification 

were code-switching (of high-level grammatical constituents) and the use o f Russian 

loanwords that are either not standard borrowings or have a post -perestroika (and thus pre- 

Revolutionary) Arabic equivalent whose use is being encouraged, e.g., using the Russian 

word vlast’ rather than Arabic khakimiyat to express the concept o f ‘ruling power.’ In a study 

o f style shifting in East Sutherland Gaelic, a moribund Gaelic dialect used only in the private 

sphere, Dorian (1994) describes similar behavior, where performed speech, or more formal 

narrative style, was marked in part by the removal o f Anglicisms. She writes, “When I first 

began to gather tape-recorded texts from each o f the East Sutherland fisherfolk villages, it 

was quickly apparent that those speakers who had the lexical latitude to do so made an effort 

to minimize their reliance on loanwords from English” (ibid. 222). Dorian found 

performance speech useful not only for highlighting what dominant language influence was
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salient to local Gaelic speakers, but also the varying degrees o f competence o f her 

informants.

Tatar on-stage style, particularly when combined with metacommentary and speaker 

evaluations by members o f the speech community, was absolutely indispensible in my 

understanding o f a variety of local norms and practices. “Performance” speech pointed the 

way to the “discourse o f purity” that was the most significant o f the language ideologies that 

I found, and exemplified speaker’s attempts to produce “pure” Tatar. It demonstrated verbal 

hygiene in practice, and showed me who were the community’s standards keepers. When 

speakers remained in Tatar on-stage style rather than accommodating their 

uncomprehending audience by switching into Russian, it alerted me to the existence o f Tatar 

speakers who choose ideology over communication, for whom out-group referee design 

supersedes accommodation and convergence. Tatar on-stage style, when produced by less- 

competent Tatar speakers who feel compelled to refrain from using any Russian at all, can 

provide excellent examples o f morphosyntactic interference. For fully competent speakers, a 

comparison o f their linguistic performance in Tatar on-stage style and in Tatar-preferred 

style gave evidence for what appeared to be two different underlying competences and 

grammars: using only one o f these styles for a grammatical description would lead to an 

incomplete and erroneous analysis o f the level o f Russian influence on Tatar grammar. 

Finally, placing “performance” speech within a continuum of language-mixing styles gives 

insight into the identities and roles that are associated with certain kinds o f styles, and how 

choosing styles when constructing identity within this context may play a role in the stylistic 

and domain shrinkage o f a language, and thus play a role in language shift.
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1.4.5 Conclusions

Style shifting can be analyzed as either reactive or initiative (sometimes called “proactive”), 

and Bell constructs this reaction-initiation distinction as a continuum rather than as a 

dichotomy (1984: 184). His interpretation posits initiative style shift as used by a speaker “to 

redefine the nature o f the interaction rather than to respond to different situations” (ibid. 

183). Bell’s proposed interpretation o f initiative style-shifting parallels Blom and Gumperz’s 

(1972) “metaphorical” code-switching, e.g., where speakers mark a change in formality 

(switching from formal pronouns to informal, or vice versa), or mark a change in attitude 

toward the topic. Schilling-Estes suggests that we conceptualize style shifting “in terms o f 

roles (both real and metaphorical) that conversation participants play with respect to one 

another during a given interaction” — these roles are simultaneously permanent social 

relations and “individually based expressions o f identity” (1998: 72). A single group of 

conversation participants can be seen as containing a variety o f role relationships, and the 

speech o f an individual as containing a variety o f voices, as suggested by the Bakhtinian 

conception o f heteroglossia (1981), where speech styles and registers are evocative o f various 

cultural and ideological positionings — using the different “voices” associated with a social 

group, cultural position, or ideological stance allows the speaker to shift among roles evoked 

by these “voices.” In her early critique o f the Labovian sociolinguistic interview as a method 

for collecting spontaneous speech, Wolfson called into question the idea o f a “single, 

absolute entity answering to the notion o f natural/casual speech” (1976: 202). And indeed, 

from the perspective o f Bakhtinian heteroglossia, all speech can be seen as performative in 

some way, from high-prestige standard styles to local, in-group, non-standard styles. Studies 

o f supposedly “unperformed” vernacular styles that have non-standard norms rigorously
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maintained by standards keepers can be interpreted as coherent with audience design theory. 

Community members must use non-standard variants in in-group styles, and failure to use 

these variants can result in punishment ranging from teasing to actual physical beatings (cf. 

Milroy 1987a). N ot one o f the styles that I observed among urban Tatar bilinguals can be 

regarded as more natural or unmarked than any o f the others: they are all designed to be 

appropriate for the audience, topic, and setting o f the speech event in which they are 

produced.

Interpreting all speech as performative, and thus rendering futile the search for a 

natural unmarked vernacular, has ramifications for linguistic fieldwork and analysis. The first 

is that no speech should be dismissed as unnatural and thus unusable: the distinction of 

natural and unnatural, usable and unusable is not a viable one. Instead, attention should be 

paid to the contextualization o f the speech event: the language investigator should attempt 

to discover who is performing, what audience they are designing their speech for, which 

participant role in the audience composition is most salient or has the greatest effect, and 

finally, what role the speaker is performing, with an understanding that which identity is 

being presented or constructed through language may change in the course o f a speech 

event, triggered by factors other than change in audience composition. This is a significant 

amount o f information and contextualization for a single speech event, and clearly requires 

an intimate knowledge o f local norms, and o f the speaker and audience involved. Therefore, 

long-term participant observation can be seen as an absolute necessity for any sort of 

nuanced sociolinguistic analysis. Second, performance speech can be utilized for linguistic 

analysis in a variety o f ways, for example, to elucidate verbal hygiene patterns, or to 

demonstrate which elements o f a language or dialect are most salient to its speakers. Third, 

the fieldworker should try to gain access to as many styles and registers as possible -  with an
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understanding that not all speakers will produce all styles for a language investigator -  by 

exploiting her or his simultaneous insider and outsider status, as well as her or his changing 

status over time. Additionally, it should be understood that the fieldworker will have access 

to some styles when participating and observing, but will be denied access to them with the 

introduction o f recording equipment to the scene o f the speech event. Varying one’s 

recording methodology -  recording when the fieldworker is both present and absent, 

recording in different settings, and having community members record for you — can 

increase access to various styles, particularly those that are in-group only, and reduce the 

salience o f the “unnatural” audience role o f the unknown yet ratified end-listener.

To conclude, I have briefly addressed just one o f the difficulties o f sociolinguistic 

fieldwork, the gathering and contextualizing o f spontaneous speech. I have attempted to 

demonstrate that by framing the observer’s paradox within audience design theory, it is 

possible to more systematically account for and analyze the effect o f the fieldworker as a 

socially located being, one who holds a unique social position, simultaneously insider and 

outsider. This ambiguity o f role assignation can be exploited by the canny fieldworker in 

order to access a range o f styles and registers. By following other sociolinguists and linguistic 

anthropologists in concluding that all speech in fact may be regarded as self-conscious, 

performed, and identity-constructing, I have once again called into question the idea o f a 

single, unmarked, unperformed vernacular, the access to which is supposedly blocked by the 

observer’s paradox. Finally, I have shown that a “performance” or “on-stage” style can be 

just as useful for linguistic and sociolinguistic analysis as other styles. By maintaining what 

Hyman (2001) calls the “fieldworker mentality,” which keeps the language investigator open 

to unanticipated phenomena, and by working from a realist research stance -  in which reality 

is seen to be theory-independent, such that current linguistic theories may prove to be
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insufficient as organizing principles for behavior and speech production -  the fieldworker 

may find that performance speech will lead to both unexpected and unexpectedly fruitful 

avenues o f linguistic inquiry.
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Chapter Two_____________________
Linguistic purism and the “de-Russification” of Tatar

2.1 The Tatar “discourse o f purity”

O ne o f the major insights o f 20th century studies in linguistics and the philosophy of 

language is that speaking is an act, and that as an act it is therefore comparable to other 

social activities: language does not just reflect and comment upon social reality, it also 

constructs it. As Silverstein (1979: 194) notes, due to the work o f Wittgenstein, Austin, and 

Hymes, among others1 “it has become clearer that people not only speak about, or refer to, 

the world ‘out there’ — outside o f language — they also presuppose (or reflect) and create (or 

fashion) a good deal o f social reality by the very activity o f using language” (see also Gal 

1989: 347, Blommaert 1999: 6). Language can thus be analyzed as multifunctional, both 

indexical and constitutive o f social structure (Irvine 1989). The study o f language as a 

practice and its relationship to language as a system is a major component o f present-day 

linguistic anthropology and sociolinguistics. The links between language and the material 

world are well-studied, and sociolinguists have demonstrated correlations between identity 

(gender, age, ethnicity, class, etc.) and linguistic performance: these correlations are also 

referred to as “reflection” and “indexicality” (Gal 1989: 347). However, “correlational” 

sociolinguistic studies have come under critique by linguistic anthropologists, who contend 

that they do not take human agency into consideration, and thus “gloss over the actual 

motivating force o f linguistic change, which often lies in social evaluations o f language”

1 Gal (1989) adds Kenneth Burke and Roman Jakobson.
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(Woolard and Schieffelin 1994: 70). Studies o f language as a practice argue that “in 

maintaining or changing local power relations, talk unites structure and agency over time” 

(Gal 1989: 347). N ot only are languages “socioculturally and historically anchored 

phenomena,” discourse can be seen as “the crucial symbolic resource onto which people 

project their interests, around which they can construct alliances, on and through which they 

exercise power” (Blommaert 1999: 6-7).

One way that linguistic anthropologists integrate human agency and socio-cultural 

grounding into studies o f language as a practice is through the investigation o f language 

ideologies, which can be understood as the “mediating link between social structures and 

forms o f talk” and “rooted in or responsive to the experience o f a particular social position” 

(Woolard and Schieffelin 1994: 55, 58). The term ideology has been used in two distinct ways: 

neutrally, to describe cultural systems o f ideas about social and linguistic relationships, and 

critically, where ideologies are seen as having both social and cognitive functions, and thus 

the ability to distort (ibid. 57): what is particularly interesting about the study o f language 

ideologies is that they are located at the intersection o f these two types. Traditionally there 

have been three genres o f scholarly discussion that invoke language ideology: (1) studies of 

contact between languages and language varieties, (2) historiographies o f linguistics and 

public discourse on language, and (3) studies o f the relationship between language ideologies 

and linguistic structure (ibid. 55-6). This dissertation falls into the first and third categories, 

and in particular, the goal o f this chapter is to make explicit the relationship between the 

most prominent language ideology found in post-Soviet Tatar discourse, what I call the 

Tatar “discourse o f purity,” and the structure o f the Tatar language as spoken in post-Soviet 

Tatarstan, including structural innovations (some o f which which will be examined in depth 

in Chapter Three). Language ideologies, which are analyzed both through examinations of
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explicit discourse and through examinations o f implicit assumptions extrapolated from both 

social discourse and social practice, are never simply about language. They are, “among many 

other things, about the construction and legitimation o f power, the production o f social 

relations o f sameness and difference, and the creation o f cultural stereotypes about types of 

speakers and social groups” (Spitulnik 1998: 164). Ideologies, including language ideologies, 

are reproduced by practices, practices that can be institutional, semi-institutional, and 

everyday, found in governmental and educational institutions, advertisements, the media, 

literature, art, and more (Blommaert 1999: 10). “These reproduction practices may result.. .in 

normalisation, i.e., a hegemonic pattern in which the ideological claims are perceived as 

“normal” ways o f thinking and acting.. .There is no public opinion, no social consensus 

which can be detached from real processes o f hegemonization” (ibid. 10-11). However, 

Gramsci’s conception o f “cultural hegemony,” which “attempts to explain how and why 

subordinate groups accept as legitimate the power o f the dominant,” implies “the possibility 

o f resistance, or subversive practices and contradictory consciousness among subordinate 

groups” (Gal 1989: 348). The Tatar discourse o f purity to be examined here can be defined 

as a “counter-hegemonic discourse.”

As was seen in Chapter One, in post-Soviet Tatarstan there is an asymmetry between 

the use and usefulness o f Tatar and Russian: Russian is the “normal,” “unmarked” language 

that is used in all functional domains, while Tatar usage is “marked,” limited, and 

“particularized” (for more on the particularization o f Tatar, see the work o f Helen Faller, 

e.g., Faller 2001 and Faller 2003). The particularization of Tatar and normalization of 

Russian can be interpreted as part o f the Soviet hegemonic process, which was produced and 

reproduced in both official institutional practice and in individual practice. The attempts by 

the Tatar intelligentsia to reclaim ground in the new post-Soviet social and political order can
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be seen as attempts to take over the hegemonic process and the standardization o f Tatar; to 

control the reproduction practices o f ideologies and thus make Tatar ideologies o f Tatar 

language and culture, rather than Russian ideologies o f Tatar language and culture, the norm. 

As case studies o f language ideologies and ideological debates have shown, languages are 

often promoted as “a crucial ingredient o f national identity (and hence a central ingredient in 

national mobilization and nation-building)” (Blommaert 1999: 31), and Tatar in post-Soviet 

Tatarstan is no exception.

Language is only one marker o f identity for a group, and usually part o f a feature 

cluster that includes descent, history, culture, and religion (Blommaert and Verschueren 

1998: 192); as we will see in the Tatar example, invoking one o f the identity markers can 

usually index all the other markers in the feature cluster. Language ideologies are “thrown 

into high relief’ by social inequalities and colonial (and thus also post-colonial) encounters 

(Woolard and Schieffelin 1994: 55-6), and language ideological debates are usually part of 

more general sociopolitical processes (Blommaert 1999: 2). When a language or language 

variety that indexes a subordinate group is “revalorized,” that language is usually not only a 

symbol o f group identity, but also emblematic o f “political allegiance or social, intellectual, 

or moral worth” (Woolard and Schieffelin 1994: 61). Post-colonial revalorization o f a 

subordinate language can thus be seen as an attempt to manipulate what Bourdieu has called 

“symbolic capital” (described most fully in Bourdieu 1999). Bourdieu theorized that 

linguistic forms have no inherent power but rather reflect the power o f the group that they 

index; that the legitimization o f one language variety, presented as inherently better, is a 

misrepresentation; and that linguistic insecurity is a result o f “symbolic domination.” 

However, case studies of linguistic peformance have found flaws in Bourdieu’s theories, 

demonstrating that the maintenance o f non-standard languages and varieties can be
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interpreted according to social relations that are based on solidarity versus status, and that 

the heterogeneity o f non-standard linguistic practice may also play a role in subordination 

(Gal 1989: 353-4). Tatar language reforms are meant to “add value” (or symbolic capital) to 

the subordinate Tatar language, and when combined with pro-Tatar language policies, the 

added symbolic capital can also translate into material capital: recall that bureaucrats who 

demonstrate a sufficient level o f Tatar-language competence at one point earned more pay 

than their monolingual (Russian-speaking) counterparts, and that some vendors at Kazan 

markets are learning Tatar in order to increase their customer base to include those Tatars 

who prefer to transact business in Tatar.

The Tatar discourse o f purity, as is common for post-colonial linguistic purism 

movements, is based on a “logic o f oppositional identity” (Jaffe 1999: 61). Explicit linguistic 

ideologies can affect a language’s structure (Gal 1989: 354), and linguistic purification can be 

seen as one way in which subordinate languages in contact situations can become “anti

languages,” which have undergone a “Silversteinian distortion that makes a code more like 

itself, in this case, importantly, a self that is most distinctive from its socially dominant 

counterpart.” (Woolard and Schieffelin 1998: 70). In a well-known formulation o f the nation 

as an “imagined political community,” Anderson (1987: 6-7) describes nations as 

constructions that are inherently limited and bounded, such that there is the set o f people 

who are members o f the nation and the set o f people who are not members o f the nation. 

Tatar identity, in particular as constructed through linguistic performance, is inextricably 

linked with orientation towards or away from Russian language and culture (as reified by 

Soviet nationalities policies), where the integrity and cultural “purity” o f post-Soviet Tatars — 

thought by many to be necessary for the survival o f the Tatar language, culture, and nation -  

is equated with their de-Russification. De-Russification, the removal, or “purification,” of
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salient Russian influence, is expressed in various ways by Tatars in present-day Tatarstan -  

for example, by choices in attire, food and alcohol consumption, and sexual mores, all of 

which can be related to a rise in religiosity -  but in this chapter my focus will be exclusively 

on purification and de-Russification as expressed in linguistic performance.

The Tatar ideology o f linguistic purism is both explicit and implicit, and found on 

both the individual and collective levels. O n the individual level, linguistic purism is 

expressed both through explicit statements that demonstrate the high level o f language 

consciousness for Tatars in present-day Tatarstan, and through the style shifting described in 

Chapter One (and again in Chapter Three), where styles associated with the presentation o f a 

conspicuously Tatar identity are also associated with a lack of language mixing, and the only 

Russian lexical items present in the Tatar performance style are conventional borrowings for 

which there is no native equivalent. O n the collective level, discussions o f and debates on 

linguistic purism are found in official language commissions, on television and the radio, and 

in the pages o f the daily press. The majority o f the examples of the Tatar discourse o f purity 

presented in this chapter come from the post-Soviet Tatar press, in particular from daily 

newspapers, and are excerpted from both articles and published letters to the editor. The 

entire Tatarphone community takes part in this public debate on linguistic purism: articles 

and letters are written both by journalists and language “experts” (usually Tatar philologists) 

and by regular readers o f the newspaper who feel compelled to express their opinions; these 

readers are both urban and rural, and span a wide range o f ages.

The press in general plays an important role in ideological debates and in nation 

building. Gal (1989: 355), writing on Anderson’s work on nations and nationalism, notes that 

the link between language and nation is not located in the “sharing o f language per se but in 

the unifying effects o f print” and the imagined community that forms the national
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consciousness is created in part by newspapers and novels in addition to speech 

communities. Anderson suggests that print languages lay the basis for nationalist 

consciousness in three ways: (1) they create “unified fields o f exchange and communication,” 

usually somewhere between the high language used only by the educated elite and the 

vernacular; (2) they give language a fixed nature, which helps “build that image o f antiquity 

so central to the subjective idea o f the nation”; and (3) print languages become languages of 

power, such that the non-standard languages or language varieties that are not used as print 

languages become increasingly subordinate (1987: 44). The debates found in the daily press, 

which often focus reflexively on the language o f the daily press, show how critical it is for 

“ideological and political control to be instantiated in everyday practices” (Jaffe 1999: 61). 

Texts generate their publics, and publics generate their texts (Blommaert 1999: 6), and in the 

Tatar case, this can be seen most clearly in the dialogue found in the pages o f Tatar daily 

newspapers. The articles cited in this chapter represent just a tiny subset o f the hundreds of 

articles published in the post-Soviet Tatar press on the subjects o f language, religion, and 

culture in the years 1990-2001, the years covered by this literature review. The majority of 

pertinent articles come from several main sources: eleven years o f the mainstream paper 

Shahri Ka^an ‘Kazan City’; the entire five-year run o f the cultural newspaper Madam Jomga 

‘Cultural Friday’; several years o f the government newspaper Watanim Tatarstan ‘My 

Homeland Tatarstan’; several years o f the Turkish-owned Kazan-published newspaper 

Taman ‘Time’; and all issues o f the scholarly journal Tan ham Tel ‘Science and Language.’ The 

discourse found in the articles cited here can be grouped into three overarching themes: (1) 

Tatar feelings o f impurity because o f the influence and interference from Russian language 

and culture; (2) purity as an explicit ideal, particularly in language; and (3) the appropriate 

place o f Arabic loanwords and influence in “pure” post-Soviet Tatar.
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Why, in the logic of language ideologies, does the purity o f a language matter? In 

Corsica, long under French domination, language “came to stand metonymically for the 

totality o f the struggle for nationhood” and was linked to a romantic ideology in which the 

language o f a minority people is inextricably linked with the “soul” o f that people 

(Blommaert 1999: 12-13). The same is true in the Tatar case, where language, culture, 

nationhood, and religion form an indexical feature cluster: discourse on one o f these features 

automatically references discourse on the other features, and articles, for example, on 

religion can transition to discussions o f language without any sort o f explanatory segue, and 

vice versa. Fear for the assimilation o f the Tatar nation — one o f the most prevalent themes 

in post-Soviet Tatar discourse, seen in articles with tides such as Och mengenche ytlda tatar 

millate saklariirmi? ‘In the third millenium, will the Tatar nation be preserved?’ (Mostafin 1999)

— is also expressed in discourse on linguistic, cultural, and religious assimilation. For 

example, we find the statement “The preservation o f a language means the preservation o f a 

people” in an article entided Telebê ne, dinebê ne saktiyk! ‘Let’s save our language and our 

religion!’ (Majitov 1996); here nationhood, religion, and language are explicidy linked in a 

single piece o f writing.

In the ideology found in the post-Soviet Tatar press, language in particular is seen as 

a metonymic representative o f the nation and the barometer o f the health o f the nation, 

where the impurity and decline o f the Tatar language are seen as representative o f the 

impurity and decline o f the Tatar nation as a whole. A typical expression o f this metonymic 

conception claims that “ .. .a people without a language can not be a people in the true sense

— its culture, literature, customs, and rituals can only live at a time when the native language 

is living” (Valiyev 1992). An even more explicit expression o f this linkage is found in an 

article entided, quite straightforwardly, Tel safltgi -  milldtpak’lege ‘The purity o f a language is
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the purity o f a nation’ (Fasakhov 1994). The author first draws upon a prominent Russian 

cultural source as authority: “The well-known Russian writer F. Dostoyevsky said, ‘A 

language -  it is the people.’ So if some kind o f language exists and is in use, then the nation 

owning that language also exists...” He then continues, “If that language, having become 

entangled with another language.. .begins to be diluted, then fear for the existence o f the 

nation is bom , and the nation steps onto the path to extinction. Therefore the purity o f the 

mother tongue...is perhaps the basic factor deciding the fate o f a nation.” This is, in the 

logic o f this discourse, due to assimilation: “A person who has lost his/her native language 

stops being a member o f the nation.. .s/he  has changed into a member o f the nation whose 

language s /he  knows and speaks. One or two generations after the Tatars who have 

forgotten their native tongue will be people who have become Russian...” Therefore, “the 

attempt to reanimate, cleanse and develop our native language is a battle for our nation’s 

purity, safety, non-liquidation, and, in the end, for our independence.” The logic is clear and 

explicit: (1) speaking or not speaking a language is the marker o f a cultural and ethnic 

boundary, (2) if a language is a people, and the language is lost, then the people will be lost 

as well, and thus (3) language promotion and purification are necessary for survival o f the 

nation.

The decline o f the Tatar language is usually described in the Tatar press as externally 

motivated,

“the result o f the evil politics o f the Russian imperium to drive the 
Tatar nation into nothingness.. .Tatar has constantly been derided as 
a base, savage language, it was removed from all societal and 
governmental spheres, children’s schools were purposefully Russified, 
and Tatar writing was forcefully moved to Cyrillic: these were some 
o f the basic methods o f the destroyers o f the Tatar language. As a 
result o f these aggressive methods against the Tatar language, our 
young people have stopped respecting our language, alongside the 
‘great’ Russian language they have started to consider it weak, pitiful,
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not useful, and even unecessary. O f course, this is the result o f 450
years o f being colonial” (Mazhar 1996).

Due in part to these methods and factors, post-Soviet Tatar discourse, as seen in even the 

headlines o f articles, presents the maintenance o f Tatar ethnicity as difficult -  Tatar bulu bik 

awir'It’s very difficult to be a Tatar’ (Anonymous 1999) -  and a potential source o f shame -  

Minem uri's M^tbulasim kilal ‘I want to be a Russian girl!’ (Zinatullin 2000), but people are also 

proud — Tatar buluim beldn gorur min ‘I’m  proud to be a Tatar’ (Jalalova 1997) — and ready to 

do what is necessary -  Tatarlik beldn gorurlanu gt'najitmi, aning mdnfdgat’larenjing st^ganipyaklarga 

da kirak ‘Pride in Tatamess isn’t sufficient, it’s also necessary to roll up your sleeves and get 

to work supporting its interests’ (Mirzayanov 1998). Recall that, as described in Chapter 

One, there is a derogatory name for Tatars who have assimilated to Russian culture, 

“Mankurts,” defined by one young Tatar as “Tatars who don’t know their own language or 

history, their own traditions, who don’t understand or respect their ancestors” (personal 

communication).

The definition o f pure Tatar is a negative one, and can be interpreted as based on 

Jaffe’s “logic o f oppositional identity” : pure Tatar is, quite simply, Tatar that is not Russian 

and expresses no salient Russian influence.2 Doctrines o f linguistic purism often “close off 

non-native sources o f innovation, but usually selectively, targeting only languages construed 

as threats” (Woolard and Schieffelin 1994: 64). This is true in the Tatar case as well, where 

the language o f the culture and government perceived as a threat to the integrity o f the Tatar 

nation is the target o f purification, both in language reform and in the discourse o f purity,

2 I say “salient” here because Tatar speakers and adherents o f this discourse o f purity do not 
articulate an awareness o f all kinds o f Russian interference: as will be seen in the remainder o f this 
chapter, the focus o f purist discussions is usually on what I like to call “sounds and nouns” — 
phonetic interference and borrowed nouns. O ther kinds o f interference, for example, calquing or the 
code-mixing or borrowing o f words in other grammatical classes, receive little to no attention.
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while influences from languages and cultures not perceived as threatening are either 

interpreted as congruent with the post-Soviet Tatar identity or not salient to purists.

I will illustrate this with two anecdotal examples, both from individual rather than 

public discourse. The first is a comment made to me by a young professional in his mid-30s, 

a frequent visitor to the Tatar Social Club who seems dedicated to speaking as little Russian 

as possible — in all the months I knew him, I never heard him say one Russian word, and he 

once reprimanded me for speaking Russian with a young Tatar woman who works in the 

library, saying to me, “She’s a Tatar girl, with a good Tatar name, you should speak Tatar 

with her, and not Russian.”3 He brought up the concept of pure Tatar with me when we 

were discussing a Finnish Tatar who was visiting Kazan for a short time — this Finnish 

Tatar’s home language growing up in Helsinki was Tatar, the Mishar dialect (albeit 

transplanted to Finland), and he spoke only a few words of Russian, even after months in 

Kazan. My friend remarked: “Do you know why I love to hear [him] speak? Because there is 

not even a hint o f Russian, he uses only good Tatar words, the words we all used before the 

Revolution. Hearing him talk, it is like music to my ears.” This comment is o f particular 

interest in two ways. First, the Mishar dialect, at least as spoken within the boundaries o f the 

Russian Federation, is considered extremely low-prestige and somehow lacking the 

“richness” o f the Middle Volga/Kazan Tatar dialect; this man’s lack o f Russian interference, 

perhaps in combination with the prestige associated with Finland (which is associated with 

things European), seemed to supersede the stigma associated with the Mishar dialect.

3 The woman in question is Russian-dominant and will not speak Tatar with patrons, although it is 
clear that she understands them. When addressed in Tatar, she will respond in Russian, and most 
patrons will accommodate and switch to Russian with her; the only exceptions I ever saw were a few 
people over 60 and this particular club member.
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Second, due to the fact that the Helsinki Tatar population emigrated from Russia 

approximately 100 years ago, before Soviet-era language engineering, this Finnish Tatar does 

not use most o f the Russian borrowings that are standard in present-day Tatar (at least, those 

later Russian borrowings that were not adapted to Tatar phonotactics), but rather their pre- 

Revolutionary counterparts, most o f which are in fact Arabic and Persian loanwords. Even 

so, his speech was assessed as a model o f pure Tatar, our first indication o f the selective 

nature o f the Tatar discourse o f purity -  Russian words, borrowed from a language 

“construed as a threat,” have no place in pure Tatar, but words borrowed from Arabic and 

Persian, languages and cultures that were historically highly influential for centuries, do.

The second example also involves a decidedly pro-Tatar young male, a 30-year 

historian and increasingly observant Muslim who studied Arabic in Eastern Africa for several 

years and even changed his name because his original name, although common among 

Tatars since the 1930s, is borrowed from English and thus wasn’t sufficiendy Tatar for him 

— his new name is both traditionally Tatar and explicidy religious. After hearing me 

interviewed on a Kazan radio program, he requested that our mutual friend introduce us, 

and when we met, he spent several minutes telling me about what his impressions had been 

while hearing me speak Tatar on the radio. For him, the most prominent aspect o f my Tatar 

was its lack o f Russian interference or influence: I had apparendy sounded to him like a 

“young Tatar village girl” who had been “protected” from both the Russian language and 

from Russians, as if I had lived a “clean village life” and had never spoken a word of 

[presumably unclean] Russian. Several people with whom I became acquainted after my 

radio interviews told me that they had interpreted my accent as native, albeit a speaker o f a
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different dialect,4 but this man was the only one to explicitly relate my lack o f  Russian accent 

to impressions o f pure Tatar girlhood. This idealization o f village life, and o f the village as 

protected enclave o f Tatamess, is quite a common one, particularly noticeable in Tatar- 

language comedies and musicals produced in Kazan theaters (Faller 2001). After learning 

that I was studying and recording Tatar, person after person would invite me to visit their 

village5 so I would be able to hear pure Tatar as spoken in all-Tatar villages where Tatar is 

spoken all day, every day, far away from the “corrupt” city and “street language.”6 Even my 

Russian cab driver one day suggested to me that if I really wanted to learn Tatar, I should 

head to the countryside: “You’re not going to hear any real Tatar here,” he said.

2.2 “Impure” Tatar

Before examining the purification movements associated with Tatar linguistic purism, I will 

discuss some o f the “impure” Tatar that Kazan’s Tatarphones are surrounded by daily, since 

this “tainted” Tatar is the backdrop against which “pure” Tatar is set. Although Tatar has 

been elevated to the level o f governmental language, officially on a par with Russian, and is 

correspondingly seen and heard more in public spaces than in Soviet times, there do not 

appear to be a sufficient number o f fully proficient Tatar speakers to

4 I should note that it is not that my Tatar is, or was at the time, anything like that o f  a fully 
competent native speaker. While my accent is good, my intonation patterns are wrong, my syntax is 
limited, and my speech not without grammatical errors. People’s willingness to perceive me as a 
native Tatar says less about my fluency, and more about both their lack o f exposure to any accent in 
Tatar other than Russian, and about the Tatar-language (in)competence o f many young Tatars. See 
Woolard 1989: 70ff for interesting parallels in Catalonia.
5 I f  they were city-born, the invitation would be to the village where their closest relatives live.
6 In point o f fact, young people in villages do not speak only Tatar all day every day, as became 
immediately apparent upon my visits.
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translate or produce all o f the public Tatar that is meant to serve as the equivalent to 

Russian. What this means is that, at least in Kazan, Tatar that is poorly translated from 

Russian, mispelled, and grammatically incorrect according to the literary standard is a 

constant presence. One example is programs at the opera, ballet, and symphony: more than 

once, I have seen Tatars turn away from the Tatar half o f a bilingual program to the Russian 

half, and complain that not only was it clear that the Tatar text was a translation from 

Russian and not originally composed in Tatar, but that the translator had done a poor job of 

translating. However, they are often unable to articulate precisely what the grammatical 

incursions are when they are outside the scope o f phonetic interference or semantic 

mismatches in translation. Letters to the editor complain that both street signs and signs for 

bus and tram stops are incorrectly spelled or translated, as is signage at museums and 

galleries. For example, my first week in Tatarstan, I visited an art and culture museum in 

downtown Kazan. As I stood looking at 19th century leather boots, the man next to me 

began agitatedly complaining (in Russian) to the museum guard about all the grammatical 

mistakes in the Tatar museum signage. She told him that he should be thankful that there 

were exhibit signs in Tatar at all, that only a few years previously everything had been in 

Russian, and that while there were probably many mistakes, it was better than having no 

Tatar at all. There are Tatar language teachers at the elementary and secondary level who are 

unable to speak grammatically: not all o f them, by any stretch, but I personally encountered 

three teachers who made very basic mistakes when speaking Tatar, including the use o f the 

absolutive case for pronouns with postpositions that govern nouns in the absolutive case but 

require pronouns in the genitive case (e.g., min ochen ‘for me’ in lieu o f minem ochen). 

Additionally, there are university lecturers and professionals in various fields who do not 

have a fully developed formal register, or professional or educational vocabulary (this is due
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to a lack o f developed professional lexicons and specialized education in Tatar). There are 

stories, perhaps apocryphal, o f Tatar philologists at the university who are forced to consult 

with village-born secretaries on questions o f vocabulary and syntax, but more easily observed 

is the inability to speak about one’s profession or field o f specialization using Tatar only, 

causing either a reversion to Russian, or grammatically incorrect and halting Tatar if the 

situation does not allow Russian to be used. In terms o f cultural production, there are Tatar 

musicians who compose songs without knowing Tatar, or who sing in Tatar with Russian 

accents: one article, Uri's telle, Tatar kiingelle Oskar ‘Russian-language, Tatar-souled Oskar’ 

(Jalilova 2000) profiles (mosdy positively) a young half-Russian, half-Tatar composer who 

does not know Tatar but has nonetheless composed melodies for over one hundred Tatar 

pop songs. When asked about his lack o f Tatar knowledge, he replies, “I don’t need a text’s 

word-for-word translation to write a song. If  its author gives me a few words about its 

character and mood, that is sufficient.” O ther actors in the field o f cultural production can 

also seen as deficient in their Tatar-language skills: a recent report tells o f a new dictionary 

currendy under preparation at the Tatarstan Academy o f Sciences’ Language, Literature and 

Art Institute that is meant to “improve the spelling and speech o f Tatar journalists,” 

apparendy by means o f focusing on the correct usage o f polysemous words and 

homophones (RFE/RL September 6, 2002).
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2.2.1 Phonetic interference

Tatar has nine phones that are not found in Russian, all o f which are phonemic, and these 

phones can cause problems both for Russian speakers and for Tatars who have heavy 

Russian interference. Table 1 shows these Tatar-specific phones, their orthographic 

equivalents in the Tatar Cyrillic alphabet, and their closest Russian equivalents used as 

standard substitutes:

Table 1. Tatar-specific phones

Tatar-specific phone Cyrillic letter Closest Russian equiv. Cyrillic letter

[ae] ‘9’ M V

[0] ‘e’ [°], W V>‘e’
[y] Y M y
M V, w M V

[y] V, ‘n>’ fel.0 ‘r’, 0

m fe], [z] £5k’, ‘3’

M V M ‘x’
[w] V M V

M Y M V

The above Tatar-specific vowels are all front vowels that are necessary for the correct 

realization o f vowel harmony: for example, [ae] is found in two case-marking suffixes, 

locative -D A  and ablative -DAn, and in the plural suffix -L A r.1

Some kinds o f Russian phonetic interference are more salient than other kinds: the 

phone [h] in particular seems to be especially emblematic of a sound subject to phonetic 

interference, and entire articles are devoted to its mispronunciation as Russian [x]: A y

1 These suffixes are subject to both vowel harmony and consonant harmony: as is traditional in 
descriptions of Turkic languages, the vowels and consonants that assimilate harmonically are written 
here in capital letters.
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tataming ranjetelgan mesken “h” awacq ‘O  the offended, poor sound “h” o f Tatar’ (Gallamov

1998); Ber awa% tirasandd ‘About one sound’ (Karimi 1999); “H ” awatqna halakat yaniy ‘The 

letter ‘h ’ burns and perishes’ (Mazhar 1996). An editorial in the monthly language 

supplement I Tugan Tel ‘O Native Language’ that appears in the weekly cultural newspaper 

Madam Jomga rails at the general mispronunciation o f Tatar names that have Tatar-specific 

sounds, particularly family names that are now used as street names and tram stops in

Kazan: for example, [x] for [h], [u] for [0], and [a] for [ae] (Anonymous 2000). And the 

author o f an article entitled Telebê neng maturligin sakliyk! ‘Let’s save the beauty o f our 

language!’ complains that the the voiced fricative [y] is disappearing at the beginning of 

names such as Gabdulla, making them less Tatar (Karimullina 2001).

2.2.2 Spelling and translation errors

Spelling problems are another aspect o f “impure” Tatar that are made explicit in public 

discourse in newspaper articles and letters to the editor. In an article entitled Tatarcha 

soyldshabeeqne? Dorsen yaeqibirqni? ‘Are we speaking Tatar? Are we writing correctly?’ a 

prominent scholar describes spelling mistakes made by academics writing in one o f the 

leading newspapers in the city (Aydi 1999). Khujamat (1999) tells o f a prominently displayed 

billboard in downtown Kazan advertising an international company: the billboard says “good 

work” in several European languages, one o f them Tatar. However, while the phrase is 

spelled correctly in all the other languages, in Tatar there are two spelling errors — there are 

six letters in total, and two o f them are wrong. And in a letter to the editor given the tide 

Tatarcha doresyaqyk ‘Let’s write Tatar correcdy’, one Kazan resident writes, “I walk around 

and see lots o f mistakes in how Tatar is written in store and street names. Russian words are
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written correctly, but why in Kazan, the capital o f Tatarstan, are Tatar words written 

incorrectly?” She details several obvious mistakes found in her neighborhood, and 

concludes, “Someone who can’t write names in two languages maybe needs to research 

his/her correct spelling” (Fatiykhova 1998).

2.2.3 Code-switching

Tatar linguistic purism is opposed to the use o f Russian words in Tatar, both as conventional 

borrowings in Tatar and as code-switched text; conventional Russian borrowings will be 

discussed in 2.3ff. Bilingual Tatars usually have a range o f speaking styles that can be seen as 

a continuum with pure Tatar on one end and pure Russian on the other end, with styles 

where there are various degrees o f language mixing found in between (cf. Figure 2 in section 

1.4 o f Chapter One). In Chapter One, I demonstrated that Tatar style shifting can be 

interpreted according to Bell’s (1984) theory o f audience design, such that each style is 

designed for the appropriate audience and situation. For example, “Tatar on-stage” style is 

appropriate for public speaking at Tatar cultural events; pure Russian is appropriate for 

speaking with Russian monolinguals, and some sort o f code-switched style is appropriate for 

certain situations when one is relaxing with friends (although in other situations “Tatar- 

preferred” style is more appropriate). This language mixing is by no means limited to 

younger Tatars, but it is often perceived as an aspect o f youth speech, leading some to 

believe that the code-switching speakers are incapable o f speaking in Tatar without recourse 

to Russian, which may or may not be true, and it is highly stigmatized by many. For example, 

in an article entitled Ike tellek, imesh ‘Bilingualism, kind o f , the author tells o f an incident 

where he sits on a train near two older women who are code-switching for the entirety o f the 

trip -  he finds their language “repulsive,” and feels compelled to reprimand them. He tells
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them, “You, old women...you are returning to the Tatar territory o f Archa [Russian Arsk\, 

the soil o f Gabdulla Tukay, and you are muddying Tukay’s language, crushing it” 

(Akhmatjanov 1997). Tukay is sometimes known as the Tatar Pushkin, and is the most 

beloved national poet; his most famous poem, I Tugan Tel‘Q  Native Language’, has been set 

to music and is now the unofficial Tatar anthem. In this discourse, the code-switching of 

Russian in with Tatar is seen as making the language impure, and this impure language, in 

turn, “muddies” the pure soil o f the Tatar territory where Tukay, the ultimate symbol of 

Tatar culture, once walked. This relationship o f pure language and pure rural space echoes 

the young Tatar who connected my Tatar speech, which is without Russian phonetic 

interference, to the “clean” village life o f a “pure” Tatar girl: unsoiled language, unsoiled 

girlhood, unsoiled soil -  these are the ideals o f the purist doctrines, and, among others, the 

goals o f Tatar linguistic purification and de-Russification.

2.3 Tatar purification movements

In addition to linguistic purification at the individual level, which takes its form in a style 

shifting continuum with a de-Russified “pure” Tatar performance style at the extreme Tatar 

end, there are several purification movements in present-day Tatarstan. In section 2.3.1, I 

will describe the current orthographic reform and the symbolism o f the various Tatar 

alphabets used today, and in section 2.3.2, I will describe the purification and de- 

Russification o f the Tatar lexicon. In addition to these two means o f purification, another 

suggested procedure for de-Russification is the re-Tatarization o f conventional Russian 

borrowings. For example, one philologist recommends that the Tatar suffixes added to 

Russian words should follow the rules o f Tatar vowel harmony, and that conventional
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Russian borrowings in Tatar should be spelled phonetically, e.g., TaBap (tavar) rather than 

TOBap (tovar) for [tavar] ‘commodity.’ These Russian borrowings, he says, should also follow 

the rules o f the native Tatar phonological system and should be “Tatarized” if  they do not, 

e.g., words that begin with unacceptable consonant clusters should have vowels placed at the 

word’s beginning, such that the word shtani ‘trousers’ would then be realized in Tatar as 

ishtani8 (Akhmat’yanov 1999). This initial-vowel insertion would be parallel to the word- 

initial vowel insertion that often takes place in colloquial Turkish with borrowings that 

violate native phonology by beginning with certain phones, usually nasals or liquids, e.g., 

limon > ilimon ‘lemon.’ Some o f these pronunciations with word-initial epenthetic vowels are 

now standard, e.g., orospu ‘harlot’ < Persian ruuspii (Lewis 1968).

While it is unlikely that most conventional Russian borrowings will start to be spelled 

phonetically, or altered to fit native phonological rules, other “Tatarizing” modifications do 

take place, most particularly in the media. Newspaper and journal editors play a real and 

important role in the purification and de-Russification o f texts, often without authors’ 

knowledge or permission. One author states, “ .. .let’s take the word Rossiya [‘Russia’]. I use it 

in my writings without alteration. But in the editorial process, in the preparation to print my 

article, they change it to Riisiyd, Rasay” 9 (Minhaj 1997). Editors also sometimes replace 

conventional Russian borrowings with equivalent now-archaic Arabic borrowings from pre- 

Revolutionary Tatar. For example, one journalist had the term khayer-khalik ‘benevolence, 

goodwill’ inserted in one o f her articles: when I asked her what the word meant, as I was not 

familiar with it, she admitted, with some embarrassment, that she herself did not know. It

8 D ue to hundreds o f years o f extensive contact with and borrowing from Russian, these native 
phonological rules have been violated for so long that they are probably no longer perceptible to the 
average Tatar speaker, particularly one who is bilingual in Russian, which is to say, the vast majority 
o f  Tatar speakers.
9 These pronunciations fit the traditional Tatar phonetic and phonological systems.
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has been suggested that this editorial process is one of the primary means o f the 

reintroduction o f archaic Arabic and Persian borrowings: “It would not be a mistake to say 

that the phenomenon o f the return o f Arabic and Persian loanwords to our language began 

first o f all in the pages o f the daily press” (Safiullina and Fyodorova 2000). The return of 

Arabic and Persian loanwords is not entirely uncontroversial, and will be discussed in detail 

in section 2.3.2 below.

There are several factors that allow the inclusion o f Arabic and Persian influences as 

part o f the post-Soviet Tatar identity, one o f which is the relationship between language and 

religion. Recall that it is not unusual to find romantic ideologies that link language and the 

“soul” o f a people. In this ideology, linguistic purity is also related to purity o f the soul, and 

therefore linked with religion (and in this manner also linked with the Arabic language and 

culture that are associated with Islam). Officially banned and suppressed during Soviet times, 

and persecuted by Russians for centuries before that, Islam is experiencing a religious revival 

in Tatarstan, and the number o f active mosques in Tatarstan has increased dramatically: from 

19 in 1989 to 750 today. The number o f Tatars identifying themselves as practicing Muslims 

has increased as well, to 67% of urban Tatars and 86% of rural Tatars (Zolotov 1999). Along 

with more open religious worship has come more open discussion o f religious issues, and 

many o f the articles that discuss religion link it explicitly with language, for example: Din 

beldn tel beyne saklap kalgan ‘Religion and language preserved us’ (Mokhibullin 1995), and 

Telebê ne, dinebe^ne sakliykl ‘Let’s save our language and our religion!’ (Majitov 1996). When 

language is not explicitly linked with organi2ed religion, then it is often related to the “ soul” 

or spiritual issues, e.g., Anam tele — janim tele ‘My mother tongue is the language o f my soul’ 

(Nizamov 2001). In this logic, it is important to use words correcdy, “because a word 

cultivates the soul... ‘Ruining the language ruins the soul,’ say the people” (Shafi 1992).
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Work on cultural and linguistic preservation is seen as holy -  for example, one article 

discussing the publication o f a book on Tatar national clothing (related only most distandy 

to language and religion) is entided Telebe^ ochen da, mdddnijateheii ochen da i%ge esh ‘Holy work 

on behalf o f our language and our culture’ (Ramazonva 1998). A student at Kazan State 

University, in the middle o f an article explaining his decision to study in Tatar, writes, “We 

know that the Tatar language, together with the Islamic faith and the Tatar people, has 

undergone much difficulty.. .The future is in our hands. The growth and enrichment o f the 

Tatar language is our holy deb t...” (Sadriyev 1997). Another KSU student, writing several 

years later on the same topic, touches on the same theme: “A native language is .. .the means 

o f expression the most fine and holy feelings in a person’s soul.. .Keeping away from the 

native language and its foundation deprives the young people who purposely do not learn 

the native language o f national awareness, personal pride, and of the ethical and moral 

sources o f our people” (Khayrullina 1999).

Religion is accessed through the Tatar language — while the Koran is written in 

Arabic only (direct translations are expressly forbidden), summaries o f the Koran and other 

religious teachings, including sermons by imams and classes in madrasas are in Tatar. 

Speaking Tatar properly is then seen as necessary to properly access the spiritual “purity” to 

be found in these teachings. “The Islamic faith has been given praise and glory. It is 

considered to be the most pure, the most humane o f faiths by members o f other religions” 

(Shaykiyev 1993). It is this inter-relatedness o f language, nation, and religion, along with the 

historical significance of Arabic and Persian as languages o f the world-wide Islam ic culture 

to which the pre-Revolutionary Tatars belonged, that informs both orthographic and lexical 

reform in present-day Tatarstan.
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2.3.1 Orthographic reform and symbolic alphabets

The purification movement that is currently most conspicuous and politically topical is 

Tatarstan’s recently begun shift from the current Cyrillic alphabet (which includes six Tatar- 

specific letters, shown above in Table 1) to a Latin-based alphabet, the fourth alphabet in a

period o f less than 100 years. The 

new alphabet was ratified in 

September o f 1999, and the ten-year 

transition period began with street 

signs and school programs in the fall 

o f 2000. Figure 5 shows the cover of 

a textbook for schoolchildren 

published in 2000, designed to teach 

literacy in the new alphabet (Wagizov 

and Walitova 2000), and Figures 6 

and 7 show the alphabet as presented 

in this textbook. Orthographic battles 

are common in situations “where identity and nationhood are under negotiation”; this is 

because “orthographic systems cannot be conceptualized simply as reducing speech to 

writing, but rather...are symbols that carry historical, cultural, and politicized meanings” 

(Woolard and Schieffelin 1994: 65). Statements about language, along with linguistic reforms, 

serve as signifiers for social and political realities; they are metonymic (Gal 1998), and 

seemingly innocuous language reforms actually often serve as symbolic gestures with deeper, 

sometimes provocative, meanings. For example, the American Ebonics debate o f 1996-1997
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BacMa xape$ Hama xape$
0fiT6Jieme

jiarnHHnaaa KupmiJiHî afla

A, a j4  a a a

9, a d  a a 9

Br b £ £ be 6a

C, c C c ce mp

& $ C s ge H9
Dr d 3) d de
•»«<*E, e 6 e e e(a)

F, f r  f ef 9(|)

G, g 9 9 ge T9
6 , g 9 f n>
H, h X A he ha

I, i J o i M

t  i J  I i H

J. j j e Hca
| 7  |-

JML X £ ke KB

Q. q Q. q qi K *h
L, 1 x  e el 9JI

Figure 6. Tatar alphabet a-lfrom Latin Grafikasi Nigezenda Alifba.
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f.....
Bacxa x»pe$ Haua xape# ®%remme

mmmmapm rapajWHusajta

M f m ^  /H, em 3M

N , n w /F en 3H

H  n 4 "  b , en, 31*

O r 0 0  o 0 o

0r 0 6 q- e 0

P ,  P f  f l p e U 3

R» r j i  % er a p

Sr i j  4 es 3C

§» § u § a m a

T ,  t T t te TB

U ,  II %  Or u y
0 , f t HI Cu ft Y
V ,  v V  ir ve B 3

Wr w U f  Ur w e B 3  ( y )

X, x X  X xa x a

Yr y Hjf qisqa i KMCKB H |

Zr Z X X z e 3 3 i

Figure 7. Tatar alphabet m-pfrom Latin Grafikasi Nigezenda Alifba.
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was “about a proposal to revalue the symbolic status o f a nonstandard variety, and the fury 

o f the response to that proposal must be seen as having roots in a broader reaction” (Collins 

1999: 223). And indeed, the Tatar orthographic reform, which is also a proposal to revalue 

the symbolic status of a minority language variety, is an increasingly sensitive topic, especially 

with political and legislative opposition coming from government institutions and legislative 

bodies in Moscow since the fall o f 2001. The legal status o f the transition to the new 

alphabet changed frequendy during the first half o f 2002, and is now being reported not only 

in Tatarstan’s press but also nationwide in Russia. Most recendy, on November 15, 2002, the 

State Duma passed the third and final reading o f an amendment that prohibits the use of 

non-Cyrillic scripts by state languages in the Russian Federation — this amendment was 

provoked direcdy by the Tatar alphabet shift. Reactions and editorials in the non-Tatar press 

can be inflammatory and predictive o f certain doom; an early editorial, much quoted in the 

Western press digests o f the time, stated, “Every second resident o f Tatarstan is a Russian. 

And at the same time, two thirds o f Russian Tatars live outside Tatarstan. In Moscow alone 

live 600,000. Did they think about these people...when preparing this ‘reform’? Inter-ethnic 

conflicts often begin with language. And they end with a lot o f blood. Are they really 

preparing this fate for us?” (Alimov and Iusin 1999). There is a general awareness o f the 

symbolic nature and political sensitivity o f the orthographic reform: a significant percentage 

o f young people I interviewed opted to skip all questions relating to the transition to the new 

alphabet.

The official justification for the new alphabet, as found in  the T ata r version  o f  the 

law ratifying it, is that it “more accurately represents the particular characteristics o f the Tatar 

language,” and will allow “entry into the system o f world communication” (Shaymiyev

1999). Some supporters o f the transition to the new alphabet explicitly refer to language
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purity as part o f their justifications: for example, one letter to the editor — given the tide 

Latin alijbasi telne chistartirmi? ‘Will the Latin alphabet clean the language?’ -  ends this way: 

“Unfortunately, over the years, the Russian alphabet as used has done great injury, without 

end, to the purity o f the Tatar language. Because o f the lack in this alphabet o f four letters 

that are necessary to the Tatar language, our language continues to degenerate from year to 

year” (Galiyev 1998). To be frank, it is not clear to which four letters Galiyev is referring: 

with the additional Tatar-specific six letters and the use o f hard signs to denote post-velar 

consonants, all o f the phonemes o f the Tatar language except for /w /  have distinct 

orthographic representations. Also unclear is how the new Latin-based alphabet will aid 

Tatar’s entry into worldwide communication, more specifically, the internet, one o f the 

stated aims o f the change. The new Latin-based alphabet (cf. Figures 6 and 7) has eight 

letters not found in English, Spanish, French or German, and five letters not found in 

Turkish. Therefore, new computer fonts will need to be devised for the new alphabet, and 

users o f the new alphabet will not be able to easily interact using existing computer programs 

until those fonts are widespread. Although both supporters and opposition alike perceive the 

new alphabet as a statement o f pan-Turkic solidarity, due in great part to the new alphabet’s 

resemblance to the standard Turkish alphabet, and as a move toward the West, based on its 

resemblance to the Latin-based alphabet o f many European languages, it is important to 

note that the new alphabet is still Tatar-specific. Most notable are the letters chosen to 

represent Tatar’s front vowels. The high unrounded vowel pair is represented by an ‘i’ with a 

dot for the front version, and an ‘i’ without a dot for the back version; this is identical to 

Turkish orthography. However, while [u] and [y] are represented by ‘u’ and ‘ii’ respectively 

(also identical to Turkish), the other front/back pairs are not distinguished by diacritics but 

rather with separate letters, letters retained from the Tatar-specific Cyrillic alphabet. So
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instead o f ‘a’/ ‘a’, we find ‘a’/ ‘a ’, and instead o f ‘o’/ ‘o’, we find ‘o’/ ‘e \  The chosen 

orthography can thus be read as a metonymic representative o f political and cultural 

orientation: it states that while the Tatars are aligning themselves with Turkey and the West, 

they are still distinct from them; as a culture, as a political entity, as a nation. Yurchak (2000: 

414), writing on the renaming o f newly private businesses in 1990s Russia, notes that the 

process o f renaming public space introduces a “particular new version o f social reality” 

where the authors o f the renaming “strive to impose themselves as the legitimate authors, 

owners, and masters o f this reality.” In this way, the post-Soviet practice o f renaming can be 

seen as parallel to the Tatar post-Soviet orthographic reform, where the new alphabet can be 

seen as not only reflecting a new social reality, where Tatars have more political control and 

greater sovereignty than in the Soviet era, but also as constructing that new social reality; it is 

a “linguistic innovation designed not only to reflect but also to initiate changes in the social 

world” (Yurchak 2000: 420).

S6me supporters o f the orthographic reform are explicit about its symbolic nature, 

and about its cultural and political components. Writing several years before the new 

alphabet was legally ratified, one author noted that “the majority o f Turkic-speaking peoples, 

taking Turkey as an example, long ago started moving to a Latin alphabet. This state has 

helped them move closer to the cultural richness o f Europe, and to its political possibilities” 

(Majitov 1996). Even more explicit are the statements in an article entitled Mostdkiyl dduldtka 

khardflare ‘For an independent government, its own alphabet’; the author argues that the 

shift to a Latin alphabet will facilitate the schoolchildren’s study o f the languages o f  E u ro p e  

and America (thus implying that knowledge o f these languages is desirable), and goes on to 

state, “ [The] Latin [alphabet] will strengthen our government’s independence.. .For a 

sovereign government, a “sovereign” alphabet too is necessary” (Mirsayetov 1997).
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The orthographic reform, like the post-Soviet practice o f renaming o f businesses, 

uses two semiotic functions to produce “complex cultural meaning”: metaphor and 

metonymy (Yurchak 2000: 416). The new alphabet provides a metaphorical link to both 

Western languages and to Turkish by means o f shared symbols (here, letters). This 

metaphorical link then becomes metonymic, and the new alphabet is thus “connected to a 

whole variety o f ideas, identities, commodities and lifestyles” that are associated with the 

languages and societies with which it is metaphorically linked (ibid. 416). These semiotic 

functions are used not only with the new Latin-based alphabet, but are also demonstrated by 

both the use o f and interest in other alphabets historically used by Tatars (and their 

ancestors). The new Latin-based alphabet is the fifth Tatar writing system in recorded 

history: in pre-Islamic times (approximately 5th century C.E. onward), there was a pan-Turkic 

runic alphabet, which was superseded by a modified Arabic script that was brought into use 

soon after the Bulgars’ 10th century conversion to Islam. For centuries, Tatar was written in a 

series o f modified Arabic alphabets, and those Tatars who were educated enough to read 

and write had an Islamic religious education, and therefore also read and wrote Classical 

Arabic. In 1928, Tatar, along with the Turkic languages in Central Asian Soviet republics, 

was shifted to a modified Latin alphabet; in the Soviet Union o f this time, the Latin alphabet 

was considered to be the “alphabet o f revolution” (Kreindler 1995). The change in 

orthography from Arabic to pan-Soviet Latin was one way to try to reorient the Soviet 

nationalities away from outside influences, in particular Muslims in the rest o f the world, 

who were still using Arabic orthography (Grenoble and Whaley 1998; Kirkwood 1989). 

After ten years o f this Latin-based alphabet, known as in Tatar as Yangalif, in 1938 Tatar was 

shifted to the modified Cyrillic alphabet described above as part o f the Soviet Russification
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process, with the idea, in part, that the shift would facilitate literacy and bilingualism in 

Russian.

The interest in and use o f these various historical alphabets in present-day Tatarstan 

can be linked metaphorically and metonymically to an interest in the cultures, polities, and 

social realities associated with these alphabets. For example, research on and use o f the runic 

alphabet is linked both with pan-Volga and pan-Turkic separatist sentiment and with 

theories o f Tatar ethnogenesis that have either arisen or resurfaced in the post-Soviet era 

(ethnogenesis theories were discussed in section 1.1 of Chapter One). These theories, found

in tracts such as My -  bolgary, a ne tatary

“We are Bolgars, and not Tatars’ (Khalil 

2000) and Tatar-Torki FJnogeyi ‘Tatar- 

Turkic Ethnogesis’ (Zakiev 2000), written 

by a prominent Tatar linguist, are clearly 

attempts to use history to legitimate the 

Tatar presence in the Middle Volga region. 

Although these theories o f ethnogenesis
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Figure 8. E,xcerptfrom an article on runic writing 
(Kurbatov 2000).

to show that Tatar habitation o f the lands 

that are now part o f the Russian 

Federation predates that of Russians. Runes, and fonts that resemble runic writing, are used 

to show the antiquity o f the Tatar nation, and antiquity is seen as necessary to the nationalist
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project (Anderson 1987). Figure 8 is a page o f an article from the journal Miras ‘Heritage’ 

that is devoted to runic writing and the deciphering o f ancient monuments (Kurbatov 2000). 

Figure 9, also taken from the journal Miras, shows the symbolic connection between runic 

writing and Tatar history: the figure is the tide page that introduces the section o f the journal

devoted to Tatar history, and the rubric tide, Boringi babalaribtv̂  tarikh’i  ‘The history o f our

ancient grandfathers’, is written in a Cyrillic Tatar font that is designed to resemble runic

writing. Even when runic writing is 

incomprehensible as orthography to 

present-day Tatar speakers, it is 

immediately recognizable as a symbol of 

the Idel-Ural ‘Volga-Ural’ pan-Turkic 

separatist movement. For example, in the 

spring o f 2001 one club member, long- 

associated with the Idel-Ural movement, 

designed a fund-raising t-shirt to be sold 

to nationalistically oriented Tatar youth; 

the slogans on the shirt were written in 

both the Tatar Cyrillic alphabet and in the 

runic orthography.10

10 Unfortunately, I was only allowed a glimpse o f this t-shirt as it was en route to the store where it 
was going to be reproduced, and was told explicidy by its designer that, even though he liked me as a 
person, I could not buy a shirt, as it was “ for Tatars, and Tatars only.”
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Arabic orthography, banned in the earlier part o f the Soviet era (during which time 

Tatar books written in the modified Arabic script would be confiscated and burned), is also 

used for its metaphorical and metonymic associations. Most Tatars are illiterate in this script, 

sometimes known as iske tatar ‘old Tatar’; even so, there are two newspapers based in Kazan

that are printed in this 

Arabic script, Iske Imlja ‘Old 

Orthography’, which has a 

masthead pardy written in 

Cyrillic that explains that it is 

a Gardp graftkas'mda tatar 

telendd gayeta ‘Tatar-language 

newspaper in an Arabic- 

based alphabet’, and I man 

‘Belief, a religious 

newspaper that claims to

have a circulation of 

10,000." Figure 10 shows 

the top half o f the front page of this newspaper, which is hand-calligraphed in its entirety (4 

pages), while Iske Imlya is written in a computerized Arabic font with added Tatar-specific 

diacritics.

Like those young Tatars described in Chapter One who, in the early days o f my

fieldwork, refused to accommodate my lack o f Tatar-language skills by speaking Russian, the

11 This number is extremely suspicious; Tatar lie, by comparison, a reasonably popular paper and one 
that is published in an alphabet that is comprehensible to m odem  Tatars, only claims to have a 
circulation o f 2000.
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authors and publishers o f these newspapers are also clearly choosing ideology over 

communication. Although religious education and literacy in Arabic is increasing in 

Tatarstan, knowledge o f the classical Arabic script does not automatically produce literacy in 

the iske tatar Arabic script, which has both Tatar-specific diacritics and orthographic 

ambiguities. I personally am aware o f only one person who is capable o f easily reading texts 

in this script, and she is a philologist who engages in historical research. The question then 

arises: who is the intended audience for these newspapers? The currendy available readership 

is tiny, at best; therefore, a more logical conclusion is that the existence o f a newspaper in 

Arabic script, published in distinction to the Cyrillic script that is nearly identical to that used 

for Russian, is more important than any o f the information that is contained within the 

newspaper. It is an example o f construction o f “oppositional identity,” here linked to the 

opposition o f feature clusters: Tatar-Muslim is contrasted with Russian-Christian/atheist. 

Here once again we see the selective targeting o f linguistic purism, where non-native Russian 

is being rejected, but non-native Arabic influence embraced. This Arabic and Islamic 

influence is also embraced by the Tatar Social Club, which during the 2000-2001 season 

hosted several talks by religious speakers as well as an “Arabic friendship evening.” The 

club’s interest in Middle Eastern countries and cultures is explicitly expressed in its name 

(recall that “Tatar Social Club” is a pseudonym that I have chosen in order to protect the 

identity o f club members), and the club logo is written in Arabic orthography. One club 

organizer in particular, who is also involved in the Kazan religious community, likes to make 

sure that this logo, printed on a piece o f paper that is affixed to the wall during meetings, is 

visible in all group portraits taken at the club.

Arabic script as a symbol o f Tatamess is found not only in the linguistic marketplace, 

but also the actual marketplace. Figure 11 shows a bottle o f a type o f liqueur called balsam
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manufactured by the Chistopol’skii Ukero-Vodochnyi Zavod; the brand name o f the liqueur, 

Chistoi ‘clean’, is written in a Cyrillic font that is designed to look like Arabic. The name 

Chistoi is Russian, not Tatar, but the label is clearly signifying that the brand is Tatar and not 

Russian, and thus a brand to be purchased by those Tatars who prefer to buy Tatar products. 

The botde was presented to me by Galima, the woman whose style shifting was described in 

section 1.4 o f Chapter One, and was part o f a parcel of symbolically Tatar food products 

that were given to me at the train station when I was departing from a follow-up

fieldwork visit in the spring o f 2002: other 

items included chdk-chdk, known as the 

“Tatar national dessert,” and two kinds of 

tea packaged by a company called Teas tan, a 

play on words that invokes both ‘tea’ 

(which is not tea but chay in Tatar and chay 

in Russian) and ‘Tatarstan.’ Galima was 

well aware o f the symbolic nature o f the 

gifts, and even apologi2ed that one o f the 

kinds o f tea was more Bashkir-style than 

Tatar-style. Many politically and culturally 

involved Tatars are aware o f the ethnic provenance o f the food products that they buy: one 

club member, when giving me a tour o f the supermarket by my new apartment, pointed out 

which ice cream brands were Tatar, and thus the ones that I should purchase; an o th er club 

member brought me bottled water with a Tatar brand name to replace my bottle o f Raifskii 

Istochnik ‘The Source of Raifa,’ water that is associated with a local monastery and considered 

holy by Christians. “Tatars don’t drink that brand o f water,” he told me, “you shouldn’t buy
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it.” By using a brand name in Russian with an Arabic-style script to signify that it is in fact a 

Tatar brand,12 the producers of the liqueur13 are aiming for a potential customer base that 

includes both Russians and Tatars, particularly those Tatars who actively choose to purchase 

Tatar brands over competing Russian brands.

The final example o f the symbolic use o f Arabic orthography to be presented here 

can be seen in Figure 12, and is a piece o f artwork drawn and lettered by Najip Nakkash,14 a 

Tatar artist fluent in Arabic who has been instrumental in the return o f Arabic calligraphy as 

an artform in post-Soviet Kazan — he also is the calligrapher for the edition o f the newspaper 

I man ‘Belief seen in Figure 10. The original o f the artwork seen in Figure 1215 was displayed 

in a one-man show in the spring o f 2001 in a gallery housed in a government building 

downtown; several government functionaries spoke at the show’s opening, including the 

Mufti o f Tatarstan, and all but one o f the ceremonial speeches were in Tatar. The works in 

the show included a variety o f tugrds, a art form where the graphic is composed o f the 

Arabic letters o f a person’s name, shamails, which are decorative religious plaques used as 

both art and (anti evil-eye) protection (even by not-particularly-religious Tatars), and 

illustrated poems. The illustrated poem shown in Figure 12 is Gabdulla Tukay’s I Tugan Tel,\ a 

poem that in song form is considered the unofficial Tatar anthem, and that is omnipresent in 

the public Tatar discourse o f purity: not only is it the title o f a monthly supplement in the 

newspaper Madam Jomga that is devoted to issues o f language, but quotes from the poem 

(particularly the first stanza) are used as headlines for articles on linguistic purism, and can be 

found in the texts o f the articles as well — quoting the poem automatically illustrates the

12 These semiotics may not be perceived by Russian consumers.
13 Balaam is considered by many to be medicinal, and is not an alcohol product that is comparable 
with, say, beer or vodka.
14 A nom deplume — nakkash is an Arabic borrowing that means ‘artist’, ‘engraver.’
15 The work that was scanned for Figure 12 is a reproduction presented to me by the artist.
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author’s respectful and positive attitude toward the Tatar language. In present-day Tatarstan, 

it is the ultimate symbol o f the emotional and cultural value of Tatar as a m other tongue, and 

as such bears quoting in its entirety:

I Tugan Tel

I tugan tel, i  matur tel, atkam-dnkdmneng tele!
Don ”yada kiip ndrsd be Idem sin tugan tel arkili.

Ing elek bu tel beldn ankdm bishekta koyldgdn,
Annari tonnar buyi ablam khikayat soy lagan.

I tugan tel, haiwakittayarddmeng beldn sineng,
Kechkenaddn anglashilgan shatligim, kaygtm minem.

I tugan tel! Sinda bulgan ing elek kilgan dogam:
Yarlikagil, dip, ugem ham dtkam-dnkdmne, khodam.

O Native Language

0  native language, o beautiful language, language o f my dear father and mother!
1 learned much in the world through you, my native language.

In the very beginning, with this language my dear mother sang lullabies,
Later, in the evenings, my grandmother would tell fairy tales.

O native language, your help is always with me,
Since my youth I have known that you are my joy and my sorrow.

O native language! It is in you that I made my first prayer:
Forgive, I said, me and my dear father and mother, my lord.
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Figure 12. Gabdulla Tukay’s poem I Tugan Tel, calligraphed and illustrated by Ndjip Nakkash.
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The text o f the poem in Figure 12 is in the Tatar Arabic script, which is the orthography 

used by Tukay (1886-1913) at the turn o f the last century, and is presented in its entirety as a 

central part o f the graphical representation — the artist’s specialty is Arabic calligraphy. 

However, Nakkash seems to anticipate that the vast majority o f his audience will not 

recognize the text o f the poem, although they will possibly recognize the portrait o f Tukay 

that sits above the text. The border o f the poem, in lieu of a more traditional abstract or 

botanical graphical border, is devoted to excerpts o f the poem in the Tatar Cyrillic script: the 

entire first stanza, the entire third stanza, and the first line of the last stanza. The text is so 

well known that it can be assumed that most o f the audience can fill in the elided lines 

themselves.

In this work o f art, Nakkash is using his Arabic calligraphic skills in an explicitly 

Tatar-specific way that is meant to be comprehensible to a general audience: his calligraphy 

is most often put to use in post-Soviet Tatarstan for classical Arabic words and religious 

texts, or for little-known art forms — the shdmaits are religious, the tugra is an art form little- 

known in Tatarstan, and its history and meaning is usually explained in articles about 

Nakkash and his work (e.g., Kayumov 1998), and most of his other work is related to 

religious calendars and books. Here, however, the Arabic calligraphy not only provides a 

fresh look at a poem that is ubiquitous to the point o f triteness, but it also alludes to the pre- 

Revolutionary context o f this poem, the era when this script was used; in particular, the 19th 

and early 20th centuries, generally considered to be the golden era o f Tatar literary and 

cultural production. Words glorifying the Tatar language are raised to the level o f art through 

the Arabic calligraphy, which also metaphorically links Arabic influence and the glory days of 

Tatar culture, before the Soviet-era Russification process began in earnest.
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2.3.2 Lexical reform: The return o f Arabic and Persian loanwords

Another language purification movement, found at both the individual and collective levels, 

is ongoing lexical reform by Tatar language planners and language professionals — less 

politically sensitive and less organized than orthographic reform, and not at all legislated. 

Soviet linguists, when engaged in the modernization and lexical development o f the Soviet 

Union’s more than 200 languages (under the aegis o f Lenin’s policy), worked towards a goal 

o f transitioning monolingual speakers o f minority languages to Russian bilingualism 

(Moskovich 1989). In the 1930s, Soviet linguists replaced most o f the Arabic and Persian 

loanwords in Tatar with Russian loanwords, such that half of the entries in today’s standard 

Tatar-Russian dictionaries (e.g., Ganiyev 2000) are Russian borrowings; in most cases the 

entries and the definitions are identical, e.g., the entry for the “Tatar” word stena [wall] gives 

the Russian definition stena. Present-day Tatar language planners have three main options for 

the development and modernization o f Tatar: 1. return to the Arabic or Persian loanword 

that was used up until the 1930s; 2. attempt to find a relic form used before or 

contemporaneously with a Russian loanword; and 3. coin new terminology using native 

Turco-Tatar stock (for recommendations on this course o f action see in particular 

Shamsutdinova 2000, Valiyev 2001, and Minhaj 1993).16 The course o f action chosen most 

often has been the first one: a return to the Arabic and Persian loanwords o f the past.

Islamic culture significantly influenced what is now Volga Tatar culture for over a 

thousand years, with economic and political ties established well before the early-10th century 

conversion to Islam of Volga Bulgaria. In the Islamic world, Arabic was the language o f not 

only religion, but also literature, culture and politics, and the influence o f Arabic on the
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predecessors o f the modem Tatar language was significant. The first Arabic loanwords date 

from as early as the 10th century, while Persian loanwords date from slighdy later, as Persian 

became a widespread literary language only after approximately 1000 C.E. (Uli Schamiloglu, 

personal communication). As can be seen from the approximately 800 pages o f Arabic 

loanwords listed in the 1993 reprinting o f Makhmiitov’s dictionary o f Arabic borrowings in 

Tatar, by the early 20th century a significant portion o f the lexicon o f written, literary Tatar 

was o f Arabic origin — and the majority o f these words were incomprehensible to those who 

were not educated in the literary languages o f Arabic and Persian (a situation much like that 

o f Ottom an Turkish vs. common Anatolian Turkish in the 19th century).17

In the 19th century, with the aim o f closing this gap between the literary language and 

the language o f the people, the scholar K. Nas'iyri and other writers and poets started 

increasing the percentage o f native Tatar words in their writing (Makhmutov 1993: 797). 

This process can be seen, for example, in the work of the poet Tukay, whose poem I Tugan 

Tel was discussed in the previous section. In Tukay’s works written between 1905 and 1907, 

the Arabic-Persian element is 60-65 percent, between 1910 and 1913 it fell to just 25-30 

percent o f his writing. Even so, in poems such as his 1905 I kalaml ‘O, the pen!’, the Arabic 

loanword content is as high as 65 percent (Makhmutov 1993, citing Ramazanov 1954). 

Therefore, in order to be comprehensible to the reading public, pre-Revolutionary Tatar 

texts are now presented with glossaries when they are reprinted in post-Soviet newspapers 

and magazines. For example, excerpts from the first issue of the journal Shura printed in 

honor o f the 90th anniversary of its founding in 1908 (in Madriyeva 1998a) contain 177

16 These choices — retaining loanwords, coining neologisms, or finding archaic or dialectal variants — 
are quite common in language reform, particularly in post-colonial situations. See Richards (1989) 
and Heyd (1954) for parallels in Guatemalan Mayan and Anatolian Turkish, respectively.
17 In the Arabic-Persian stratum, the Persian element was approximately 10-12% (Makhmutov 1993).
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words, 32 o f which are translated in the glossary at the end -  without this glossary 18% of

these excerpts would presumably be incomprehensible to the modem Tatar reader.

This lack o f comprehensibility o f texts written not even one hundred years ago is

due, o f course, to the previously mentioned language engineering that took place from the

1930s onward, where the Arabic-Persian stratum of the lexicon was mosdy replaced with

Russian borrowings (many o f which are themselves borrowings from Latin and modern

European languages). This process differed from the de-Arabicization movement o f the late

19th century in two major ways: first, the 19th century movement was grass-roots, while the

Soviet-era language reform was institutional and top-down, and second, the 19th century

movement had as a goal the increased usage o f words o f native Tatar and Turkic stock, while

the Soviet-era reform had an end result o f a Tatar lexicon that is half Russian. It is believed

by many that religious concerns were a deciding factor in this de-Arabicization reform:

“Great attention should be paid now to the Tatar language, from 
whose lexicon were discarded thousands o f words and expressions of 
Arabic origin. Ignorant bureaucrats associated all that was Arabic 
with Islam, and not with the rich Muslim culture that exerted an 
enormous (at that time, progressive) influence in ancient times on the 
language o f the Tatar people, the development o f their culture, their 
writing system, book making, and education” (Makhmutov 1993: 8).

This relexification o f Tatar, in combination with two alphabet changes in quick succession

(again, from Arabic graphics to the Latin-based Yangalif in 1928, and then in 1938 from

Yangalif to the modified Cyrillic script still in use today), caused a significant discontinuity

with pre-Revolutionary Tatar culture, perceived by some to be purposeful and

discriminatory:

“Tatars used an Arabic writing system for almost a thousand 
years.. .But in the 1920s-30s, the national culture suffered a great loss: 
the alphabet was changed twice without the consent of the people, 
leaving the older generation illiterate in their native tongue, and the 
younger generation cut off from the rich literature o f the past. For 
many years religious literature was prohibited, literature that the
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population reached out for thirstily, feeling a spiritual devastation 
after almost a century o f persecution o f the Muslim culture”
(Makhmutov 1993: 8).

While the use o f Arabic and Persian loanwords decreased from the 1930s onward, 

they started appearing once more in the language o f the press around the time o f perestroika 

(the mid-1980s to 1990), a gesture readily perceived by many Tatars as more than purely 

linguistic in nature. For example, Safiullina and Fyodorova (2000) explicitly link the return of 

Arabic-Persian loanwords to “the start o f democratic changes in the country, due to the 

influence o f the awakening o f the people’s national self-consciousness.” They interpret the 

increased use o f archaic Arabic and Persian words as related to “the democratization of 

society, the revitalization of Islamic observance, the opening o f Muslim schools, increased 

relations with Arabic countries and Turkey, and favorable conditions in our country’s socio

political state” (ibid.).

Arabic and Persian loanwords in Tatar can be separated into two groups: everyday

words that are encountered in regular speech, and more cultured words that are used most

frequently in literary registers. Words o f the first sort, everyday words unmarked for register,

were for the most part not removed during the Soviet-era relexification process and are

generally felt to be native. “ ... [T]t is often possible that in a language this or that concept can

only be expressed with a loanword. For example, in the Tatar language there are no words to

express concepts such as kitap [book], daftar [notebook], mdktdp [school], tartip [upbringing],

and tarikh [history]. They can only be expressed with these loanwords (which have come

from Arabic).. .And we quite often do not feel that these words are borrow ings...”

(Safiullina and Fyodorova 2000). Makhmutov, writing in 1993 in the introduction to his

Arabic loanwords dictionary, expresses the same sentiment, using many o f the same

examples: “This stratum of borrowings.. .is found not only in literary language but also in
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the conversational language o f the Tatar population, who perceive this lexicon as their own, 

as Tatar. Who would say that the words kitap [book], daftar [notebook], mdktap [school], man 

[belief], sabiy [infant], sabi'r [patience]... and thousands o f similar words are not Tatar?” 

(1993: 8).

The majority o f the archaic Arabic words that are in the process o f being revived in 

post-Soviet lexical reform, however, are more literary or formal words, words used to 

describe politics, literature, culture, and religion. Their use is not yet standardized — for 

example, one can find both revolutsiya ‘revolution’ and its Arabic equivalent inkiylab in one 

and the same article (for example, in Safiullina and Fyodorova 2000, which is itself in part 

about the inconsistent use o f Arabic loanwords) — and more importantly, their use is not 

uncontroversial. Some Tatars resist the idea o f replacing Russian words that are now 

standard in Tatar with Arabic equivalents: in a response to the suggestion that word slyot 

‘gathering, rally’ be removed from the lexicon, one author argues in favor o f keeping it -  if 

he “forgot” the word, he claims, he would lose associations with much o f his childhood and 

teenage years. He writes, “Let’s not throw out harmonious and meaningful words from our 

language that have been used for centuries, and fence in and narrow our interactions, 

impoverish our language. Let’s stay ourselves, and speak with meaningful words understood 

by us in our own country” (Asarov 1999). However, sentiments so overtly in favor of 

retaining Russian loanwords are rarely heard in post-Soviet Tatar discourse. A t the other 

extreme, we find stances such as the one expressed in an article entitled Bayldnchek su l̂ardan 

anniyk! ‘Let’s get rid o f intrusive words!’, where the author has a hope that “in time every 

simple person will live understanding a Tatar language where Arabic and Persian words are 

heard” (Kotlikalam 1997). This author (whose name, which translates to ‘happy pen’, is 

clearly a pseudonym) deems the Russian words in the Tatar lexicon “parasites,” and suggests,
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among others, the following re-replacements, all archaic Arabic loanwords: jarida 

‘newspaper’, majalla ‘journal’, khojjdt ‘document’, sanad ‘argument’, shakel ‘form’, mokhajir 

‘emigrant’, and teg’mir ‘repairs’ (ibid.).

Kotlikalam’s article generated several responses, all published in the same paper 

within the next several months, where the authors advocated a more moderate path in lexical 

reform. Some philologists would like to differentiate between words that are etymologically 

Russian and words that have an “international” origin. In response to Kotlikalam 

suggestions, Faziljanov (1997) points out that many the words he had labelled as Russian 

were actually from Latin (e.g., orator, dokument, etika, emigrant), Greek (e.g., tema, genotsid), and 

French (e.g., remont). Additionally, Faziljanov finds the suggested replacements to be archaic 

and inappropriate, and questions whether their use is “better” or “cleaner.” Faziljanov’s 

opinion is that archaic Arabic loanwords are “incomprehensible,” and although he concedes 

that “after being repeated sufficiently often in the press, words like jomhuriyat [republic], 

ik ”tisad [economics], madaniyat [culture], firka [group], sayasi [political], tdrakkiyat 

[development], mokharrir [editor]...and other words have become almost customary,” he 

believes that “it will be a good long time before they really enter the spoken language” 

(ibid.).

O ther philologists believe, probably correctly, that the average speaker is unaware of 

the etymologies o f most o f the words in question, and generally unable to differentiate 

between words o f international origin and those o f Russian origin. O ne such philologist 

writes:

“ .. .many terms are words taken from Greek and Latin. But they are 
not perceived as such. So they seem to us to be entirely Russian. For 
example: protsess [process], apparat [apparatus], absoliut [absolute], 
avtomat [automatic machine, vending machine], informatsiia 
[information] etc. — who wouldn’t say that these are Russian words?
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And having become accustomed to hearing such w ords.. .who 
wouldn’t want to study in Russian?” (Nogmani 1991).

His suggestion is “to translate scientific and technological terms into the mother tongue” 

(ibid.). This preference for using native stock, “Tatar’s own resources,” is one commonly 

voiced in discourse on lexical reform, where suggested replacements include “forgotten 

Turkic words” such as yaygin ‘secretary’ lieu o f sekretar, and kiarkhand ‘factory’ in lieu of 

fabrika and %avod. (Khayrullin 2001).

Another option in lexical reform, advocated by some Tatar linguists, is to use all 

available resources. For example, one philologist, writing on the creation o f new Tatar 

medical terminology, suggests: “It is necessary to maximally use not only sources o f a literary 

nature, but also dialects and regional varieties o f borowings, new forms, and neologisms, 

thus replenishing the lexical contents o f the language and reactivating processes o f word- 

formation” (Shamsutdinova 2001: 26).

However, the most common course o f action has been the return to selected Arabic 

loanwords, portrayed by supporters as words that were, “in essence, forfeited in the process 

o f Sovietization o f the national culture” (Makhmutov 1993: 9). A great many o f the Russian 

nouns (and these loanwords are almost entirely nouns) used in political and cultural 

discourse have been replaced in the post-Soviet daily press by their pre-Revolutionary Arabic 

equivalents: for example, in the realm o f politics we find the words khakimijat ‘ruling power’, 

sayasat ‘politics’, ijtimagy ‘social’, mostakil’lek ‘independence’, and many more.

The words listed above are quite commonly used in the post-Soviet press, far more 

often than their formerly-standard Russian equivalents, and their usage is reasonably 

uncontroversial. However, a complaint that surfaces rather often is that the press is going 

too far in their use of Arabic words, that there are no established norms, and that words are
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used inconsistendy within the same paper: “the language o f the press is moving away from

the language o f the people. Simple people have begun to say that there is no sense, that they

don’t understand anything that is written in newspapers and magazines” (Jalalova 1996).

Complaints about the increasing gap between the language of the press and the language of

the people can be found in both articles by philologists and other language specialists and in

letters to the editor from ordinary citizens. For example, it is a philologist who writes that:

“it has become more difficult to read Tatar newspapers and journals 
from one end to another in one sitting. After picking up a newspaper 
and starting to read, you must stop and busy yourself with foreign 
words that are meaningless in Tatar, and then you remain in 
thought...” (Valiyev 1999).

The use o f incomprehensible Arabic loanwords is explicidy related to the construction of

Tatar identity, as can be seen in the title o f this letter to the editor, (most likely ironically)

given the title Min Tatar tiigel, akhrisi ‘I am not a Tatar, it would seem’:

“In the Tatar newspapers and journals that are published these days, I 
continually encounter words that I just do not know. For example: 
nafasdt [moment], man^ara [view, spectacle], wasgfyat [situation], 
ik ”tisad [economics], and others. They aren’t in any dictionary.. .Also, 
if there are Tatar terms available, skip the Russian words, for 
example,problema [problem], predpriyatie [enterprise, business], faktor 
[factor], sotsiologia [sociology] and others. All right, there aren’t 
translations for words like kibemetika [cybernetics] and kompiuter 
[computer], but for the Russian words written above, there are Tatar 
terms after all” (Iskandarova 2001).

N ote that the letter writer does not distinguish between Russian words that are o f native

stock (predpriyatie) and Russian words that are themselves borrowings (problema, faktor, and

sotsiologia): she labels them all simply “Russian.” Interestingly, the Tatar terms that would be

used in place o f these Russian terms would either be Arabic loanwords (e.g., mas’dla

‘problem’) or do not exist (e.g., there is currently no native equivalent for faktor) and thus

would need to be neologisms. But Iskandarova is indeed correct when she states that the

Arabic words listed above cannot be found in most Tatar dictionaries, with the exception of
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special dictionaries o f Arabic borrowings, dictionaries that are not commonly available. The 

first few times that an archaic Arabic loanword is used in a present-day newspaper or 

journal, it will usually have a translation adjacent to it, either the Russian loanword it is 

replacing or an explanatory Tatar phrase, for example: “Balkem, motlak (absoliut) tigezlek te 

tiigelder, lakin tigezlek printsibi tiesh” ‘Maybe it is not absolute (absolute) equality, but there 

should be a principle o f equality’ (Excerpt taken from the first issue o f the post-Soviet Tatar 

journal Idel, cited in Safiullina and Fyodorova 2000). However, readers who miss the first few 

times an archaic Arabic loanword is translated or explained will be left without a means for 

understanding it, unless they have access to an Arabic dictionary.18

Additionally, due in part to semantic fields that do not entirely overlap, or to 

mismatched polysemy, some o f these returning Arabic loanwords are not entirely 

synonymous with their Russian “equivalents,” or are being used differently than they were in 

the past. For example, the word mokharrir was used in pre-Revolutionary times to refer to the 

professions o f writer, journalist, author, and editor, but in post-Soviet Tatar is used only as a 

substitute for redaktor ‘editor.’ Valiyev (1999) notes that there is a semantic mismatch that 

causes madaniyat ‘culture’ to be used inappropriately as a substitute for Russian kul’tura: 

apparently the Arabic word has a spiritual component that makes expressions like matdi 

madaniyat ‘material culture’ inappropriate (See Faller 2000 for more on the semantic 

mismatches and particularized uses for these words). And Minhaj (1997) does not find 

mas’ala ‘problem’ to always be an appropriate substitute for problema — semantic nuances 

differentiate the two, such that they are not sufficiently synonymous to b e  used

18 These dictionaries o f Arabic borrowings in Tatar are published in small quantities and are quite 
difficult to find.
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interchangeably. He suggests, “Let both the words problema and mas'aid be used. The use of 

words with partially overlapping meanings shows a language’s richness” (for more on the 

perception that increasing the number o f synonyms is equivalent to increasing Tatar’s 

linguistic resources see Madriyeva 1998b). Due to a lack of either standardization or widely 

accepted norms, the simultaneous use o f both Arabic and Russian loanwords is currently the 

de facto norm. Lexical collocations such as ijtimafiy problmalar ‘social problems’, where the 

adjective is a formerly archaic Arabic loanword, the noun is a Russian borrowing o f 

“international” origin, and the plural suffix is Tatar, are emblematic o f post-Soviet Tatar 

linguistic reality.

2.3.3 A comparison with 20th century Turkish language reform

The connection between linguistic purism and nationalist projects is well documented, 

especially for the case o f 20th century Turkey. A comparison between Tatar and Turkish 

nationalism, linguistic purism, and language reform is particularly illuminating both because 

o f the similarities in the linguistic history o f these two Turkic languages, and because it 

demonstrates quite clearly the effect that macro-social structure and forces can have on 

linguistic structure: due to their different socio-political and cultural situations, the language 

reforms in Tatarstan and Turkey have had different results, particularly with regards to 

Arabic and Persian loanwords.

The ancestors o f the modem Turks converted to Islam in the beginning o f the 11th

century (approximately 75 years after the conversion to Islam o f the Bolgars o f the Middle

Volga region), and lexical borrowing from Arabic and Persian began in the Seljuk empire

(1040-1157) (Lewis 1999: 5). The use o f what is known as “Ottoman Turkish” as a literary

language dates back to the 13th century, at which point there were already many Arabic and
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Persian loanwords in the literary high language (Heyd 1954: 9). Ottom an Turkish was both a

literary and an administrative language, distinct from the vernacular o f the people and

incomprehensible to them, as it required competence in both Arabic and Persian. In fact,

“every Persian and every Arabic word was a possible Ottoman word. In thus borrowing

material from the two classical languages a writer was quite unrestricted save by his own

taste and the limit o f his knowledge...” (Gibb 1900-9 cited in Lewis 1999:7) While the

Persian stratum o f the Ottoman Turkish lexicon was large, the Arabic stratum was even

larger, because entire families of words based on a triliteral root were borrowed en masse,

along with the morphological rules for their derivation (Lewis 1999: 6). By the 16th century,

Ottom an Turkish had been so heavily relexified with Arabic and Persian loanwords, and

used so many foreign grammatical morphemes and constructions, that the native Turkic

elements in a sentence could be limited to suffixes or the copulas dl or dir, or there could be

no native Turkish elements at all — for example, Lewis (1999: 8) presents three couplets o f a

16th century Ottoman Turkish ode that contain not one syllable o f Turkish. This heavy

reliance upon foreign words and grammar continued into the 20th century, as can be seen in

following story, related by a Turk who is writing about his early education in Damascus in

1908, the year that the 1876 constitution was restored in Turkey:

“The Arabs suddenly started on nationalism and took to making fun 
o f Turkish. One day in the classroom we saw a half a dozen or so 
lines written on the blackboard, headed W hat is the Turkish 
language?’ We read the writing to ourselves; it contained not a single 
word o f Turkish. Written in conformity with the style and rules of 
Ottoman, it ended with —dir. The Arabs had repeated this suffix 
several times, underlining this string o f —dirs and writing in front o f it 
‘Turkish is this. That is to say, it’s dirdir [tedious babble].’ That day we 
four or five Turkish pupils very nearly came to blows with a whole 
class, and became devotees o f Turkish from that day on” (Tankut 
1963: 113, cited in Lewis 1999: 40).
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In fact, 40% of a 1907 Ottoman-Turkish conversation grammar is devoted to Persian and 

Arabic grammatical rules (Lewis 1999: 16), which included derivational morphology for the 

creation o f adjectives and nouns. Other grammatical rules that were imported along with the 

Persian and Arabic loanwords included agreement for gender (Persian and Arabic have 

gender; Turkish does not) and the use o f Persian î afet to connect nouns and qualifiers 

(Lewis 1999: 6-7). Persian î afet should not be confused with native Turkic î afet, which, 

although it is also used to connect words (i%afet < Arabic idafa' ‘attachment5), is a different

morphosyntactic construction.

Calls for language reform started in the mid-19th century, and are analyzed by some 

as due to increased European influence and the rise o f a Westernized middle class in 

Turkey(Heyd 1954: 10); these 19th century reforms were known as the Tanzimat reforms, and 

were isolated, mostly individual attempts with little-to-no effect (Lewis 1999: 2). The next 

wave o f language reform came with the Young Turks (mostly in the years 1908-9), and were 

associated with their nationalist and pan-Turkic goals — it was realized that in order to 

“arouse political consciousness in the masses55 the language of the press would be o f utmost 

importance and would thus need to be intelligible to all, even the uneducated (Heyd 1954: 

16). However, it was not until the establishment in the 1920s o f the rule o f Mustafa Kemal, 

better known as Atatiirk ‘Father Turk5, that both massive and officially sanctioned reform of 

Ottoman Turkish began. Atatiirk5s stated political ideology called for the creation o f a 

nationalist, secular, populist, and revolutionary republic (Heyd 1954: 19), where political 

independence would be mirrored by linguistic independence: in the foreword to a 1930 

book, he wrote, “The Turkish nation, which is well able to protect its territory and its 

sublime independence must also liberate its language from the yoke o f foreign languages55 

(Lewis 1999: 42). In the new climate o f nationalism, along with the new westward
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orientation o f Turkey, Arabic and Persian loanwords were perceived as a “national disgrace” 

(Heyd 1954:19) that had no place in the language o f the new secular nation. Linguistic and 

religious reform went hand-in-hand: 1928, known as the year o f dil inkiylabi ‘the language 

revolution’19 is also the year that it was decreed that Islam was no longer the official state 

religion, and the study o f Arabic and Persian as foreign languages was removed from the 

standard curriculum for secondary-level education in 1929. Other language-related religious 

mandates, such as the 1928 declaration that the Friday sermon in mosques was to be in 

Turkish only, and the 1932 declaration that the call to prayer was also to be in Turkish only, 

were short-lived (Heyd 1954; Lewis 1999).

A change in orthography played a major role in Atatiirk’s Turkish language reform. 

The move in 1928 from an Arabic-based to a Latin-based alphabet has been interpreted as a 

gesture designed both to break ties with the Islamic East and to facilitate communication 

with the West (Lewis 1999: 27; Anderson 1987: 45-6). The Ottoman Turkish alphabet, 

composed o f Arabic letters and three Persian-specific letters, was well-suited for writing 

Arabic and Persian words, but ill-suited for writing Turkish words.20 Some symbols 

represented sounds not found in native Turkish words, while other symbols were used for 

several phones, causing potential ambiguity. For example, there were three vowels in the 

Ottom an Turkish alphabet but eight phonemic vowels in Turkish, such that the combination 

o f letters ?wln>, the transliterated equivalent o f the Arabic letters, could be read as the 

following words: ulu ‘great’, ulu ‘possessors (Arabic), iilii ‘dead’, evli ‘married’, avlu ‘courtyard’, 

and finally, ‘stocked with game’ (Lewis 1999: 27); the reader would need to know not 

only the context o f an ambiguously spelled words, but also all relevant Turkish, Persian and

19 After this revolution, it was known as dil devrimi, still ‘the language revolution’, but without the 
Arabic loanword inktylap.
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Arabic options in order to disambiguate. As a result, Turkish words spelled in the Arabic- 

based alphabet were often not as easily comprehensible as their Arabic or Persian synonyms, 

which would be spelled unambiguously (ibid. 28).

There are some parallels between the Ottoman Turkish Arabic alphabet and the 

modified Cyrillic alphabet used for Tatar, which is better suited for the Russian language for 

which it was designed than it is for Tatar. The Tatar Cyrillic alphabet too has symbols for 

sounds that are not found in the native lexicon, for example, S k ’ /•$/ and ‘n ’ / t s / .  And, like 

the Turkish Arabic alphabet, the Tatar Cyrillic alphabet has several symbols that represent 

more than one phone and can be read ambiguously. For example, Cyrillic V  when found 

word-initially represents Tatar [ji] and [je], which are contrastive and can be found in 

minimal pairs, while between consonants it represents Tatar [e]. And Cyrillic V  is used for 

contrastive Tatar [ja] and [jae] both: in most, but not all, ambiguous words, the front version 

is marked by a “soft sign,” V , while the back version is marked by a “hard sign,” S ’. 

Additionally, Cyrillic ‘b ’ is used to represent [w] in Tatar words and [v] in Russian loanwords 

([v] is not in the native phonetic inventory); readers must therefore know a word’s 

provenance in order to read it correctly.

The new Latin alphabet designed for Tatar removes all o f these ambiguities, and 

represents Tatar words and Russian words equally well. The Latin alphabet developed for 

Turkish in 1928 (upon which the new Tatar alphabet is based) also removed the 

orthographic problems that gave preference to foreign loanwords, and turned the tables, as it 

were. While Arabic characters were well-suited for Arabic and Persian words, and not for 

Turkish words, making the Arabic and Persian words seem “natural,” the new Latin-based

20 The same is true, to a lesser extent, for the modified Arabic script used for Tatar until the 20th 
century.
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alphabet caused the Arabic and Persian loanwords to look “distincdy foreign”: they clearly 

violated the rules o f vowel harmony, and the etymology of and rules governing the inflection 

and derivation o f words based on a single triliteral root became unintelligible rather than 

transparent (Heyd 1954: 23).

The lexical reform o f the Turkish “language revolution” focused on removing these 

Arabic and Persian loanwords and replacing them with “appropriate” equivalents. The 

process was originally populist in nature, with lexical collection committees set up 

throughout the republic, committees that managed to gather over 125,000 forms (where 1 

form = 1 suggested replacement word) in the space o f just one year (Heyd 1954: 26-7). 

Additionally, in the early days o f language reform, daily newspapers would publish Arabic 

and Persian loanwords on their front pages and request native equivalents from their readers. 

It was discovered that the vernacular and dialects o f Turkish could provide native 

equivalents for concrete terms, but not for abstract ones (ibid. 29). The language committee 

turned to alternative sources for acceptable words: remote Anatolian dialects, Turkic 

languages spoken outside o f Anatolia, pre-Islamic manuscripts, and neologisms (ibid. 31). 

Lewis (1999: 70) contends that Atatiirk’s intent was that Arabic and Persian technical terms be 

replaced with native equivalents, but that the Language Society established under his rule and 

with his encouragement overstepped its bounds and also replaced standard lexical items 

found in vernacular Turkish as well as in the high language.

Here in the Turkish case we once again find linguistic purism with “selective 

targeting”: Turkish was to be purified  of P ersian  and  A rabic loanw ords, b u t in  addition  to  

the native and semi-native lexical sources listed above, European loanwords were also 

considered to be acceptable substitutes. In 1935, the Secretary General o f the Language 

Society explained this policy, saying that “words like katib, miidir, etc. were relics o f a bygone
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era. At a time when the Turks were adopting Occidental civilization in its entirety, the 

Western equivalents o f such terms should be preferred” (Heyd 1954: 77). O ther language 

reformers agreed: “Mark this well: the thrust o f the reform movement is specifically against 

Arabic. Arabic words have to be discarded come what may, for this is a generation that is fed 

up with the domination o f Arabic. If  the French equivalent were to replace it, that’s fine” 

(Banguoglu 1987: 303 in Lewis 1999: 118).

Many neologisms coined by language reformers (neologisms that often went against 

the rules o f Turkish grammar) have phonetic forms or spellings that “fortuitously” resemble 

their English or French equivalents, even though these neologisms were always presented 

with some sort o f (specious) Turkish etymology. For example, okul ‘school’ (compare French 

ecole) is ostensibly derived from the verb okumak ‘to read, to study’, which would be 

reasonable but for the fact that there is no deverbal nominalizing suffix in Turkish that 

resembles —/ in any way. The etymology given for genel ‘general’ was Turkish gen ‘wide’ + the 

adjectival suffix —el, imported from French. The neologism imge ‘image’ was explained as Old 

Turkish im ‘password’ + the unproductive nominal suffix -ge, although it is clearly based on 

the spelling o f English and French image, and terim ‘term’ was claimed to be derived from 

Old Turkish derim ‘assembly, gathering’ rather than based on French terme or English term, 

although apparentiy no attempt was made to explain either the consonantal devoicing or the 

semantic shift (Lewis 1999: 94ff).

In addition to resurrecting unproductive Turkish morphology (e.g., K1 and It as 

nominalizers), and importing morphology from other Turkic languages (e.g., ~(E)v, the suffix 

for verbal nouns in Bashkir and Kazakh), Turkish language reformers imported English and 

French derivational morphology. The French adjectival suffix -el found in the loanword 

kultiirel ‘cultural’ was transformed into the “pure” Turkish adjectival suffix -sA l by using
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several s-final nouns as analogical base forms. English -man became the agentive Turkish 

suffix —mAn, now found in such standard words as ogretmen ‘teacher’ (ogret- ‘teach’ + -mAn)

(ibid. 94ff). One o f the more spectacular neologisms is ulusal, the replacement for the Arabic 

loanword milli ‘national’: ulus ‘nation’ was taken from Mongolian, and the adjectival suffix 

was borrowed from French (ibid. 102): therefore, the post-lexical reform “pure” Turkish 

replacement for the Arabic adjective meaning ‘national’ is actually half-French and half- 

Mongolian.

The end result o f 20th century lexical reform in Turkish, which continued up until the 

1980s, is that not only is Ottoman Turkish incomprehensible to speakers o f m odem  Turkish 

who have not studied it specially, but also texts written during the 1930s, the early days of 

the purification movement, are also incomprehensible, and apparently this unintelligibility is 

considered to be “normal” (Lewis 1999: 142-3); for example, the Turkish constitution has 

been translated and retranslated into modern Turkish several times. Arabic and Persian 

words were expelled inconsistently -  for example, hakim ‘judge’ was replaced by Turkic 

yargich, but makheme ‘court’ remained (Heyd 1954: 43) -  and a significant percentage o f the 

lexicon o f written Turkish is still comprised o f Arabic and Persian loanwords. While the 

percentage o f the population literate in Turkish has risen significantly, from 9% in 1924 to 

82% in 1995 (Lewis 1999: 37), there still remains a gap between the language o f the state and 

the language o f the people. Lewis contends that the language reform has had litde effect on 

the speech o f the “common people,” who still speak the “old language” (which had Arabic 

and Persian loanwords, but to a far lesser extent, and did not have foreign grammatical rules) 

(1999: 141); and because the Turkish Language Society replaced so many Arabic and Persian 

words with neologisms and borrowings, even non-technical and everyday terms, the oyturkche
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‘pure Turkish’ that is used as the administrative language and language o f the intelligentsia is 

still incomprehensible all but the educated elite:

. .many critics were o f the opinion that the Society had defeated its 
own purpose. Instead o f developing the existing language so that it 
would be understood even by the common people, the Society was 
said to have created a new artificial language, an official and school 
language very different from the language o f ordinary conversation 
and as unfamiliar and unintelligible to the masses as the old Ottoman 
had been. A situation had arisen in which parents no longer 
understood the language o f their children, nor the public the 
language o f the authorities. Thus a new and dangerous cleavage had 
been created between the intelligentsia and the masses, and the gap 
between the written and the spoken language had widened again”
(Heyd 1954: 47).

Neologisms were formerly introduced in two ways, in schools and via the press, but now 

they are no longer taught in schools, and when newspaper readers do not know the meaning 

o f a word they encounter in the paper, they make ad hoc interpretations (Lewis 1999: 144-5). 

As with some o f the archaic Arabic loanwords being brought back into usage in post-Soviet 

Tatar, post-Revolutionary Turkish neologisms often do not precisely match either the 

semantics or the polysemy patterns o f the words they are replacing; for example, tejriibe etmek 

meant ‘to experiment’ and ‘to test’, and ‘to experience’, while its replacements denemek means 

only ‘to experiment’ (Heyd 1954: 75). Turkish writers and older speakers complain o f the 

lack of synonymic richness and lexical resources in the new languages, and Lewis, who is 

decidedly critical o f the language reform in general21 contends that it “left the Turks with 

virtually no choice o f levels o f discourse” (1999: 144).

The similarities and differences between the Turkish and Tatar language reforms can 

be seen as grounded in the larger socio-cultural and political context. Both reforms are sited 

within a nationalist project, and the selected targets o f the reforms are languages perceived as 

threats: the Turkish focus was on the purification o f Arabic and Persian influence, and
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European linguistic influences were deemed to be part o f “pure” Turkish, while the Tatar 

focus is on the purification o f Russian influence, and Arabic (and to a lesser extent Persian) 

is deemed to be a part o f “pure” Tatar. While the Arabicization o f Turkish was done by the 

Turks themselves, the Russification o f Tatar was brought about not by Tatars but by an 

imperial (in the sense of the Soviet Empire) government. Additionally, the “break with the 

past” in post-revolutionary Turkey included a move towards secularism, while the Tatar 

break with the Soviet past takes the form o f a move towards an Islamic identification, albeit 

not always congruent with religious observance. As a result, the purification movements of 

these two Turkic languages have had different results with regard to their Arabic loanwords: 

Arabic influence was rejected and expelled by the Turks as having no place in the post- 

Ottoman Turkish identity, but is currently being embraced by many Tatars as part o f the 

post-Soviet Tatar identity.

2.4 Conclusions

Linguistic purism and language reform in present-day Tatarstan are best explained by means 

o f a linguistic-anthropological correlation o f language as a practice and language as a system, 

and also by locating linguistic practice within a larger socio-cultural and political context. 

Language in Tatarstan is used as a symbolic resource, and an examination o f Tatar language 

ideologies shows the link between post-Soviet Tatar social structure and the post-Soviet 

Tatar linguistic system. Ideologies are reproduced by practices, and in Tatarstan the language 

ideology that I am calling the “discourse o f purity” is found in  both individual linguistic 

practice and in communal linguistic practice, most notably in the pages o f the daily press. 

The Tatar discourse o f purity is a counter-hegemonic discourse that is set in the post-Soviet

21 This is clear from the title o f his book: The Turkish language reform: A  catastrophic success.
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context o f increased Tatar political power and autonomy that is nonetheless situated in a 

centralized and Russian-dominated Federation. Linguistic purism can be interpreted as an 

attempt to both add value to and control the Tatar language, which in the logic o f language 

ideologies is seen as a part o f a feature cluster that defines the boundaries o f the Tatar 

people, and as a metonymic representative o f the Tatar nation. Purification is not only a 

response to the “impure” Tatar (grammatically incorrect, misspelled, mistranslated Tatar that 

may also have phonetic interference) that is omnipresent in urban Tatarstan, it is also 

working towards the establishment o f a realm or style that is purely Tatar and thus a 

counterpart to the pure Russian realms that are guaranteed by the existence in Tatarstan of 

Russian monolinguals.

Tatar linguistic purism takes several forms: on the individual level there is style 

shifting that is characterized in part by verbal hygiene, and on the communal level in 

organized and sometimes officially legislated purification movements, in particular 

orthographic and lexical reform. These purification movements are characterized both by a 

logic o f oppositional identity and by selective targeting o f only linguistic influences from the 

language and culture that is perceived as threat; here, the Russian language and culture. 

Barbara Einhom  writes o f post-Soviet East Central Europe: “The search for untarnished 

values and identities has leapfrogged the often unpleasant realities o f both state socialist and 

Second World War history, turning instead to the spirit o f nineteenth-century...nationalism” 

(1992: 45). While 19th century Tatar nationalism was actually more along the lines o f pan- 

Turkic solidarity and separatism (Frank 1998), the use o f Arabic loanwords (and the periodic 

symbolic use o f Arabic orthography) does appear to be a partial attempt to skip back in time 

over the Soviet era and join up once more with the pre-Revolutionary Tatar culture that was 

left behind, a culture that was part o f a larger, international Islamic cultural system.
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In present-day Tatarstan, there is a conflation by some o f Tatar and Muslim identity, 

as exemplified by this exchange, witnessed at the central market in Kazan, the Kolkho^nyi 

Rynok. A shopper, having read the nametag o f a salesclerk, is surprised that she is not 

Russian and enquires, “Are you a Tatar?,” to which she replies, “Yes, I’m  a Muslim.” In fact, 

even the words used to describe the two ideals o f Tatar linguistic purity, saf ‘pure’ and dclabi 

‘literary’, are themselves Arabic loanwords, although this fact may not be known to the 

average Tatar speaker. The semiotic functions o f metaphor and metonymy link both 

orthographies and lexical borrowings to the times and cultures that are their sources of 

origin: for example, runic writing is linked with both pan-Turkic sentiment and theories of 

ethnogenesis that highlight the antiquity o f the Tatar nation, while the new Latin-based 

orthography can be read as a symbol o f cultural, political, and economic alignment with both 

Turkey and the West. Language purification movements are a common component o f the 

cultural redefinition that often comes after significant political change, and the print language 

o f the press often plays an important role in both this linguistic and cultural redefinition. The 

post-Soviet Tatar-language press is a crucial part o f the process o f linguistic and cultural 

purification, and is a two-pronged means o f reform: it presents discourse on the topic of 

purity and purification, and also leads by example, both by presenting actual linguistic 

models o f new-old Arabic loanwords in use and by being a model o f lexical reform in action. 

While the embrace o f the Tatar-language press o f Arabic loanwords is not completely 

uncontroversial, it is, to a certain extent, a fait accompli, and also consistent with the 

communal creation o f a post-Soviet Tatar identity that is buttressed by the return o f Islamic 

observance and by Tatarstan’s increased religious, educational, and socio-economic ties with 

Arabic countries. Linguistic purification and de-Russification are bound up in the Tatars’ 

ongoing struggle to resist religious, cultural, and linguistic assimilation into the Russian
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majority. Tatar discourse on language is often either symbolic of, or explicitly related to, 

discourse on nationhood, with the hope that through the preservation o f the integrity and 

distinctiveness o f the language, the integrity and distinctiveness o f the nation can also be 

retained. As the saying goes: Tugan teldd — millatyagmishi ‘In a native language is the fate o f a 

nation.’
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Chapter Three_________________________
The code-mixing o f Russian words in “Tatar-preferred” style

3.1 Introduction

In discussions o f endangered languages, three mechanisms o f language attrition are often 

described: (1) the contraction o f functional domains, also known as encroaching diglossia or 

leaky diglossia (cf. Dorian 1981; Gal 1979; and Grenoble and Whaley 1998, inter alid), (2) the 

shrinkage o f stylistic options, including loss o f register distinctions (cf. Dorian 1994; King 

1989; and Taylor 1989, inter alid), and (3) a change in code-switching patterns such that the 

dominant language becomes the ‘matrix’ language into which content words from the 

contracting language are ‘embedded’ (Myers-Scotton 1993,1998; Fuller 1996). While the first 

two of these mechanisms o f language attrition can be found to a certain extent in the Tatar 

spoken in present-day Tatarstan, in this chapter I will identify another pathway o f language 

attrition, one that has not yet been described and is not accounted for by any current model 

o f language attrition or language shift: the unconscious code-mixing o f dominant-language 

discourse-pragmatic words in minority-language speech that is otherwise free o f code- 

switching. In this chapter I will examine specifically the code-mixing o f Russian words in 

Tatar speech, and in Chapter Four I will demonstrate that both code-mixing and discourse- 

pragmatics are central to understanding both the lexical and structural borrowing found in 

language contact situations sociolinguistically similar to that of Tatar and Russian.

Studies of language obsolescence commonly cite encroaching diglossia as the most 

obvious sign o f language attrition. In Chapter One I described the asymmetry o f functional 

domains for Tatar and Russian in present-day Tatarstan, and noted how Russian appears to
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be continuing in its encroachment upon Tatar domains despite promotive language policies 

on the part o f the Tatarstani government. “Leakage” between language variety boundaries in 

diglossic situations was first noted by Ferguson (1959), and later scholarship adopted the 

term leaky diglossia, while the term encroaching diglossia was first used by Dimmendaal (1989) to 

describe language shift in East Africa. Along with a contracting population o f speakers, 

languages in the process o f a multi-generational shift have contracting functional domains, 

and often become limited to domestic contexts only. Then when there is a gap in 

transmission and parents choose to transmit only the dominant language or children choose 

to respond only in the dominant language, the final functional domain o f the minority 

language is lost, and it becomes a language that is no longer spoken at all. Examples of 

contracting functional domains are ubiquitous in case studies o f endangered languages; some 

of the most clear-cut examples include Nubian in Egypt, Scottish and Irish Gaelic, 

Norwegian in America, and Breton in France. For example, “in order to participate in the 

full range o f daily-life activities in both urban and non-urban areas.. .Egyptian Nubians have 

to use Arabic. Thus, Arabic is taking over function by function, while Nubian is becoming 

more specialbed to topics related to family occasions” (Rouchdy 1989: 100). The main 

causes o f the increasing encroachment o f Arabic include a resetdement (due to the 

construction o f dams) that disrupted traditional social and economic structures and caused 

increased contact with monolingual Arabic speakers in villages and cities, Arabic newspapers 

from Cairo that are imported into villages, an increase in intermarriage, an increase in the 

number o f educated women (who tend to address their children in A rabic ra th e r than  

Nubian), and the fact that as a religious language Arabic is necessary for integration into 

Egyptian Muslim society (ibid. 92-96). The traditional domains o f Scottish and Irish Gaelic
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have been eroding as well, although for a much greater period o f time than found in the 

Nubian case, where the “tip” towards Arabic was notable for its rapidity. In both Ireland and 

Scodand, religious services are shifting away from Gaelic, traditional medicine is being 

replaced by national health care, leading to the loss o f botanical medical knowledge and 

vocabulary, and traditional rural professions (fishing, weaving, farming) have been disrupted 

by socio-economic changes, such that the registers and vocabularies associated with these 

domains are being lost. In addition to the domestic sphere (where transmission at this point 

is often self-consciously part o f the revitalization process), Gaelic has retained its traditional 

cultural domains o f storytelling and singing (Watson 1989: 51-54).

The “tip” towards English for Norwegian in America seems to have been predicated 

by World War I and its dramatic rise in anti-foreigner (and anti-foreign language) sentiment. 

While up until the war Norwegian had a variety o f traditional domains, including the home, 

agriculture, church, summer schools, immigrant newspapers and journals, choral groups, and 

Norwegian societies, with the advent o f the war English began encroaching quite rapidly into 

these Norwegian domains. Norwegian-language church worship was switched to English, 

the Sons o f Norway decreed that English would be the language o f their society, newspapers 

failed, and Norwegian summer schools closed. By the 1980s, Norwegian had contracted to 

the point where its sole domain was as family language, with a gap in transmission so that it 

has now almost completely disappeared (Haugen 1989: 62-69). Negative perception of 

minority languages has helped aid in the contraction o f and shift from Breton in France as 

well. The language ideologies o f France particularize Breton and characterize it in o pposition  

to French: politically Breton is a regional language while France is the national language, 

Breton represented as the language o f the past and o f backward peasants while French is the
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language o f progress and the future, and Breton is a marker o f local, rural identity while 

French is an international and urban language (Kuter 1989: 76). French de jure and de facto 

language policies have limited the domains o f Breton, and attempted to make various public 

realms French-only, including the army, schools, and administrative offices, while all social 

and cultural institutions are dominated by French speakers (ibid. 80). In addition, rejection of 

the “old ways” along with the negative socio-economic Breton identity has included the 

abandonment o f traditional music and dance forms. Except for self-consciously constructed 

revitalization projects, Breton has “little public presence” (ibid. 86) and its main functional 

domain is in the home, where, once again, transmission has been interrupted and Breton

speaking homes are often associated with self-conscious revitalization movements.

Related to the contraction o f functional domains o f a minority language is the 

concurrent reduction o f its stylistic options, due in part to its “restriction in contexts of 

usage” (King 1989: 146). While many contracting languages retain a surprising degree of 

complexity even when in their last generation o f speakers (cf e.g. Mithun 1989), stylistic 

shrinkage is common. For example, in Pipil (a Uto-Aztecan language o f El Salvador) we find 

the loss o f traditional oral literary devices such as paired couplets, along with the loss of 

original passives, necessary for complete discourse control, and in Ocuilteco (an Oto- 

Pamean language of Central Mexico) there has been a loss of the formulaic ritual language 

used for religious ceremonies and marriage petitions (Campbell and Muntzel 1989: 195). 

Young Dyirbal speakers do not command the traditional “mother-in-law” style o f speech 

(used in the presence of taboo relatives), and almost all song styles have been lost as well 

(Schmidt 1991: 120). Terminal speakers o f Arvanitika Albanian in Greece lack 

communicative competence in addition to grammatical competence: note that this is not
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always the case, and Dorian (1981) found that semi-speakers o f East Sutherland Gaelic often 

had an extremely high level o f communicative competence that disguised their grammatical 

limitations. Terminal Albanian speakers not only make grammatical errors, but also 

accidentally use obscenities, depend on formulaic material, and use that formulaic material 

inappropriately; for example, in a recorded conversation a young man uses a formulaic 

expression that should be used only by older female speakers (Tsitsipis 1989). In Gros 

Ventre, an obsolescent Arapaho language o f  Montana (the last fully fluent speakers died in 

the 1980s), distinctive male and female phonologies are far less distinctive than in the past: 

an elderly male speaker uses female pronunciation, as do children in the bilingual program, 

since teachers and aides are all female (Taylor 1989: 173). And while a great deal of 

interspeaker variation remains in Newfoundland French (e.g., variation in agreement 

marking, in cliticization o f object pronouns, and in number and case marking in the 3rd 

person), this variation “does not appear to carry the social meaning one finds in healthier 

speech communities” (King 1989: 146). Dressier (1982) suggested that the stylistic shrinkage 

associated with “language decay” could lead to monostylism in an endangered language, and 

Dorian (1994) set out to test this hypothesis using data from moribund East Sutherland 

Gaelic, a language with only domestic functional domains. She found that there were indeed 

markers o f style shift; however, the range o f styles was far more limited than is found in a 

language with both public and private functional domains, and one o f the most salient 

stylistic markers was not taken from native Gaelic resources but was instead the use or non

use o f English loanwords, where more “pure” Gaelic speech was associated with m ore 

formal narrative styles.
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A third type o f language attrition is described in the Matrix Language Turnover 

hypothesis devised by Myers-Scotton (1993, 1998 inter alia) to account for what is referred to 

elsewhere in the literature as structural borrowing. She proposes that languages “can sustain 

structural incursions and remain robust, but the taking in of alien inflections and function 

words is often a step leading to language attrition and language death” (1998: 289). Myers- 

Scotton’s hypothesis is that one mechanism o f structural borrowing in language contact 

situations that have “bilingual speech” (usually code-switching, with morphemes and /or 

lexical structure from both o f the languages in contact) is a “turnover” in the matrix 

language. A matrix language (defined and described at length in Myers-Scotton 1993) is a 

“morphosyntactic frame builder” in bilingual speech into which islands from the embedded 

language are inserted (Myers-Scotton 1998: 290). The Matrix Language Turnover has three 

phases. Phase One is characterized by frequent intrasentential code-switching with system 

morphemes from the matrix language and content morphemes from the embedded 

language, calquing that leads to utterances that would not be comprehensible to monolingual 

speakers o f the matrix language, and the overgeneralization o f matrix language categories 

such as tense to match their embedded language counterparts. In Phase Two the 

grammatical frame is a composite language based on both the original matrix language and 

embedded language. There is an increase in embedded language lexical items and caiques, 

and the introduction o f embedded language system morphemes such as participles and 

plurals, particularly in conjunction with embedded-language content morphemes. The 

lexical-conceptual and morphological realization structures come from both the matrix 

language and embedded language, and when there are several matrix language varieties o f a 

structure, the one that corresponds to an embedded language variety will be preferred.
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Finally, in Phase Three there is a matrix language turnover, where the new matrix language is 

the former embedded language. System morphemes are from the new matrix language and 

content morphemes can be from both languages, and the word order, lexical-conceptual 

structure, and predicate-argument structure are all from the new matrix language. The 

minority language that was once a primary language and is now a substrate is reduced to 

embedded content morphemes in the dominant language, content morphemes that may 

disappear altogether.

In the remainder o f this chapter, I describe the theoretical and sociolinguistic 

background for the metalinguistic code-mixing found in Tatar and provide examples o f this 

code-mixing and its associated structural innovations. In section 3.1.1 I describe the language 

attitudes and competence o f the Tatars from whose speech this data was taken, and show 

that their code-mixing is in no way related to a lack o f Tatar competence. In section 3.1.2 I 

define how ‘code-mixing,’ ‘discourse-pragmatics,’ and ‘metalinguistic’ are used in this 

chapter, and compare the pragmatic typology used here to classify code-mixed Russian 

words with typologies found in literature on discourse theory and pragmatics. Section 3.2 

describes and briefly compares the varieties o f Tatar performance produced by young 

bilinguals, as this metalinguistic code-mixing is found almost entirely in just one style of 

Tatar performance. In Section 3.3 I briefly present historical discourse-pragmatic borrowings 

that are found in present-day Tatar, and in Section 3.4 I present all o f the code-mixed 

Russian words found in my Tatar corpus, along with illustrative examples taken from natural 

speech and analyses o f morphosyntactic innovations associated with the code-mixing. Using 

discourse-pragmatic functionality as an organizing principle predicts that non-content words
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and morphemes without this functionality will not be code-mixed; in section 3.5, I will 

present evidence showing that this is, indeed, the case.

3.1.1 Data Selection

The unconscious code-mixing o f Russian words into Tatar and the language attrition that it

signifies is particularly interesting because o f the language competence and language

ideologies o f the speakers involved: they are the most competent and most ideologically

devoted Tatar speakers o f their generation to be found in urban Tatarstan. In Chapter One I

described in detail the locus o f my fieldwork: the “Tatar Social Club,” an informal and

democratically run club founded in 1997 with the explicit goal o f establishing a Tatar-

friendly venue where Tatarphone youth, particularly those living away from their home

villages, could meet and socialize with other Tatarphone youth. While the club is ostensibly

politically neutral and does not accept outside funding o f any kind, it is known to have a

nationalistically oriented membership, including several former leaders o f youth nationalism

movements. Club members can often be found in prominent places at protests and rallies,

and the meetings themselves take place on the second floor o f a building housing a

nationalist organization: the banner on top o f this building, sitting on the roof just feet

above the heads o f club members and facing one o f the main thoroughfares o f the city,

states: Makhsaftbt\: Tatarstarming Baysê lege ‘Our Goal: Tatarstan’s Independence.’

C lub m em bers are considered  to  b e  am ong the city’s intellectual elite, and  are

described in articles and radio stories as “the cream of Tatar youth”: they are all either in

college or graduate school, or have already received degrees and are working in one o f the

more highly regarded professions -  for many o f these professions (e.g., theater manager,
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journalist, radio DJ) Tatar is used in the workplace. While attitudes towards the Tatar 

language vary widely among the populace as a whole, with Tatar generally given low prestige 

both by Russians and by many assimilated Tatars, particularly those under 30, among the 

Tatar intelligentsia and members o f the Tatar Social Club the Tatar language — particularly saf 

tatar tele ‘pure Tatar’ — is awarded very high prestige. Use o f Tatar is explicitly encouraged at 

club meetings, while Russian use is explicidy discouraged.1

The data presented in this chapter come from yet a further subset o f these 

Tatarphone youth. While club members range in proficiency from passively bilingual or 

semi-speakers (Dorian 1981) to fully competent and even Tatar-dominant, all o f the speakers 

cited here are either Tatar-dominant or balanced bilinguals.2 Tatar was the home language of 

their youth, and is either the language o f education at the college level (e.g., in the Tatar 

Philology department o f the university) or is currently the language o f the workplace (e.g., a 

Tatar-language newspaper). They can therefore be seen as commanding Tatar in a variety of 

functional domains and registers. Additionally, these speakers are all actively engaged in 

Tatar culture and politics beyond participation in the Tatar Social Club. Moreover, several of 

them have repeatedly demonstrated that they choose ideology over communication: for 

example, refusing to switch to Russian to accommodate an uncomprehending audience, or 

addressing unknown people in Tatar rather than in Russian -  in other words, they 

consciously violate the sociolinguistic conventions o f Tatar use. Some o f these speakers have 

gone so far as to explicitly state that they “never use Russian unless it is impossible to 

avoid.” Even so, these fully competent, culturally and  politically aware, an d  ideologically

11 have seen people shout at a (balanced bilingual) club member making an announcement in code
switched Tatar and Russian, yelling “Tatarcha!” or “Tatarcha ginaF ‘Say it in Tatar!’, ‘Say it in Tatar 
only!’
2 This classification is based both on my assessment and the assessments of their peers.
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devoted speakers will produce these code-mixed Russian discourse-pragmatic words in 

certain situations when they believe themselves to be speaking “pure” Tatar.

3.1.2 Terminology

At this point, I would like to both clarify and define the terms code-switching, code-mixing and 

discourse-pragmatic words, as they are all key to the analysis presented in this chapter.

3.1.2a Code-mixing vs. code-switching

Although some linguists use the terms “code-mixing” and “code-switching” interchangeably, 

I am following the distinction laid out by Olshtain and Blum-Kulka (1989). Code-switching 

is “when the speaker alternates units from different codes that are higher-level constituents, 

at least grammatical clauses or sentences,” while code-mixing “refers to smaller units, usually 

words or idiomatic expressions, which are borrowed from one language and inserted into the 

sentence o f another language” (ibid. 60).

As will be seen in more detail in Chapter Four, the Hebrew words found to be code

mixed into English in Olshtain and Blum-Kulka’s corpus were mostly content words, in 

particular nouns and verbs. This is in contrast to my findings, where the code-mixing of 

Russian nouns and verbs, particularly where there is no lexical gap, was exceedingly rare.

3.1.2b Discourse-pragmatic words

The unconsciously code-mixed Russian words found in the speech and writing o f the young 

Tatars described here belong to a variety o f grammatical classes — including particles, 

adverbs, conjunctions, and question words -  but can be grouped into the single functional
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class o f discourse-pragmatic words.3 It is notoriously difficult to find a conventional and 

cross-linguistic definition o f just what comprises the class o f discourse-pragmatic words. 

Much has been written on the subject o f ‘discourse markers’ since Schiffrin’s 

groundbreaking 1987 book, but significantly less has been written on the category o f 

discourse words in general -  the Russian words code-mixed in Tatar-preferred style include, 

but are not limited to discourse markers. They can, however, all be interpreted as belonging 

to the set o f what Fraser (1996, inter alid) calls ‘pragmatic markers,’ where discourse markers 

are just one subset o f pragmatic markers; this pragmatic typology will be discussed at length 

below. I will begin this section with a discussion o f discourse markers, as m ost scholarly 

work on discourse-pragmatics is devoted to this topic, and will then expand the discussion to 

include discourse-pragmatic words in general.

There is a bewildering array o f terminology and definitions for the set o f what I will 

be referring to as discourse markersrecent introductions to the topic usually note the most 

popular terms — discourse marker, discourse particle, pragmatic particle, pragmatic expression, and 

connective 4 -  and settle on discourse marker as the preferred term (cf. Jucker and Ziv 1998: 1, 

Schourup 1999: 229). However, there are significantly more than five terms used in the 

literature: Fraser (1998: 301) gives a list o f fifteen alternative labels for what he refers to as

3 This is with the exception of a very small number of nouns, verbs, and adjectives, almost all of 
which denote culture-specific phenomena or fill lexical gaps in Tatar.
4 Representative uses of these terms are as follows. Schiffrin (1987 passim) uses the term discourse 
marker, Schourup (1985) and Abraham (1991) use the term discourse particle', Ostman (1981) uses 
pragmatic particles, Erman (1987) uses pragmatic expression-, and Blakemore (1987) uses connective (Jucker 
and Ziv 1998: 1).
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discourse markers and Brinton (1996: 29) presents 23 alternative labels for what she calls 

pragmatic markers.5 In addition, there is no consensus on exacdy which words and phrases 

constitute the class o f discourse markers, both cross-linguistically and language-specifically, 

even for English, to which the vast majority o f discourse studies are devoted (Jucker and Ziv 

1988: 2), and Schourop (1999: 229) notes that the class of words referred to as discourse 

particles seems to be more inclusive than the class o f words referred to as discourse markers. 

The functionality o f discourse markers is also perceived differently according to the 

theoretical framework within which an analysis is based: discourse markers have been 

variously described as discourse connectors, tum-takers, confirmation-seekers, intimacy 

signals, topic-switchers, hesitation markers, boundary markers, fillers, prompters, repair 

markers, attitude markers and hedging devices (Jucker and Ziv 1988: 1). The functional 

domains o f discourse markers are described as textual, attitudinal, cognitive, and 

interactional, and they are analyzed as text-structuring devices, modality or attitude 

indicators, markers o f speaker-hearer intentions and relationships, and instructions on the 

processing o f utterances (ibid. 4). Jucker and Ziv (1988: 2-3) suggest that discourse marker is 

a “fuzzy concept” with a “scalar conception o f membership”: there is a range o f features 

associated with discourse markers, and while none o f the discourse markers have all o f these 

features, there are Roschean “protoypical” members o f the class o f discourse markers — the 

more features a word has, the more it will be perceived as a prototypical discourse marker.

5 Fraser’s (1998) list is: cue phrases, discourse connectives, discourse operators, discourse particles, discourse signaling 
devices, extrasentential links, indicating devices, phatic connectives, pragmatic connectives, pragmatic formatives, 
pragmatic markers, pragmatic particles, semantic conjuncts, and sentence connectives. Brinton’s (1996) list is: 
discourse marker, comment clause, connective, continuer, discourse connective, discourse-deictic item, discourse operator, 
discourse particle, discourse-shift marker, discourse word, filler, fumble, gambit, hedge, initiator, interjection, marker, 
marker ofpragmatic structure, parenthetic phrase, (void) pragmatic connective, pragmatic expression, pragmatic particle, 
and reaction signal.
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Holker (1991: 78-9, cited in Jucker and Ziv 1998: 3) suggests four characteristic 

features o f discourse markers:

• they do not affect the truth conditions o f an utterance
• they do not add to the propositional content o f an utterance
• they are related to the speech situation and not the situation that is being talked about
• they have emotive and expressive function rather than referential, denotative, or

cognitive function.

Brinton (1996: 33-5) puts forth a different list o f features, where discourse markers are:

•  often in sentence-initial position
•  outside o f or loosely attached to syntactic structure
•  optional in the sentence
•  grammatically heterogeneous (including interjections, adverbs, particles, function words, 

verbs, conjunctions, phrases, idioms, and clauses)
•  often phonologically reduced, forming a separate tone group
•  (almost) without propositional meaning
•  features o f oral rather than written discourse
•  able to appear with high frequency.

Schourup (1999: 230-233), synthesizing a decade o f theoretical work, suggests that the main 

characteristics o f discourse markers are their:

•  connectivity, relating utterances to the propositions or implicatures o f previous 
utterances, or to the context in a wider sense

•  syntactic optionality
•  non-truth-conditionality.

Using all o f these characteristic features as diagnostic criteria, only five o f the code-mixed 

Russian words found in Tatar-preferred style would be interpreted as prototypical discourse 

markers: vot ‘there’, vot tak ‘so there’, nu ‘so, well’, no ‘however,’ and slushai ‘listen.’ However, 

as will be seen in section 3.4, the set o f Russian discourse-pragmatic words code-mixed in 

Tatar-preferred style is significantly larger; they are not all discourse markers per se, even 

though they all linguistically encode pragmatic functionality.
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Many analyses o f discourse-marking words and phrases rely on some sort of 

dichotomy that separates them other sorts o f words and phrases. These dichotomies include:

•  lower-order truth-conditional speech acts vs. higher-order commentative speech acts 
(Grice 1989)

•  propositional indicators vs. illocutionary force indicators (Searle 1969)
•  propositional language vs. ‘everything else’ (Fraser 1996)
•  conceptual meaning vs. procedural meaning (Sperber and Wilson 1986, Blakemore 1987)
•  representational function vs. computational function (Rouchota 1998)
•  host syntactic plane vs. disjunct syntactic plane (Espinal 1991)
•  denotative vs. metalinguistic language (Maschler 1994)

Most theories o f discourse functionality follow from Gricean pragmatics and Searle’s speech 

act theories. Writings on discourse markers (e.g. Rouchota 1998, Schourup 1999) often cite 

the work o f Grice, particularly his dichotomy between “ground-floor” statements that are 

truth-conditional and “higher order speech acts” that comment on these statements, where 

“speakers may be at one and the same time engaged in performing speech acts at different 

but related levels” (Grice 1989: 362). Searle’s demarcation between propositional indicators 

and indicators o f illocutionary force is essentially the same; “the illocutionary force indicator 

shows how the proposition is to be taken, o r .. .what illocutionary force the utterance is to 

have; that is, what illocutionary act the speaker is performing in the utterance o f the sentence 

(1969: 30).

Relevance theory, which has as its architects Sperber and Wilson (see in particular 

Sperber and Wilson 1986) builds on and supersedes Grice, and “within relevance theory, 

discourse connectives are, generally, seen as encoding procedural meaning which constrains 

the implicatures o f an utterance” (Rouchota 1998: 109). Key to relevance theory is the 

dichotomy o f conceptual and procedural meaning. Conceptual representations have 

concepts as their constituents (rather than syntactic categories), have logical properties, and
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are usually part o f the truth-conditional content of an utterance (Rouchota 1998: 111). 

Procedural meaning given by discourse markers (which are prime examples o f procedural 

expressions) provides information on how to interpret the message o f one utterance vis-a-vis 

the interpretation o f a previous utterance (Fraser 1998: 302; Rouchota 1998: 111). In 

addition to Schiffrin’s well-known formulation o f discourse markers as “sequentially 

dependent elements which bracket units o f talk” (1987: 31), she also suggests that “markers 

propose the contextual coordinates within which an utterance is produced and designed to 

be interpreted” (ibid. 315). Discourse markers have varying “contextual effects,” which 

include strengthening an already existing assumption (after all, furthermore), contradicting and 

eliminating an already existing assumption {but, however), and combining with old information 

to yield new information (therefore, then) (Rouchota 1998: 112). For example, contrastive 

discourse markers in English have one o f three procedural meanings: (1) they can contrast 

the explicit message o f S2 [Statement 2] with the explicit or indirect message o f SI 

[Statement 1] {but, however)-, (2) they can show that the explicit message o f S2 corrects the 

message o f SI (instead of, rather)-, or (3) they can show that S2, which is explicit, is correct, 

while SI is false {on the contrary) (Fraser 1998: 306-307). In other words, procedural 

information can be understood “as a way o f constraining or guiding the inferential phase o f 

communication.. .utterance interpretation is largely an inferential process which consists in 

forming and evaluating hypotheses about what the speaker intends to communicate”; the 

theory is referred to as ‘relevance theory’ because procedural information “restricts the 

number o f hypotheses the hearer needs to consider in order to arrive at an optim ally relevant 

interpretation, thus facilitating his task” (Rouchota 1998: 111). The difference between
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conceptual and procedural meaning can thus be reinterpreted as the cognitive distinction 

between representation and computation (ibid. 114).

Traugott (1997: 9), however, suggests that in studies o f pragmatic implicature 

(particularly implicature that leads to grammaticalization), the focus should be not on the 

hearer who is processing discourse, but on the speaker who is producing it. In my analysis of 

the code-mixing o f Russian discourse-pragmatic words, the focus will be on the production 

o f speakers rather than on the processing o f hearers, particularly with regards to the 

production o f composite morphosyntax. Espinal (1991), writing on disjunct constituents 

such as adverbial phrases {frankly) and noun phrases (Ladies and Gentlemen),6 suggests that they 

reside on a different syntactic plane from the host sentence in which they are embedded. She 

is working within a syntactic “non-linear model” that is comparable to autosegmental 

phonology, but here the different levels are not assigned to phonological constituents such 

consonants and vowels; rather, the syntax o f the host sentence is on one plane, the syntax of 

the disjunct constituent is on the other plane, and the linear realization o f the sentence is 

found at the intersection o f the two planes where they meet. This syntactic model, designed 

for monolingual data, suggests a potential means o f representing the mixed Tatar-Russian 

data presented in section 3.4. The Tatar host sentence can be analyzed as residing on one 

plane and the Russian discourse-pragmatic words found in the host sentence can be analyzed 

as residing on a different syntactic plane, one where they retain their Russian

6 What Espinal labels disjunct constituents are also referred to as parenthetical expressions, although the set 
o f  parenthetical expressions appears to be more limited. Espinal includes the following items in the 
class o f disjunct constituents: disjunct sentences, appositic relatives, adjectival phrases, adverbial 
clauses, noun phrases, prepositional phrases, combinations o f any of the above, speaker-oriented 
adverbs, vocatives, and discourse adverbials.
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morphosyntactic requirements; the linear intersection o f these two syntactic planes produces 

a composite morphosyntax when the Tatar and Russian morphosyntax are not congruent.

The two remaining dichotomies are Fraser’s (1996) separation o f propositional 

language and ‘everything else’ and Maschler’s (1994) separation o f denotative and 

metalinguistic language. These two analyses o f language are complementary, and I will use 

both to classify the Russian non-content words code-mixed in Tatar-preferred style. 

Maschler coined the term “metalanguaging” to describe the non-content Hebrew words 

(mostly discourse markers) that she found code-mixed in the English speech o f English- 

Hebrew bilinguals in Israel. Essential to the classification is the separation o f discourse into 

two levels: the denotative level, which is oriented to the world, and the metalinguistic level, 

which is oriented to the process o f using language (1994: 327). It is the words used in this 

second level o f discourse, the metalinguistic, that Maschler labels metalanguaging words and that 

I will be referring to as discourse-pragmatic words. Maschler uses metalanguaging rather than 

metalinguistic because she is highlighting that language is a dynamic process rather than a static 

object; I too regard the phenomena presented here as processual, and at the intersection of 

language as a practice and language as a system. Although many metalanguaging words can 

be interpreted as procedural or computational according to relevance theory, the focus here 

is on speaker production and not hearer interpretation. However, future research on 

bilingual code-mixing and style-shifting should perhaps include cognitive aspects o f both 

speaking and interpreting; hence, I prefer the more neutral term discourse-pragmatic words, as it 

does not focus exclusively on either side o f the dialogue. Fraser’s (1996) dichotomy of 

propositional and pragmatic is similar to the dichotomy o f denotative and metalinguistic, but 

placed within a different theoretical framework; he too is focused on the speaker. In this
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framework the non-propositional elements o f a sentence can be analyzed as pragmatic 

markers that are “the linguistically encoded clues which signal the speaker’s potential 

communicative intentions” (1996: 168).

In Fraser’s pragmatic typology (cf. Fraser 1988, 1990, 1996, 1998), which was 

designed to account for monolingual English pragmatic phenomena, discourse markers are 

seen as a subclass o f pragmatic markers. There are four types o f pragmatic markers, which 

relate to four message types (Fraser 1996):

(1) Basic markers. These pragmatic markers specify the force and the nature o f the 

propositional message, and can be lexical, structural, and a hybrid o f the two. Lexical basic 

markers include performatives such as I promise, and also include pragmatic idioms like please. 

Structural basic markers are based on syntactic mood: declarative, imperative, or 

interrogative. Hybrid basic markers combine lexical items and syntax, and include tag 

questions.

(2) Commentary markers. These pragmatic markers comment on the basic 

propositional message, and have both representational and procedural meaning. They 

include markers o f assessment (sadly), manner o f speaking (frankly), emphasis (mark my words), 

mitigation (ifyou don’t mind), consequent-effect (to sum up), evidential markers (certainly), and 

hearsay markers (allegedly).

(3) Parallel markers. These markers give a message that is parallel and in addition to 

the basic message, e.g. ‘I regret that he is still here,’ and include vocatives.

(4) Discourse markers. Discourse markers relate the basic message to the preceding 

discourse. There are four types o f discourse markers in Fraser’s typology (1996: 187-188):
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•  Topic change markers (e.g., English in fact, now, in my data, Russian slushai ‘listen!’)
•  Contrastive markers (e.g., English but, nevertheless; in my data, Russian no ‘however’)
•  Elaboration markers (e.g., English above all; in my data, Russian to est’ ‘that is’)
•  Inferential markers (e.g., English after all, as a mult; in my data, Russian tak, chto ‘so’)

While Fraser’s system has been criticized for being overly inclusive (Schourup 1999: 239), 

this pragmatic typology aptly captures the pragmatic functions that mark the Russian code

mixed words found in Tatar as a single functional class of discourse-pragmatic words.

As will be seen in section 3.4 below, I have grouped the code-mixed Russian 

metalinguistic words found in my Tatar corpus into three major categories: (1) Markers o f 

discourse structure and force; (2) Interactional performatives, and (3) Evaluatives.7 These 

categories do not follow Fraser’s organizational pattern, but all o f the words found therein 

can be classified according to his pragmatic typology. The set o f words that I am classifying 

as markers o f discourse structure and force include, but are not limited to, what Fraser calls 

discourse markers. In addition to functioning as markers o f topic change, contrast, 

elaboration, and inference, they more generally create discourse and narrative structure and 

comment upon discourse; they are all procedural connectives or commentaries. My second 

set of discourse-pragmatic pragmatic words, interactional performatives, is congruent with 

Fraser’s lexical basic markers, as they are all pragmatic idioms. Finally, the set o f words that I 

am classifying as evaluatives includes words that Fraser would classify as lexical basic 

markers, commentary markers, and parallel markers. For example, what I call discourse- 

pragmatic words o f positive evaluation are equivalent to Fraser’s lexical basic markers in the 

category o f idioms — what he refers to as idioms that express pleasure (class c) and idioms 

that express agreement (class e) (1996: 180). Some of these Russian evaluative words,

7 1 am m ost grateful to Eve Sweetser for her help with assessing the discourse-pragmatic nature o f 
these words and with their organization into these three categories and related sub-categories.
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particularly those expressing agreement or evaluating applicability, would be classified as 

discourse markers in other theoretical frameworks; however, what they all have in common 

is their expression o f speaker stance and evaluation o f discourse, therefore I have chosen to 

group them together.

In Fraser’s pragmatic framework, the first three sets o f pragmatic markers (basic 

markers, commentary markers, and parallel markers) are seen as propositional and 

containing representational meaning, while discourse markers have procedural meaning “and 

specify how the sentence o f which they are a part is related to the preceding discourse” 

(1996: 182). In other words, discourse-pragmatic functionality is found not only in words 

that have procedural meaning, but also in words with propositional meaning. Integrating 

Fraser’s and Maschler’s frameworks shows that while all denotative language is propositional 

(as it references the world), metalinguistic language too can be propositional. All o f the 

Russian code-mixed words found in Tatar are metalinguistic in function, that is, they refer to 

and organize language, and include both procedural and propositional words.

Propositional language is one level o f language in the functional-semantic model 

found in Traugott (1982), which is based on the model proposed by Halliday and Hasan 

(1976). Traugott’s model has three functional-semantic components (1982: 247-248). The 

first is the propositional component, which involves the resources o f the language that 

“mak[e] it possible to talk about something.” This is the main locus o f truth-conditional 

relations, but also includes deictics to places {here-there), times {now-then), and persons (I-jou). 

The second is the textual component, which “involves the resources available for creating a 

cohesive discourse” and includes connectives {but, therefore), anaphoric and cataphoric 

pronouns, topicalizers, relativizers, and complementizers, which all share the property o f
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being directly linked to the unfolding o f the speech event itself. The third component is the 

expressive component, which involves “the resources a language has for expressing personal 

attitudes to what is being talked about, to the text itself, and to others in the speech 

situation.” Expressive words and phrases show cohesion, attitudes towards propositions that 

cohere, and evaluations o f propositions that cohere, and also include honorifics and markers 

o f turn taking. The process of grammaticalization, which is unidirectional, moves from less 

to more personal in each component, and takes the propositional level o f language as the 

starting point. Grammaticalized words either move from being propositional to textual (and 

then perhaps are grammaticalized again so that they are expressive) or move directly from 

the propositional level to the expressive level o f language (Traugott 1982, 1989). In 

Traugott’s system, while words in all functional-semantic levels can have pragmatic 

functionality, metalinguistic words tend to be words that have undergone 

grammaticalization. Additionally, Dancygier (1992) suggests differentiating between 

metatextual and metalinguistic words, where metatextual words comment on the 

interpretation o f the text and metalinguistic words comment on the form o f the text. 

However, the words that I am categorizing as discourse-pragmatic and metalinguistic terms 

come from all three functional-semantic levels o f Traugott’s model, and the data do not 

indicate a necessary separation into metatextual and metalinguistic. In conclusion, the 

Russian non-content words code-mixed into Tatar are metalinguistic but include words that 

are not procedural in function; they can be propositional, procedural, or both; they include 

metatextual words; and while they all have discourse-pragmatic functionality, they are not 

limited to prototypical discourse markers.
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3.2. Varieties o f Tatar performance

Integral to understanding the phenomenon o f unconscious code-mixing o f dominant- 

language words is an understanding o f the linguistic performance and style shifting o f young 

Tatar-Russian bilinguals.8 Although as language investigator my presence would trigger 

exceptionally high levels of language awareness and verbal hygiene, thus limiting my access 

to the style shifting o f club members, after months o f observation I discovered that urban 

bilingual Tatars had a continuum of linguistic performance that was related to language 

mixing, with pure Russian on one end and pure Tatar on the other (this was briefly described 

in Chapter One, section 1.3.1). Figure 13 is a graphical representation o f these styles.

Figure 13. Cline of language mixing and performance stylesfor urban Tatar bilinguals

Tatar on-stage Tatar-preferred code-switching 
style style majority Tatar

(no Russian) (unconscious
in*  of

discourse-

Russian with 
Tatar co d e

mixing

R u s s i a n  
(no Tata i

For the sake o f clarity, these styles are arranged according to a single stylistic variable, the 

level o f Russification at the lexical level. I should note that this representation is overly 

simplistic in two ways. The first is that there are other markers that can differentiate one 

style from another, although word choice is the most salient and also most relevant for the 

findings described in this chapter. The second is that each style, represented here as a shaded
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box, is not a monolithic entity, but rather a collection o f heterogeneous types o f linguistic 

performance. For example, Tatar on-stage style can be in a variety o f registers: formal and 

informal, to name just two. Additionally, there are nuances that differentiate different kinds 

o f performance within these registers, even when they are in the same channel or setting; for 

example, the speech of a master o f ceremonies at a Tatar concert will be different from the 

speech o f a master o f ceremonies at a literary tribute evening, although both will be in Tatar 

on-stage style, with the very highest level o f verbal hygiene, and without any Russian words 

that are not conventional borrowings. ‘Style’ and ‘register’ are both slippery terms and used 

variously by linguists, although ‘style’ is most often used to describe level o f formality or 

placement on a cline o f status vs. solidarity, while register is usually related to the type of 

language used in a particular context. Romaine (1994: 20-21) gives fairly representative 

definitions, and characterizes register as involving “consideration o f the situation or context 

o f use, the purpose, subject matter, and content o f the message, and the relationship 

between participants,” while style is related to register and is dependent on the social 

context, the physical environment, the topic, the relationship o f the participants, and 

personal characteristics such as their social class and age. If  one follows these definitions as 

guidelines, one main way to distinguish among registers, also referred to as ‘genres’, is 

through vocabulary differences; examples o f registers include literary language, political 

language, medical language, and legalese (Verschueren 1999: 118). However, I am following 

Tannen (1984) in giving ‘style’ a more broadly inclusive definition: style is “the mix

8 1 have observed this style shifting in both urban and rural Tatars up to the age o f about 50. It seems 
highly likely that the linguistic performance and style shifting o f elderly rural Tatars is different from 
what is described here; however, their linguistic performance is outside the scope o f this dissertation.
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o f devices speakers use in different contexts” and refers “to no more nor less than a way of 

doing something.” When describing the speech o f young Tatar bilinguals, I am using the 

term ‘style’ to represent a set o f clearly related types o f linguistic performance — a set of 

performance types that is in opposition to other sets o f performance types, although it is 

possible to have overlap at the boundaries o f these sets. Therefore, although the term ‘style 

shifting’ has been used elsewhere to describe what I am referring to here as ‘code-switching,’ 

which is to say, switching between two languages (or in some cases, between two dialects), I 

differentiate between style shifting and code-switching; in my proposed continuum o f Tatar 

linguistic performance, code-switching is a style in and o f itself.9,10 In differentiating between 

code-switching where the majority o f discourse is in Russian and code-switching where the 

majority o f discourse is in Tatar, I am following Myers-Scotton’s conception o f code

switching (Myers-Scotton 1993, 1998), where what is central is which language is being used 

as the matrix language and which language is being used as the embedding language. This 

distinction is more relevant for this performance continuum than the metaphorical vs. 

situational code-switching distinction devised by Blom and Gumperz (1972). However, I am 

leery o f the decision-making process involved in discerning which language in a stretch of 

discourse is the matrix language and which is the embedding language — this is difficult in all 

code-switching situations, and Tatar-Russian contact is no exception, particularly given the 

sometimes playful adaptation o f Russian words to Tatar phonotactics that periodically 

appears in speech and writing, e.g., maladis for Russian molodiets ‘well done’. Moreover, the 

matrix language does not need to be consistent for an entire stretch o f discourse, and can

9 Actually, code-switching is two styles, depending upon which language is the majority language.
10 As used here, a code is “any distinguishable variant o f  a language, involving systematic sets o f 
choices, whether linked to a specific geographical area, a social class, an assignment o f functions, or a 
specific context o f use” (Verschueren 1999: 118).
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switch from sentence to sentence. Therefore, I will use the more general term ‘majority 

language’ rather than ‘matrix language’ as it makes no claims as to the morphosyntactic 

structure o f the code-mixed discourse, but highlights the most salient aspect o f that 

discourse — that it is either predominantly Tatar or predominantly Russian.

3.2.1 “Tatar on-stage” style

“Tatar on-stage” style is the style with the very highest level o f verbal hygiene (Cameron 

1995) and self-consciousness, used most prominently in the construction o f a cultural and 

ethnic Tatar identity. This identity construction can be found in performance for a variety of 

audiences: outsiders who are non-Tatars; people who are simultaneously in-group and out

group, which is to say ethnically Tatar but personally not known to the speaker; and insiders, 

members o f a local and “dense” social network (Milroy 1987). In other words, when 

performing in this style -  and it is very much a “performed” style -  Tatars are performing 

both for others and for themselves.

Tatar on-stage style is the realization o f speakers’ attempts to produce “pure” and /o r 

“literary” Tatar (known locally as saf tatar tele and addbi tatar tele respectively), and is most 

noticeably characterized by the absence o f Russian words. This de-Russification o f speech 

can be interpreted as symbolic o f the de-Russification o f both Tatar culture and Tatar ethnic 

identity, which in post-Soviet Tatarstan are defined in opposition to Russian. This 

indexicality, where language, culture, and religion are inter-related to the point where 

invoking one o f these aspects o f Tatar identity automatically references the other two, was 

examined more fully in Chapter Two.
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Tatar on-stage style is often found in the public sphere in formal registers when the 

setting, often literally on-stage, requires both a high literary standard and a presentation of 

Tatamess. This style is found most commonly in performances (in the m ost standard sense 

o f the word) at Tatar cultural events such as lectures, tribute evenings, and concerts -  the 

speech o f both the master o f ceremonies and the musicians will be in Tatar on-stage style, 

with the musicians usually speaking less formally. Tatar on-stage style can also be found on 

radio and television: in the speech o f DJs; in speech by both parties in an interview; in all 

speech produced by newscasters, be it scripted or off-the-cuff; and by radio listeners who 

call in to make requests or comments. The end result is that there is no Russian to be heard 

in present-day Tatar media, with the exception o f conventional borrowings. Political 

speeches, particularly those speeches televised from the floor o f the republic’s parliament, 

are also in Tatar on-stage style. Off-stage, Tatar on-stage style can be found in 

announcements, statements, and comments addressed to the general crowd at meetings of 

the Tatar Social Club, or at other similar cultural events. Finally, conversations with or for 

investigators o f Tatar language and culture will be performed in Tatar on-stage style.11 (The 

effect o f the fieldworker on linguistic performance was discussed more fully in Chapter 

One.)

Even Russian-dominant speakers, who are not fully competent in Tatar, will attempt 

to completely de-Russify their speech when it is called for by either setting or audience, 

which can lead to ungrammatical, and sometimes incoherent, speech. However, the

11 An anecdotal example: during the intermission o f a concert by my favorite Tatar singer, a friend 
took me backstage to meet him. He had been bantering with the audience in Tatar only, and when 
conversing with me (self-identified as an American and Tatar language learner) did the same: 
however, he would periodically turn his head and converse with his band members in code-switched 
Tatar and Russian. Turning back to me would mark his return to Tatar on-stage style (or here, Tatar 
back-stage style).
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requirements o f culturally appropriate linguistic performance supersede those o f fluid and 

articulate communication. This performance pressure can prove to be overwhelming for 

some speakers who are closer to the less-competent end of the cline: they may precede any 

statements with profuse apologies for their lack o f Tatar competence, burst into tears, or flee 

rather than say anything at all.

3.2.2 “Tatar-preferred” style

By contrast, Tatar-preferred style is found mostly in private conversations where it has been 

established that Tatar is the preferred language o f communication, usually due to audience 

and setting. This style is found mosdy in informal register, and is more “unguarded”: the 

level o f language awareness and verbal hygiene is lower than in Tatar on-stage style. Typical 

situations where Tatar-preferred style can be found include private conversations at the 

Tatar Social Club; a visit to the home o f a peer whose parents are Tatar teachers (and 

present); and intergenerational family communication, particularly in the home setting.

The code-mixing o f Russian discourse-pragmatic words is found for the most part in 

Tatar-preferred style, but can also be found in Tatar on-stage style (which is the style o f the 

majority o f the conversational recordings in my Tatar corpus). However, in Tatar on-stage 

style tokens are few and far between: when the filtering goes on for real, this code-mixing 

disappears.
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3.2.3 Other Tatar styles

The remaining styles o f Tatar performance are pure Russian with no Tatar lexical items, 

Russian with Tatar code-mixing, and the two code-switching styles (one where the majority 

o f the discourse is in Tatar and the other where the majority of the discourse is in Russian). 

As described in Chapter One, pure Russian will be used with monolingual Russian speakers 

and for public transactions where sociolinguistic conventions require that Russian be the 

language o f conversation. The role o f audience design in the specification o f language is 

quite clear: speakers would often maintain a side conversation with me in Tatar while they 

were conducting their business in Russian; transacting business in Russian did not dictate a 

switch in the style o f the private conversation.

Although in Figure 13 the style o f Russian with Tatar code-mixing can be interpreted 

as the mirror image o f Tatar-preferred style, it is actually quite different in both linguistic 

structure and language awareness. Tatar speakers appear to be unaware o f the code-mixing 

o f Russian words in Tatar-preferred style, and the code-mixed words are not content words 

but rather discourse-pragmatic words. By contrast, code-mixing o f Tatar words into 

otherwise Russian discourse is quite deliberate and involves only content words or vocatives. 

Its purpose is as a marker o f Tatar ethnic identity, and its goal is either a shift to one o f the 

styles located on the more Tatar end o f the cline, or an expression o f solidarity because that 

solidarity is thought to be useful. Several young Tatars mentioned this Tatar code-mixing as 

a response to the interview question: “You speak Tatar with your friends and acquaintances. 

When you were becoming acquainted, how did you know that you could speak Tatar with
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them? Could you talk about this ptocess?”12 I was able to observe this deliberate code

mixing firsthand when I injured my leg on a trip organized by the Tatar Social Club and was 

accompanied to a Kazan emergency room by several club members who had been on the 

trip. They seemed to feel that the service I was receiving in the X-ray department was 

substandard, and played the Tatar solidarity card by code-mixing Tatar into their otherwise 

Russian speech with the nurse in charge, calling her A pa  ‘Aunty’, a respectful term of 

address, and using Tatar nouns for various objects in the scene. Unfortunately, this did not 

result in any sort o f improvement in service, but they had clearly made an effort on my 

behalf, and when questioned later, admitted that the code-mixing had indeed been 

consciously done. I was also informed that this style was reputed to be useful if  stopped by a 

police officer on traffic duty who had a Tatar appearance, and that clever use o f Tatar could 

allow one to avoid a ticket -  however, as none o f my informants claimed first-hand 

knowledge in this matter, it is difficult to determine if this is fact or merely wishful thinking.

Unfortunately, I am unable at this time to give a detailed and precise description of 

the two Tatar-Russian code-switched styles. As mentioned in both Chapter One and earlier 

in this section, the language ideologies and linguistic construction o f identity o f the young 

Tatars with whom I worked did not allow them to code-switch in my presence — the 

requirement to speak “good” Tatar in front o f a language investigator meant that for the first 

six months or so o f my fieldwork I was presented only with Tatar on-stage style, and only 

later in my fieldwork did some speakers relax their verbal hygiene sufficiently to use Tatar- 

preferred style with or near me (other speakers never used anything but Tatar on-stage style 

in my presence for the duration o f my fieldwork). I was only able to periodically overhear

12 In Tatar, Sin kha^er dustaring belanyaki tanishtaring belan tatarcha sdyldshasang. A lar beldn tanishkanda, sin 
alarming tatarcha beliileren nichek beldeng? Shutprotsess turinda soylachi.
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code-switching, most often by Tatars who were not members o f the Tatar Social Club or 

simply not known to me, and was able to record general impressions o f the lexical items and 

grammatical structure involved after the fact: none o f the recordings o f Tatar Social Club 

members, even those recorded with “home-recording kits” in my absence, produced any 

examples o f code-switching. This reluctance to code-switch may not be entirely dependent 

on the presence o f the language investigator: while some young Tatars will code-switch in 

their postings on internet bulletin boards, the subset o f Tatar Social Club members whose 

spoken and written data are presented in section 3.4 will not code-switch in their written 

discourse on the internet, and will write in the equivalents o f Tatar on-stage style and Tatar- 

preferred style.

The code-switching constraints, triggers, and boundaries for the Tatar speakers 

whose discourse is presented here can therefore only be analyzed at a later date, after this 

style-shifting obstacle has been surmounted. I can, however, offer one example of 

metacommentary on code-switching that gives some insight into both the triggers for 

switching and the attitudes o f some young Tatars towards code-switching styles. One 

evening, at around 3 am, I was sitting around a campfire with approximately six members of 

the Tatar Social Club and about five more o f their friends (this was the same trip mentioned 

above, and fatigue induced by this campfire conversation can perhaps be blamed for the leg 

injury that occurred just a few hours later). All o f the Tatar Social Club members in the 

conversation were students in the same department, and training to be philologists, and they 

asked me a series o f questions in quick succession about the structure o f English. I laughed 

and said the following:
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[3.1]
Yarar, min khazar lektsiia chita-iu
Ok, I now lecture read-PRES.lps
‘Ok, now I’m giving you a lecture.’13

One o f the young women laughed in response and said something along the lines o f “Now 

you’re talking like one o f us!” The word lektsiia ‘lecture’ is a conventional borrowing from 

Russian that requires the verb ‘to read’ in both Russian and Tatar {chitaf in Russian, uteirga in 

Tatar); its Russian provenance appears to have triggered my shift into Russian, such that I 

ended the sentence verb-finally, as one would in Tatar, but with an appropriately conjugated 

Russian verb. (Note that this sentence produced entirely in Russian could end verb-finally, 

but with the effect o f emphasizing the verb.) The young woman’s response suggests that 

conventional Russian borrowings act as triggers for code-switching into Russian, and her 

positive assessment o f my code-switching, that it made me more like “one o f us,” implies 

both that young Tatars code-switch and that this code-switching is viewed positively and as a 

marker o f youth speech.

3.2.4 Methods o f data collection

The style-shifting and linguistic performance o f the Tatars among whom I was a participant 

observer were direcdy affected by my presence or by the presence o f my recording 

equipment, both o f which often triggered such a high level o f verbal hygiene and self- 

conscious performance that unconscious code-mixing did not take place. In order to obtain

13 Transliteration conventions for Tatar and Russian can be found in Appendix A. The conventions 
for data presentation are as follows: Tatar is in plain text; while inserted Russian words are in 
boldface both in the data and in the translation. For the purposes of clarity, standard Russian 
borrowings are presented as Tatar. Subordinate clauses and periphrastic verbal constructions are 
periodically underlined for the sake of clarity, in order to show their syntactic relatedness.
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the widest range o f data and examples o f code-mixed Russian words, I used four methods of 

data collection: recordings o f conversations; fieldnotes; e-mail; and an internet bulletin 

board. Recordings were made in three ways: in my apartment while I was in another room; 

in my apartment while I was present; and using “home recording kits” that I sent home with 

various speakers (each kit included a tape recorder, two blank tapes, instructions, and letters 

o f permission). Due to the requirements o f the University o f California, Berkeley’s 

Committee for the Protection o f Human Subjects, both oral and written permission were 

received before beginning a recording. This level o f attention to the recording process, in 

addition to the other “unnatural” factors o f audience design inherent in the recording o f a 

private speech event, meant that almost all o f the recorded conversations were in Tatar on

stage style rather than any o f the other styles one might expect to find in a “casual” 

interaction among peers. Even so, instances o f code-mixed Russian words do appear in 

these recorded conversations.

Tokens are more frequent in data that I recorded in my fieldnotes, and in e-mails and 

internet bulletin board postings written by club members. Data that come from fieldnotes 

were written down in situations where I was either a conversation participant or a ratified 

auditor: sometimes these notes consist o f only the word in question with commentary on 

how often it was used in the conversation, while at other times I was able to jot down the 

entire sentence in question. All o f the conversations where code-mixing was noted and 

recorded in fieldnotes were in Tatar on-stage style and Tatar-preferred style, most often the 

latter.

Finally, we have the two written channels, both o f which are informal and electronic, 

and appear to loosely correspond with Tatar-preferred style as spoken. The first is e-mail
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that was sent to me by club members. All o f this e-mail was necessarily written in one of 

Kazan’s few internet salons, where computer time is purchased by the hour, and one hour 

costs approximately 30 rubles (about $1 in the years 2000 and 2001). This sum represents a 

significant percentage o f the salary o f many young Tatars, particularly those who are students 

and receive a monthly stipend of approximately $7 per month, a stipend that is meant to 

cover all living expenses in Kazan. (Even teachers and journalists earn only about $50 a 

month.) Based on this fact, along with observation o f young Tatars in internet salons, I 

believe that these e-mails are not written slowly, composed in advance, or edited for content. 

Time is o f the essence, and they are dashed off and sent immediately after they are written. 

The same is true o f postings on the bulletin board o f a Tatar youth “get acquainted” website. 

The website itself is international in scope and refers to itself as “Tatarlar ochen berenche 

tanishular sayti” ‘the first site for introducing Tatars.’ The site contains various pages: personal 

ads of both a friendly and romantic nature, a guest book, a “brief course in the Tatar 

language,” virtual postcards with headings in Tatar, and a “forum,” which is the bulletin 

board in question. While the rest o f the site is trilingual in Russian, Tatar, and English, with 

Russian dominating, the bulletin board has been established as a place where Tatar is the 

preferred medium of communication. Posters who write in Russian will often preface their 

posting with an apology for their lack o f Tatar knowledge, and other posters will sometimes 

reprimand people for writing in Russian, further establishing Tatar as the standard that they 

are attempting to maintain. Although personal ads and guest book entries are written by 

Tatars in a variety o f locations (including America, Japan, Turkey, and Finland), the majority 

o f bulletin board posters for this website are located in Kazan, and are in fact members of 

the Tatar Social Club. Most o f them post pseudonymously, but their pseudonyms are known
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to me (and were usually checked in the m ost direct o f ways -  I simply asked them). O f the 

bulletin board postings written in Tatar, the vast majority are code-switched or have code

mixing o f Russian discourse-pragmatic words. However, for the purposes o f this 

dissertation, I used only material that was written by club members personally known to me, 

who met all the criteria listed in section 3.1 above, and for whom spoken data had already 

been collected.

3.2.5 Final thoughts on “purity”

Style shifting is set within the backdrop o f a ubiquitous “discourse o f purity” (cf. Hill 1998, 

Kroskrity 1998) that is found not only among these young Tatarphones, but is presented in 

newspapers and magazines, on television and the radio, and in private conversations. “Pure” 

Tatar (saf tatar tele) and literary Tatar (adabi tatar tele) are explicit standards, and were examined 

in detail in Chapter Two. “Pure” Tatar, according to the various definitions given by Tatars, 

appears to be perceived as the following: Tatar, spoken in any domain and in any register, 

without any salient Russian interference. This pure Tatar is contrasted with “impure” Tatar, 

described variously as Russian phonetic interference, spelling mistakes, mistranslations, 

caiques, and code-switching with Russian. Verbal hygiene can then be interpreted as, to a 

great extent, the de-Russification o f Tatar. When the level of verbal hygiene is relaxed, as in 

Tatar-preferred mode, code-mixed discourse-pragmatic words (as if they are somehow 

“flying under the radar” o f verbal hygiene) slip through, and Tatar speakers appear to be
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unaware o f them. In example [3.2] below, we see the response o f E .14 when asked the 

question, “W hat do you think speaking “pure” Tatar (saf tatarcha) means?”

[3.2] W hat is “pure” Tatar?

Saf tatarcha — ul rus siiz-lar-e-n kistlr-miycha
pure Tatar -  it Russian word-PL-POSS-ACC insert- NEG.PRES.GER

soylashii, tinglau-chi-lar-ga priyatno bul-irga tiesh tingla-rga.
conversation listening-AGT-PL-DAT pleasant be-INF should listen-INF.

‘Pure Tatar -  it is conversation without inserting Russian words, it should be pleasant for 
listeners to hear.’

This code-mixing o f the evaluative Russian adverb priyatno speaks for itself.

3.3. Past function-word borrowing in Tatar

Tatar borrowing o f non-content words, in particular function words, is not limited to the 

20th and 21st centuries, with their increase in intensity o f Russian contact and language shift. 

In fact, it has been claimed that “ [t]he syntactic structure of Turkic has proved relatively 

open to foreign influence” and that m ost Turkic languages “have copied foreign relators, 

e.g., conjunctions, and sometimes also clause types typical o f such elements” (Johanson 

1998: 118). Like many Turkic languages, Tatar has historic superstates o f Persian and 

Arabic, which date from the 10th century Bolgar conversion to Islam. As superstates,

14 Because some o f this data comes from public domain material on a website, I am using initials to 
refer to the Tatar speakers quoted here, although all o f them have pseudonyms that they chose 
themselves that are used in my other work. This is because some o f these speakers do not post 
pseudonymously, or their screen names are known to others, and I want to ensure that there is no 
link possible between the identities given in this dissertation and real-world identities.
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Persian and Arabic had a significant influence on literary written Tatar, with less o f an 

influence on the vernacular.

The vast majority o f the non-content words borrowed from Persian and Arabic, like 

their present-day Russian code-mixed counterparts, were metalinguistic discourse-pragmatic 

words used to structure and comment upon discourse. These words will be examined in 

depth in Chapter Four. Several o f the borrowed Arabic and Persian discourse-pragmatic 

words were syntax-altering, resulting in changed word order, and in some cases, in changed 

clausal structure — changes that have perhaps made present-day Tatar more receptive to 

those Russian conjunctions that are associated with a similar syntax.

The two early grammatical borrowings from Russian are also discourse-pragmatic words:

•  a ‘and /bu t’
•  bit discourse particle meaning ‘is it not?’, also emphatic particle

The conjunction a ‘and/but’ comes from Russian a ‘and/but’, while the emphatic particle bit 

is Russian ved\ which is both a discourse particle and an emphatic particle. The phonetic 

nativization shows that these are early borrowings, as later borrowings remain true to 

Russian phonotactics. Russian a is a contrastive conjunction used to create discourse 

structure by opening a new topical unit — it “encodes a switch in the thematic dimension” 

(Grenoble 1998: 180). The particle ved’ in Russian “references background knowledge which 

the speaker assumes that the interlocutor shares. Use o f this particle not only activates this 

knowledge in the discourse, but implies its indisputability” (ibid. 24).

Tatar is not the only Turkic language to have borrowed Russian a: in [3.3] below, we 

see an example o f Tuvan borrowing o f a (Tuvan is a Siberian Turkic language o f the Sayan
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branch, spoken in regions o f Russia not physically adjacent to those where Siberian Tatars 

can be found).

[3.3] Tuvan use o f Russian a

oon chogum ad -I sendi, a shola-zi odaar
he-GEN real name-POSS Sendi, and/but nickname-POSS Odaar.
‘His real name is Sendi, and his nickname Odaar’
(Mongus and Sat 1969: 200, cited in Comrie 1981:35)

In example [3.4], written by a 21-year old journalist who was bom  and raised in Kazan, we 

can see that Tatar use o f a is parallel — here it is used to begin what is punctuated as a new 

sentence but could also be interpreted as a subordinate clause. The example also includes a 

bonus use o f bit.

[3.4] Tatar use o f a and bit

Bu iiz-ebez-neng tarikhi chiganak-lar-nl barla-u, boring)
this self-lPP-GEN historical source-PL-ACC verify-V.NOUN ancient

baba-lar-Ibi'z jir-en-a sajda kil-ii, alar-ning
grandfather-PL-lPP earth-POSS-DAT bow do-V.NOUN they-GEN

rukh-'in-a bag)shla-p doga uk-u da bit.
soul-POSS-DAT devote-2nd GER prayer read-V.NOUN also EMPH.PART

A shushi niyat-lar kem-ga-der osha-miy,
And/but such goal-PL who-DAT-INDEF.PART please-NEG.PRES.3PS

orket-a bugay.
surprise-PRES.3PS it seems.

‘This is the verification our own historical origins, a journey made in order to bow down [in 
respect] to the land o f our ancient grandfathers, and also the reading o f a prayer devoted to 
their souls, is it not? And (/but) such goals displease someone, surprise them, it seems.’ 
(Khayrullina 2001)
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Tatar has a long history o f borrowing discourse-pragmatic function words; m ost o f these 

discourse-pragmatic borrowings will be presented and analyzed in section 4.3 o f Chapter 

Four. Additionally, the altered syntax that comes with the borrowing o f some o f these 

function words (e.g., a change from only embedded subordinate clauses to the use of 

subordinate conjunctions and clauses that follow the main clause) may in some way aid the 

present-day receptiveness to Russian discourse-pragmatic words that fill the same syntactic 

slots.

3.4. Present-day code-mixing o f Russian words

When speaking in Tatar-preferred style and unconsciously code-mixing, young Tatars will 

code-mix very few verbs and nouns — those verbs and nouns that are inserted are usually 

culture-specific or fill a lexical gap. Once we remove verbs and nouns from consideration, 

the remaining code-mixed Russian words are seen to be metalinguistic words -  they are all 

words with discourse-pragmatic function. Many o f the code-mixed words are Russian 

discourse deictics, which fall into two general functional categories: (1) marking topical 

boundaries in text content, specifically the opening and closing o f topics; and (2) linking 

elements o f the text to the textual setting, including speakers’ background and inferential 

knowledge (Grenoble 1998: 26). Other Russian discourse-pragmatic words are used for 

narrative structure, to express speaker evaluation and stance, and as interactional 

performatives that are themselves social gestures. If  we use discourse-pragmatic functionality 

as the organizing principle for these code-mixed words, two predictions follow: (1) 

polysemous Russian words will be used only in their evaluative or grammaticalized 

meanings, that is, in those meanings that have discursive or pragmatic force, and (2) non-
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content words and morphemes that do not have discourse-pragmatic function will not be 

code-mixed. These predictions in fact are seen to be true, and supporting evidence for this 

claim will be presented throughout this section as well as in section 3.5 below.

The code-mixed Russian discourse-pragmatic words presented below are organized 

into three main pragmatic groups: (1) Markers o f discourse structure and force, (2) 

Interactional performatives, and (3) Evaluatives. The relationship between these groups and 

pragmatic and discourse typologies found elsewhere was discussed in section 3.1.2.

3.4.1 Markers o f discourse structure and force

3.4.1a Discourse structure marking — subordinative

The first three code-mixed Russian words in this category are discourse-structuring 

subordinating conjunctions:

[3.5]
•  chto ‘that’
•  chtob(y) ‘in order to, that’
•  potomu chto ‘because’

In [3.6] below, we see an example o f an utterance with a code-mixed chto used as the 

subordinator -  the subordinate clause is underlined.

[3.6] Code-mixed chto

Min shat singa, chto sin taza-sau ham kor______ kungel-le.
I  happy you.DAT t h a t  you healthy and cheerful m ood-with.
‘I’m happy for you that you’re healthy and in a cheerful mood.’ —A.

The Russian equivalent is given in example [3.7], with the subordinate clause also underlined.
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[3.7] Russian equivalent

la rad dlia tebia, chto tv_____ zdorova_____ i______ schastliva.
I happy for you-GEN, that you healthy and happy.
‘I’m happy for you that you’re healthy and cheerful/happy.’

A comparison o f the glosses in [3.6] and [3.7] reveals that the Tatar utterance using a code

mixed chto ‘that’ is almost identical syntactically to Russian. The only difference is in the 

expression o f ‘for you’ -  in Tatar a pronoun in the dative case, and in Russian a pronoun in 

the genitive, as required by the preposition dlia ‘for’. Note that morphologically, the Russian 

adjectives all express gender (masculine for rad ‘happy’, and feminine for ydorova ‘healthy’ and 

schastliva ‘happy’) while Tatar has no grammatical gender.

In examples [3.8] and [3.9] below, I give two examples o f fully Tatar equivalents. 

These utterances were both produced by the speaker in example [3.6] who originally used 

the code-mixed chto ‘that’. They were produced by him months after [3.6], when I asked for 

translation help, claiming that I did not know how say sentence [3.7] in Tatar. The sentences 

shown in [3.8] and [3.9] were the first two offered by A., who upon a few mom ent’s 

reflection then offered several more. In fact, all o f the speakers cited here who produced 

code-mixed Russian discourse-pragmatic words proved themselves to be capable of 

producing a fully Tatar equivalent -  if I did not hear them produce the Tatar equivalent 

either in person or in a recording, I would test them under the guise o f requiring translation 

help. Elicitation by translation often produces calqued constructions, and is advised against 

by many fieldworkers (e.g., Gil 2001), but in this case, this underhanded sort o f elicitation 

did not produce caiques, while in fact many o f the original code-mixed utterances were 

caiques from Russian. In other words, I did not uncover any competence gaps: speakers who
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produced a code-mixed form were also able to produce the standard, textbook Tatar 

equivalent, or even several equivalent versions.

[3.8] Fully Tatar equivalent o f a code-mixed chto produced by A.

Sin taza-sau ham kor______ kiingel-le bul-gan-ga min (bik) shat.
you healthy and cheerful mood-with be-PAST.PART-DAT I (very) glad
‘I’m  happy for you that you’re healthy and in a cheerful mood.’

[3.9] Second fully Tatar equivalent o f a code-mixed chto produced by A.

Sin taza-sau ham kor kiingel-le bulgan_________ ochen min(bik) shat.
you healthy and cheerful mood-with be-PAST.PART for I (very) glad
‘I’m happy for you that you’re healthy and in a cheerful mood.’

In both examples [3.8] and [3.9], the (underlined) subordinate clause is an embedded pre

head clause, as opposed to the Russian-style subordinate clause, which comes after the main 

clause, found in [3.6]. In example [3.8], subordination is realized through a combination of 

the past participle o f the verb bularga ‘to be’ and the dative case. This is a similar use o f the 

dative case as seen in [3.6] in the word singa, literally ‘to you,’ but meaning something like ‘for 

you.’ A more faithful, although not particularly English, translation o f the sentence found in

[3.8] would be ‘I am glad for your being healthy and cheerful.’ In example [3.9], the 

postposition ochen ‘for’ is used in lieu o f the dative suffix, with identical semantics. These two 

means o f subordination are more commonly cited as expressing causality and as appropriate 

translations for Russian potomu chto ‘because.’ And in this context, the semantics o f “I’m glad 

because you’re happy and cheerful,” and “I’m glad that you’re happy and cheerful” do not 

seem very far removed. In addition to the two constructions given above, there are eleven 

other constructions that can be found, either in speech or grammars (Zakiev 1995, 1997;
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Kefeli 1999), to express subordination equivalent to Russian chto. These eleven methods o f 

subordination are listed in Appendix B in the entry for chto.

Utterances using a code-mixed chtoby ‘in order to, that’ are also realized with a 

different clausal structure than if produced in Tatar only. As with chto, a Tatar sentence using 

the word chtoby as a subordinating conjunction will have a subordinate clause that follows the 

main clause, Russian-style. Additionally, when chtoby is used, the verb o f the subordinate 

clause is finite. The Tatar equivalents all involve embedded pre-head subordinate clauses, 

with four different means o f subordination, three o f which use non-finite verb forms: (1) a 

verbal noun in -u followed by the postposition ochen ‘for’; (2) a verb in the -rga infinitive 

followed by the gerund dip, literally ‘saying’; (3) a verbal noun in -u, possessed and in the 

dative (so -ui'nd), and (4) a verb in the 3rd person singular imperative form, -sin.K

Subordinate clauses using Russian potomu chto ‘because’ to express causality are 

syntactically identical to those using the subordinating conjunction chonki ‘because.’ While 

constructions using chonki are considered to be “pure” Tatar, chonki itself is an earlier 

function-word borrowing from Persian, a word whose borrowing altered the syntactic 

realization in utterances where it was used to introduce a subordinate clause. In addition to 

the construction using chonki, there are 18 analytic constructions in Tatar available for 

expressing causality, and 10 synthetic constructions. These 28 constructions are also briefly 

described in Appendix B in the entry for potomu chto.

15 All of the suffixes and enclitics described in this chapter have underspecified vowels that are 
subject to vowel harmony. The 3rd person imperative suffix —sin would therefore be more accurately 
represented as —sin. However, vowel harmony and consonant assimilation are not pertinent to the 
argument of this chapter, so to minimize distraction I  am citing suffixes and enclitics in their 
“unmarked” citation form, with the backed variant of a harmonizing vowel, and without nasal 
assimilation or devoicing, if applicable.
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3.4.1b Discourse structure marking -  coordinative

Young Tatar speakers insert the following discourse coordinators when speaking in Tatar- 

preferred style:

[3.10]
•  tak chto ‘so’ (coordinating conjunction)
•  i ‘and’ (coordinating conjunction)
•  tô he ‘as well’ (particle)

All three o f these coordinators are used as markers o f narrative structure, and coordinate 

“idea units” (Schiffrin 1987) rather than acting as logical operators coordinating items in a 

list. And, the English discourse marker equivalent o f Russian i, “coordinates idea units and 

.. .continues a speaker’s action” (ibid. 125), which is just how Russian i is used when code

mixed in Tatar. Utterances with tak chto ‘so’ and i ‘and’ are syntactically identical to 

utterances with their Tatar counterparts, shunga kiira and ham, respectively. Note, however, 

that ham, like chonki discussed above, is an earlier borrowing from Persian; therefore a more 

Indo-European syntax was already in place. In [3.11] below, we see an example o f tô he ‘as 

well’ produced in Tatar-preferred style.

[3.11] Code-mixed to%he

R.-ni da chakir klub-ka. Anga tozhe her ki'z tab-ar-s'ing.
R-ACC also invite-IMP club-DAT him-DAT also a girl find-AOR-2PS 
‘Invite R. as well to the club. You will find a girl for him as well.’ —A.

This utterance is particularly interesting because the speaker has produced the Tatar enclitic 

da in the first sentence to say “also,” but in the second sentence has produced to%he to 

express the same meaning. In this example, da and tô he are used identically in the
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constructions. However, in other constructions, while tô he would be used only one time to

coordinate two nouns or propositions, da will come after both o f the nouns or verb phrases

being conjoined. This use o f da can be seen in example [3.21] in section 3.4.1d below.

3.4.1c Discourse structure marking -  contrastive

The four contrastive discourse markers code-mixed into Tatar are:

[3.12]
•  Hi ‘or’ (contrastive conjunction)
•  no ‘but, however’ (contrastive conjunction)
•  a to ‘else’ (contrastive conjunction)
•  %ato ‘but on the other hand’ (contrastive conjunction)

The contrastive conjunction Hi ‘or’ is the syntactic equivalent o f the earlier Persian 

borrowings j a  andyaki (both meaning ‘or’); the contrastive conjunction no ‘but, however’ is 

the syntactic equivalent o f the earlier Arabic borrowings lakin, amma, balki ‘but, however’. 

Like the English discourse marker but, the functional units being linked by these four 

Russian discourse markers have a “contrastive relationship in either their ideational or 

interactional content” (Schiffrin 1987: 153). Hi ‘or’, like the coordinative conjunction i ‘and,’ 

is also used to coordinate functional units and not merely individual items — like its English 

equivalent or, it is used as an option marker in discourse (ibid. 177). This can be seen in 

example [3.13].

[3.13] Code-mixed Hi

Sin Dulkm-ga shaltirat-ip kara ale. Ili Kazan-da ul tagin
You Dulkin-DAT call-2ndGER. see PART. Or Kazan-LOC he again

kaychan bulachag-i-n belep kara.
when be-FUT.DEF-POSS-ACC know-2ndGER. see-IMP.

‘Try and call Dulkin [Radio]. Or try to learn when he will be in Kazan again.’ -B.
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Example [3.14] shows a pragmatically typical use o f no ‘but, however,’ highlighting the 

negation o f a proposition that might otherwise be expected.

[3.14] Code-mixed no

Bu atna-da iizeshchen-nar konsert-i, no min jMa-miy-m.
This week-LOC amateur-PL concert-POSS but I sing-NEG.PRES-lPS.

Kstati anda gel bu sayt-ni -  Y.-ni -  reklamal-iy-lar.
By the way there always this site-ACC — Y.-ACC -  advertise-PRES-3PP

‘This week there is an amateur concert, but I am not singing. By the way, they are always 
advertising this site, Y., there.’ —D.

If this utterance had been produced in Tatar only, with lakin ‘but’ in lieu o f no ‘but,’ and sii% 

ungajinda ‘by the way’ in lieu o f kstati ‘by the way,’ the syntactic realization would have been 

identical. Although kstati ‘by the way,’ a discourse organizer used for metacommentary on 

text, is not relevant to the discussion here, I have kept it in the example to demonstrate just 

how frequent the production o f these code-mixed words can be. While in recorded speech 

produced in Tatar on-stage style, code-mixed Russian words are infrequent, in speech that 

was merely observed rather than recorded, or in electronic text, like that seen in example

[3.14], they can be quite frequent. In an utterance or paragraph o f three sentences produced 

in Tatar-preferred style, it can be possible to find a code-mixed word in each sentence.
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3.4.Id Metacommentary and deixis

A variety o f Russian words are code-mixed to produce metacommentary on text, some of 

which is deictic reference to preceding or upcoming information. They are as follows:

[3.15]
•  i vsyo ‘and that’s it’ (phrase)
•  koroche ‘in brief (adverb)
•  kstati ‘by the way’ (adverb)
•  naprimer ‘for example’ (parenthetical word)
•  prichem ‘moreover’ (conjunction)
•  konechno ‘certainly, of course’ (adverb)
•  Urn bolee ‘especially, especially as’ (conjunction)
•  to est’ ‘that is, i.e.’ (conjunction)

•  chto li ‘or something’ (particle)
•  neu^heli ‘really?’ (particle)

•  iyvini(te) ‘pardon, sorry’ (verb in imperative)
•  slushai(te) ‘listen’ (verb in imperative)
•  davai(te) ‘come on!’ (verb in imperative)

•  vot ‘there’
•  vot, tak ‘so, there’
•  nu ‘so; well’

Because most o f these words and phrases are usually found at clausal boundaries, m ost often 

at the beginning o f a sentence or clause, their use is not associated with a different syntactic 

realization than found in utterances with their Tatar equivalents. The words code-mixed for 

metacommentary have the same discourse uses in Tatar as in Russian. Russian i vsyo! ‘and 

that’s it!’ is used to comment upon the preceding proposition and emphasize its force, while 

vot, tak is used to end topical units (Grenoble 1998: 184). The parenthetical particle chto li, 

loosely translatable as ‘or something’, is most often code-mixed in Tatar as a tag question, 

and is used, as in Russian, to express uncertainty, doubt, or dissatisfaction on the part o f the
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speaker, or to highlight the speaker’s awareness of the imprecision o f the proposition 

(Merkulova 1998: 336-7). The particle neu^heli ‘really?’ is code-mixed sentence initially, its 

traditional place in Russian, and just as in Russian it is used to express the speaker’s surprise 

at a just-stated proposition that contradicts something the speaker has held to be true 

(Baranov and Payar 1998: 301). Like its English equivalent, î yini(te) ‘pardon, sorry’, a verb 

used in either the informal/singular or formal/plural imperative, is used for distancing from 

the comment that is about to follow. Kstati ‘by the way,’ (as seen in example [3.14] above) 

and slushai(te) ‘listen!’ both mark topic shifts, and kstati, which is used as a parenthetical 

introduction to a statement, presents that statement as both autonomus and somehow 

pertinent to the previously established topic o f the discourse (Moro 1998: 249). Konechno ‘of 

course,’ has two uses in Russian -  as a parenthetical adverb used for metacommentary, and 

as an affirmative particle used to answer a question (and thus an evaluative). Both as a 

parenthetical adverb and as an affirmative particle, konechno is characterized by a 

simultaneous reference to both the speaker’s opinion and external factors that serve as 

independent guarantors (Kisleva 1998: 345). Koroche ‘in brief,’ like its English equivalent, 

points out that the speaker is summarizing, and marks equative, or positive structure, such 

that the content preceding it must approximately conform to the content following it 

(Shloush 1998: 63) -  an example o f code-mixed koroche ‘in brief can be seen in [3.16] below.

[3.16] Code-mixed koroche

Koroche shaltirat-kach soylesh-abez. Poka.
Briefly, call-PAST.PART speak-pres. 1pp. Bye.
‘In short, after you call, we’ll talk. Bye.’ —B.
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Once again, we see a high frequency o f code-mixed words. In fact, this example is extracted 

from the same utterance shown in example [3.13] above -  in this utterance o f seven 

sentences, there are four code-mixed discourse-pragmatic words (and no other code-mixed 

words). While the frequency o f code-mixing itself is not unusual, what makes this somewhat 

remarkable is that this speaker is one o f the most culturally and politically active young 

Tatars to be found in Kazan, a man who has expressed the view that Russians are beyneng 

doshman ‘our enemy,’ and who has explicitly stated to me on more than one occasion that he 

avoids speaking Russian unless it is absolutely necessary. He is known among his peers as a 

man who speaks Tatar beautifully, and was offered to me by several o f them as an example 

o f the best Tatar speaker that they know. His home language is Tatar, his college education 

was in Tatar, and he has worked on Tatar radio and in Tatar print journalism. His command 

o f Tatar on-stage style is fully developed and generally regarded as eloquent -  there is none 

o f the faltering, hesitancy, or ungrammaticality that can be seen when other young Tatars 

speak with a high level o f verbal hygiene in a formal register. And even so, this speaker, in a 

brief utterance, has code-mixed Russian words four times.

In example [3.17] we see a standard use o f to est’ ‘i.e.’, that is, preceding a restatement 

or clarifying remark:

[3.17] Code-mixed to est’'that is’

P., bez bit Mishar kiz-lar-i tiigel. Mishar tel-e-n,
P. we EMPH.PART Mishar girl-PL-POSS not. Mishar language-POSS-ACC

to est* dialekt-i-n angla-miy-b'iz bit.
that is dialect-POSS-ACC understand-NEG.PRES-lPP EMPH.PART.

‘P., we aren’t Mishar girls. We really don’t understand the Mishar language, that is, its 
dialect.’ —E.
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Quite similar to to est’ is the use o f naprimer ‘for example,’ which just like its English 

equivalent signals that the words to follow are meant to illustrate the topic at hand, as seen in 

example [3.18]:

[3.18] Code-mixed naprimer ‘for example’

U1 chinlapta burzhuy. Min naprimer Idel tamake-se-n
he in reality bourgeois I for example Idel tobacco-POSS-ACC

tart-a-m, a ul Parliament tart-a.
smoke-PRES-lPS and/but he Parliament smoke-PRES

‘He really is a bourgeois! I, for example, smoke Idel tobacco, and he smokes Parliament.’ 
-B.

The Russian discourse particle vot has been analyzed as a modal particle without 

semantics, “best understood in terms o f [its] discourse and pragmatic functions” (Grenoble 

1998: 21). It is a “presentative” deictic equivalent to a verbal gesture, and directs attention 

either forward or backward in a text. This can be seen in example [3.19], in which vot is 

backward-looking.

[3.20] Code-mixed vot

Vot singa tipychnyi kon.
There you-DAT typical day
“So there you have a typical day.” -G .

This statement concludes a paragraph in an e-mail where G. has been describing a typical 

day at his workplace, essentially listing activities hour by hour. This usage o f deictic vot is 

exactly parallel to its Russian use, and also parallel to the English use o f ‘there’, or ‘so there’ 

to point to information in the discourse. Note that the use of Russian tipychnyi for ‘typical’ in 

lieu of Tatar tipik or gadattage is not representative o f the speaker’s usage — he is echoing the
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language o f my question, in which I had forgotten the Tatar word for ‘typical’ and, as most 

less-competent Tatar speakers would, had substituted the Russian adjective. This speaker is 

quite careful about his Tatar speech, even though in a professional context he uses Russian 

only: this is the only example I have o f a Russian adjective, complete with Russian 

derivational morphology, for all o f his speech and writing.

The Russian particle nu is used in both Russian and Tatar to “introduce a new topic 

or signal the continuation o f a previously established, activated topic” and can also be used 

to express a conclusion, summary, or influence (Grenoble 1998: 181, 183). Nu  is quite 

frequent in both Russian and Tatar, and can be found opening several conversational turns 

in a row -  it is loosely equivalent to the English discourse particles so and well, as can be seen 

in example [3.20]. In this conversation, speaker H. has been telling speaker I. about a 

journalist o f mixed ethnicity, half-Tatar and half-Russian, whose Tatar language skills are not 

the best.

[3.20] Code-mixed nu ‘so’

H. ... mena shundiy iize tatar-cha soylash-i. A iize
...like this himself Tatar-ADV speak-PRES.3PS And himself

mena tatar zhumalistika-sin-da.
there Tatar joumalism-POSS-LOC

I. Nu, ul yaz-a-mi song iize?
So, he write-PRES.3PS-?PT after all himself

Tatar-cha yaz-a-mi?
Tatar-ADV write- PRES.3PS-?PT

H. .. .he speaks Tatar like this. And there he is in Tatar journalism.
I. So, he himself writes after all? Writes in Tatar?
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Here nu is marking both the continuation o f the topic and the introduction o f a summary of 

that topic.

The discourse-packaging Russian imperative slushai ‘listen!’ is a directive that both 

marks and draws attention to a topic change -  it is used to select both the next speaker and 

the next topic (Grenoble 1998: 157). Example [3.21] shows, among other things, a code

mixed slushai ‘listen!’ as directing attention to a topic change and marking F. as the next 

speaker in the conversation. The immediately preceding sentences have been about whether 

or not the conversation participants will be attending the club meeting on that coming 

Saturday.

[3.21] Code-mixed slushai

A: Slushai, sin gitara-ng-mi kuter-ep kil-a al-miy-sing-mi?
listen you guitar-2PS.POSS-?PT carry-2ndGER com e-lstGER take-NEG.PRES-2PS-?PT

F: G itara...
guitar

A: Slushai, bik klip zhumalist-lar kil-a. ORT, TRT belan
listen very many journalist-PL come-3PS.PRES. ORT TRT with

kil-erga da mozhet, kil-maska da mozhet.
come-lNF also might come-NEG.INF also might.

A: Listen, can you bring your guitar?
F: Guitar...
A: Listen, a lot o f journalists are coming. ORT and TRT [television stations] might come 

with them, and they also might not come.

T h e  T ata r equivalent o f  R ussian slushai is kara ale, the  in fo rm al/sing le  im perative fo rm  o f  the

verb ‘to see’ followed by an emphatic particle. (This particle ale is often translated into

Russian as the particle —ka, so that the literal Russian equivalent o f kara ale would be smotri-

ka, ‘just look!’). Note that this speaker, A., also uses this Tatar equivalent, as seen in example
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[3.42] below. Verbs o f both looking and listening are common discourse markers o f topic 

shift, and indeed Tatar tingla ale ‘listen!’ could be used in this context, although it does seem 

to be used with less frequency.

There are three other items o f interest in this example. The first is the fully Tatar 

double use o f the da enclitic (here reap e d  as da due to rules o f vowel harmony) to 

coordinate two verb phrases: the television crews might come with the journalists, and they 

might not come. This is the traditional, prescriptively recommended use o f da, produced by 

the same speaker who gave us code-mixed to%he ‘also’ in example [3.8] above. The second 

item o f interest is the code-mixing o f Russian mozhet as an epistemic (epistemics in general, 

and mozhet in particular, are described in section 3.4.3d below). Finally, we once again see a 

high frequency o f code-mixed words: in two conversational turns, a total o f three sentences, 

the speaker code-mixes four times.

3.4.2 Interactional performatives

The second major category o f code-mixed discourse-pragmatic words is that o f interactional 

performatives. There are four such Russian words used in Tatar-preferred style:

[3.22]
•  privyet ‘hi’
•  poka ‘bye’
•  poyhaluista ‘please’
•  i%yinit(te) ‘sorry, excuse me’

As might be expected, there are Tatar equivalents for all o f these words, equivalents that are 

used constandy. The Tatar equivalent o f Russian privyet ‘hi’ is isdnme (singular) and isanmese% 

(plural), or, alternatively, sdlam, itself a borrowing from Arabic. Interestingly, I have yet to
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find an instance o f code-mixed Russian %dravstvui(U% the more formal Russian greeting. This 

is most likely because Tatar-preferred style is generally in informal register, and all o f the 

utterances from which my data were taken were produced in circumstances in which the use 

o f ^dravstvui(te) would be potentially inappropriate. The same holds true for leave-taking: only 

the casual poka is code-mixed in lieu o f Tatar sau bul (singular) or sau buligi\ (plural), and we 

do not find the more formal do svidaniia ‘goodbye’. Young Tatars will often double-mark 

their leave-taking, first saying goodbye in Tatar and then in Russian: “Sau-bul! Poka!” This 

seems to suggest that the Russian word is somehow necessary to the leave-taking, that the 

act o f leave-taking has not been performed until it has been performed in Russian.16

Perhaps the same is true for the use o f Russian poyhaluista ‘please’ rather than Tatar 

spnhar or %inhar ochen (or, in the case o f imperatives, a -^ 'politeness suffix on the end o f the 

verb), where politeness is emphasized by means o f the force associated with Russian. 

However, neither o f the Tatar expressions o f politeness are really equivalent to Russian 

po^haluista: tpnhar is marked for formality, and is found in the speech o f Tatars striving for 

the literary standard, while an imperative with the -^ 'politeness suffix is more forceful than 

a request with Russian po^haluista. I^mni(te) ‘pardon, sorry,’ here a performative resulting in an 

apology o f some kind (as opposed to a distancing discourse marker, as seen above in section 

3.4.Id) may also have additional pragmatic force due to its expression in Russian, rather than 

Tatar gafu it (singular) and gafu itege% (plural). For all o f the words in this category, “their

16 Similar behavior can be found among adult Native American second-language learners in 
revitalization immersion programs, speakers who have made a commitment to speak only this Native 
American language with their language mentors, but who find themselves unable to hang up the 
phone if  the conversation has ended only with minority-language words o f leave-taking — the 
conversation is not felt to have ended until the word “Goodbye” has been uttered on both sides 
(Leanne Hinton, personal communication).
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conventional meaning is their pragmatic function. These types o f words are almost without 

semantics” (Eve Sweetser, personal communication).

3.4.3 Evaluatives

The third and largest pragmatic category o f code-mixed words is that o f evaluatives. In this 

category, we find words o f positive and negative evaluation, hedges, epistemics (i.e., 

evaluations o f probability), and evaluations o f time and degree.

Also code-mixed is the one evaluative Russian question word, kak ‘how’. None of 

the other Russian question words (e.g., kto ‘who’, kogda ‘when’, kakoi ‘which’) are code

mixed in Tatar-preferred style. Additionally, kak is only used in its (grammaticalized) 

evaluative meaning, never in the root meaning that refers to manner. That is, a speaker might 

use a code-mixed kak in a question like, “How did you like Liliya?” but would not use kak in 

a question like, “How do you make those blini again?” Usually the evaluator is explicit and in 

the dative case, just as in Russian, although this is not necessarily a sign o f calquing, as a 

dative experiencer in constructions o f this sort is quite common. I f  the evaluator is not 

explicit, it is an implied “you,” as seen in example [3.23].

[3.23] Code-mixed kak

Khater Kon-e kak?
Memory day-POSS how?
‘How was Memory Day?’ —J.

As described in  C hap ter O ne , Khater Kone ‘M em ory D ay’ is a holiday that has b een  observed  

in Tatarstan each October since the fall o f the Soviet Union. It commemorates the fall o f the 

Kazan Khanate to Ivan the Terrible in 1552, when Tatars fell under Russian political 

domination. The day is an emotional one for many, and the observance is highly politicized
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and dominated by Tatar nationalists, some o f them extremists. In fact, a number o f Tatars 

were jailed in October o f 2001 for speeches they had made during the Memory Day 

gathering, speeches that were labeled “seditious” by the government. It is particularly telling, 

and a mark o f the lack o f awareness o f this code-mixing behavior, that this club member has 

asked for an evaluation o f arguably the most anti-Russian o f events to take place annually by 

using a Russian word.

3.4.3a Positive evaluation

All of the discourse-pragmatic words code-mixed to express positive evaluation are 

interjections, and thus disjunct constituents unrelated to the syntax o f the surrounding 

discourse. They are:

[3.24]
•  chudo ‘cool!’ (lit. ‘miracle’)
•  molodets ‘well done!’
•  prikol’ ‘how funny!’
•  tochno ‘precisely, exactly’
•  voobshche klassno ‘totally cool’

Example [3.25] shows a typical use o f tochno ‘exactly’ when used for positive evaluation.

[3.25] Code-mixed tochno

SW: Yuk, beraz dorfa, minemcha.
no, little rude, in my opinion.

A: Tochno. ‘Kabesta ech-e-n-da’ bul-sa, nechka-rak bul-Ir
exactly, cabbage inside-POSS-LOC be-COND, subtle-COMP be-AOR

i-de, yomshag-rak bul-ir i-de.
be-PAST.DEF refined-COMP be-AOR be-PAST.DEF.

SW: No, a little rude, I think.
A: Exactly. If it had been ‘inside a cabbage,’ it would have been more subtle, it would

have been more refined.
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Several o f these interjections are sociolinguistically marked as youth speech: they are chudo 

‘cool’, prikol’ ‘how funny!’, and voobshche klassno ‘totally cool.’ In this respect, they can be seen 

in some ways as filling a gap in Tatar, which does not appear to have any slang. In my 

months o f observation and interviews, I observed and was informed o f only one word of 

slang, Tatar tika, literally ‘steep,’ used to mean ‘cool.’ However, not only is this word used 

only by members o f very small social network (a small subset o f club members), it is actually 

a self-conscious, and in some ways self-mocking word, because it is a caique o f a Russian 

slang word meaning ‘cool’, krutoi/krutaiaIkrutoie (m /f/n), which literally means ‘steep.’ It is 

not a slang word that has been generated in the usual way. One club member, when asked if 

he knew any Tatar slang that he could teach me, said, “No, there’s no slang in Tatar. Maybe 

in the villages, but not here. You have to use a language all the time in order to come up with 

slang.” Implied in this comment is that when young Tatars need to use slang or expressions 

marked as youth speech, they simply turn to Russian (or perhaps are already speaking in 

Russian if it is a situation where slang use would be appropriate).

3.4.3b Negative evaluation

The two code-mixed words o f negative evaluation are also interjections:

[3.26]
•  u^has ‘how awful!’
•  yhalko ‘it’s a shame’

Neither o f these words are sociolinguistically marked, and they can be used by speakers o f all 

ages.
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3.4.3c Hedges

Six Russian adverbs are used as hedges in Tatar:

[3.27]
•  chut' ‘almost’
•  kkot’ ‘only’
•  okolo ‘around’
•  pochti ‘almost’
•  prosto ‘simply, just’
•  sluchaino ‘accidentally, by chance’

The adverb prosto ‘simply, just’ is used as a “minimizing” hedge in Russian, one that shows 

that the proposition does not contain “any kind o f additional augmentation imposed on it by 

the situation or context” (Baranov et al. 1993: 171), as can be seen in example [3.28]:

[3.28] Code-mixed prosto

Minem fiker-em-che, bezge (latin-ni yaklau-chi-lar-ga) prosto
My thought-1 PS.POSS-ADV, we-DAT (latin-ACC defending-AGT-PL- DAT) just

sabir bul-irga kirek, akren gena latin-ni gamal-ga kert-erga,
patient be-INF necessary, slow only latin-ACC usage-DAT enter-INF,

a kart babay-lar 10-15 yil-da iilep bet-erga tiyesh-lar.
and old grandpa-PL 10-15 year-LOC die-2ndGER end-INF should-PL.

‘In my opinion, we (the defenders o f the Latin alphabet) just need to be patient, Latin will 
only enter into use slowly, and the old grandpas should all be dead in 10-15 years.’ -E .

Had the Tatar equivalent, tik ‘just, simply’, been used, the morphosyntactic realization would 

have been identical.

Like the interrogative kak ‘how’, okolo ‘around, approximately’ is code-mixed only in 

its grammaticalized and evaluative meaning: there are no examples o f code-mixed okolo with 

its root spatial meaning o f (literally) ‘around.’ Additionally, the code-mixing o f the hedges 

okolo ‘around, approximately’ and pochti ‘almost’ comes along with a composite syntax: these
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adverbs, both when used in Russian and when code-mixed in Tatar, precede the word or 

phrase that they are modifying, while their Tatar equivalents follow the modified word or 

phrase. The hedge pochti ‘almost’ introduces a proposition that “the speaker places in the 

context R (= ‘it is not possible to say that it is R, but it is close to R’), and suggests that the 

several ways in which it differs from R can be disregarded” (Baranov et al. 1993: 62). This 

can be seen in example [3.29].

[3.29] Code-mixed pochti

Shifali su (mineral su) faydali-rak. Anda mineral toz-lar
curative water (mineral water) useful-COMP There mineral salt-PL

ham pochti nol kaloriya gena.
and almost zero calorie PART

‘Curative water (mineral water) is more useful. It has mineral salts and almost no 
calories.’ —A.

The equivalent Tatar form diydrlek, would come after the modified phrase, at the sentence’s 

end.

A more dramatic example o f composite syntax can be seen in the sentence shown in

[3.30], involving a code-mixed chut’ ‘almost.’ While in Russian chut’ can be used to qualify a 

variety o f words, including verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, and can mean either ‘hardly’ or 

‘almost,’ when code-mixed in Tatar, chut’ is only used to modify verbs in a construction 

meaning that the action o f the verb almost took place, but in the end did not take place.
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[3.30] Code-mixed chut'

Bashta chut’ vokla-p_______ kit-ma-de-k. yariy ale
At first almost sleep-2ndGER leave-NEG-PAST.DEF-lPP ok EMPHPART

zaman-nar diirt j'ir jirla-p uya-t-ti'-lar.
time-PL four song sing-2ndGER wake-CAUS-PAST.DEF-3PP.

‘At first, we almost fell asleep, ok, after singing four songs they woke (us) up.’ —E.

When used in Russian in this sense, chut’ requires a negative verb:

[3.31] Russian equivalent

My chut’ ne zasnu-l-i.
We almost NEG fall.asleep.PERF.PAST-PL
“We almost fell asleep.’

The speaker o f [3.30] has used a negative verb form as required by chut’: the finite auxiliary 

verb kitmadek is in the negative (the positive form o f the verb, in appropriate tense and 

person, would be kittek). The remainder o f the construction’s syntax is governed by the 

requirements o f kitergd ‘to leave’ when used as an auxiliary verb. When used with a converb 

in the 2nd gerund form (ending in -ip, -ep, or -p), the grammaticalized kiterga gives one o f the 

following meanings, all o f which are clearly derived from its root meaning o f ‘to leave’: 

(1) action away from a point or the speaker, (2) acquisition o f some sort o f quality, (3) the 

beginning o f an action, or (4) impulsive or sudden action. (Zakiyev 1997: 188). Here, kiterga 

is being used in its third sense, to mark the beginning o f an action, and the periphrastic 

verbal iotm  yoklap kit- means ‘fall asleep.’

Now let’s look at what the fully Tatar equivalent o f [3.30], shown in [3.32], where the 

construction equivalent to ‘we almost fell asleep’ is underlined:
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[3.32] Tatar equivalent

Bashta voki-ga_____ kit-a__________ vaz-di-k. yariy ale
at first sleep-DAT leave-lstGER miss-PAST.DEF-lPP ok EMPH.PART

zaman-nar diirt j'ir jirla-p uya-t-ti'-lar.
time-PL four song sing-2ndGER wake-CAUS-PAST.DEF-3PP

‘At first we almost fell asleep, ok, after singing four songs they woke (us) up.’

Here we can see several differences from the construction in [3.30]. The first is that there is 

no separate word meaning ‘almost’. Instead, the semantics of the action almost happening 

are expressed by the periphrastic combination o f the archaic v&doyatqrga ‘to miss’ (now only 

used in this auxiliary form, and commonly reinterpreted as present-dayyatytga ‘to write’) and 

a converb in the first gerund form (ending in -a, -a, or -iy). Note that the verb is not in the 

negative, as there is no requirement for a negative. Additionally, the collocation usually used 

for ‘to fall asleep’ is not a periphrastic verb with an auxiliary o f kiterga, but rather the noun 

yoki ‘sleep’ in the dative case in combination with the verb kiterga, literally, ‘to leave into 

sleep.’

Therefore, the utterance produce in [3.30] can be seen as a composite o f the two 

languages on several levels: lexical (with the use o f the Russian word chut), morphological 

(due to the negative morpheme required by the use o f chut), and syntactic, as the syntax is 

neither fully Russian (and not a caique), nor fully Tatar.
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3.4.3d Epistemics

Young Tatars use two Russian words (one verbs and one adverb) as epistemics, that is, to 

evaluate probability:

[3.33]
•  mozhet ‘might, maybe, possibly’ (verb)
•  navemoe ‘probably, most likely’ (adverb)

The verb mozhet appears in the third-person singular form only. An example o f code-mixed 

mozhet w&s seen in [3.21] above, and here is another:

[3.34] Code-mixed mozhet

Ike-nche-dan, min mozhet yagimli tiigel-der. Kaydan bel-a-seng?
Two-ORD-ABL I might sweet not-INDEF.PART From where know- PRES-2PS?
‘In the second place, I might not be sweet. How would you know?’ —D.

The Tatar equivalents o f mozhet, bdlki and m'ogaen, are adverbs. They are usually at clausal 

boundaries, most often at a clause beginning. Code-mixed mozhet, on the other hand, seems 

to stay adjacent to the word it is modifying, with at most an intervening enclitic (as seen in

[3.21]). The verb moch’ ‘to be able’ is only code-mixed in this epistemic usage, and in the 

fixed third-person singular form: it is never used in its root meaning as a conjugated auxiliary 

verb expressing ability.

3.4.3e Evaluations o f time and degree

In general, code-mixed words that are used as evaluations o f time and degree are not 

associated with a composite or alternate morphosyntactic realization. This is, perhaps, 

because both the Russian words and their Tatar equivalents (which are often two-word 

phrases where the second word is an enclitic) tend to precede the words or propositions
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being modified, and it is when Tatar equivalents are not pre-head that we usually find a 

composite syntax (i.e., pardy Tatar and pardy Russian word order) associated with the code

mixing.

The code-mixed evaluations o f time are all adverbs:

•  u%he ‘already’
•  skoro ‘soon’
•  sra%u ‘immediately’
•  srochno ‘quickly, urgendy, soon’

Example [3.35] shows a typical use o f skoro ‘soon.’

[3.35] Code-mixed skoro

Boten khalik-tan ser it-ep sakl-iy-lar. Lakin minga
entire people-ABL secret do-2ndGER preserve- PRES-3PP but me-DAT

informator-lar jitker-de-lar. Skoro min da Moskva-ga bar-miy-m.
informant-PL lead-PAST.DEF-3PP soon I also Moscow-DAT go-NEG.PRES-lPS

‘They keep secrets from the entire nation. But they led informants to me. Soon I too will not 
go to Moscow.’ —B.

The Tatar equivalent, tî dan, also an adverb, would be used identically.

Example [3.36] shows a typical use o f srochno ‘quickly, urgently’:
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[3.36] Code-mixed srochno

I. pochta yashchig-’ing-i ach-ip kara ale. Anda min singa
I. mail box-2PS.POSS-ACC open-2nd GER look-IMP PART there I you-DAT

khat yaz-gan i-de-m. Momkin bul-sa srochno gina
letter write-PAST.PART be-PAST-lPS. Possible be-COND urgently PART

jawap bir-che.
answer give-IMP-POL

‘I., look at your mailbox. I wrote you a letter there. If  it’s possible, please answer 
quickly.’ -D.

Note that the srochno has been fully integrated into the Tatar syntax and is modified by the 

Tatar emphatic particle gina rather than by the Russian emphatic particle C(he, which, 

interestingly enough, one does not find code-mixed in Tatar-preferred style. The Tatar 

equivalent, achigip, although more literal in meaning than Russian srochno and thus not entirely 

equivalent, would be found in a sentence with the same morphosyntactic realization. While 

achigip is a gerund, as opposed to an adverb (srochno’s grammatical class), the line between 

Tatar gerunds and adverbs is faint and often artificially drawn.

The pragmatic category that contains the most code-mixed Russian words is that of 

evaluations o f degree. These words represent more grammatical classes than can be found in 

the other categories listed above, but are united by their pragmatic function. The first subset 

o f these evaluators o f degree are words that evaluate the level o f the characteristic quality 

being expressed:

[3.37]
•  daghe ‘even’ (particle)
•  eshche ‘more, still’ (adverb)
•  slishkom ‘too, overly’ (adverb)
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While utterances with one o f the above words have the same syntactic realization as if the 

Tatar counterpart had been used, the particle da%he ‘even’ is sometimes used together with 

the Tatar particle khatta ‘even’ to double-mark the modified word in the construction ‘da^he 

khatta X ’, meaning ‘even X.’ However, the da%he seen in example [3.38] is used alone:

[3.38] Code-mixed dâ he

Bel-a-seng-me, min moning khatle kiip it-ep,
know-PRES-2PS-?PT I now-GEN up to much do-2nd GER

dazhe khat-ta yaz-gan-'im yuk.
even letter-LOC write-PAST.PART-lPS.POSS not

“You know, up to now I’ve been really busy, I haven’t even written a letter.” -K .

The second major grouping o f these words o f degree are all used to somehow 

evaluate the relationship to reality or the general applicability o f the proposition in question. 

At the most extreme end are the words da ‘yes’ and konechno ‘o f course’, affirmative particles 

used to express agreement. The other words and phrases used to evaluate applicability are:

[3.39]
•  absoliutno ‘absolutely’ (adverb)
•  inogda ‘sometimes’ (adverb)
•  kak vsegda ‘as always’ (phrase)
•  poluchaetsia ‘(it) turns out’ (verb)
•  na samom dele ‘in reality, in fact, actually’ (phrase)
•  ni v koem sluchae ‘by no means’ (phrase)
•  obia^atel’no ‘absolutely, without fail’ (adverb)
•  objchno ‘usually’ (adverb)
•  sovsem ‘totally, completely’ (adverb)
•  tochno ‘exactly’ (adverb)
•  voobshche ‘in general’ (adverb)
•  v obshchem ‘in general’ (phrase)
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Russian absoliutno ‘absolutely’ has no Tatar equivalent, and while this adverbial form is not a 

standard borrowing, and can thus be considered to be code-mixed, the Tatar adjective 

absoliut is in fact a standard borrowing taken from Russian absoliutnji (most Russian adjectives 

ending in -nyi, a adjectival suffix cited here in masculine form, were borrowed into Tatar 

without the -nyi suffix).

In example [3.40], we see a typical use o f Russian objchno ‘usually,’ whose placement, 

like its Tatar equivalent gadetta, is reasonably free within a clause, although it is more 

commonly used as one o f the first words o f the clause or sentence, thus immediately 

contextualizing what is about to follow:

[3.40] Code-mixed objchno

Kiz-lar tamle ayber-lar pesher-ep kil-a-lar. A min obychno
Girl-PL tasty thing-PL cook-2ndGER come PRES-3PP. And I usually

kosh tel-e kiter-a-m...
bird tongue-POSS bring-PRES-lPS

‘Girls come having cooked tasty things. And I usually bring bird’s tongue [a type o f 
pastry]... ’ —C.

The Russian adverb voobshche ‘generally’, similar in meaning to objchno ‘usually’, has 

three discursive uses: (1) it expresses the relationship o f a specific proposition to general 

conditions, such that it can often be translated as ‘always’; (2) it highlights the difference 

between an exception and a rule; (3) it is used to generalize from a specific case (Baranov et 

al. 1993: 105-111). The phrase v obshchem ‘in general’ is used by the speaker to introduce a 

specific prosposition or characteristic that is the most useful representative o f a more general 

situation (ibid: 119), as seen in example [3.41]. These words are often used in Tatar, just as in 

Russsian, to show that reported speech is a summary rather than a direct or complete
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citation, and the combination i voobshche ‘and in general’ usually precedes either a conclusion 

or a summarizing statement (Grenoble 1998: 121, 182).

[3.41] Code-mixed v obshchem

Yarat-kan jlr-chi eisofbeis, doktoralban, v obshchem min
love-PAST.PARTsong-AGT Ace o f Base Doctor Alban in general I

j'ir-ga kara-p yarat-a-m.
song-DAT look-2ndGER love-PRES-lPS

‘My favorite singers are Ace o f Base, Doctor Alban -  in general I love to check out 
music.’ —G.

When adverbs evaluating applicability are utterance-final, as seen in example [3.42], 

emphasis is being placed on the evaluative word.

[3.42] Code-mixed inogda

Kara ale, sin uk-iy-sing-mi intertat-ni inogda?
look-lMP EMPH.PART you read-PRES-2PS-?PT intertat-ACC sometimes
“Listen, do you sometimes read Intertat [a Tatar internet newsite]? -A .

Finally, we have the phrase na samom dele ‘in fact, actually’, which is quite commonly

used in Russian, and points out that the speaker is departing from his or her own

representation o f reality and is registering the status o f a previously stated proposition or 

situation as in fact real (Baranov et al. 1993: 92).

[3.43] Code-mixed na samom dele ‘in reality’

A khatta na samom dele sikher bar.
and/but even in reality magic is
“But there is magic even in reality.” -G .
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This example actually shows a somewhat atypical use o f na samom dele, an expression more 

often used to contrast the difference between a hypothetical situation and a reality that is 

worse. Even so, its discourse-pragmatic functionality remains the same.

3.5 Russian words that are not code-mixed in Tatar-preferred style

If  we exclude from consideration nouns and verbs, which are a tiny percentage o f the 

Russian words code-mixed in Tatar-preferred style and clearly belong to a different class 

than the code-mixed words seen in section 3.4, then the data I have presented above are not 

merely a selected subset o f the code-mixed words found in my Tatar corpus. They are, in 

fact, all o f the code-mixed words produced by these selected Tatar speakers. Every single 

one o f them, without exception, fits into one o f the three discourse-pragmatic categories 

listed in section 3.4. This is the first major piece o f evidence that the organizing principle of 

discourse-pragmatic functionality is a valid one.

Using discourse-pragmatic functionality to classify these code-mixed words leads to 

the prediction that non-content words and morphemes that are without discourse-pragmatic 

function will not be code-mixed in Tatar-preferred style, and that is indeed the case. 

Prototypical “grammatical” non-content words and morphology include:

•  Pronouns
•  Interrogatives
•  Prepositions
•  Numbers
•  Auxiliary verbs
•  Tense and aspect markers
•  Verbal and nominal inflectional morphology
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Young Tatars do not code-mix any pronouns in Tatar-preferred style: we do not find 

personal pronouns, possessive pronouns, interrogative pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, 

or general pronouns (in the sense o f ‘all’ or ‘everybody’). Interrogatives too are not code

mixed, with the one exception o f kak ‘how,’ as described above in section 3.4.3. Recall that 

kak as an interrogative is only used in its evaluative sense, and never to ask about manner. 

Additionally kak is never code-mixed in any o f its other grammatical functions, such as a 

subordinating conjunction meaning ‘as’ or as a conjunction meaning ‘both’ (when used with 

the adverb tak ‘so’). O f the 29 Russian prepositions, only okolo is code-mixed, and never as a 

preposition in its root spatial meaning, but only in its grammaticalized adverbial form 

meaning ‘approximately,’ used as a hedge. Numbers too are not code-mixed.

As for auxiliary verbs, only moch ’ ‘to be able’ is code-mixed, and never in its deontic 

sense, expressing ability. Instead, all instantiations o f code-mixed moch ’ are the fixed third- 

person singular form mozhet, used only for epistemic evaluation o f possibility. The auxiliary 

verb b jt’ ‘to be’ is not code-mixed as a past tense imperfective auxiliary ibyl m., byla f., bylo n., 

byli pi.) nor is it code-mixed as a future tense imperfective auxiliary (budet). Finally, only free 

morphemes are code-mixed, while bound morphemes are not — including tense and aspect 

markers (defined by Myers-Scotton (1993) and Fuller (1996) as “prototypical” non-content 

morphemes) and inflectional morphology and derivational morphology. Less-competent 

speakers when performing in Tatar on-stage style will sometimes use the Russian -skii 

derivational morpheme to create an adjectival phrase. This is most likely due to a lack of 

competence in the use o f î afet, the Tatar construction used to link two nouns so that one 

modifies the other: for example, an Tatar architect without a developed professional register, 

for whom Tatar is a home language only, used the expression Bolgarskii stil ‘Bolgar style’
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several times in a presentation at the Tatar Social Club. Bolgarskii stil is an adjectival phrase, 

as the derivational suffix -skii has been added to the noun Bolgar to derive an adjective. The 

Tatar equivalent is a compound noun phrase using î afeP Bolgar stile ‘Bolgar style’, two nouns, 

with the second noun stil having the î afet suffix -e, also analyzed as a possessive, showing its 

relationship with the preceding noun. However, this use of derivational morphology, or of 

bound morphemes at all, is not found among the Tatar-dominant or balanced bilinguals 

from whom the data in this chapter were taken.

3.6 Conclusions

We have seen that an understanding o f local practices and norms — here, the Tatar 

“discourse o f purity” — is vital for the analysis o f linguistic performance. The style shifting of 

the young Tatar bilinguals cited in this chapter -  for whom an important part o f their Tatar 

identity is their command and frequent use o f “pure” Tatar in a variety o f registers and 

domains — highlights their lack o f awareness o f their code-mixing o f Russian discourse- 

pragmatic words, words that are not present when they perform at the highest level o f verbal 

hygiene in Tatar on-stage style. It was only by both gaining access to and then delineating the 

differences between Tatar on-stage style and Tatar-preferred style that I was able to 

understand the systematic use and significance o f code-mixed Russian discourse-pragmatic 

words discussed here.

An analysis o f previously borrowed Russian function words showed that the 

borrowing o f discourse-pragmatic words is not a new phenomenon in Tatar. Discourse- 

pragmatic functionality was seen to be the key to the categorization o f Russian words that 

are code-mixed in Tatar-preferred style, all o f which belong to one o f three pragmatic
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groupings: (1) markers o f discourse structure and force, (2) interactional performatives, and 

(3) evaluatives. Further proof that discourse-pragmatic functionality is the general organizing 

principle for the code-mixing found in Tatar-preferred style takes the form o f negative 

evidence, where non-content words and morphemes that do not have pragmatic function are 

not code-mixed.

In Chapter Four, “The role o f discourse-pragmatics in lexical and structural borrowing,” 

I will lay out a new model o f lexical and structural borrowing, one that accounts for both the 

patterning o f discourse-pragmatic borrowings and the structural alterations that their code

mixing or borrowing brings about. The Tatar data analyzed in this chapter, which included 

phenomena neither described nor accounted for by any o f the current discussions or 

theories o f language shift, will be contextualized with cross-linguistic data from other 

comparable language contact situations. Distinguishing between the denotative and 

metalinguistic levels o f discourse will prove to be essential to both recognizing and 

understanding one pathway of structural influence from a dominant language and language 

attrition in a minority language.
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Chapter Four______________________________
The role o f discourse-pragmatics in lexical and structural borrowing

4.1 A new model o f lexical and structural borrowing

In Chapter Three I presented a newly discovered pathway of language attrition, the code- 

mixing o f dominant-language words in speech that is otherwise free o f code-switching. 

Discourse-pragmatics was seen to be the key to understanding the motivations for and 

mechanisms o f the code-mixing, and all o f the code-mixed words had metalinguistic 

functionality: they structured discourse, expressed the speaker’s evaluative stance, and served 

as interactional performatives. This code-mixing o f discourse-pragmatic words is associated 

with an innovated composite morphosyntax such that Tatar is becoming more like Russian 

on both the lexical and morphosyntactic levels. In this chapter, I will show that discourse- 

pragmatics is central to understanding both lexical and structural borrowing in contact 

situations similar to that of present-day Tatar and Russian.

Drawing on data from Tatar under the influence of Russian and from a variety of 

other language contact situations, I present here a new model o f lexical and structural 

borrowing, a model where the demarcation between the denotative and metalinguistic levels 

o f language is central to understanding both the motivations for and patterns o f borrowing. 

The languages presented in this chapter that have followed this pathway o f contact-induced 

change have certain features in common, and this model is not necessarily applicable to all 

language contact situations. The first is that the language that is being lexically and 

structurally influenced has either limited or contracting functional domains, and there is at 

least one high-prestige functional domain that has been ceded to the dominant language and
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the dominant language is associated with either power or prestige, or both (see section 3.1 of 

Chapter Three for a description o f contracting functional domains). Second, some o f the 

languages undergoing contact-induced change will have speakers with language ideologies 

that emphasize linguistic “purity,” which appears to throw unconscious code-mixing into 

relief. Third, in order to reach later stages o f lexical and structural borrowing, there must be 

a portion o f the populace that is highly competent in the dominant or superstrate language. 

Finally, there is often a contracting population o f speakers o f the language that is being 

influenced, i.e., it is a language undergoing multi-generational language shift (called “gradual 

death” in Campbell and Muntzel’s 1989 typology o f language death situations).

It is well known that in language contact situations, certain types o f words will be 

borrowed before others, and certain structural changes will occur before others — these 

hierarchies o f borrowing phenomena have been associated with intensity o f contact (e.g., 

Thomason and Kaufman 1988) or a change in the matrix language in code-switching (Myers- 

Scotton 1993, 1998). For example, in their well-known borrowing scale, Thomason and 

Kaufman note that content words are borrowed before function words, and that function 

words such as conjunctions and adverbial particles are borrowed before function words such 

as adpositions. In addition, they demonstrate that in “casual contact” situations, there will 

not be structural borrowing, while in “more intense” contact situations (which are associated 

with function word borrowing) we find structural borrowing o f phonological, syntactic, and 

lexical semantic features, where some borrowing phenomena precede others. For example, 

at level 3 o f borrowing in the scale, we may find small changes in word order, such as 

borrowed postpositions in a language that is otherwise prepositional, while “fairly extensive 

word order changes” will not be found until level 4 o f borrowing, which is associated with

“strong cultural pressure” (Thomason and Kaufman 1988: 74-75).
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While this borrowing scale aptly typologizes the lexical and structural borrowing found 

in contact situations o f varying intensity, it does not provide real motivation for the 

hierarchy o f borrowing it presents. Current models o f contact-induced change separate the 

lexicon into two classes, content words vs. system words and morphemes. However, there 

are actually three classes o f words that play a role in borrowing: content words, discourse- 

pragmatic words, and system words. In fact, it is the demarcation between denotative 

language (usually referred to in language contact studies as “content words”) and 

metalinguistic language (previously unrecognized as a class, and thus included in the class 

referred to as “function words” or “grammatical words”) that is key to understanding which 

words are borrowed in what order, and why. Using discourse-pragmatic functionality as an 

analytical basis gives a model with three stages o f lexical borrowing, where each stage 

necessarily precedes the next:

•  Stage One does not require a high number o f bilingual speakers in the populace, nor 

great proficiency in the dominant language. In this stage we find content-word 

borrowings only — mosdy nouns and verbs -  and no other borrowing phenomena. This 

stage is essentially equivalent to Thomason and Kaufman’s level 1 on the borrowing 

scale (1988: 74ff), and is itself composed o f two stages: at first it is non-basic vocabulary 

that is borrowed, and only later are more basic vocabulary items borrowed.

•  Stage Two requires both a reasonable level o f competence in the dominant language for 

the speakers doing the borrowing and a sufficient population o f bilingual speakers. It is 

in this stage that discourse-pragmatic words are borrowed, most likely through code

mixing. These discourse-pragmatic words are used for the same functions in all the 

languages into which they are borrowed — to structure and comment on narrative, to

perform social gestures, and to evaluate and express the speaker’s stance towards the
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discourse. The use o f these dominant-language discoutse-ptagmatic words is associated 

with a composite morphosyntax in the minority language, and it seems likely that much 

of this composite morphosyntax is motivated by the discourse-pragmatic words’ 

retention o f dominant-language grammatical requirements such as word order. These 

borrowing phenomena are roughly equivalent to those found in Thomason and 

Kaufman’s level 2 on the borrowing scale (1988: 74ff).

• Stage Three assumes a level o f speaker competence in the dominant language and 

bilingualism in the populace that is at least equal to, but most likely greater than, that 

found in Stage Two. It is in this stage that grammatical words without discourse- 

pragmatic functionality are borrowed: this can include an expansion in functionality of 

grammaticalized words borrowed in Stage Two as discourse-pragmatic words such that 

in Stage Three they are also used in their root meanings. For example, prepositions 

borrowed as hedges or evaluators o f degree in Stage Two (both discourse-pragmatic 

functions) can also be used as spatial relators in Stage Three, and borrowed coordinators 

that are used only for narrative structure in Stage Two can also be used as grammatical 

coordinating conjunctions in Stage Three. In addition to the expansion in lexical 

borrowing, Stage Three is associated with further structural influence from the dominant 

language, including structural borrowing unrelated to lexical borrowing -  the lexical and 

structural borrowings in Stage Three are roughly equivalent to those described in levels 

3, 4 and 5 o f the Thomason and Kaufman borrowing scale (1988: 74ff).

These three stages o f lexical and structural borrowing will be revisited in the conclusion of 

this chapter, where the cross-linguistic data found in the case studies presented in sections 

4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 will be integrated into the model.
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It is necessary at this point to map out the relationship between synchronic styles of 

linguistic performance as described in Chapter Three and the diachronic stages o f lexical and 

cultural borrowing described in the model above, as they are not exact parallels. The Tatar 

continuum of linguistic performance presented in Chapter Three is arranged according to 

language mixing, and an increase in the level o f verbal hygiene leads to the increased de- 

Russification o f Tatar, with “pure” Tatar at the extreme end of the continuum (but note that 

“pure” Tatar still contains Russian content words that have become conventional 

borrowings). Figure 14 below shows a more general representation o f the “purification” of 

linguistic performance, where the vertical axis represents an increase in the level o f verbal 

hygiene: it is only at the highest level o f purification that dominant-language discourse- 

pragmatic words are not code-mixed.1

increase in 
level of 
verbal 
hygiene

The first row o f the table is approximately what is produced in the two Tatar code-switching 

styles, although recall that these two styles cannot be mapped out with precision until they 

are recorded in future fieldwork. The third row o f the table is the equivalent o f Tatar- 

preferred style, and the fourth row is the equivalent o f Tatar on-stage style. I have not heard 

Tatar linguistic performance that is equivalent to the second row, where both system words

1 Self-reported introspection on the part o f  several bilingual speakers o f English with whom  I am 
acquainted echoes these findings, except for these speakers the discourse-pragmatic words from their 
first language (their preferred language) are what are removed last from their English speech (their 
second language).
2 The content words in this column are not conventional borrowings.
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and discourse-pragmatic words ate code-mixed, but it is certainly theoretically possible, and 

may perhaps be found in style-shifting continua other than the one in the Tatar case.

By comparison, Figure 15 presents the diachronic stages o f lexical infiltration 

described in the model laid out above; here the vertical axis is the passage o f time.

passage of 
time

At the beginning stage (which can be called Stage Zero) there are no foreign words in the 

lexicon that are conventional borrowings. A t some point during this stage, nonce borrowings 

— that is that is, code-mixed words — become conventional borrowings, and the language 

moves into the next stage, Stage One o f the model presented here (the second row o f the 

table). The third row of the table is Stage Two, and the fourth row is Stage Three. Presuming 

a continuum of language mixing like that o f Tatar, with a pure version o f the minority 

language at one end, a pure version o f the dominant language at the other end, and various 

types o f language mixing in between, suggests the following changes in available styles and 

language mixing over time:

•  Generation A . Most pure version o f minority language has no foreign elements as 
conventional borrowings (Stage Zero)

•  Generation B. Most pure version o f minority language has content words as conventional 
borrow ings (Stage One)

•  Generation C. Most pure version o f minority language has content words and discourse- 
pragmatic words as conventional borrowings (Stage Two)

•  Generation D. Most pure version o f minority language has content words, discourse- 
pragmatic words, and system words/morphemes as conventional borrowings (Stage 
Three)

•  (Generation E. Minority language speakers only produce code-switched styles)
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I  am using the term ‘generation’ quite loosely here, and it is meant to merely show the 

passage o f time, not to suggest an age difference between speakers in one generation and 

speakers in another, nor to suggest the kinship relations between them; I  imagine that in 

stable diglossic situations, for example, all three generations o f a family (grandparents, 

parents, children) could be in Generation B o f speakers. The young Tatar speakers cited in 

Chapter Three are Generation B, and their children (should they still speak Tatar at all) will 

perhaps be speakers in Generation C -  today’s code-mixed Russian discourse-pragmatic 

words will in time most likely become conventional borrowings. Should this happen, the 

grammatical structure o f Tatar on-stage style will change; today’s “pure” Tatar on-stage style, 

which has only conventional Russian content-word borrowings, will no longer exist, and 

what is today’s Tatar-preferred style will be tomorrow’s Tatar on-stage style. This potential 

reassignment o f styles is shown in Figure 16:

Figure 16. Reassignment of styles by next Generation of speakers 

Generation B

Tatar on-stage 
style 

(some Russian 
content words as 

conventional 
borrowings)

discourse-

swircbng: R ussian with
m sjn ry  R uss an Tatar co d e 

mixing

R u s s i a n  
(n o  Tatar )

Generation C

Tatar on-stage 
style 

(Russian 
content words 
anddtscourse- 

pragmatic words 
as conventional 

borrowings)

cone sw'-ching' Russian with
'n.'ijovy Russian Tatar co d e 

mixing
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In this form o f language attrition the style that is the furthest away from Russian, on the 

Tatar end o f the cline, will move closer and closer to Russian in successive generations, while 

pure Russian, on the other end o f the cline, will remain stable.

Chapters Two and Three o f this dissertation established that among Tatar speakers 

there is a prevalent “discourse o f purity” where pure Tatar, which can alternatively be 

described as “de-Russified” Tatar, is an explicit ideal in both public and personal discourse. 

In the style o f Tatar speech and writing where verbal hygiene is at its highest, the use of 

Russian words that are not conventional borrowings is quite rare, although code-mixed 

discourse-pragmatic words can be found. It is only when the level o f verbal hygiene is 

lowered and discourse is more informal that regular and unconscious code-mixing of 

discourse-pragmatic words can be found, even among the most competent young Tatar 

speakers who are actively involved in the linguistic maintenance o f their Tatar identity.

Present-day Tatar is by no means the only language where speakers who are striving 

for a “pure” ideal code-mix dominant-language words. For example, “indigenous purism and 

strict compartmentalization” are two characteristics o f the language ideologies found among 

the Arizona Tewa, who are considered notable for their success in resisting cultural and 

linguistic assimilation (Kroskrity 1998). The emphasis on linguistic purism here is seen as 

stemming from performance registers associated with religion: “During ritual performance 

there is an explicit and enforced proscription against the use o f foreign words and /o r native 

vocabulary clearly identified w ith  an ...a lien  social dialect.” H ow ever, “ the  negative 

evaluation o f instances o f code-mixing in everyday speech by members o f the Arizona Tewa 

speech community reflects not the prevalence o f negative attitudes about these other 

languages, but rather the functioning o f ceremonial speech as a local model o f linguistic
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prestige” (ibid. 107-108). This purism has kept the lexicon of Tewa relatively free from 

borrowings: there are less than twenty lexical borrowings after 100 years o f contact with 

Apache, 150 years o f contact with Spanish, and 191 years of contact with Hopi. However, 

although the “mixing o f Tewa with either English or Hopi is explicitly devalued by members 

o f the Tewa speech community” we find that “in unguarded speech some mixing does 

occur” (ibid.: 100), a situation parallel in some ways to the differentiation between Tatar on

stage style, which is essentially free o f code-mixing, and Tatar-preferred style, in which code

mixing takes place. Kroskrity describes the structural borrowing phenomena in Tewa as “less 

salient” to speakers: among these borrowing phenomena we find a change in discourse 

structure, such that use o f the evidential particle ba parallels that o f the Hopi quotative 

particle yaw  (ibid.: 110).

Another situation where speakers striving for a “pure” linguistic ideal allow 

dominant-language discourse-pragmatic words to “sneak through” is found in Irish radio 

performance as documented by Cotter (1996). Like Tatar, Irish is a contracting language, and 

while English is found in all functional domains in the Republic o f Ireland, many o f which 

are associated with power and prestige, Irish is found in very few functional domains. Unlike 

Tatar, there are comparatively few native speakers o f Irish remaining, and the reclaiming of 

public functional domains such as Irish-language media is a conscious part o f the cultural 

and linguistic revitalization process. Most o f the Irish-language radio performers recorded by 

Cotter were not native speakers but instead learned Irish in school in programs that are also 

part of the revitalization process. What Cotter found is that radio personnel speaking on the 

air would use English discourse markers, words that are not standard borrowings in Irish, in 

otherwise Irish speech. Table 2 below shows the English discourse markers code-mixed in
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Irish, along with their approximate Russian equivalents and an assessment o f whether those 

Russian equivalents are found code-mixed in Tatar.

Table 2. English discourse markers found in Irish radio performance

English discourse marker Approximate Russian equivalent Found in Tatar?
well tak yes
yeah da yes
so tak; tak, chto yes
but a, no yes
because potomu chto yes
and i yes
now seychas, teper’ no
y’know none n/a
I mean none n/a

Note that some o f the Russian “equivalents” in the above table are not precise equivalents of 

their English counterparts; in particular, several o f the Russian words have discourse- 

pragmatic function but are not “discourse markers” in Russian, that is, they do not function 

in Russian as their counterparts do in English. For example, Russian potomu chto is not used 

as an utterance-initial and periodically phonetically reduced discourse marker like English 

because -  it is used only as a subordinator. And while Russian tak is used as a discourse 

particle that is essentially equivalent to English so, tak chto is not, and also is used only as a 

subordinator. A final difference is that while Cotter found that English and and because were 

infrequently code-mixed, the code-mixing o f their Russian equivalents is quite common in 

Tatar-preferred style.

There are several other major differences between the code-mixing found in Irish

and in Tatar. The English discourse-markers were code-mixed in a style where there is no

code-mixing in Tatar: public performance o f Tatar in such venues as radio and television,

even when in an informal register, is usually in Tatar on-stage style, where the level o f verbal

hygiene is so high that code-mixing does not take place. Additionally, many o f the speakers
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recorded code-mixing English into Irish are not fully competent speakers, but rather heritage 

speakers or second-language learners, and apparently Irish-language teaching “falters at the 

level o f discourse” (Cotter 1996: 148). The final difference in the two code-mixing 

phenomena is that Cotter found only discourse markers code-mixed into Irish, while Tatar 

speakers code-mix a range o f discourse-pragmatic words, only a few o f which are used as 

discourse markers in Russian. Even so, the parallels are significant: in both languages, when 

there is code-mixing in a style when speakers are striving for a pure version o f the minority 

language, the only words code-mixed are discourse-pragmatic in function. Moreover, seven 

o f the nine code-mixed English discourse words have Russian equivalents, and six out of 

seven o f these Russian equivalents are found code-mixed in Tatar.

An examination o f Hebrew code-mixing into English also shows interesting parallels. 

Olshtain and Blum-Kulka (1989), studying conversations o f Israeli families for whom 

English is the home language, found an asymmetry o f code-mixing: when English was the 

matrix language o f conversation, there could be either code-switching into Hebrew or code

mixing o f Hebrew words into otherwise English speech, but when Hebrew was the matrix 

language, there was only code-switching — code-mixing o f English words into otherwise 

entirely Hebrew speech was not found. In other words, Olshtain and Blum-Kulka’s 

fieldwork gave them access to three mixed styles: English with Hebrew code-mixing (parallel 

to Tatar-preferred style), English with Hebrew code-switching, and Hebrew with English 

code-switching (parallel to the two Tatar-Russian code-switched styles). It does seem 

plausible, however, that other mixed styles exist, styles that were not appropriate for the 

context o f their sociolinguistic study. In particular, it would be interesting to know if there is 

a Hebrew-English equivalent o f Russian with Tatar code-mixing (described in section 3.2.3 

o f Chapter Three), that is, Hebrew discourse with occasional code-mixed English words.
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Recall that this Tatar-Russian style is used by Tatar bilinguals in a self-conscious and 

deliberate way as both a marker o f solidarity and as an invitation to switch conversational 

style towards the more Tatar end o f the cline. If this style does exist in the repertoire of 

Israeli Hebrew-English bilinguals whose home language is English, perhaps it functions in 

the same way, which would explain why it would not be found at dinner-time conversations 

at home, where it would not be necessary to express ethnic solidarity nor to hint at language 

competence. In addition to the lack o f complete stylistic data, another complication in 

drawing parallels is that the sociolinguistic context o f English in Israel is unlike that o f Irish 

in Ireland and Tatar in Tatarstan, most notably in that English is a requirement for many 

white collar jobs: “knowing English is a social asset to anyone living in Israel and English- 

speaking immigrants are strongly motivated to maintain their language, even when full 

acculturation in the new community is aspired to” (Olshtain and Blum-Kulka 1989: 62).

In contrast to both Cotter’s findings for Irish and my findings for Tatar, Olshtain 

and Blum-Kulka found that 64% o f the code-mixed Hebrew words in their corpus were 

noun or verb phrases, while just 14% were what they label “discourse fillers” (ibid.: 68).3 The 

two discourse markers found in their article are ‘aval ‘but, however’ and davka ‘specifically, 

peculiarly’, which is considered to be a Hebrew-specific discourse particle. Additional 

discourse-pragmatic Hebrew words can be found in Maschler (1994), where the data are 

drawn once again from the private conversations o f Hebrew-English bilinguals living in 

Israel. The Hebrew discourse-pragmatic words found code-mixed in these two studies, along 

with their Russian equivalents and presence or absence in Tatar, are summarized in Table 3.

3 The other 22% o f code-mixings fell into the following categories: Expressions o f cultural content — 
12.5%, Idiomatic expressions — 3%, and Others — 6.5%.
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Table 3. Hebrew discourse markers found in Israeli English conversations

H ebrew  discourse m arker A pprox im ate R ussian equivalent F o u n d  in  Tatar?
’aval ‘but, however’ no yes
’a% ‘so’ tak yes
’o ‘or’ ili yes
bi'dyuk ‘exacdy’ tochno yes
pam ‘also’ tot(he yes
hen ‘yes’ da yes
ki ‘because’ potomu chto yes
tishme’i ‘ listen’ slushai(te) yes
ve ‘and’ i yes
vegam ‘and also’ tofhe (?) yes (?)
’at mevina ‘understand?’ poniatno (with rising intonation) no
beseder ‘all right’ ladno no
lehefex ‘on the contrary’ naoborot no
naxon ‘true, right’ pravda no
tir’i ‘look’ smotri(te) no
’at yoda’at y k n o w ’ none n /a
’axshav ‘now’ none n /a
betax ‘sure’ none n /a
davka ‘specifically, peculiarly’ none n /a

Here the overlap between Hebrew discourse-pragmatic words code-mixed in English and 

Russian discourse-pragmatic words code-mixed in Tatar is less complete than it was for 

Irish, but the parallels are still striking. There are fifteen Hebrew discourse-pragmatic words 

with approximate Russian equivalents, and ten out o f these fifteen Russian words -  or two- 

thirds -  are found code-mixed in present-day Tatar. They include subordinators (Hebrew ki 

and Russian potomu chto ‘because’), coordinators (Hebrew ve and Russian i ‘and’), contrastors 

(Hebrew ‘o and Russian Hi ‘or’), directives (Hebrew tishme’i and Russian slushai(te) ‘listen’), and 

evaluators (Hebrew btdyuk and Russian tochno ‘exactly’).

F u rth er parallels in discourse-pragm atic code-mixing are found closer to home 

(home for Tatars, that is) in nearby Uzbekistan. Uzbek belongs to a different branch of 

Turkic than Tatar -  the Southeast branch — and Russian domination o f Uzbekistan began 

significantly later, in the 19th century. Uzbekistan was a Union Republic during the Soviet
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era, one level o f political autonomy higher than Tatarstan, and is now an independent 

member o f the CIS. As in Tatarstan, the post-Soviet Uzbek government has engaged in the 

promotion o f the Uzbek language, and there appears to be a discourse o f purity here as well, 

where “ [s]ome Uzbeks bemoan the presence o f Russian loans in their language and criticize 

code-switching, identifying these with the loss o f Uzbek culture” (Baran 2000: 20). In 

addition, as in Tatarstan, Uzbekistan appears to be engaged in an officially supported 

purification o f the lexicon, and “children reading the new Uzbek language textbooks 

discover that the Russian words used by their parents have been replaced with old Turkic, 

Arabic, or Persian words, or new Turkic coinages” (ibid. 31).

Baran (2000) presents a list o f twelve Russian words and phrases that are found in 

what she calls “colloquial Uzbek” and an “informal register” but are not found in written 

Uzbek. These discourse-pragmatic words, which she refers to as “function words”, were 

present in the conversational speech o f Uzbek-Russian bilinguals living in Tashkent, even 

when the speakers were Uzbek-dominant and “almost never” code-switched (ibid. 22), and 

are found in Table 4.

Table 4. Russian discourse-pragmatic words found in present-day Utpek

Russian discourse-pragm atic w ord F o u n d  in  Tatar?
i ‘and’ yes
Hi ‘or’ yes
a ‘and, but’ yes
nu ‘so, well’ yes
naprimer ‘for example’ yes
prosto ‘simply, just’ yes
u%he ‘already’ yes
sraxu ‘immediately’ yes
da ‘yes’ yes
voobshche ‘completely, in general’ yes
tak, a tak ‘like this, in general’ no(t yet)
ka% rat( ‘just then’ no(t yet)
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Baran believes that these discourse-pragmatic words have made the transition from “code

switched” words to borrowings that are in the “mental lexicon” o f even Uzbek-dominant 

speakers (ibid. 21), but her data suggest that these Russian words are actually being code

mixed into otherwise Uzbek speech in a style that appears to be the equivalent o f Tatar- 

preferred style. As in Tatar-preferred style, the code-mixed Russian words retain their 

Russian grammatical requirements and the discourse produced is a composite o f Uzbek and 

Russian grammar (in Baran’s analysis, “the structures permitted by a and u%he [two o f the 

words listed above] are ungrammatical when unmixed Uzbek is used” (ibid. 23)). Nearly all 

o f the Russian discourse-pragmatic words listed by Baran as code-mixed in Uzbek are found 

code-mixed in Tatar and are presented in Chapter Three (and note that Russian a ‘however,’ 

is already a conventional borrowing in Tatar, found in both oral and written registers). The 

two exceptions, tak/a tak ‘like this, in general’ and kak ra% ‘just then,’ may not actually be 

exceptions — these are phrases that I believe that I have heard code-mixed into Tatar at times 

when I did not have note-taking materials available. Therefore, rather than making a 

definitive claim one way or the other, I have simply labeled their “found in Tatar?” status as 

“not yet.” Finally, note that while there are 61 code-mixed Russian discourse-pragmatic 

words found in my Tatar corpus, Baran presents just 12 in Uzbek; it would be interesting to 

know if there are further parallels in the code-mixing o f Russian words in Uzbek and Tatar 

that were simply not presented in her brief article due to space limitations.

Hypotheses for the motivations and mechanisms o f discourse-pragmatic code

mixing are found in Chapter Five. The next three sections, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 are case studies 

o f the discourse-pragmatic borrowings and related borrowing phenomena found in three 

different language contact situations and examine: (1) the influence o f Russian and Polish on 

Karaim; (2) the influence on Tatar o f Arabic and Persian, two languages that served as
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superstates for nearly a milleniutn; and (3) the influence of Turkish on Asia Minor Greek. 

These three contact situations were chosen because o f their relevance to present-day Tatar 

and the code-mixing o f discourse-pragmatic words as described in Chapter Three. All 

involve Turkic languages: for one contact situation, the Turkic language is the dominant 

language doing the influencing; for the other two, it is the Turkic language that is being 

influenced. The three case studies work together to show that not only is discourse- 

pragmatic functionality key to understanding both lexical and structural borrowing, but that 

the same discourse pragmatic words are borrowed from the same dominant language in 

separate contact situations, and when there are no contact languages in common it is words 

with comparable discourse-pragmatic functionality that are borrowed again and again, and 

used with the same function, frequency, and placement.

4.2 Case Study One: The influence o f Slavic on Karaim

Karaim, like Tatar, is a Turkic language o f the Kipchak branch that has been in contact with 

Slavic languages for hundreds o f years. The Karaim are sectarian Jews who had migrated 

from the Russian steppes to Crimea by the 13th century (Schur 1995) and from Crimea were 

invited to settle in Lithuania in the late 14th century (Zajaczkowski 1961). Karaim settlements 

were typically quite small, numbering at most hundreds o f people (Schur 1995), and Karaim 

“has always been a sociolinguistically weak code dominated by the regional standard 

languages, Polish, Russian and Lithuanian, and their non-standard local variants” and 

“exhibits a high degree o f convergence with the areally dominant codes” (Csato, in press: 1). 

The Karaim have been undergoing multi-generational language shift for some time; there are
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currently approximately 40 speakers o f the Lithuanian dialect and six speakers o f the 

Ukrainian dialect (Csato 1999b: 1).

Another similarity between Karaim and Tatar is a language ideology o f purism. An 

early 20th century language development and standardization movement, permanendy 

interrupted by the outbreak o f the second world war, had purist elements; language 

reformers explicidy promoted words o f native stock over borrowings in their attempts to 

develop a standard Karaim literary language (Csato 1999a: 84). Most o f the remaining 

speakers o f Karaim belong to the pre-war generation, and thus were influenced by these 

purist language ideologies, where “pure” Karaim -  Karaim without lexical borrowings — is an 

explicit ideal. Linguistic purism in Tatar can cause communicative issues for less competent 

speakers who feel compelled to speak in the de-Russified Tatar on-stage style and thus 

produce halting, ungrammatical speech; they prioritize ideology over communication. Purism 

appears to have a similar effect among the Karaim. “In communicative situations where they 

feel ‘observed,’ the conversation in Karaim often breaks down after some cliche o f greeting 

and asking about the other’s health because the speakers are afraid o f using the language 

‘incorrectly’ ” (ibid. 85).

Despite this ideology of purity, speakers o f Karaim, which is much further along in 

the process o f language shift than Tatar and has been more heavily influenced by its contact 

languages, rely heavily on both lexical borrowings and upon code-switching. There are 

apparently descriptive rules for code-switching that are perceptible, if not articulated: “A 

Karaim can tell immediately whether a person uses the foreign elements in the real Karaim 

way or just ‘mixes’ foreign words with the Karaim language” (ibid. 88). Additionally, 

speakers who actualize the ideal o f “pure” Karaim mark themselves as non-native, and not 

entirely competent in the communicative norms for Karaim. One Karaim woman, in
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reference to a Turcologist who speakers “pure, Turkic” Karaim, stated that “his way of 

speaking is not b’i^im karaycha ‘our Karaim’ ” (ibid. 88). Karaim speakers o f the late 20th 

century appear to be in Generation D  in the typology laid out in section 4.1 above, that is, 

the style o f Karaim produced for the fieldworker in interviews (presumably a more 

“performance” style, as discussed in section 1.4 o f Chapter One), has dominant-language 

content words, discourse-pragmatic words, and system words and morphemes.

The foreign discourse-pragmatic words found in Karaim appear to be standard 

borrowings, but given both the similarities in circumstances between Karaim and Tatar and 

the similarities in the placement and frequency o f these discourse-pragmatic words, it seems 

quite likely that code-mixing is the mechanism by which they were borrowed. Karaim has 

borrowed the following discourse-pragmatic words from Slavic (Russian and Polish):

[4.1]
•  a ‘and’
•  i ‘and’
•  to ‘then’
•  nu ‘well’
•  nu to ‘well then’
•  vot ‘there’
•  moc ‘to be able’
•  ut(he ‘already’
•  okolo ‘around’

With the exception o f to ‘then’, all o f the Slavic discourse-pragmatic borrowings found in

Karaim are words that are code-mixed in Tatar. Additionally, it is entirely possible that there

is m ore overlap o f  bo rrow ed  o r code-m ixed Russian discourse-pragm atic w ords — the corpus

of Karaim data to which I had access is far from exhaustive. The above words were found in

/  /

example sentences in various articles by Eva Agnes Csato, who, while writing mostly about 

Slavic-Karaim contact phenomena, was not writing specifically on lexical borrowing. It is
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entirely possible that a more extensive set o f data would yield additional Slavic discourse- 

pragmatic words common to both Tatar and Karaim; in Tatar as code-mixed words in the 

process o f being borrowed, and in Karaim as now-conventional borrowings.

Karaim speakers use two Slavic conjunctions, a and i, as found in examples [4.2] and

[4.3]. All borrowings from Slavic, both discourse-pragmatic and content words, are 

presented in boldface in this section:

[4.2] Karaim borrowing o f Slavic a

A yal’a n’e koduy ishT-ey-s’? M’en’ Diana-ba
and  now what you do-A.NONPST-2PS I Diana-WITH

yaz-a-m b ’it’ik.
write-A .N ONPST-1 PS letter.

‘And what are you doing now? I am writing a letter together with Diana.’ (Csato 2000a: 680)

Recall that Russian a is also now a standard borrowing in Tatar, one that was borrowed at an 

earlier stage and phonetically altered to a. As with all o f the Russian words code-mixed in 

Tatar, all o f the Slavic borrowings in Karaim appear to remain true to Slavic pronunciation. 

Here in Karaim, as in Russian, a is used to introduce a new topical unit (Grenoble 1999: 

180), and is thus found in sentence-initial position (it can also be found clause-initially in the 

second clause in a sentence).

The Slavic coordinating conjunction i, along with several other Slavic borrowings, is 

shown in example [4.3].
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[4.3] Karaim borrowing of i

I uzhe bu fotograf tur-at kolo Bas’ya-nin.
and already this photographer stand-A.NONPST-3PS by Bas’ya-GEN
‘And this photographer is already standing near Basia.’ (Csato 2000b: 269)

Here we see not only a high frequency o f words o f Slavic origin, but also that three o f the 

four Slavic borrowings in this utterance are non-content words -  Russian u%he ‘already’ and 

Polish kolo ‘near’ will be discussed later in this section. The discourse-pragmatic function of 

Russian i ‘and’ is consistent in Karaim, Tatar, and Russian, and parallel to that o f English and 

— it coordinates idea units and continues a speaker’s action (Schiffrin 1987: 125).

The remaining Slavic discourse-pragmatic borrowings into Karaim that are words 

used for metacommentary and deixis, or “information packaging” (Grenoble 1998). The first 

o f these is the Russian temporal adverb to, usually glossed in this meaning as ‘then’ and 

described by Csato as a discourse operator used to “mark a vague consecutive relation” 

(1999b: 59). Here it can be seen as loosely parallel to the English temporal adverb then, which 

when used as a discourse marker marks succession in discourse time (Schiffrin 1987: 250ff). 

Note that to is the only Slavic borrowing in Karaim not found in my Tatar corpus, but I 

believe that its absence should be interpreted less as an indication that to is not code-mixed 

in Tatar-preferred style, and more as an indication that the corpus is not yet complete. 

Indeed, there are related words and phrases using to that are found code-mixed in Tatar- 

preferred style: a to ‘else’, which is the combination o f a ‘and/but’ and to ‘then’ (and thus can 

be more literally translated as ‘but then’), and %ato ‘but on the other hand’, which is a 

compound word consisting o f the preposition %a ‘for’ and to ‘then’. I believe that to is most 

likely code-mixed in Tatar to structure discourse, just as it is in Karaim. This discourse-
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structuring function in Karaim can be seen in example [4.4], where to is the only Slavic 

borrowing:

[4.4] Karaim borrowing o f to

Son n’echik chikh-sa to k’er’ak alma n’in’d’ikol’ek savut.
end when emerge-COND then need take-lNF some pot
‘After they have emerged, then you need to prepare the pot.’ (Csato 1999b: 59)

This use o f to is interpreted by Csato as a “specific strategy applied to mark a constituent as 

pragmatically prominent” and a construction found in a large linguistic area including 

Slavonic languages, Turkic languages in contact with Slavonic, Hungarian, and Modern 

Greek, among others (1999b: 59). Although Csato does not give an alternative way of 

expressing this utterance using only native Karaim means o f subordination (perhaps because 

there no longer is one), this use o f to as shown here is most likely is associated with a 

composite morphosyntax — temporal relations in other Kipchak languages are usually 

expressed synthetically by means o f verbal suffixes, but in example [4.4] the temporal 

relation is expressed with a combination o f Karaim verbal forms and a Slavic temporal 

marker.

In addition to being used independently, to ‘then’ is also used in combination with nu 

‘well, so’ in order to structure discourse, as seen in example [4.5]:
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[4.5] Karaim borrowing of Slavic nu to

Vot yal’s V’il’n ’ius’-d’a bun’d’i k’en’esa k’or’k’-l’ii nu to
look now Vilnius-LOC such kenesa beautiful now this

tuy-du-m k ’i ayt-ad-lar k ’i bar-Ir-lar yal’a
hear-PST-lPS that say:A.NONPST-3PP that go-R.NONPST-3PP now

ulan-lar-ya ulan-lar da anda iir’an-’ir-l’ar karaychs s’oz’la-m’a.
child-PL-DAT child-PL also there leam-R.NONPST-3PP Karaim speak-lNF.

‘Look, this kenesa in Vilnius is so beautiful now, and I have heard that they say that they will 
now go to the children and the children will learn to speak Karaim there.’ (Csato 2000a: 678)

Once again, the only Slavic borrowings in the utterance are discourse-pragmatic terms: nu to, 

used to introduce the second proposition o f the sentence, and Russian vot, used as a forward- 

looking directive to draw attention to the statement about to be made — just as it is used in 

Russian, and just as it is used when code-mixed in Tatar (as seen in section 3.4.Id  in Chapter 

3). While Csato translates nu to as ‘now this’ in her interlinear gloss, it could just as easily be 

glossed as ‘well then,’ and a more literal free translation o f the sentence would be something 

like, “Look, now in Vilnius is such a beautiful kenesa, well then I heard that they say that 

they will now go to the children, and the children will leam to speak Karaim there.” Note 

that the Karaim word k ’i, along with its gloss ‘that’, is italicized in the example and 

translation above; this k ’i is the same Persian ki found in Tatar, which will be discussed in 

section 4.3.2 o f this chapter. N ot only are all o f the borrowings in this sentence discourse- 

pragmatic words, but one o f them is from an earlier stage o f borrowing from a different 

language.

Russian vot can also be found in Karaim with a usage much like the English discourse 

marker well, as seen in example [4.6]:
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[4.6] Karaim borrowing o f Russian vot

Vot buley vakht ash-a-t.
well that time go-A.NONPST-3PS
‘Well, that’s how time goes’ (Csato 1998: 49)

Note that vakht ‘time’ is a borrowing from Arabic, parallel to wakit in Tatar and vakit in 

Turkish. Russian nu can also be translated as ‘well’ and can be used similarly, as found in 

example [4.7]:

[4.7] Karaim borrowing o f Russian nu

N u n’ech’ikb’ir bala oshukac’ et’-t’i b ’ir
well how a young man cheat do-PAST one

N u da ganglakh uzhe spov’edac’ et’-at’
well and Catholic priest already hear confession do-A.NONPST

k ’i pov’in’n’i e-d’-lar buley da buley...
that ought to be-PAST-3PP so and so

Well, how a young man gets a girl into trouble, and the Catholic priest hears their 
confession so that they ought to do so and so.’ (Csato 2000b: 267)

Here nu is used twice: once to introduce a topic and once to signal its continuation; both of 

these discourse functions are found when nu is used in Russian (Grenoble 1998: 181). There 

are three kinds o f borrowings found in this example. From Persian we once again see k V 

‘that’, used as a standard subordinating conjunction. From Russian we have nu ‘well’ as a 

discourse marker, and u%he ‘already’, which here seems to be used less as an evaluative and

more as an intensifier. Finally, from Polish we have verbs in the infinitive, borrowed in the

standard Turkic manner with the auxiliary verb et’- ‘do.’

tashcha-ni... 
girl-ACC

alar-ni,
they-ACC
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Two further examples, [4.8] and [4.9], show that this pattern o f borrowing -  where 

the only Slavic borrowings are either prototypical content words (nouns and occasionally 

verbs) or discourse pragmatic words — is the standard in present-day Karaim:4

[4.8] Karaim borrowing o f Russian nu to and nouns

N u  to bashla-di ish’l’a-m’a anar bu d’ikhani’ye
well then begin-PAST do-lNF she-DAT this respiration

yattitYiz-di yer us’n’ii, kukhn’a-da.
lay down-PAST floor on kitchen-LOC.

‘Well, then he started to give her artificial respiration, he laid her down on the floor, in the 
kitchen.’ (Csato 2000b: 266)

Example [4.9] is from later in the same narrative:

[4.9] Karaim borrowing o f Russian to, verbs, and noun

Yizvat’ et’-t’i-m skora-ni, k’el’-m’i-t’.
call do-PAST-lPS ambulance-ACC come-NEG-A.NONPST.

L’il’a-g’a pazvont et’-t’i-m, to skoray k’el’-d’i.
Lilia-DAT call do-PAST-lPS then ambulance come-PAST.

‘I called the ambulance, it doesn’t come. I called Lilia and the ambulance came.’ (Csato 
2000b: 267)

4 This is the precise pattern of Slavic code-mixing and borrowings found in Tatar-preferred style.
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Note that in these two examples Russian nouns ate treated like Karaim nouns in that they 

take Karaim morphology: kukhn’a ‘kitchen’ is in the locative case, and skora ‘ambulance’ is in 

the definite accusative case. In example [4.8], Russian nu to is used to mark a continuation in 

the discourse and, like to in example [4.9], provides narrative structure and event sequencing.

The remaining three discourse-pragmatic words borrowed from Slavic into Karaim 

are evaluative in function: moc ‘to be able’ is used as an epistemic verb, u%he is used as an 

evaluator o f time, and okolo is used as a hedge. The Karaim borrowing o f Polish moc ‘to be 

able’ differs both from the Tatar borrowing o f Russian moch’ ‘to be able’ and from the 

Karaim borrowing o f other Polish verbs. Here is an example of Polish moc.

[4.10] Karaim borrowing o f Polish moc ‘to be able’

Tal’a t’ir’il’-a-m mog-3-m ayt-ma k ’i t’ir’l’ik khor t’uv’iil’.
Now live-A.NONPST-1 PS can-A.NONPST-lPS say-INF that life bad not.
“Now I live and I can  say that life is not bad.” (Csato 2000a: 687)

W hen Tatar speakers code-mix Russian moch it is only in the third-person singular form 

moyhet. And other Polish verbs are borrowed into Karaim in the noun-like infinitive form 

with the borrowing mechanism o f being verbalized with the auxiliary verb et’- ‘to do.’ 

However, as can be seen here, Polish moc is neither used in a fixed third-person singular 

form, nor borrowed in the infinitive and treated like a noun, but rather fully nativized and 

used like a Karaim verbal stem. The form o f the verb used as the stem here is in fact the 

form o f the stem for the first-person singular present in Polish: moc is a verb that has a 

morphophonological alternation such that the final consonant o f the first-person singular 

and third-person plural verb stem is [g], while all other persons have a verb stem that ends in 

[3]. Therefore, what we seem to have here is a borrowing that is sensitive to Polish grammar,
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where the verb stem for the first-person singular in Polish is the one used as the verb stem 

for a first-person singular in Karaim.

Moc seems to be the only Polish verb for which this is the case. Additionally, all of 

the other modals used in Karaim -  at least those found in the data available -  are natively 

Turkic: the use o f the question particle to question possibility; the use o f the verb bolal- to 

express permission and ability; and the use o f the verb jara- to express permission or 

objective possibility. Russian moch’is code-mixed into Tatar as the fixed third-person singular 

moyhet and used as an epistemic meaning ‘might, maybe’: in both Karaim and Tatar, 

moch’I moc appears to be the only dominant-language modal verb that is either borrowed or 

code-mixed.

The evaluative Russian u%he ‘already’ is “often used to stress present relevance” in 

Karaim (Csato 2000: 681), as can be seen in example [4.11]:

[4.11] Karaim borrowing o f Russian u%he

T al’a maya uzhe yet’m ’ish yil tol-du.
Now I-DAT already seventy year fulfill-PAST.
“I have now completed my 70th year.” (Csato 2000a: 681)

Note that ut(he appears to be moving towards a semantic shift as a general intensifier, as can 

be seen in example [4.7] above, where it does not seem to have a real temporal meaning — 

here is an excerpt from that example:
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[4.12] Russian u%he as intensifier in Karaim

N u  da ganglakh uzhe spov’edac’ et’-at’ alar-ru,
well and Catholic priest already hear confession do-A.NONPST they-ACC

k ’i pov’in’n’i e-d’-lar buley da buley...
that ought to be-PAST-3PP so and so

. .and the Cathohc priest hears their confession so that they ought to do so and so.’
(Csato 2000b: 267)

While Csato has translated u%he as ‘already’ in the interlinear gloss, she does not include 

‘already’ in the free translation, because this u%he is not functioning as an evaluator o f time. 

In Russian, the emphatic particle u%h, often used as a general intensifier, is a reduced version 

o f u?(he -  this semantic shift appears to be taking place once more in Karaim, albeit without 

the phonetic reduction. Tatar inde is also polysemous, generally translated with either Russian 

u%he ‘already’ or t(he, an emphatic particle, although it is not clear if  this semantic shift was 

independent or externally motivated.

The final evaluative discourse-pragmatic word borrowed into Karaim from Russian 

is okolo ‘around, about’, used in Karaim precisely as it is in Tatar:

[4.13] Karaim borrowing o f Russian okolo

Okolo b’ir afta-nin Trox-ta kal-i'-m.
about one week-GEN Trakai-LOC stay-AOR-lPS
‘I will stay about a week in Trakai.’ (Csato 1999b: 55)

Here, as in Tatar, Russian okolo in Karaim is used in its grammaticalized, evaluative meaning

as a hedge, rather than in its root spatial meaning to mean literally ‘around’ or ‘about’.

Additionally, its use here is accompanied by a composite morphosyntax: okolo, which is a

preposition in Russian, retains its prepositional nature and precedes the head it is modifying;

by contrast, Karaim, like other Kipchak languages, is traditionally postpositional. Moreover,
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okolo retains its Russian grammatical requirements; the modified noun afta ‘week’ head is in 

the genitive (with Karaim morphology), which is the case required by this preposition in 

Russian.

We have seen that eight o f the nine Slavic discourse-pragmatic words borrowed into 

Karaim are also found code-mixed in Tatar preferred-style. Additionally — with the exception 

o f moc ‘to be able’, borrowed into Karaim as a verb stem and inflected for person with native 

morphology, but code-mixed in Tatar only in the fixed third-person singular form -  these 

Slavic discourse-pragmatic words are used identically in Karaim and in Tatar. Their 

frequency and placement within utterances is essentially the same, and if one were to 

compare just the translations, where Slavic discourse-pragmatic words are marked in 

boldface, one would be unable to distinguish which translation was for Karaim and which 

translation was for Tatar.

However, Karaim is at a much later stage o f language shift and borrowing than 

Tatar; not only is it moribund (the current generation o f speakers is m ost likely the last 

generation), but it has also been more influenced by the locally dominant languages than 

Tatar has been influenced by Russian. In addition to the discourse-pragmatic borrowings 

described above, there are other borrowings and elements of structural influence that show 

Karaim to be in the third stage o f lexical borrowing described in this model, and further 

along the Thomason and Kaufman borrowing scale (1988: 74ff). Because both Karaim and 

Tatar are members o f the Kipchak branch o f Turkish (itself a relatively shallow family) and 

the dominant languages in both situations are comparable (Russian and Russian/Polish), the 

Karaim structural innovations can be seen as potential future innovations for Tatar. In other 

words, borrowing phenomena found in Karaim today may possibly be found in the Tatar of 

tomorrow.
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While the only Russian non-content words code-mixed into Tatar by fully competent 

young speakers are discourse-pragmatic in function, Karaim has borrowed grammatical non- 

content words without metalinguistic functionality. For example, Russian okolo ‘around, 

about’, seen above in example [4.13], is used metalinguistically as a hedge. However, Polish 

kolo is used in Karaim in its root spatial meaning, as seen in example [4.3] above, shown 

again here:

[4.14] Karaim borrowing o f Polish kolo

I uzhe bu fotograf tur-at kolo Bas’ya-nin.
and already this photographer stand-A.NONPST-3PS by Bas’ya-GEN
‘And this photographer is already standing near Basia.’ (Csato 2000b: 269)

While the two Russian non-content words used in this sentence, i ‘and’ and u%he ‘already’, 

have metalinguistic function, the Polish preposition is used as a spatial relator, and the object 

o f the preposition is produced in the genitive, just as it would be in Polish. However, the 

genitive in this case is produced with Karaim morphology (just as it was with Russian okolo in 

example [4.13] above), thus producing a phrase -  kolo Bas’jani'n ‘by Basia’ — that is a 

morphosyntactic composite. It is not clear if Russian okolo is also used in Karaim in its spatial 

meaning — due to the paucity o f data, it is difficult to make an absolute claim that it is not.

Polish kolo is not the only Slavic preposition used in Karaim — also borrowed are 

Russian s ‘from’ and %a ‘for’. Karaim use o f Russian s is shown in example [4.15]:
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[4.15] Karaim borrowing of Russian s

Trox-ta anuz yokh e-d’i gramafon, a ata-m
Trakai-LOC yet not existing be-past gramaphone and/but father-POSS.lPS

k’el’t’ir-d’i s Petrograd-a gramafon.
bring-PST from Petrograd-GENgramaphone.

‘There was no gramaphone in Trakai, but my father brought a gramophone from 
Petersburg.’ (Csato 2000b: 269)

Once again, the preposition s precedes the noun it is modifying, and once again the Slavic 

preposition retains its grammatical requirements, here that the modified head be in the 

genitive case. However, the genitive here is not produced with Karaim morphology (-«/», as 

seen above in example [4.13]), but with Slavic -a, the genitive suffix for masculine and neuter 

nouns, and thus appropriate for masculine Petrograd. It is not clear if there is free variation 

between the use o f the Karaim genitive suffix and the Slavic genitive suffix with borrowed 

Slavic prepositions, or if some Slavic prepositions somehow trigger the use o f Slavic 

morphology while others do not, but what is clear is that this represents a further 

penetration o f Slavic into Karaim grammar.

Russian %a, which has a root meaning o f ‘behind’ and is polysemous, with 

grammaticalized meanings o f ‘for’ and ‘after’, inter alia, is found in a caique o f the Slavic 

idiom used to mean “What kind o f ... is it?” :

[4.14] Karaim borrowing o f Russian %a

N ’e b u  z a  karay?
what this for Karaim
W hat kind o f Karaim is this?’ (Csato 2000b: 269)

The Russian equivalent, which is the model for the caique, is as follows:
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[4.15] Russian equivalent

Chto eto za X?
what this for X
■What kind o f X  is this?’

Further syntactic influence can be found not in the borrowing o f Slavic prepositions, 

but in the calquing o f Slavic syntax. For example, Karaim, like most Turkic languages, does 

not have an instrumental case, while Slavic does -  under the influence o f Slavic, the clitic 

postposition ba has expanded from its comitative function to be used as a kind o f ‘case 

marking’ that is parallel to Slavic instrumental (Csato, in press: 3), as can be seen in example

[4.16]:

[4.16] Karaim bd used like Slavic instrumental

Ol e-d’i khazzan-bo
He be-PAST hazzan-WITH
‘He was hazzan (leader o f the Karaim community).’ (Csato, in press: 3)

The Russian equivalent is as follows:

[4.17] Russian equivalent with instrumental case

O n byl khazzan-om.
He be-PAST khazzan-INST
‘He was hazzan.’

In Russian, the past tense o f the verb byt’ ‘to be’ requires a predicate noun in instrumental 

case, and it is this requirement that is being paralleled in Karaim. The non-final position of 

the verb combines with the new use o f the enclitic ba ‘with’ to create an utterance that is 

both morphologically and syntactically parallel to Russian. The Tatar cognate o f Karaim ba is

the comitative beldn, which is used as a postposition. While Tatar beldn ‘with’ is periodically
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used in caiques from Russian, it is as the equivalent o f the Russian preposition s ‘with’, and 

not to create an instrumental-like case in instances where that case is found in Russian 

without the prepositions. Additionally, this calqued used o f beldn seems to be limited to a few 

set expressions, for example, wishes for a happy holiday or birthday, as seen in example

[4.18]:

[4.18] Tatar beldn ‘with’ as a caique o f Russian s

a. Tatar
Tu-gan kon-egez belan
be.bom-PAST.PART day- POSS.2PP with 
‘Happy birthday!’

b.
Bayram belan S prazdnik-om
holiday with with holiday-INST
‘Happy holiday!’ ‘Happy holiday!’

Tatar beldn is otherwise not generally used as an equivalent o f Russian comitative s. 

Additionally, the two expressions shown in example [4.18] are readily perceived as caiques by 

many Tatars, some o f whom attempt to use alternate, non-calqued, expressions.

Another productive morphosyntactic borrowing from Slavic into Karaim is a pattern 

for deriving compound nouns. The Turkic morphological process used to create compound 

nouns is known as î afet and consists o f a first, unmarked, noun and a second noun that 

immediately follows it and is marked with a possessive suffix that is identical to the third- 

person singular possessive ~(s)I. This î a/et construction can found in many o f the Tatar 

examples in Chapter Three, such as those repeated in [4.19]:

Russian
S dnyom rozhdeni-ya
with day.INST birth-GEN
‘Happy birthday’!
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[4.19] The Tatar ^^/construction

uzeshchen-nar konsert-i, 
amateur-PL concert-POSS 
‘amateur concert’ (example 3.14)

Mishar kiz-lar-i
Mishar girl-PL-POSS
‘Mishar girls’ (example 3.17)

Khater Kon-e
memory day-POSS
‘Memory Day’ (example 3.23)

Karaim also has the î afet construction, but has innovated a new construction for compound 

nouns, one that is parallel to the Slavic model o f Noun + Noun-PL.GEN, as can be seen in 

example [4.20]:

[4.20] Karaim innovated construction for compound nouns

sawuxturuwchu t’ish’-lar’-n’in’ 
doctor tooth-PL-GEN
‘doctor o f teeth’, i.e. ‘dentist’ (Csato in press: 4)

A typical Polish equivalent would be:

[4.21] Polish compound noun

lekarz chorob dzieciecych
doctor illness-PL.GEN child-PL.gen
‘doctor o f child illness’, i.e., ‘pediatrician’ (Csato in press: 4)

This innovated Karaim construction, clearly based on the Slavic model, is used productively 

by speakers (Csato in press: 5). Tatar, by contrast, has no such construction. W hat one will 

find is the use o f the Russian derivational morpheme -skit to create an adjective that then 

modifies a head noun, for example, Bolgarskii stil ‘Bolgar style’ as opposed to Bo/gar stil-e
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‘Bolgar style’. Howevet, this construction, as discussed in section 3.5 o f Chapter Three, is 

neither conventionalized nor frequendy heard, and is associated with less-competent Tatar 

speakers.

The Karaim enclitic da ‘and’, cognate with the Tatar enclitic da ‘and, also’ (which 

assimilates in consonant voicing and vowel quality to the preceding word), also seems to 

have an innovative usage that is based on a Slavic model. In Tatar, da always follows the 

items or propositions that are being conjoined, and is usually found after each item or 

proposition being linked. Here is an excerpt from example [3.11] in Chapter Three:

[4.22] Tatar use o f the enclitic da

R.-ni da chakir klub-ka.
R-ACC also invite-IMP club-DAT
‘Invite R. as well to the club.’

Tatar speakers sometimes code-mix Russian to^he ‘also, as well’ in lieu o f da, as can be seen in 

the sentence following the one in example [4.22], also taken from example [7] in Chapter 

Three:

[4.23] Tatar use o f Russian to%he in lieu o f da

Anga tozhe ber kiz tab-ar-siing
him-DAT also a girl find-AOR-2PS
‘You will find a girl for him as well.’

While Karaim does not appear to have borrowed toyhe ‘also, as well’ from Russian, it does 

seem to have innovated a use o f da that is based on Slavic i ‘and’ and toyhe ‘also’, as seen in 

example [4.24]:
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[4.24] Karaim da modeled on Russian i

D a ik ’at’uv’ch’ii-l’ar aytir e-d’-l’ar n’in’d’i yakhshi karay-lar.
and teacher-PL say:R.NONPST be-PST-3PP what good Karaim-PL.
‘And the teachers used to say that the Karaims are so good.’ (Csato 2000a: 682)

In Tatar, da, as an enclitic, can never be in sentence-initial position — the discourse-pragmatic 

word used sentence-initially in standard literary Tatar to introduce a conjoined proposition is 

the Persian loanword ham ‘and’, while in Tatar-preferred style Russian i ‘and’ is sometimes 

used. This Karaim use o f da is parallel to the use o f borrowed Russian i  in Karaim, shown 

here once again in example [4.25]:

[4.25] Karaim borrowing o f i

I uzhe bu fotograf tur-at kolo Bas’ya-nin.
and already this photographer stand-A.NONPST-3PS by Bas’ya-GEN
‘And this photographer is already standing near Basia.’ (Csato 2000b: 269)

In present-day Tatar, the syntactic functionality o f the enclitic da has remained distinct from 

its non-native equivalents ham (conventional), to%he (non-standard), and i (non-standard), but 

in Karaim, da seems to have changed from a characteristically Turkic enclitic to a 

coordinating conjunction that is used exactly as i is used in Russian.

One final Karaim innovation, found in the syntactic realization o f relativization, 

further demonstrates the level o f Russian structural influence. As shown in Chapter Three, 

the use o f code-mixed Russian coordinators in Tatar is associated with a composite 

morphosyntax -  whereas in an entirely Tatar utterance, subordinate clauses are embedded 

pre-head and subordinated using participles, nominalizations, and gerunds, a code-mixed 

Russian coordinator will introduce a subordinate clause that is not embedded, as would be 

standard, but rather follows the main clause. In Karaim, this composite morphosyntax can
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be found without the use o f a Slavic borrowing, as shown in example [4.26], which shows a 

native Karaim question word used as a Slavic-style relativizer:

[4.26] Karaim use o f kayda ‘where’ as a relativizer

E-d’i-k Yusuf-ta, yilisuv-da kayda astri yakhshl yuvu-n-du-kh. 
be-PAST-lPPYusuf-LOC sauna-LOC where very good wash-RFL-PAST-lPP.
“We were at Yusuf’s (house), in the sauna, where we had such a nice bath.’
(Csato 2000a: 678)

Compare the syntax o f the Karaim sentence with its equivalent in Russian:

[4.27] Russian equivalent

My byl-i u Yusuf-a, v saune, gde my ochen’ khorosho
we be-PAST.PL at Yusuf-GEN in sauna.LOC where we very well

pomyl-i-s’.
wash.PERF-PAST.PL-RFL

“We were at Yusufs (house), in the sauna, where we had such a nice bath.’

The Karaim sentence has no pronouns (required in Russian because the past tense marks 

number but not person), but otherwise it is a word-for-word equivalent o f the Russian -  

kayda ‘where’ has expanded in scope so that now, like Russian gde ‘where’, it can be used not 

only as a question word but also as a relative pronoun, what Myers-Scotton calls a 

convergence o f “lexico-semantic conceptual structure” (Myers-Scotton 1992). Tatar kayda 

‘where’ is not yet used as a relative pronoun in standard speech, and while it can occasionally 

be found as a relativizer in more casual styles of speech, this use o f kayda is apparendy 

immediately recognizable to competent speakers as a caique and disdained by them as not 

“real” Tatar (Amil Nur, personal communication). A further example o f the convergence of 

lexico-semantic structure, found in Karaim but not in Tatar, is the extension o f the use of
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Karaim verbs to parallel the polysemy o f equivalent Slavic verbs; for example Karaim tur- 

‘stand’ has now been expanded in meaning to include ‘cost,’ just as the verb ‘to stand’ also 

means ‘to cost’ in some varieties o f Slavic (Csato in press: 2).

In addition to the phenomena presented above, Karaim has been influenced by 

Slavic in several other ways that Tatar has not. The phonetic influence o f Russian found in 

standard Tatar is still limited to the stratum of Russian borrowings -  while earlier 

borrowings were adapted to Tatar phonotactics, later borrowings remain true to Russian 

pronunciation and phonological rules, even if they violate traditional Tatar phonology, e.g., 

have consonant clusters in syllable onsets.5 However Karaim, under the influence o f Slavic, 

now has contrastive palatalized and unpalatalized consonants. Additionally, while Tatar has 

remained mosdy verb-final, with adverbs and particles sometimes placed in the sentence- 

final slot for emphasis, Karaim word order is now “relatively free” with a tendency to SVO 

(as opposed to standard Turkic SOV), seen as an accommodation to the “European SOV- 

Sprachbund” (Csato in press: 3).

In conclusion, we have seen a variety o f ways in which Karaim has been influenced 

by the Slavic languages with which it has been in contact. Some o f these borrowing 

phenomena are parallel with those found in Tatar, while others indicate that Karaim is at a 

later, more intensely influenced stage o f lexical and structural borrowing. It was seen that 

nine Slavic discourse-pragmatic words have become standard borrowings in Karaim, and 

that eight o f these words (or their Russian equivalents, if they are Polish) are found code

5 While the inability of some speakers to pronounce certain Tatar-specific phones is the subject of 
much commentary in the Tatar public ‘discourse of purity’, as discussed in Chapter Two, this Russian 
interference is still limited to a subset of speakers.
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mixed in Tatar. While most o f the non-content words borrowed from Slavic into Karaim are 

used in their discourse-pragmatic functions, the borrowing o f non-discourse pragmatic 

prepositions (Polish kolo, Russian s and %a) indicates that Karaim is in the third stage of 

lexical borrowing in the model being laid out in this chapter. O ther phenomena show a 

higher level o f structural influence than associated with the second stage o f lexical 

borrowing: the importation o f Russian inflectional morphology; the use o f Karaim 

inflectional morphology to fill grammatical requirements imported along with Slavic 

prepositions; the innovation o f an instrumental case marker to parallel Slavic; a change to 

SVO word order; the innovation o f the use o f the enclitic da as a coordinating conjunction 

parallel to Slavic /; a new means o f deriving compound nouns based on a Slavic model; and 

the innovation o f the use o f Karaim question words as relativizers, making them parallel in 

polysemy and function to their Slavic equivalents. None o f these innovations are found in 

Tatar, which is only entering the second stage o f borrowing from Russian -  for example, 

Russian discourse-pragmatic words are still nonce borrowings in Tatar rather than standard 

borrowings. In the next section, an examination o f Arabic and Persian borrowings in Tatar, 

we will see the vestiges o f an earlier language contact situation where Tatar was influenced 

by its two literary superstrates.
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4.3 Case Study Two: Arabic and Persian influences in Tatar

Up until the 19th century, the Tatars shared three literary languages with the Muslims of 

Russia: Classical Arabic, Classical Persian, and Chagatay (Rorlich 1986, Bennigsen and 

Quelquejay 1961). Arabic was a high language for Muslims o f the Volga region for a 

millenium, from the 922 conversion o f the Volga Bulgars to Islam to the anti-Islamic Soviet 

policies o f the 1920s, and Classical Persian became a high language several centuries later. 

The mid-19th century saw the rise o f a Tatar literary language based on the Kazan dialect; this 

language was used for education and literature, including newspapers and journals. The Tatar 

literary language was very heavily influenced by Arabic and Persian and was unintelligible to 

uneducated speakers o f the vernacular -  the relationship between 19th century literary and 

vernacular Tatar is in this way parallel to the relationship between 19th century O ttom an and 

vernacular Turkish. In fact, while modern post-lexical-reform Turkish and modern post- 

lexical-reform Tatar are not mutually comprehensible and must be learned as foreign 

languages, someone who knows Ottom an Turkish can read pre-Revolutionary literary Tatar 

almost without a dictionary, and vice versa. Literary Tatar does not appear to have been as 

heavily relexified with Arabic and Persian as Ottoman Turkish was, nor did it import 

grammatical rules such as gender agreement, but it was significantly influenced by these two 

superstrates. Lexical reform begun by Tatars in the late 19th century prom oted the use of 

native Turkic words in literary Tatar, and the use o f Arabic and Persian loanwords by certain 

au thors decreased. Soviet-era language re fo rm  was aim ed at rem oving  A rabic and  Persian  

loanwords and replacing them with their Russian equivalents. The end result is that Arabic 

and Persian influence in modem Tatar is significantly less than it was a century ago.
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The analysis o f Arabic and Persian influence on Tatar is necessarily different from

the other case studies o f lexical and structural borrowing presented in this dissertation, as

here the languages in question are literary superstates rather than dominant local

vernaculars, and had a much greater effect on the written literary language than they did on

the spoken language o f the people. Thomason and Kaufman (1988: 78) noted that “minor

structural influence from a prestigious literary language sometimes occurs through the

written medium alone, without actual oral bilingualism among borrowing-language

speakers.” Arabic is one o f these influential languages, and has influenced the phonology and

syntax o f some Turkic languages in addition to the lexicon (ibid. 78-79). An examination of

the influence o f Arabic and Persian on Tatar shows that a language need not be contracting,

nor in the process o f multi-generational language shift, in order to borrow discourse-

pragmatic words. Tatar speakers were not shifting to Arabic or Persian as their everyday

languages; however, there was a distinct asymmetry in prestige and power, and Arabic and

Persian dominated important functional domains, most notably education and literature, for

many years. For post-imperial Turks, this dominance was enough for Arabic to be

considered a threat, and post-Ottoman Turkish lexical reform was aimed at removing all

Arabic and Persian influence from both written and spoken Turkish. As we will see, literary

Tatar (but not vernacular Tatar) seems to have had Stage Three borrowing from Arabic and

Persian, where grammatical words without discourse-pragmatic function were borrowed.

However, as the intensity o f contact lessened, so too did the influence o f these two

languages, and the only Arabic and Persian borrowings found in present-day Tatar, both

written and spoken, are content words and discourse-pragmatic words (borrowings found in

Stage One and Stage Two). This case study is divided into four major sections. In section

4.3.1, I present the Arabic discourse-pragmatic borrowings found in present-day Tatar, and
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in section 4.3.2 I present the Persian discourse-pragmatic borrowings found in present-day 

Tatar. Section 4.3.3 is devoted to an analysis o f Arabic and Persian discourse-pragmatic 

words in context, and uses excerpts from the post-Soviet Tatar press. Finally, section 4.3.4 

examines the archaic Arabic and Persian borrowings that are no longer used in modern 

Tatar.

The etymologies o f the Arabic and Persian loanwords cited here come from two 

major sources: Budagov’s 1869 comparative dictionary o f Turkic languages and Makhmutov 

et al.’s dictionary o f Arabic borrowings, first printed (“with great difficulty”) in 1965, and 

then reprinted in 1993. While some o f the Arabic loanwords in question, particularly those 

limited to literary register, are perceptible to speakers o f Tatar as loanwords, many o f them 

are not perceived as such.

4.3.1 Arabic discourse-pragmatic words found in present-day Tatar

Although thousands o f Arabic words and expressions were removed from Tatar during the 

Soviet era (Makhmutov 1993), many hundreds have remained. All o f the 41 Arabic words or 

phrases in present-day Tatar that are not nouns, verbs, or adjectives (i.e., prototypical 

content words) are discourse-pragmatic words used in metalinguistic functions. Additionally, 

27 o f these words and phrases, which is to say, approximately two-thirds, have Russian 

equivalents that are code-mixed in Tatar-preferred style as described in Chapter Three. (For 

an at-a-glance summary o f Arabic loanwords in Tatar and their code-mixed Russian 

equivalents, see Appendix C at the end o f this dissertation.) In other words, many o f the 

“native” Tatar equivalents o f these Russian code-mixed words that are in the process of 

becoming standard borrowings are in fact themselves borrowings from Arabic -  one wave
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o f discoutse-ptagmati.es borrowing is supplementing, and perhaps replacing, an earlier one. 

Like the Russian code-mixed words in present-day Tatar, past Arabic borrowings fall into 

three major discourse-pragmatic categories: (1) Markers o f discourse structure and force; (2) 

Interactional performatives, and (3) Evaluatives.

Markers o f discourse structure and force

While there are no subordinating discourse markers from Arabic still used in present-day 

Tatar, there are coordinating and contrastive discourse markers. They are as follows:

[4.28]
•  wci ‘and’
•  amma ‘but, however’
•  lakin ‘but, however’
•  khal’buki ‘whereas’
•  khayir ‘ ‘however, although’

The coordinator wa ‘and’, which has a Russian equivalent that is quite commonly used in 

Tatar-preferred style (see section 3.4.1b o f Chapter Three), is found in literary register only. 

Also found in literary register only are khal’buki ‘whereas’ and khayir ‘ ‘however’. Khayir was 

originally borrowed with a meaning o f ‘no’ (Makhmutov et al. 1993), which is its meaning in 

present-day Turkish, and seems to have undergone a semantic shift and rather than 

expressing ordinary negation it is used only to mean ‘however’ and ‘although.’ The two other 

contrastive discourse markers, amma and lakin, both meaning ‘however’ (and sometimes used 

in combination, amma lakin, also meaning ‘however’), are quite commonly found in all 

registers o f Tatar, and their Russian equivalent no ‘however’ is quite commonly code-mixed 

in Tatar-preferred style (see section 3.4.1c o f Chapter Three).
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Eight Arabic discourse-pragmatic words are used as metacommentary in present-day

Tatar:

[4.29]
•  dlbdtta ‘o f course’
•  falan ‘such and such’
•  jamagat’ ‘people, folks’
•  makhsus ‘especially, particularly’
•  magliim (ki) ‘ it is well known (that)’
•  masalan ‘for example’
•  nihayat’ ‘finally!’
•  wdssalam ‘and that’s it!’
•  ja g ”ni ‘that is, i.e.’

Three o f these words are used in literary register only: falan ‘such and such’, magliim (ki) ‘ it is 

well known (that)’ (where the ki is a borrowing from Persian), and wdssalam ‘and that’s it!’. 

O f these three words, only wdssalam has a Russian code-mixed equivalent, i vse! — this Russian 

phrase is not in any way marked for register (for more on i vse! and other Russian code

mixed metacommentary words and phrases, see section 3.4.Id  o f Chapter Three). Arabic 

jamagat’ ‘people, folks’ is used as a directive in both speech and writing to both address the 

audience and focus attention on the following proposition, what Fraser (1996) calls a 

vocative marker. It is slightly more formal than Russian rebiata (orginally the just the plural of 

rebionok ‘child’, now used to colloquially address a group of young peers) and slighdy less 

formal than English ladies and gentlemen. The most textually oriented words, masalan ‘for 

example’ and yag”ni ‘that is’, are found more frequently in writing, but are not limited to 

literary register, and are quite commonly used. Their code-mixed Russian equivalents, 

naprimer ‘for example’ and to est’ ‘that is,’ are also common.
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Interactional performatives

Tatar has eight words and phrases borrowed from Arabic that function as interactional 

performatives:

[4.30]
•  sdlam ‘hi, hello’
•  markhaba ‘hello, welcome’
•  assalame galaykem ‘hello’
•  rdkhim it(egef) ‘welcome’
•  khush ‘bye’
•  rakhmat ‘thank you’
•  gafu it(egef) ‘pardon me, excuse me’
•  mokhtaram ‘respected’

Three o f the four Russian interactional performatives code-mixed in Tatar (see section 3.4.2 

o f Chapter Three) are use in lieu o f Arabic loanwords rather than native Tatar terms. 

Russian privyet ‘hi’ replaces Arabic sdlam, Russian poka ‘bye’ replaces Arabic khush (among 

other leave-takings, some o f which are entirely Tatar), and Russian i%yini(te) ‘excuse me’ 

replaces gafu it(egefj, where the Arabic noun gafu ‘pardon’ is transformed into a verb with the 

Tatar “nativizing” verb iterge ‘to do, to make’ (such that the literal translation o f gafu it(egef) 

would be something like ‘do a pardon’). These three Arabic borrowings are among the most 

commonly used forms o f greeting, leave-taking, and asking pardon (and gafu it(egef) is really 

the only way that one excuses oneself in Tatar).

Giving thanks in Tatar is also done with an Arabic loanword, rakhmat, which comes 

from the same Arabic root as the word rakhim, nativized with the verb iterge ‘to do’ to form 

the phrase rakhim it(egefj ‘welcome,’ used to greet guests. (The other standard expression 

used to greet guests uses Arabic khush: khush kildege% which translates literally as ‘you came 

well’.)
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The remaining interactional performatives are less commonly used, and marked 

either socially or in register. The greeting assalame galaykem, formulaic in Arabic, is 

sociolinguistically marked and used only by religiously observant or politically 

oriented/nationalistic Tatars, while markhaba ‘hello, welcome’, which is a standard greeting in 

Turkish, is limited to literary register only in Tatar and is very infrequently used. Finally, 

mokhtaram ‘respected’ is used in combination with a first name, and sometimes also 

patronymic, to form a polite address term, e.g., mokhtaram Siu^anna6 -  it can thus be seen as 

an expression o f attitudinal deixis, “the use o f indexical expressions which signal aspects of 

social status and/or forms o f respect” (Verschueren 1999: 20-21). Mokhtaram is rather 

infrequently used and marked as quite formal, and thus very polite. Far more common as a 

polite form o f address is the combination o f first name followed by words used to denote 

respect: khanym for married women, tutash for unmarried women, apa (literally ‘aunt’ or ‘older 

sister’) for women older than oneself with whom one is on familiar terms; afandi for most 

men, and abiy or abspy (literally ‘uncle’ or ‘older brother’) for men older than oneself with 

whom one is on familiar terms.

6 This is the way one young Tatar begins his e-mails to me.
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Evaluatives

Discourse-pragmatic Arabic loanwords are used in present-day Tatar for positive evaluation, 

as epistemics, and to express evaluations o f time, degree, and relationship to reality. The 

three positive evaluations are all interjections, and all are quite common:

[4.31]
•  afcirin ‘bravo! well done!’
•  aminl ‘amen’
•  insha alia, inshalla ‘God willing’

The Russian equivalent o f afarin ‘bravo! well-done!’ is molodets, frequently code-mixed in both 

speech and informal writing. Arabic amin is less-frequently used, although it is not limited to 

strictly religious contexts. (And it should be noted that amin or its Hebrew cognate is a 

discourse-pragmatic term o f positive evaluation that has been borrowed into a multitude of 

languages, including English, Russian and Turkish, to name just three.) Unlike amin, insha 

alia, or as is more common, inshalla ‘G od willing’, is religiously marked, and used by more 

religiously observant or politically oriented Tatars.

The most frequently used epistemics in present-day Tatar are in fact Arabic 

loanwords:

[4.32]
•  hdlki ‘probably; perhaps, maybe’
•  ikhtimal ‘probably’
•  mogayin ‘probably’
•  momkin ‘possible, p robable, likely’

The Russian equivalents o f these loanwords are frequently code-mixed in Tatar-preferred

style: Russian navemo ‘probably’ is used in lieu o f the very common Arabic balki (used in all

registers), ikhtimal (more literary), and mogayin (more literary). In fact, o f the four words used
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to mean ‘probably’ in present-day Tatar, only shayat’ is not an Arabic loanword. Additionally, 

when Russian moppet ‘might’ is code-mixed, it is used in lieu o f momkin, itself a borrowing 

from Arabic (for more on the code-mixing o f Russian epistemics, see section 3.4.3d of 

Chapter Three).

The largest category o f borrowed Arabic discourse-pragmatic words in Tatar, as with 

code-mixed Russian words (section 3.4.3e o f Chapter Three), is that o f evaluations o f time, 

degree, and relation to reality. There are two loanwords for evaluations o f time:

[4.33]
•  daimi ‘constantly, continually’
•  gomuman ‘usually, in general’

These two words are used in all registers o f Tatar. While I have yet to find an instance of 

code-mixed Russian postoyanno ‘constantly, continually’, which would be used in the place of 

daimi, voobshche, which is the Russian equivalent o f gomuman ‘usually, in general’, is very 

common in Tatar-preferred style.

Many, although not all, o f the Arabic loanwords used for evaluations o f degree are 

intensifiers:

[4.34]
•  fakat” ‘only, just’
•  foj’atdn ‘unexpectedly’
•  gajap ‘surprisingly’
•  gayat,lv z v f
•  ifrat ‘overly’
•  kaddr ‘as much as’
•  khatta ‘even’
•  khosusan ‘especially, particularly’
•  tamaman ‘entirely, completely’

Four o f these nine words have code-mixed Russian equivalents: prosto ‘only, just’ (used to 

express limitation, not as a hedge) is used in lieu o f fakat”-, slishkom ‘overly’ is used in lieu of
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ifrat; dasfe ‘even’ is used in lieu o f khatta:, and sovsem ‘completely’ is used in lieu o f tdmaman. 

The adverbs foj’dtdn ‘unexpectedly’ and khosusan ‘especially, particularly’ are found in literary 

register only, and foj’dtdn is so infrequently used that it can now almost be classified as 

archaic. The postposition kaddr is currently used in Tatar most commonly in its spatial sense, 

meaning ‘up to, or until’, but it was most likely first borrowed in its evaluative meaning o f ‘as 

much as’, just as Russian okolo ‘around’ is currently code-mixed only in its evaluative form as 

a hedge and is not yet used as a spatial relator meaning literally ‘around’. The fact that Arabic 

kaddr is used with both its root meaning and grammaticalized meaning is indicative o f the 

length and intensity o f Arabic influence on written Tatar, and suggests that other 

grammatical words without discourse-pragmatic functionality were borrowed into Tatar 

from Arabic. This is indeed the case, although none o f these grammatical words are used in 

present-day Tatar -  they will be presented and discussed in Section 4.3.4 below, which is 

devoted to now-archaic Arabic loanwords.

Finally, there is one Arabic loanword used to evaluate the relationship to reality:

[4.35]
•  motlakan ‘absolutely’

This adverb is rarely used, and is limited to the literary register. However, its Russian 

equivalent, absoliutno, is frequently code-mixed in Tatar-preferred style.

A final note o f interest -  many o f the Arabic discourse-pragmatic borrowings listed 

above are also found in Persian, which borrowed extensively from Arabic, and include: va 

‘and’ (Tatar wd), ammaa ‘as, for, but’ (Tatar amma), laakin ‘but’ (Tatar lakin), hattaa ‘even’ 

(Tatar khatta), fagat ‘only’ (Tatar fakat’), and daa’iman ‘continually’ (equivalent to Tatar daimi) 

(Versteegh 1997).
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4.3.2 Persian discourse-pragmatic words found in present-day Tatar

Persian borrowings are often considered to be part of the stratum of Arabic borrowings in 

Tatar, even by Tatar lexicographers. For example, the Garapchd-Tatarcha-Patscha A.linmalar 

Siî lege ‘Arabic-Tatar-Russian Dictionary o f Borrowings’ that is the source for the majority of 

the etymologies presented herfe includes borrowings from Persian, even though they are not 

mentioned in the title o f the dictionary -  loanwords o f Persian origin are simply marked with 

a barely-noticeable “f  ’ for farsi after the headword o f the entry. Persian loanwords make up 

between ten and twelve percent o f this stratum of borrowings (Makhmiitov 1993: 798), and 

there are correspondingly fewer Persian discourse-pragmatic loanwords used in present-day 

Tatar: 13, as opposed to 41 from Arabic. Unlike many o f the Arabic borrowings discussed 

above, none o f the Persian discourse-pragmatic loanwords found in present-day Tatar are 

restricted to literary register or sociolinguistically marked in any way. Additionally, their 

status as borrowings is generally not known by the average Tatar speaker — they are used as 

fully native words. Finally, some o f these borrowings, in particular several coordinators, have 

expanded beyond merely metalinguistic function and are now also used in in their root 

meanings or purely grammatical functions, as will be seen below. Seven o f these thirteen 

loanwords, or 54%, have Russian equivalents that are code-mixed in Tatar- preferred style. A 

comparison o f the use o f Persian loanwords and Russian code-mixed words in Tatar gives 

further evidence for the hierarchical nature o f the model o f lexical and structural borrowing 

and presented here: when they are first being borrowed, discourse-pragmatic words will be 

used only in their metalinguistic and evaluative meanings, and only after time will they begin 

to be used in their root meanings and grammatical functions.
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The majority o f these Persian discourse-pragmatic borrowings are used to structure 

discourse. There are three subordinating discourse markers:

[4.36]
•  agar ‘i f
•  chonki ‘because’
•  ki subordinate clause indicator, can often be glossed in English as ‘that’

The borrowing Persian chonki ‘because’ is associated with syntactic alteration: Tatar sentences

with Persian chonki do not have standard Turkic-style pre-head embedded subordinate

clauses, but rather Indo-European style post-main clause subordinate clauses. While chonki

has been described as used mostly in Tatar’s literary register (R. R. Shamsutdinova, personal

communication), it is actually quite common in present-day youth speech -  perhaps because

o f its syntactic equivalence with Russian potomu chto. The subordinating ki, used in writing

only, is interesting not only because its use too introduced post-main clause subordination,

but also because it is apparently in the process o f being reinterpreted as an emphatic particle;

it was defined for me by several young Tatars as giving emphasis to or heightening what was

being presented, an interesting semantic reinterpretation where a metalinguistic word

originally used to structure discourse becomes a metalinguistic word used for evaluation. An

example o f ki used in a context with an ambiguous reading, where this reinterpretation is

clearly possible, can be found in section 4.3.3 below.

The final subordinator, agar ‘if , can also be seen as both structural and emphatic.

The use o f agar is optional, as the most common native way to express conditionality in

Tatar is with the verbal conditional affix -sA-, e.g., bar-sa-m ‘if I go,’ (where bar- is ‘go’, -sa- is

the conditional, and -m is the first person singular ending) and kil-sa-ng ‘if  you come’ (where

kil- is ‘come,’ -sa- is the conditional, and -ng is the second person singular ending). A

conditional clause using agar is double-marked for conditionality: agar will be the first word
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o f the clause (usually the first word o f the sentence), while the verb in the conditional will be 

the last word o f the clause, as Tatar is a verb-final language. The use o f agar can be seen as 

both grammatical, in that it denotes conditionality, and as emphatic — not only is the 

conditionality o f a proposition marked twice, but it is now marked both at the first and last 

words o f a clause, traditional places o f emphasis.

Tatar borrowed a single coordinative conjunction from Persian:

[4.37]
•  ham ‘and’

The borrowing o f this conjunction was syntax-altering. Tatar’s native Turkic coordinators 

are not conjunctions, but rather the enclitic D A  — which assimilates in voicing and vowel 

harmony to the preceding word -  and the postposition belan ‘with’. D A  can be used to 

coordinate both nouns and verb phrases, while belan is used only used in the coordination of 

nouns. Tatar sentences using ham as a coordinator have a different syntactic realization from 

those using D A  and belan. (1) Ham is used once in a sentence to coordinate nouns or 

propositions, while da is used twice, once after each o f the nouns or verb phrases being 

coordinated. (2) While the construction ‘X ham Y’ appears at first glance to have the same 

syntactic structure as ‘X  belan Y,’ it does not: ‘X hcim Y’ is best translated as ‘X  and Y,’ while 

‘X belan Y’ is actually Y  and X,’ where X  is the more adjunct item, e.g. limon belan chej ‘tea 

with lemon’ (lit. ‘lemon with tea’). The coordination in a Tatar phrase or sentence using the 

borrowed conjunctions wd or ham is syntactically identical to the coordination in a phrase or 

sentence using the  code-m ixed Russian equivalent, i. Ham  is used  in  p resent-day  T a ta r n o t 

just metalinguistically, to coordinate propositions or “idea units” (Schiffrin 1987), but also in 

its root grammatical function, to coordinate individual items. This can be seen in context in
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section 4.3.3 below. Its code-mixed equivalent, Russian i, is used only as a discourse- 

pragmatic marker coordinating idea units.

There are five contrastive discourse markers borrowed from Persian that are still 

used in present-day Tatar:

[4.38]
•  garcha ‘although’
•  mdgdr ‘however,’ ‘only’
•  ya  ‘or’
•  yakhut ‘or’
•  yaki ‘or’

The use o f garcha ‘although’ is much like that o f agar ‘i f  as described above. As with cigar, the 

use of garcha is optional — Tatar has a native morphosyntactic means o f creating concessive 

clauses through the combination o f a verb in the conditional (with the affix —sA-) and the 

enclitic da, found clause finally, for example:

[4.40] The Tatar concessive construction

Aprel’ urta-lar-i bul-sa da, kon sulk.
April mid-PL-POSS be-CONDENC day cold
‘Although it is mid-April, the day is cold.’ (Kefeli 1999: 211)

If  placed at the beginning o f this clause (Garcha Aprel’ urtalari bulsa d a ...), garcha would alter 

the structure o f the clause by introducing the element o f concession at the beginning, and 

also would serve to emphasize the proposition by means o f double-marking the concession.

The concessive garcha is not used nearly as frequendy as conditional cigar, and also 

infrequendy used is Persian mdgdr ‘but, however,’ although its Russian equivalent, no ‘but, 

however’ is frequendy code-mixed in Tatar. The three Persian conjunctions meaning ‘o t\ya , 

yakhut, and yaki contrast with their code-mixed Russian counterpart, Hi, in two main ways.
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The first is that the Persian borrowings are used more frequently in literary registers, while 

Russian ili is only in casual registers. The second is that while Russian ili is only used 

metalinguistically, to contrast propositions, the Persian conjunctions are used to contrast 

both propositions and individual items -  this can be seen for Persian yaki in context, shown 

below in section 4.3.3, and is parallel to the distribution o f ham ‘and’, which is also used both 

discourse-pragmatically and grammatically.

The final Persian discourse-pragmatic words still used in present-day Tatar are 

evaluatives. There are actually very few Persian evaluatives that are still used: there are no 

Persian borrowings used for positive evaluation, for negative evaluation, as epistemics, or as 

hedges. There are, however, three quantifiers used to evaluate degree:

[4.41]
•  hamma ‘all, each’
•  hdr ‘each, every’
•  hich ‘nothing, none’

Most interesting o f these three words is Persian hdr, as it has become part o f standard 

compound words in Tatar, for example:

[4.42]
•  barber ‘each’ (ber — Tatar ‘1’)
•  harchakta ‘at any time, always’ (chakta — Tatar ‘time’ in the locative case)
•  harkayda ‘everywhere’ (kayda — Tatar ‘where’)
•  hdrkaysi ‘each o f them’ (kaysi— Tatar ‘which o f them’)
•  harkaychan ‘always’ (kaychan — Tatar ‘when’)
•  harkem ‘each[person]’ (kem — Tatar ‘who’)
•  harkhaldd ‘in any case’ (khdldd — Tatar ‘state’ in the locative case)
•  hdrtorle ‘each, each kind’ {fork — Tatar ‘various’)
•  hdrwakit ‘always’ {wakit < Arabic, — Tatar ‘time’)

Note that all o f these compounds are themselves metalinguistic in function, and the majority 

o f the Tatar words used in conjunction with hdr to form compounds are themselves function 

words.
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4.3.3 Arabic and Persian discourse-pragmatic words in context 

In this section, I will provide three examples o f Arabic and Persian discourse-pragmatic 

words used in context. The examples are three brief paragraphs, each several sentences long, 

that are stretches o f discourse typical o f the three articles from which they were extracted, 

articles with various levels of scholarliness and formality. Although many o f the Arabic 

discourse-pragmatic loanwords described in the previous sections are limited to the literary 

register, it will be seen that the frequency o f metalinguistic Arabic and Persian borrowings 

does not necessarily decrease because the discourse in question is less literary or less formal 

in tone. The excerpts are also interesting because they demonstrate the extent to which the 

present-day Tatar lexicon is composed o f borrowings, some o f which are perceptible to 

speakers as loanwords, and some o f which are not.

The first excerpt comes from a scholarly article on the return o f Arabic borrowings 

to post-perestroika Tatar (it is interesting to note that in the article, the loanwords discussed 

are almost exclusively nouns, even when the discussion turns to well-established Arabic 

loanwords that are generally felt to be native). The article was published in the general 

scholarly journal Fan ham Tel ‘Science and Language’, which is devoted to the humanities, 

social sciences, and hard sciences, and it is written in fanni stile, academic style. In the Tatar 

text, borrowed discourse-pragmatic words are in boldface, borrowed Arabic content words 

are in italics, and native discourse-pragmatic words are underlined. (The same is true o f their 

glosses in the English translation.)
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“Amffla telda tege yaki bu toshenchane vi'sh kina bati tik alinma siiz gena 
beldererga momkin. Masalan, tatar telenda kitap, ddftar, mdktdp, tdrtip, tarikh 
kebek tochenchalame beldera torgan siizlar vuk. Alar ban tik shushi alihma 
(garaptan kergan) siizlar belan gena belderelalar.. .Bez vi'sh kina bu siizlameng 
alinma buluin da sizmibez.. (Safiullina and Fyodorova 2000: 17).

“However, it is often possible that in a language tins or that concept can 
only be expressed with a loanword. For example, in the Tatar language there 
are no words to express concepts such as book, notebook, school, upbringing, and 
history. They can only be expressed with these loanwords (which have come 
from Arabic)... And we quite often do not feel that these words are 
borrowings...”

There are four borrowed discourse-pragmatic words in this paragraph: 1. amma ‘however’,

2. yaki ‘or’ (the only discourse-pragmatic word here from Persian), 3. momkin ‘possibly,

maybe’, and 4. masalan ‘for example’. The only other Arabic borrowings in the excerpt are

those quoted as “native-seeming” loanwords. Additionally, there are eight other discourse-

pragmatic words found in this excerpt: 1. tege ‘that’, 2. bu ‘this, 3. vi'sh ‘often’, 4. kina which

is used both as ‘only’ and as an emphatic particle (due to consonant and vowel assimilation,

it is also realized in this excerpt as gena), 5. vuk ‘there is/are not’, 6. kebek ‘such as’, 7. tik

‘just, only’ and 8. da ‘and’. So in total we find twelve discourse-pragmatic words in this

excerpt, three o f which are from Arabic, one which is from Persian, and eight that are native.

Note that the Arabic loanwords, amma, momkin, and masalan, are all in peripheral

locations: they are the first and last words o f the first sentence, and the first word o f the

second sentence. The Persian coordinator yaki is more integrated in the sentence, since it is

being used here as a general coordinating conjunction. O f the Tatar discourse-pragmatic

words found in the excerpt, only one is located peripherally: vuk ‘there are no’, which serves

as the copula and thus is sentence-final in accordance with standard Tatar word order, which

is verb-final. Additionally, the Arabic discourse-pragmatic words appear to be peripheral to

consciousness as well: while the article is devoted entirely to the use, past and present, of
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Arabic loanwords, none o f the 41 Arabic discourse-pragmatic words used in present-day

Tatar (eleven o f which are used in the article itself) are mentioned or discussed in any way.

The second excerpt is taken from an article printed in the daily government

newspaper Watanim Tatarstan ‘My Homeland Tatarstan’, which is the continuation o f one of

Tatarstan’s two Soviet-era newspapers and has a wide general readership. The article is

therefore aimed at a general rather than a scholarly audience and is thus written in a less

formal and scholarly style; for example, the author uses the first-person singular to refer to

himself, where a more scholarly style would require use of the first-person plural. Even so,

the article is somewhat pedantic and lecturing in tone, and devoted to summarizing and

critiquing problems with modem Tatar usage as found in the press and on television. In

addition to the presentation conventions used above, small capitals are used for Russian

loanwords and their glosses, and native inflectional and derivational morphology suffixed to

loanwords is left in plaintext both in Tatar and in the translation:

“.. .khazer har GAZETA, ZHURNAL iizeneng REDKOLLEGIYAse SOSTAVma 
bik kup darajiAe shdkhesl&me kerta bashladi. Kayberlarenda khatta ike 
MINISTR, bemicha AKADEMIK, fan DOKTORlarining tiĉ -FAMILIYAlare kiterela.
Agar alar REDAKTSIYA eshenda nindi da bulsa kingesh belan, tankiydifiker 
belan katnashsalar, ber gena siizem da vuk. moni yakhshi kiirenesh, dip 
saniym.. .Agar da magar uklysalar, har bitenda yalgi'shlar tulip yatkan 
GAZETA-ZHURNALning ddrajifte. “tuy GENERAL!” buludan oyalirlar 
ide.. .Chonki mag’Wsezleklar, yalgishlar, ber siiz belan aytkanda, telebezne 
bozu ochen, REDKOLLEGIYA dg’\cA&ri bularak, alar da jawapUdk BIT inde!”
(Safiullin 1999, ellipses original).

“ .. .now each NEWSPAPER and JOURNAL has started to bring very many 
authority figures into their EDITORIAL STAFFS. In several o f them are found 
even the NAMES of two MINISTERS, several ACADEMICS, and Ph. D.s. If they 
are participating in EDITORIAL work with some kind of advice or critical 
thought, then I have nothing to say (lit. there is not even one word o f mine), I 
consider this a good thing.. .But if (lit. if and but) they read how each page 
is filled with mistakes, they would be embarrassed to be authoritative 
‘wedding GENERALs’ of these newspapers and journals... Because as members 
o f EDITORIAL STAFFS, they too are answerable after all for the meaningless 
items and mistakes, in a word, for the ruining o f our language!”
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All but one o f the Russian borrowings in this excerpt are nouns that relate to the media, 

education, and politics — semantic fields that were heavily relexified with Russian words 

during the Soviet era (and not coincidentally, fields that were dominated by Russians). They 

are as follows: GAZETA ‘newspaper’, ZHURNAL ‘journal’, REDKOLLEGIYA ‘editorial staff, 

SOSTAV ‘staff, MINISTR ‘minister’, AKADEMIK ‘academic’, DOKTOR ‘Ph.D .’ (in combination 

with fan), FAMILIYA ‘last name’, and GENERAL ‘general’. Note that many o f these words are 

themselves borrowings from other languages, often referred to in Tatar as 

“internationalisms” — however, their etymologies are usually not known by the average Tatar 

speaker; they are felt to be Russian.

The majority o f the Arabic borrowings found in the excerpt are also nouns (although 

several are suffixed with native Tatar derivational morphology) and also belong to semantic 

fields typically associated with superstrate languages: dardjd ‘authority’, shakhes ‘person, 

individual, fan ‘science’ (here combining with Russian DOKTOR to mean Ph.D.), isem ‘first 

name’, tankiydi ‘critical’, fiker ‘thought’, mdg"nd ‘meaning’, ag’\a  ‘member’ and jawap ‘answer’. 

Particularly interesting are ag’\a  ‘member’, which is a word very consciously used in post- 

Soviet Tatar in lieu o f the Russian borrowing chlyen, and tankiydi ‘critical’, which uses Arabic 

derivational morphology to form the adjective rather than Tatar — this form is not found in 

modem Tatar dictionaries, and in standard Tatar the concept o f ‘critical’ is expressed not 

with an adjective, but with a nominal compound composed o f the borrowed Arabic noun 

tankit’ ‘criticism’ and the noun it is modifying marked with the î afet suffix o f -(s)I. These two 

words mark the author (or perhaps his editor, as seen in Chapter Two) as a person who is 

conscious o f the Arabic provenance o f the words he is using, and in favor o f their usage. 

Even so, this does not lead to a higher level o f usage o f Arabic discourse-pragmatic words
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than found elsewhere: there are five borrowed discourse-pragmatic words in the excerpt, and 

only one o f them as Arabic — the other four are Persian. Arabic khatta ‘even’ and Persian 

magar ‘but’ and chonki ‘because’ are used one time apiece, while Persian har ‘each’ and 

agar ‘i f  are used twice apiece. Several o f the five native discourse-pragmatic words found 

here are also found in the first excerpt: gena as an emphatic particle, da to mean ‘and’, and 

vuk ‘there is not’. The other two native discourse pragmatic words are the intensifier bik 

‘very’ and the emphatic particle inde. which is not glossable in this text. Finally, the emphatic 

particle BIT, used in this excerpt in combination with inde. is the borrowed form o f the 

Russian particle ved’-  while a, the nativized form o f Russian a ‘and /bu t’ is not present in this 

excerpt, it is used to introduce several sentences elsewhere in the article (for more on these 

two borrowings see section 3.3 o f Chapter Three). To summarize in numerical terms, in this 

excerpt there are 82 words, or 71 tokens, once repeated words are removed. O f these 

tokens, 60 are denotative content words, and 11 are metalinguistic discourse-pragmatic 

words. O f the content words, nine are Arabic loanwords (15%), ten are Russian loanwords 

(17%) and 41 are native stock (68%). O f the discourse-pragmatic words, one is Arabic (9%), 

four are Persian (36%), one is Russian (9%), and five are native (46%). The discourse- 

pragmatic words o f foreign origin are once again peripheral with regard to word order, and 

in the two cases in the excerpt when they are not the first word o f a sentence or clause, they 

are preceded only by a single contextualizing word: kha^ar ‘now’, and kayberlarenda ‘in some 

o f them’.

The third and final excerpt comes from an article that is not at all scholarly and was 

printed in the weekly newspaper Tatar lie ‘Tatar Country’, which has a wide readership both 

within and outside o f Tatarstan. This article too is written in first-person singular, and is less
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formal in tone (although not informal), as befits the subject, which is in no way academic but 

rather the recounting o f the unexpected visit o f a foreigner at the newspaper’s offices.

“Berazdan bez aning belan shulkadat yakinlaship kittek ki, ul khatta 
REDAKTSIYAbez umashkan biilmaga kererga m d̂igin birde. Bireda, yegetlar 
ham kizlar belan utMp alingan kilesh, harkemneng sorawina togal ham acHk 

jaivap birerga tmshti’’’ (Salimov 2001)

“In a litde while, we had become so well-acquainted (lit. had become close as 
much as that) that she even agreed to come into one o f the rooms o f the 
EDITORIAL OFFICE. There, while sitting with the young men and women, she 
tried to give a precise and open answer to the questions o f each one.”

While the number o f content-word borrowings found in this excerpt is quite low (two from

Arabic, one from Russian), the percentage o f borrowed discourse-pragmatic words is quite

high. The two Arabic words, rî a ‘agreement’ and jawap ‘answer’, are standard borrowings,

unmarked for register or style, and the Russian word REDAKTSIYA is also a standard

borrowing (used twice in the second excerpt above) for which there is no native equivalent.

There is just one native discourse-pragmatic word used in the paragraph, berazadan ‘in a

litde while’, used to create temporal narrative structure, but there are five borrowed

discourse-pragmatic words, two o f which are used as one part o f a compound word. Arabic

kadar ‘as much as, up to’ is combined with native Tatar shul to give a literal meaning o f ‘as

much as that’, usually better glossed as ‘so’. This combination o f Arabic kadar with a word of

native stock meaning ‘that’ to mean ‘as much as that’ is not limited to Tatar — the word oadar

is found in Asia Minor Greek, to be discussed below, and is clearly a phonetically reduced

version o f combined Turkish o ‘that’ and Arabic kadar (Dawkins 1916). Persian ki is used as

a subordinate clause indicator, in this instance glossable as ‘that’, but this particular context is

compatible with its ongoing reinterpretation as an emphatic particle rather than

subordinating coordinator. Its syntactic position in this sentence is identical to how Russian
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chto ‘that’ would be used had it been code-mixed in this sentence, except that punctuation 

conventions ate different -  ki precedes the comma and chto follows it. Arabic khatta ‘even’ 

is used quite standardly, as is Persian ham ‘and’, here used not to link propositions, but 

merely to coordinate two nouns {yegetlar ‘boys’ and ki\lar ‘girls’) and two adjectives modifying 

the same noun itogal ‘precise’ and ach'ik ‘open’). Finally, Persian har ‘each’ is found in the 

standard compound harkem, combining with Tatar kem ‘who’ to mean ‘each [person]’.

Several conclusions can be drawn from these three excerpts. The first is that a 

change in the level o f scholarliness or in subject matter does not seem to change the number 

o f discourse-structuring Arabic and Persian loanwords. Secondly, while native discourse- 

pragmatic words are also used for metalinguistic function, there are can be stretches o f text 

when only Arabic or Persian discourse-pragmatic words are used. Thirdly, Arabic and 

Persian discourse-pragmatic words tend to be in the peripheries o f sentences and clauses, 

and are most often sentence- or clause-initial, while Arabic and Persian borrowings that are 

now used as grammatical words without discourse-pragmatic functionality are found clause- 

intemally. (Recall that, as described in Chapter Three, peripherality is traditionally seen as a 

typical characteristic o f discourse markers -  but note that the peripheral discourse-pragmatic 

words in these excerpts include, but are not limited to, discourse markers.) Finally, these 

excerpts show to what extent Tatar discourse is composed of borrowings, both content and 

discourse-pragmatic -  even in written texts that have been edited in an era o f lexical reform 

that has an explicit ideal o f “pure” Tatar, it is difficult to find a sentence without a borrowing 

o f some kind.
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4.3.4 Archaic Arabic and Persian borrowings

Pre-Revolutionary literary Tatar, particularly before the de-Arabicization lexical reforms 

undertaken by Tatar writers themselves, was very heavily influenced by Arabic and Persian: 

for example, in pre-Revolutionary Tatar poetry, Persian and Arabic borrowings could make 

up as much as 65 percent o f the lexical content (Makhmutov 1993). In this section, I present 

the Arabic and Persian discourse-pragmatic loanwords that are now archaic, whether due to 

conscious lexical reform or due to less-conscious processes o f obsolescence. Because these 

words have been culled from dictionaries only, and not from texts, it is not clear how 

frequently or in what contexts they were used. However, for the purposes o f this model of 

lexical borrowing, far more important than the distribution or diffusion o f a loanword is the 

fact that it was borrowed at all. Even if some o f the Arabic and Persian words found in the 

Tatar dictionaries used for this section were given entries although they were found in just 

one pre-Revolutionary Tatar text, they can then be interpreted as code-mixed, much like the 

Russian discourse-pragmatic words found code-mixed in the e-mails and website postings o f 

young Tatars. In the model o f lexical and structural borrowing and language presented here, 

code-mixing is the hypothesized mechanism by which discourse-pragmatic words become 

standard borrowings; therefore, the lack o f information on just how standard or frequent 

these borrowings were does not diminish their usefulness as additional evidence for the 

model.

Some o f the Arabic and Persian borrowings presented here have entries (where they 

are marked as archaic) in Soviet-era and post-Soviet era Tatar dictionaries (e.g., Tatarsko- 

Russkii Slovar’ 1966), but the vast majority can only be found in dictionaries specifically 

devoted to Arabic and Persian borrowings. There are 142 archaic discourse-pragmatic words
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from Arabic and 28 from Persian. When there is a code-mixed Russian equivalent for an 

archaic Arabic or Persian loanword, it is noted at the end of each subsection. Finally, at the 

end o f this section, the 23 archaic grammatical words borrowed from Arabic and from 

Persian will be presented and discussed.

4.3.4a Archaic Arabic borrowings

The subordinating conjunctions borrowed from Arabic were:

[4.43]
• binabarin ‘therefore, in view o f this’
•  faliha^a ‘and therefore’
• hakcî a ‘thus, in that way’
•  ka%a ‘thus, in that way’
•  kd^alik ‘thus, in that way’
•  liha^a ‘therefore, on this basis’
•  li^alik ‘therefore, for this’
•  rdsmd ‘thus, in that way’
•  taki ‘in order to’
•  yz'ra ‘because, since’

The Russian equivalents o f taki ‘in order to’ (chtobj) and %ira ‘because’ (potomu chto) are both 

code-mixed in Tatar-preferred style.

Coordinating discourse markers were:

[4.44]
•  dy^an ‘also, and’
•  ni% ‘also, and’

Russian toyhe is the equivalent o f both o f these terms, and code-mixed in Tatar.

Contrastive discourse markers were:
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[4.45]
•  dm ‘or’
•  Ulya ‘but, however’
•  walakin ‘but, however’
•  wali ‘but, however’
•  lya akalle ‘although’
•  walaii ‘although, and though’
•  rag”mdn ‘despite’
•  wd ilya ‘otherwise’

Russian no ‘however’ is the equivalent o f illya, walakin, and wali, and is found code-mixed in 

Tatar. The dictionary entry for dm ‘or’ states that it was used for “alternative propositions” 

(Makhmiitov et al. 1993: 736); therefore it would seem that this word — like its Russian 

counterpart ili when code-mixed in Tatar -  was used only in a discourse-pragmatic function. 

The largest number o f discourse-structuring words were used as metacommentary:

[4.46]
•  kydshki ‘if only, would that’

• wd gain yalik ‘and so on, etcetera’
•  ila akhirihi ‘and so on, etcetera’
•  ilkh ‘and so on, etcetera’
•  wd hakaya ‘and so on, etcetera’
•  hdldmmajdrra ‘and so on, etcetera’

•  wajhdn ‘on the one hand’
• maga ma jih  ‘together with this’
•  maga haga ‘together with that’
•  magan ‘together with... ’
•  magada ‘except’
•  ma siva ‘except’

•  jindfsihi ‘basically’
•  maaldn ‘not literally’
•  kholasan kalydm ‘in brief
•  dlkhasiyl’ ‘in brief
•  khaldnki ‘the fact o f the matter is ... ’
•  dtdm ‘more precisely’
•  gayanan ‘clear, clearer than clear’
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• biayikhalen ‘in any case, at any rate’
• gala kollettak ”dir ‘in any case, at any rate’
• ikhtiyatan ‘anyway’

Turkish keshke is the equivalent o f the now-archaic Tatar kyashki, and is still used in present- 

day Turkish to introduce wishes (and not merely in literary register). Korocbe, which is the 

Russian equivalent o f kholasan kalydm and alkhasiyl’ ‘in brief, is frequently code-mixed in 

Tatar-preferred style.

A great number o f the discourse-pragmatic words used for metacommentary were 

deictic words:

[4.47]
•  ha%d ‘this’

•  dl’an ‘now’
•  dlkhal’ ‘now’
•  khaliya ‘now’
•  dl’yaum ‘today, now’
• lyakhikan ‘now’

•  amma bag”da ‘later, afterwards’
•  bag”da ‘after’
•  modkhkhardn ‘later, afterwards’
•  wd bagidd ‘after that, later’

• kabld ‘earlier’
•  mokaddamd ‘before, formerly’

•  ddrkhal’ ‘right away, quickly, immediately’
•  diiwdlan ‘first o f all, in the first place’
•  bilakhir, bilakhira ‘finally, in the end’
•  ma ‘then, when’

Two o f these words are listed as also having had non-discourse pragmatic meanings: bag”da 

‘after’ was also used in Tatar as a spatial relator meaning ‘through’ or ‘behind,’ and Arabic ma
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is widely polysemous in both Arabic and Tatar -  it was used to mean not only ‘then’ or 

‘when,’ but also as ‘that’ (its root meaning), ‘that which’, ‘which’, and ‘there’.

Most o f the interactional performatives borrowed from Arabic are still used in 

present-day Tatar, but two are now considered archaic:

[4.48]
•  takhiya ‘hi’
• ahlan wd mdrkhaba ‘hello’

Russian priyyet ‘hi’ is the equivalent o f takhiya ‘hi’, and is found code-mixed in Tatar.

Finally, as found with the Russian words code-mixed into Tatar, the greatest number 

o f archaic Arabic discourse-pragmatic loanwords are evaluative in nature. This will be seen 

to be true for Turkish discourse-pragmatic borrowings into Asia Minor Greek as well. First 

are general evaluatives, equivalent to Russian kak ‘how’:

[4.49]
• nitan ‘how? in what way?’
• nitakin ‘how? in what way?’
• nitakkdm ‘how? in what way?’

Flowever, unlike Russian kak, which is code-mixed only in its grammaticalized evaluative 

meaning and never in the more basic sense o f ‘in what manner’, these Arabic words were 

apparently used in both senses, for both evaluation and discussion o f manner.

The two positive evaluations are interjections, as are the vast majority o f negative 

evaluations:

[4.50]
•  fabiha wd nigama ‘wonderful, great’
•  magal’urra wd bilban^ay ‘With a cry o f ura! And with a cry of banzai!’

•  dsafa ‘How awful!’
•  dad bidad ‘Alas! How awful!’
•  hayhat ‘Alas! How awful!’
•  khdef‘Wow awful!’
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• khaifa k i ‘How awful!’
•  wa waila! ‘How awful!’
•  wa darigal ‘Oh, how awful!’
•  dariga ‘O  grief! O  pity!’
• dlgayage billa ‘God forbid!’
• ndguge billahi ‘God forbid!’
•  yahu ‘O h God!’
•  yalayta ‘Oh, if only!’
•  wa! ‘Akh!’

The Russian interjection o f negative evaluation u%has!, loosely glossable as ‘how awful!’ is 

found code-mixed in Tatar and is the approximate equivalent o f many o f the above 

interjections. The expression nagu^e billahi ‘God forbid!’ is an Islamic formula (Makhmiitov et 

al. 1993: 453), and so was perhaps more religiously marked than other interjections invoking

G od (for example, the present-day use o f the Tatar interjection Allah boersa ‘G od willing’ (lit.

‘if God commands’) appears to be linked more to the speaker’s level o f superstition than 

level o f religious belief).

Two negative evaluations were not interjections, but rather parenthetical adverbs:

[4.51]
•  ma tf//#tfritff‘unfortunately’
•  tdassefan ‘unfortunately’

Additionally, there are several archaic interjections that are unclear as to whether they 

would be used for positive or negative evaluation — it is possible to imagine contexts where 

they would express either stance.

[4.52]
•  dlkhokme lillya ‘everything is in the hands o f G od’
•  gajdba ‘Surprising! How strange!’
•  lya kalydm ‘there aren’t words’
•  rabbi ‘My God!’

While there do not seem to be any archaic Arabic hedges, there were two epistemics:
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[4.53]
•  lagalld ‘maybe, probably’
•  namomkin ‘impossible, improbable’

The epistemic lagalld ‘maybe, probably’ appears to be synonymous with Arabic bdlki 

(Makhmiitov et al. 1993: 241), which is still used in present-day Tatar — therefore it too has a 

Russian equivalent code-mixed in Tatar, the epistemic adverb navemo ‘probably,’ which is 

used in lieu o f bdlki.

There are seven archaic Arabic borrowings that were used in evaluations o f time:

[4.54]
•  ddfgatan ‘immediately’
•  fdtiran ‘immediately’
•  filkhal’ ‘immediately’
• gajdlatan ‘ quickly, in a hurry’
• galalgajla ‘quickly, soon’
• kariban ‘soon’
• mdtawafiyan ‘simultaneously’

The code-mixed Russian skoro ‘soon’ is the approximate equivalent o f galalgajla and kariban, 

while code-mixed Russian sragu ‘immediately’ is the approximate equivalent o f dafgatdn, 

fdtiran, and filkhal’.

Many more o f the archaic Arabic discourse-pragmatic borrowings evaluated degree:

[4.55]
•  bali ‘yes, true’
•  bilgakes ‘on the contrary’
•  khasha vd khasha ‘no-no, never’
•  Idysti negative particle

•  binnisbe ‘comparatively’
•  kiyasdn ‘comparatively’
•  nisbdtdn ‘relatively’
•  kdannahti ‘as if, as though’
•  kama ‘like, exactly like’

•  djmagjyn ‘all’
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• jdmig ” ‘all’
•  bag \ i '  ‘none o f...; none’

Only one o f these thirteen words, bait ‘yes, true’, has a code-mixed Russian equivalent: da

The final, and largest, category o f archaic Arabic evaluations is composed o f those 

words and phrases used to evaluate the relationship between a proposition and reality:

[4.56]
•  bilkhak ‘in reality’
•  darkhdkiykaf ‘in reality’
•  sadiykana ‘truly’

•  dbaddn ‘forever’
•  abadiydn ‘forever’
•  jamdand ‘forever’
•  taabad ‘forever’
•  daimdn ‘always, constandy’
•  haraynna ‘always, constandy’

•  aksari ‘in the majority o f cases’
•  aksariyd ‘in the majority o f cases’
•  biljomla ‘in general’
•  gadatan ‘usually’
•  gorfan ‘usually’
•  tgalalgadat ‘as usual’
•  dk ’’liddn ‘as usual’
•  jabaja ‘here, there, and everywhere’
•  makh^an ‘exceptionally, only’

•  bag’\dn  ‘sometimes’
•  mdrrd ‘one time, once’
•  mirar ‘repeatedly, more than once’
•  miraran ‘several times’

•  galalitlak ‘absolutely, generally’
•  bishdk ‘without a doubt’
•  lya mdkhala ‘without a doubt’
•  lya shdk ‘without a doubt’
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• mbttdkiyn ‘without a doubt’

• bittdmam ‘completely’
• bitamamiha ‘competely’
•  bikhakkiy ‘completely’
• kyamilan ‘completely’
• torra ‘completely’

•  bdnagyah ‘unexpectedly’
• galalgafld ‘unexpectedly’
• min khayse lyayakhtdsib ‘unexpectedly’

The compound haraynna ‘always, constandy’ is not entirely Arabic, but rather a compound of 

Arabic aynnd and Persian hdr, and is parallel to the mixed compound harwakit ‘always’, used 

adverbially in present-day Tatar and created from Persian hdr and Arabic wakit ‘time’ 

(discussed above in section 4.3.1). Ten o f these archaic words have Russian equivalents that 

are code-mixed today: the code-mixed equivalent o f Arabic biljomla ‘in general’ is Russian v 

oobshchem', for gadatan ‘usually’ and gorfan ‘usually’ there is Russian obychno; for bdg’\dn  

‘sometimes’ there is Russian inogda\ for galalitlak in its meaning o f ‘absolutely’ there is Russian 

absoliutno, while for its meaning o f ‘generally’ there is Russian voobshche-, and for the Arabic 

borrowings bittdmam ‘completely’, bitamamiha ‘competely’, bikhakkiy ‘completely’, kyamilan 

‘completely’, and torra ‘completely’ there is Russian sovsem.

4.3.4b Archaic Persian borrowings7

The subordinating conjunctions borrowed from Persian were:

[4.57]
•  a% baskeh ‘because’
•  ancheh ‘that which, that’

71 would like to think Minoo Mo’allam for her help in deciphering the Arabic script in which these 
words were written in the relevant dictionary.
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•  chutt, cho ‘because’
•  ta ‘so’
•  taakeh ‘so, in order to’
•  %an, a%an ‘so, from that’

Several o f these coordinators have Russian equivalents that are code-mixed in Tatar today: 

Russian potomu chto ‘because’ is the equivalent o f d% basket, and Russian chtobj ‘in order to’ is 

the equivalent o f taakeh.

There are just two deictic Persian borrowings used for metacommentary that are 

now archaic in Tatar:

[4.58]
• in, inha ‘this, these’
• badar ‘there’

Three positive evaluatives from Persian are no longer used:

[4.59]
• shabash ‘bravo!’
•  %ehi ‘bravo!’
•  aya ‘wonderful! really?’

Two Persian epistemics, both reasonably equivalent to the Russian moppet found in Tatar, 

were once used:

[4.60]
•  bayad ‘maybe, it follows that’
•  shaayad ‘maybe, might become’

Finally, the greatest number o f now-archaic Persian discourse-pragmatic borrowings 

evaluated time and degree:

[4.61]
•  ari ‘yes, like that’
•  bdli ‘yes, like that’
•  haman ‘very quickly’
•  baa^ ‘again’
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•  hamisha ‘constandy, continuously’
•  hdray ‘each time’
•  hiirgî  ‘each time’

•  tanha ‘one, only’
•  chand ‘several’
•  asa ‘like, similar’
•  basaan ‘like, as i f
•  hanii\ ‘still, also; exacdy’
•  has ‘sufficiendy’
•  basa, basi ‘much, enough’
•  bisiyar ‘much, very’

Two o f these words have Russian equivalents code-mixed in Tatar today: while Persian 

haman ‘very quickly’ is no longer used, Russian sra^u is, and while Persian hanii^ is no longer 

used in the sense o f ‘still’, Russian eshche ‘still’ can be found.

To conclude, once again we have seen that these now-archaic borrowed discourse- 

pragmatic words fit into the same three functional categories o f discourse structuring words, 

interactional performatives, and words o f evaluation, and many o f the Arabic and Persian 

discourse-pragmatic words that are now archaic have equivalents that are still used to this 

day. Due to the lack o f textual evidence, it is not clear what effect these words had on Tatar 

morphosyntax, but sheer numbers alone show that Arabic and Persian were quite influential: 

altogether there have been 224 Arabic and Persian discourse-pragmatic words used in Tatar, 

whether as nonce borrowings or as standard borrowings, and 54 o f these discourse- 

pragmatic words are still used to this day.
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4.3.4c Archaic Arabic and Persian grammatical borrowings

Recall that when the majority o f Arabic and Persian words borrowed into Tatar fell into 

disuse, mosdy because o f 19th and 20th century lexical reform, all o f the non-content 

borrowings that survived into the present-day had discourse-pragmatic functionality. 

However, not all of the Arabic and Persian non-content words borrowed into Tatar were 

discourse-pragmatic words: 23 grammatical words without discourse-pragmatic functionality 

were also borrowed into Tatar. These borrowings, along with the polysemous use o f such 

words as Arabic kadar ‘as much as, up to’ and Persian ham ‘and’ in their root meanings or 

functions (as a spatial relational postposition and grammatical coordinating conjunction, 

respectively), imply that Tatar was mosdy likely at the third stage o f lexical borrowing from 

Arabic and Persian. (Note that the process o f a literary language borrowing from a literary 

superstrate is different from that o f a vernacular borrowing from another vernacular — the 

induence o f Arabic/Persian on literary Tatar takes place in a different context from the 

induence o f Slavic on contracting Karaim.) It is interesting to note that these grammatical 

borrowings disappeared with the waning o f Arabic and Persian induence, which suggests 

that they may not have been as assimilated in the populace as the discourse-pragmatic 

borrowings, and perhaps were standard borrowings only among highly educated Tatars who 

were duent in Arabic and Persian. Their designation as standard borrowings rather than 

nonce borrowings rests upon the assessment o f just a few lexicographers, none o f whom 

give textual evidence — therefore, the placement o f the Tatar-Arabic/Persian contact 

situation within the hierarchical model o f borrowing described here awaits further study.

The grammatical non-discourse-pragmatic words borrowed from Arabic and Persian 

fall into several clear categories. There are spatial relators, pronouns, words that are
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combinations o f spatial relators and pronouns, and question words. Additionally, many 

cardinal numbers have dictionary entries, but it is not clear if they were nonce borrowings or 

consistently used -  in any case, they did not supplant any o f the native numerals.

Two question words were borrowed into Tatar from Persian:

[4.62]
•  chandan ‘how many?’
• cheh ‘what kind o f

Archaic Arabic and Persian spatial relators in Tatar were:

[4.63]
•  gan ‘from; to; together; about’ (Arabic)
• ila ‘to, up to; for’ (Arabic)
•  faiik ” ‘on, higher’ (Arabic)

•  d% ‘from’ (Persian)

Without textual evidence, it is impossible to know if their use was syntax-altering: for 

example, whether they were used as postpositions like native Tatar spatial relators, or 

whether they governed the same cases as their Tatar counterparts.

Four pronouns were borrowed from Arabic and Persian:

[4.64]
•  ana ‘I’ (Arabic)
•  lya shdi ‘nothing’ (Arabic)

•  chi\ ‘anything, nothing’ (Persian)
•  kds ‘anyone, no one’ (Persian)

It seems highly unlikely that this list is complete -  for example, what would motivate the 

borrowing o f only one personal pronoun? Even so, these are the only pronouns that had 

entries in all the relevant dictionaries.

Also borrowed from Arabic were words that compound spatial relators and 

pronouns, mostly using the spatial relator gan in its meaning of ‘from’:
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[4.65]
•  gankem ‘from you; with you; about you’
•  ganna ‘from us’
•  ganha ‘from her; about her’
•  ganhe ‘from him; about him’
•  ganhem ‘from them; about them’
• ganhema ‘from them both; about them both’
•  lah ‘to him, for him’

From Arabic and Persian we find two words meaning ‘for, for the sake o f :

[4.66]
•  liajel ‘for, for the sake o f  (Arabic)
•  baraye ‘for the sake o f  (Persian)

Finally, we find several adverbs o f manner:

[4.67]
•  mdsriirdn ‘happily’
•  motdwayigan ‘humbly, quiedy’
•  motdgammidan ‘seriously, assiduously’
•  moshfikand ‘finely, gendy’

All other adverbs o f manner borrowed from Arabic into Tatar, for example makhsus 

‘especially’ or gomumdn ‘generally’, have clear discourse-pragmatic functionality. However, it is 

difficult to imagine a context where the four adverbs listed above could be used as either 

metacommentary or as some sort o f evaluation -  they do not appear to express stance, only 

manner. This expansion in borrowing from only adverbs of stance to include adverbs of 

manner will be addressed further in the final section o f this chapter.

In conclusion, we have seen that the present-day phenomenon o f code-mixed 

Russian words in otherwise Tatar speech is not the first time that discourse-pragmatic words 

have been borrowed into Tatar. In fact, while Tatar appears to be only just entering the 

second stage o f lexical borrowing in its contact with Russian, the evidence presented here 

suggests that literary Tatar was, at one point, in the third stage o f lexical borrowing from
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Arabic and Persian, borrowing not only content words and discourse-pragmatic words, but 

also grammatical and function words. However, when the wave o f Arabic and Persian 

influence receded, only the content-word and discourse-pragmatic borrowings remained 

behind. The influence o f a literary superstrate on a literary language is clearly different than 

the influence o f a dominant vernacular on a contracting minority language; the ways in 

which this is so invite further study.

4.4 Case Study Three: Turkish influence on Asia Minor Greek

Thomason and Kaufman (1988) used the case o f Asia Minor Greek under the influence of 

Turkish as the exemplification o f a language with the very heaviest level o f lexical and 

structural borrowing, located at the extreme end o f the borrowing scale (level 5). In this 

section, I will use the same source o f data as Thomason and Kaufman, Dawkins’ (1916) 

grammatical analysis o f the Greek dialects o f Asia Minor. Using data taken from the 

hundreds o f pages o f folktales collected by Dawkins, I will show that a significant amount of 

the lexical and structural borrowing o f Asia Minor Greek is best understood by using a 

model where discourse-pragmatic functionality is an organizing principle.

Dawkins collected his dialectal data and texts just a few years before the expulsion of 

Asia Minor Greeks from Turkey in the 1910s, an expulsion that significantly reduced the 

number o f speakers of these dialects. Even so, the Greek dialects o f Asia Minor had been 

contracting for hundreds o f years and continued contracting after the population exchange: 

the earliest evidence o f language shift dates from 1437 (Dawkins 1916: 1), and between 1927 

and 1955 the number o f Greek speakers recorded in the Turkish census dropped by 

approximately 40,000 (Thomason and Kaufman 1988: 215). Turkish speakers do not appear
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to have shifted to Greek, thus discounting substrate influence (ibid. 216). Dawkins 

characterized the Greek o f Cappadocia (the most heavily influenced dialect region) as a 

language where “the body has remained Greek, but the soul has become Turkish” (1916: 

198). In this section, I will show that the manner in which the soul o f Asia Minor Greek 

became Turkish is clearly related to the manner in which Tatar has been and is being 

influenced by Russian, Arabic and Persian, and in which Karaim has been influenced by 

Russian and Polish: discourse-pragmatics is key, and the case o f Asia Minor Greek will 

provide further evidence that it is the same discourse-pragmatic words (or words with similar 

meanings and functions) that are borrowed again and again in similar language contact 

situations. It was shown in the previous section that many of the “native” Tatar words in the 

process o f being replaced by code-mixed Russian discourse-pragmatic words are themselves 

borrowings from Arabic or Persian — one wave o f discourse-pragmatic borrowings in Tatar 

is replacing words from an earlier wave o f discourse-pragmatic borrowings. An examination 

o f the 47 Turkish discourse-pragmatic words borrowed into Asia Minor Greek shows a 

similar phenomenon, but here instead o f discourse-pragmatic loanwords from one language 

replacing synonymous discourse-pragmatic loanwords from another language, we find the 

same discourse-pragmatic words borrowed twice -  first from Arabic or Persian into Turkish, 

and then later from Turkish into Greek. Eight o f the Turkish discourse-pragmatic loanwords 

or phrases found in Asia Minor Greek were originally borrowed into Turkish from Persian, 

and fifteen o f the words and phrases were partially or entirely borrowed from Arabic -  in 

other words, 49% of the Turkish discourse-pragmatic words borrowed into Asia Minor 

Greek are twice-borrowed words, borrowed once from a highly influential literary 

superstrate into Turkish, and then borrowed again from a dominant local vernacular into 

contracting Asia Minor Greek. In addition, all but one -  or 96% -  o f these twice-borrowed
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Arabic and Persian discourse-pragmatic words are also found as loanwords in Tatar.8 

Appendix E  o f this dissertation summarizes the Turkish discourse-pragmatic words, their 

etymologies, and their Tatar counterparts so that this information can be seen at a glance.

4.4.1 Turkish discourse-pragmatic borrowings in Asia Minor Greek

The forty-seven discourse-pragmatic words borrowed from Turkish into Asia Minor Greek 

presented here come from Dawkins (1916), and were culled both from the glossary and the 

collected folktales. Excerpts from the folktales used as illustrations o f the discourse- 

pragmatic words in context all come from Dawkins (1916), and are cited with both the page 

number and dialect (as Asia Minor Greek was not monolithic, and there were varying 

degrees o f lexical and structural borrowing in the various dialects). When discussed in the 

text, Turkish words are presented in the pan-Turkic orthography used for both Tatar and 

Karaim elsewhere in this dissertation (see Appendix A for notes on transcription); folktale 

excerpts are written in IPA and were converted from the modified Greek alphabet used by 

Dawkins for broad phonetic transcription. Therefore, the Turkish borrowings found in the 

Greek excerpts in the examples will usually be spelled differently than in the surrounding 

text -  however, their phonetic realizations in Greek, if different, are found in the bulleted 

lists that begin each subsection. All Turkish borrowings, whether discourse-pragmatic terms 

or content-word borrowings, are shown in boldface so that both the frequency and the 

placement o f all borrowings can be assessed with ease.

8 There is no way to conclusively state that the Arabic-Persian contact situations for Turkish and 
Tatar were entirely separate and that Tatar and Turkish independently borrowed the Arabic and 
Persian discourse-pragmatic words that they have in common. However, given historical 
circumstances, independent borrowing seems the most likely scenario.
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Turkish discourse-pragmatic borrowings in Greek, like all the discourse-pragmatic 

borrowings discussed to this point, fall into three now-familiar categories: (1) Markers o f 

discourse structure and force, including subordinative, coordinative and contrastive 

discourse structuring words, as well as words used for the purposes o f metacommentary and 

deixis; (2) Interactional performatives, and (3) Evaluatives, including words used as positive 

evaluation, as epistemics and deontics, and to evaluative relative time and degree.

Discourse-structuring subordinate conjunctions

There are five Turkish subordinating conjunctions found in the dialects o f Asia Minor 

Greek:

[4.68]
•  ki ‘that’
•  chiinki ‘because’, in Greek as [tjygki], [tjuqki]
•  ichin ‘for, on account of, because’, in Greek as [itjin], [itjyn],
•  mademki ‘because, as long as’
•  eyer ‘if ,  in Greek as [ejer], [er].

Three o f these conjunctions -  ki, chiinki, and eyer — are themselves borrowings from Persian, 

and have equivalents -  ki, chiinki, and agar -  that are used in Tatar to this day (see section 

4.3.2 above). The first o f these, ki ‘that’, is used in Asia Minor Greek not only to introduce 

subordinate clauses, but also to introduce both indirecdy and direcdy reported speech, as 

seen in example [4.69]:
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[4.69] Turkish ki used to introduce direct speech

sogadan rotse ki, “pu penis.”
afterwards ask.AOR-3PS that where go.PRES-2PS9
‘Afterwards he asked him, “Where are you going?” ’(Ulaghatsh dialect: 366)

While in Turkish ki can introduce both subordinate clauses and indirect speech, it is not 

used to introduce direct speech10 -  this function appears to be an innovation in the 

borrowing Greek dialects. Ki was also combined with Greek ton ‘when’ to form another 

subordinating conjunctor, tonki ‘when’, seen in example [4.70]:

[4.70] Innovated Turkish-Greek tonki

ke toggi pan enja mines
and when go-SIMPPST.3PS nine months
‘. . .and when nine months pass.. . ’ (Delmeso dialect: 316)

Example [4.71] has both ki, used once again to introduce direct speech, and the Turkish 

subordinating conjunction chiinki ‘because’:

[4.71] Turkish ki and chiinki

ekino epe ki, “xabar den ejijga,
that one say-SIMPPST.3PS that news NEG touch.SIMPPST-lPS

tjygki jipnosa.”
because sleep.AOR-lPS

He said, “I have no knowledge, because I went to sleep.” (Ulaghatsh dialect: 348)

9 Dawkins gives only free translations of the texts, and thus while the free translations in this section 
come directly in this section come directly from Dawkins (1916), the interlinear glosses are my own. 
A key to the grammatical abbreviations in the glosses can be found in Appendix A. I would like to 
thank Maria Kotzamanidou and Andrew Garrett for their help with some of these glosses, 
particularly with regards to phonetically reduced and altered dialectal variants of grammatical words. 
Any and all mistakes are the sole responsibility of the author.
10 Many thanks to both Ayla Algar and Karl Zimmer for their consultation on Turkish grammar. 
Once again, any mistakes in interpretation are the sole responsibility of the author.
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The subordinating conjunction chiinki ‘because’ was also borrowed from Persian into Tatar 

as chiinki, where it is used to introduce subordinate clauses while expressing causality, just as 

it does in Turkish and as shown here in Asia Minor Greek. Adding one more level to this 

web o f parallel and repeated borrowing o f discourse-pragmatic words is the fact that Russian 

potomu chto ‘because’ is now sometimes code-mixed in Tatar in lieu o f chonki, and may be en 

route to replacing it as the subordinating conjunctor o f choice.

While subordinating conjunctions borrowed from Persian into Turkish into Greek 

introduce subordinate clauses that follow main clauses, as one might expect,11 the Turkish 

subordinating conjunction ichin ‘on account of, because’, when borrowed into Greek, is used 

in Turkic-style pre-head embedded subordinate clauses, as shown in example [4.72]:

[4.72] Turkish ichin ‘on account of, because’ in a pre-head clause

...ge epe ki ap to sevdu-si itjin, “Dere vava m
and say that from the love-POSS on account of now father my

na ert, je na se rottf, ‘baqalim emaez mi,’ ” di.
FUT come and FUT you ask let’s see leam.PRES-2PS ?PT say.PRES-3PS

‘. . .and because o f her love she said, “now my father will come and ask you, ‘let us see, 
have you learned anything?’ ” ’ (Ulaghatsh: 366)

There are many interesting instances o f lexical and morphosyntactic borrowing in this one 

example. Here we see ichin in its Turkic phrase-final position in a subordinate clause that 

precedes the main clause — compare this to the post-head clause introduced by (originally 

Indo-European) chonki seen in example [4.71] above. Turkish ki, used once again to quote 

direct speech, is no longer adjacent to the direct quote, as it is in examples [4.69] and [4.71] -

11 The borrowing of Persian chiinki appears to have been syntax-altering in Turkish, just as it was in 
Tatar.
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this is because the phrase-final slot is taken by ichin. Two additional discourse-pragmatic 

borrowings are also found in the example: the interrogative particle mi, found utterance- 

finally (in the quoted speech), just as it would be in Turkish, and the optative form o f the 

Turkish verb bakmak ‘see’, used here as a discourse directive bringing attention to the 

information that is about to be presented. In addition to Turkish discourse-pragmatic 

borrowings and the more Turkic syntax associated with their use, there are several other 

instances o f Turkish influence in this example. The first is the use o f a Turkish possessive 

suffix on sevdu ‘love’ to mean ‘her love’ -  this use o f Turkish morphology to express 

possession appears to have supplemented rather than entirely replaced Greek morphology, 

which will be seen later in this section. Note that the introduction o f the Turkish possessive 

suffix —(s)I into an Indo-European language is the reverse o f the lessened use o f this suffix in 

the î afet constructions found in Turkic Karaim under the influence o f Slavic, discussed in 

section 4.2 above. Additionally, the word vava ‘father’ is also possessed Turkish-style: the 

Greek first-person possessive pronoun is phonetically reduced to just m and placed after the 

modified noun such that it is indistinguishable from the Turkish first-person singular 

possessive suffix ~(I)m — compare vava m ‘my father’ as found here to Turkish baba-m ‘my 

father’. Also nearly homonymous with its Turkish equivalent and used identically is di, the 

third-person singular present tense o f the Greek verb ‘to say’ -  placed here right after the 

directly quoted speech, just as Turkish gerundial diye ‘saying’ would be. In fact, echoing 

Turkish word order, most o f the verbs in this example, as in many other examples found in 

this section, are phrase- and clause-final.

Turkish mademki ‘since, as’, borrowed into Silli Greek with a meaning more along the 

lines o f ‘because’, appears to be a compound formed by Turkish madem ‘since, as’ and 

Persian ki, much like the compound Greek-Turkish(/Persian) tonki ‘when’ seen above in
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example [4.70]. Perhaps it is due to this Persian element that mademki is used clause-initially 

to introduce a subordinate clause, as seen in example [4.73]:

[4.73] Turkish mademki ‘since, while’

mademki j i  oz zaria xitj“ para ren iripsis...
because you.sg until now nothing para not seek.contpast-2PS 
‘Because until now you have never asked for any money’ (Silli dialect: 292)

Turkish hich ‘nothing, none’, realized here as [xitj], requires a verb in the negative — the 

Greek verb in the example here is in the negative, and thus congruent with the Turkic 

syntactic requirement, but it should be noted that the Greek equivalent also requires a verb 

in the negative, so this can not be seen as an instance o f structural influence. Turkish hich, 

like Tatar hich, is itself a borrowing from Persian.

Also originally a borrowing from Persian is the final Turkish subordinating 

conjunction found in Asia Minor Greek, eyer ‘i f  (borrowed into Tatar as agar), found in 

example [4.74]:

[4.74] Turkish eyer ‘i f

Ejer na pares
if FUT take-2PS

tutunu tjir) gori oz eneka,
this one.GEN the girl as wife

toti ji se na nis poll zeggmis.
then you FUT SUBJ become.2PS very rich

“If you take this man’s daughter as wife, then you shall become very rich.” (Silli dialect: 288)

Just as in Turkish (and in Tatar, for that matter), eyer is sentence-initial when used in Silli 

Greek, but here it is used as the sole indicator o f conditionality, whereas in Turkish (and in 

Tatar), it is optional and used in addition to a verb with the conditional affix -sA-.
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Coordinating discourse markers

Asia Minor Greek borrowed three coordinating discourse markers from Turkish:

[4.75]
•  hem ‘and, also’, in Greek as [xem]
•  da ‘and’ (enclitic), in Greek as [da] or [de]
•  demek ‘so, thus’

The first o f these coordinators, hem ‘and’ is a Persian loanword in Turkish -  the Tatar 

equivalent ham ‘and’ was discussed above in section 4.3.3. An example o f Turkish hem in Asia 

Minor Greek is shown in [4.76]:

[4.76] Turkish hem ‘and’

Ke oson k iden to pedi, to na to ftji'J son dopo,
and as soon as saw her boy the act o f spit instead of

xem deken do k efayen, xem fflsen d3in.
and give-SIMPPST-3PS it and eat-SIMPPST-3PS and kiss.SlMPPST-3PS her

‘And as soon as the boy saw her, instead o f spitting at her, he both gave her food and she 
ate, and he kissed her.’ (Delmeso dialect: 324)

Note that Greek kai ‘and’ (and its reduced variant k) can be used both to link objects and to 

create narrative structure. However, Turkish hem, much like Russian i ‘and’ when code-mixed 

in Tatar, is used only for narrative structure. Persian ham is used in present-day Tatar in both 

functions, as a general coordinating conjunction and to structure discourse, and this use of 

ham in Greek only for narrative structure gives further evidence that polysemous (or multi

functional) words are borrowed first in their discourse-pragmatic function and only later 

used as grammatical or function words without discourse-structuring or pragmatic force. 

This also suggests that there was a time when Persian ham in Tatar was used only for
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discourse structuring; perhaps with further research, texts can be located that show that this 

was, indeed, the case.

Like ham, the Turkish enclitic da ‘and’ is also used only to structure narrative when 

used in Greek, as shown in example [4.77]:

[4.77] Turkish da ‘and’

ape dio treyne, pen de ‘s to Hka embro,
DIST two run.PRES-3PP go.PRES-3PP and to the wolf in front

ke Hko troi ta
and wolf eat.PRES-3PS them

‘Two by two they run, and go up to the wolf, and the wolf eats them.’ (Axo dialect: 398)

As an enclitic, Turkish da assimilates in vowel quality to the preceding word and is realized as 

de after words with front vowels, and it seems possible that it retained its sensitivity to the 

rules o f Turkish vowel harmony even when borrowed into Greek -  here it is realized as de 

after the verb pen ‘he goes’, which has a front vowel. Note that it has also retained its Turkic 

post-head word order, and does not introduce the clause but rather follows the verb that it is 

coordinating.

Contrastive discourse markers

With the exception oiyoksa  ‘or’, the Turkish contrastive discourse markers borrowed into 

Asia Minor Greek are loanwords that were originally borrowed from Persian and Arabic:

[4.78]
•  meyer ‘but’
•  amma ‘but’, in Greek as [amma], [ama], [ma]
•  lakin ‘but’
•  yahut ‘or’, in Greek as [yaxut]
•  yoksa ‘or’, in Greek as [yusa]
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Meyer ‘but’ Andy abut ‘or’ were borrowed from Persian into both Turkish and Tatar, and amma 

‘but’ and lakin ‘but’ were borrowed from Arabic into both Turkish and Tatar. Additionally, 

these four words have Russian equivalents that are code-mixed in present-day Tatar: Russian 

no ‘but, however’ is used in lieu o f meyer, amma, and lakin, while Russian ili ‘or’ is used in lieu 

oiyahut. An example if meyer in context can be seen in [4.79]:

[4.79] Turkish meyer ‘but’

Mejer to jafki tu Dunia Gyzel-i-dju tun,
but the brightness the.GEN world beauty-POSS-GEN the.GEN

tu ka0otun so mivan apano.
be.SIMPPST-3PS sit-CONTPST-3PS in fruit tree on

“But the brightness was that o f the Fair One of the World, who was sitting up in the fruit 
tree.” (Delmeso dialect: 310)

As in Tatar and Turkish, meyer is found sentence-initially and clause-initially when borrowed 

into Greek. Also o f interest in this example is the use o f Greek inflectional morphology on a 

borrowed Turkish phrase -  the genitive -dju found on Dunia Gy^eli ‘Beauty o f the World’ 

(translated by Dawkins as ‘Fair One o f the World’), itself a compound noun itself created by 

means o f Turkish î afet (the —i suffixed on Gy^el ‘beauty’ is what compounds it with Dunia 

‘world’) and apparently borrowed as a unit. This is in contrast to sevdu-si ‘her love’, as seen in 

example [4.72] above, which seems to show sensitivity to the rules o f Turkish inflectional 

m orphology.

A final example of contrastive markers shows Turkish amma in its Greek context:
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[4.80] Turkish amma ‘but’

Amma os pu na narti, kore xalannitu od3aqi.
but as where FUT come girl destroy the hearth
“But before he comes, the girl breaks down the pyre.” (Silli dialect: 284)

Like meyer ‘but’ and lakin ‘but’, amma ‘but’ too is always clause- or sentence-initial in Asia 

Minor Greek, just as it is in Turkish and Tatar.

Metacommentary and deixis

As seen with the discourse-pragmatic borrowings found in the other language contact

situations presented in this chapter, the most extensive set of borrowings used to structure

or mark discourse are words used for metacommentary and deixis. Thirteen Turkish 

discourse-pragmatic words and phrases used for metacommentary were borrowed into 

Greek:

[4.81]
•  mi interrogative particle, in Greek as [mi] and [mu]
•  o ‘that’, in Greek as [o] and [on]
•  bu ‘this’
•  sonra ‘afterwards’, in Greek as [soqgra]
•  sonradan ‘afterwards’ (dialectal), in Greek as [soqgradan] and [soqgadan]
•  en bash ‘first, in the beginning’, in Greek as [em baj]
•  bir vakit(ta) ‘once (upon a time)’
•  yeniden ‘anew, afresh’
•  mahsus ‘expressly, in particular’, in Greek as [masustan]
•  filan ‘and so on, such and such’, in Greek as [filani] and [filan]
•  keshke ‘if only’, used to introduce wishes
•  hayde ‘come, c’mon’, in Greek as [xajde] and [xade]
•  bakalim ‘let’s see’

The interrogative particle mi, like the enclitic da discussed above, remains subject to the rules 

o f Turkish vowel harmony and is found as mu when preceded by words with back vowels,
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even if those words are Greek. Let’s revisit example [4.72], excerpted here as [4.82] to focus 

on the metacommentary words:

[4.82] Turkish mi (question particle) and bakatim ‘let’s see’

...ge na se rotij, ‘baqalim emaez mi,’

...and FUT you ask.2PS let’s see leam.PRES-2PS ?PT
‘. . .and ask you, “let us see, have you learned anything?” ’ (Ulaghatsh dialect: 366)

Here the quoted speech (which is not actually a quote, but rather what the magician’s

daughter predicts her father will say to her young lover) consists o f three words, two of

which are Turkish metacommentary words. The optative bakalim ‘let’s see’ is used as a 

directive, just as in Turkish, and so was perhaps borrowed holistically as a unit meaning ‘let’s 

see’ rather than with sensitivity to Turkish morphology. The interrogative particle mi, 

however, appears to remain consistent with Turkish vowel harmony and syntactic 

requirements: it is here in its unrounded form, as it is preceded by a (Greek) word with an 

unrounded vowel, and it is placed both utterance-finally and direcdy after the verb that is in 

question, just as it would be in Turkish.

Two deictic demonstrative pronouns were borrowed from Turkish into Asia Minor 

Greek: o ‘that’ and bu ‘this’. 0  ‘that’ appears to be the less-widely used o f the two, although it 

does combine with another borrowed discourse-pragmatic word to form a new discourse- 

pragmatic word, as will be seen later in this section. The demonstrative pronoun bu ‘this’ is 

used with Turkish words, often words o f time, thus creating entirely Turkish phrases used to 

structure the narrative, as seen in example [4.83]:
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[4.83] Turkish bu ‘this’

bu sefer jemosen to fesi t nero, k eGeken
this time fill.SIMPPST-3PSthe fez his water and put-SIMPPST-3PS

do konda t.
it near her

‘This time he filled his fez with water, and put it down near.’ (Delmeso dialect: 308)

Here, bu is being used to emphasize the contrast between this time and the last time — we are 

at a point in the folktale where the young hero meets his second Beauty o f the World, who 

has come out o f a fruit tree literally dying o f thirst. The first time this happened, he did not 

succeed in bringing a fezful o f water sufficiendy quickly, and his prospective bride died. 

Here the bu emphasizes that this time, although the circumstances are the same, the outcome 

is different. Turkish sefer ‘time’ is used in another narrative structuring expression, where it 

combines with Greek ena ‘one’ to form the phrase [ena sever] ‘once’.

Many temporal adverbs were borrowed from Turkish into Greek, and the borrowed 

discourse-pragmatic word most frequently found in the Greek folktales cited here is sonra 

‘after’ (and its dialectal variant sonradati), used for narrative structure as a sort o f general 

continuation, much like English then and and then. Often sonra will be the only borrowed 

discourse-pragmatic word used in an entire folktale, and it is the only borrowed discourse- 

pragmatic word found in example [4.84]:
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[4.84] Turkish sonra ‘after, later’

Soggra tutus benni ki t xurjo, kjat
afterwards this enter.PRES-3PS there the village REL.PRO

tu ipi
that.GEN say.SIMPPST.3PS

xizyris. 
holy man

“Afterwards the youth enters that village, o f which the holy man had told him. (Silli dialect: 
288)

As with so many other discourse-pragmatic borrowings, sonra is always phrase- or sentence- 

initial. O ther temporal borrowings used for narrative structure are also found only in initial 

positions, as one would expect from their discourse-structuring function. In example [4.85] 

we see another temporal Turkish phrase:

[4.85] Turkish en bash ‘in the beginning’

em baf to patijax epe ki,
SUPER beginning the king say.SIMPPST.3PS that
‘In the beginning the king said... ’ (Ulagatsh dialect: 358)

The Turkish superlative particle en is only found in this construction, and this, combined 

with its assimilation in place to the following bilabial consonant, suggests that en bash, a set 

phrase in Turkish, was borrowed into Greek as a single unit. Another temporal phrase that 

seems to have been borrowed as a single discourse-pragmatic unit is bir vakit ‘once’, literally 

‘one time’ (note that vakit is itself a borrowing into Turkish from Arabic):

[4.86] Turkish bir vakit ‘once’

bir vaqtt kejotan ena neka.
one time exist.CONTPST.3PS a woman
‘Once there was a woman.’ (Axo dialect: 390)
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This phrase is perhaps better translated as ‘once upon a time’, as it begins a folktale. Adding 

to the evidence that bir vakit was borrowed as a unit is the fact that it is used in the locative 

case to begin a different folktale in the same dialect:

[4.87] Turkish bir vakitta ‘once’

bir vaqtt-da kejotan ena neka.
one time-LOC exist.CONTPST.3PS a woman
‘Once upon a time there was a woman.’ (Axo dialect: 398)

It is possible that folktales in the Turkish dialects surrounding these pockets o f Asia 

Minor Greek began with the set phrase bir vakit(ta) ‘once upon a time,’ but standard Turkish 

folktales begin with other temporal contextualizers, such as bir ^amanlar ‘once upon a time,’ 

lit. ‘one time-PL’.

Another temporal contextualizer borrowed from Turkish is jeniden ‘anew, afresh’, 

seen in example [4.88]:

[4.88] Turkish jeniden ‘anew’

ad3i o vasilos yeniden pedjen da yamos
there the king anew make.SIMPPST-3PS the marriage

ofta imeres, ofta niextes.
seven days seven nights
‘The king made them a wedding afresh for seven days, seven nights.’ (Pharasa dialect: 500)

The other Turkish discourse-pragmatic words borrowed for use as metacommentary 

are not temporal in nature. Turkish filan ‘such and such’, originally from Arabic and also 

found in literary Tatar (where it is nearly archaic), is used to refer to an unspecified noun, as 

can be seen in example [4.89]:
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[4.89] Turkish filan ‘such and such’

Kinde so filan son dopo
be.PRES-3pp in the such and such in the place
“They are in such and such a place.” (Delmeso dialect: 304)

The particle keshke, also from Arabic and also found in archaic Tatar, is found in 

Asia Minor Greek in clause-initial position, introducing a wish, just as it does in Turkish:

[4.90] Turkish keshke ‘if only’

kejge tfir) gori mu mi tji skotisa...
if only the girl my not her kiU.AOR.-3PS
‘Would that I had not killed my daughter.. . ’ (Silli dialect: 286)

The final Turkish word used to structure discourse is the exhortative hayde ‘come, 

c’mon’, a verb in the imperative.

[4.91] Turkish hayde ‘come’

Xade, fer do mikro s to korij.
come bring the young your the daughter
‘Come, bring your youngest daughter!’ (Ulaghatsh dialect: 374)

As might be expected, hayde is only found in the folktales in directly quoted speech, as it is an 

imperative. This sort o f exhortative imperative lends itself to borrowing: Russian davai(te) 

‘come, c’mon’ is regularly code-mixed in Tatar-preferred style. Additionally, Tatar ay da 

‘come, c’m on’ has been borrowed into Russian as the exhortative ayda ‘come, let’s go’. In 

Tatar ayda is almost always used as a verbal inducement o f physical motion, while its 

borrowed version in Russian is used as a more general exhortative, just as borrowed Russian 

davai(te) is also used as a general exhortative in Tatar.
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Interactional performatives

While there are four Russian interactional performatives code-mixed in Tatar (for ‘hi’, ‘bye’, 

‘please’, and ‘excuse me’), only one Turkish interactional performative is found in the Greek 

of Asia Minor: selam ‘hello’, itself a borrowing from Arabic (and found in Tatar). This is most 

likely due to the nature o f the discourse used in this analysis — it is all narrative, and only in 

folk-tale register. If  Dawkins had also recorded conversational speech, which is where these 

interactional performatives are used, presumably we would find additional Turkish 

borrowings used in this function. Selam can be seen in example [4.92]:

[4.92] Turkish selam ‘hello’

Se tu rois selami.
You him say.PRES-2PS hello.
“You will greet him.” (Silli dialect: 288)
More literally, “Y ou will say “hello”.’

Note that this is not actually an instance o f selam being used as an interactional performative 

as might be found in quoted dialogue, where one person would greet another by saying 

“Selam” ‘Hello’, but rather an allusion to the fact that selam is used as a greeting.

Evaluatives

As with interactional performatives, there are fewer Turkish evaluatives found as loanwords 

in the Greek folktales cited here than one might expect. Once again, this is most likely due to 

the nature o f the corpus, composed entirely o f narratives; in a corpus that also had 

conversational data, one might expect to find motivation for the use o f additional borrowed 

evaluatives. There are no Turkish words used as negative evaluations or as hedges -  for
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comparative purposes, recall that Russian negative evaluators meaning ‘How awful!’ and ‘It’s 

a shame’ are found code-mixed in Tatar, and that Russian hedges meaning ‘only,’ ‘just’, and 

‘about, around’ are also found code-mixed in Tatar. What we do find are one word of 

positive evaluation, epistemics, and evaluators o f time and degree.

The one Turkish word o f positive evaluation found in Asia Minor Greek, aferin 

‘bravo, well done’ (in Greek as [aferim]), is a borrowing from Arabic that is also found in 

Tatar. Additionally, the Russian equivalent, molodyets ‘bravo, well done’ is frequently code

mixed in Tatar to express approval.

There are two Turkish epistemics that were borrowed into Asia Minor Greek:

[493]•  belki ‘perhaps, probably’, in Greek as [belki] and [berki]
•  mutlaka ‘without a doubt, absolutely’, in Greek as [nutlaka]

By now it should come as no surprise that both belki and mutlaka are twice-borrowed words, 

first coming into Turkish from Arabic, and then into Greek from Turkish. Additionally, they 

are both found in present-day Tatar, although Tatar motlakan is nearly archaic. A typical use 

o f belki is found in example [4.94]:

[4.94] Turkish belki ‘perhaps, probably’

belki ‘a navri ti qolain du
perhaps SUBJ find-3PS the solution
“Perhaps he will find what is to be done.” (Pharasa dialect: 538)

T urk ish  mutlaka, while used  in  T urk ish  b o th  as an  epistem ic and  as an  evaluator o f  a 

proposition’s relationship to reality (meaning ‘absolutely’), seems to have been used in Asia 

Minor Greek only as an epistemic, a usage that can be seen in example [4.95]:
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[4.95] Turkish mutlaka ‘without a doubt’

ejis foJTd klo0ete, to pu inde nutlaka
you.PL while walk about.PRES-2pp the where be.PRES-3PP without doubt

ksevrete to.
know.PRES-2PP it

‘Since you move about, without doubt you know where they are.’ (Delmeso dialect: 306)

In Tatar the word motlakan, when still used, is not found in this meaning, but only as an 

evaluative adverb meaning ‘absolutely’.

Evaluation o f  time, degree, and relation to reality

Asia Minor Greek borrowed three Turkish evaluators o f time:

[4.96]
•  birden hire ‘at once, immediately’
•  daha ‘still; already’, in Greek as [daxa]
•  bele ‘even, already’

All three o f these words have Russian equivalents that are code-mixed in Tatar: sra%u 

‘immediately’ and u%he ‘already’. A typical example o f birden bire ‘at once’ is seen in example

[4.97]:

[4.97] Turkish birden bire ‘at once’

“birden bire na figo” di.
at once FUT flee-lPS say.PRES-3PS
‘ “At once I will flee away” he said.’ (Axo dialect: 394)

More frequently borrowed from Turkish were evaluators o f degree:
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•  pek ‘very’
•  tamamen ‘completely’, in Greek as [taman]
•  daha ‘still’, in Greek as [daxa]
•  beraber ‘equal, uniform’, in Greek as [barabari]
•  dek ‘as far as, until’, ‘like, similar to’
•  kadar “as much as, as many as” In Greek as [qadar]
•  o kadar ‘as much as that, so much’, in Greek as [oadar]

Two o f these words, tamamen ‘completely’ and kadar ‘as much as’ are twice-borrowed Arabic 

words that are also found in Tatar, and Russian sovsem ‘completely’, the equivalent o f 

tamamen, is found code-mixed in present-day Tatar. An example o f the standard Turkish 

intensifier pek can be seen in [4.99]:

[4.99] Turkish pek ‘very’

raxatfin du pek poll kalo iton
pleasure his very very good be-PST
‘His pleasure was very great.’ (Silli dialect: 290)

Note that here pek is being used for double-intensification: Greek kalo ‘good’ is already 

modified by the Greek intensifier poll ‘very’.

The Turkish discourse-pragmatic word daha ‘still; already,’ is used both as a temporal 

evaluator and as an intensifier that forms a comparative — its comparative use is shown in 

example [4.100]:

[4.100] Turkish daha ‘still; already’

ke as ala ‘sa dio daxa gyzel ton.
and from other.PL the two still pretty be.SIMPPST-3PS
‘. . .and she was still fairer than the other two.’ (Delmeso dialect: 311)
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Other Turkish evaluators such as dek, beraber, and kadar are used to show an equality of 

degree: beraber ‘equal, uniform’ and kadar ‘as much as’ are shown in examples [4.101] and 

[4.102] respectively:

[4.101] Turkish beraber ‘equal, uniform’

ke ejenan me to boy m barabari
and become with the height my equal
‘. . .and become as tall as I am’ (Delmeso dialect: 318)

[4.102] Turkish kadar ‘as much as’

O tji qadar Mres ke an Gelis, a se Seskum.
they as many as lira and if wish.PRES-2PS, there you give.PRES-lPP
‘As many pounds as you want, we will give you.’ (Delmeso dialect: 316)

In Turkish, the demonstrative pronoun o ‘that’ combines with kadar to form the phrase o 

kadar ‘as much as that, so much’ (Turkish also has the phrase bu kadar ‘as much as this, so 

much’, but this phrase is not found in the available texts). The phrase o kadar ‘so much’ is 

found in Greek as the phonetically reduced [oadar], as seen in example [4.103] below -  it is 

not clear if this phonetic reduction took place in the local Turkish dialects or in Greek after 

the phrase was borrowed.

[4.103] Turkish o kadar‘so much, as much as that’

edeka oadar paraja
give.SIMPPST-lPS so much para.PL
‘I gave so much money...’ (Ulaghatsh dialect: 368)

In addition to evaluators o f time and degree, speakers o f Asia Minor Greek 

borrowed Turkish words that evaluate the relationship o f a proposition to reality:
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[4.104]
•  eyi ‘yes, very well’, in Greek as [il£ki], [elik], and [ex]
•  hayir ‘no’, in Greek as [khair] and [khairi]
•  hich ‘nothing’, in Greek as [xetj]
•  her ‘every’, in Greek as [xer]
•  tipki ‘quite like, similar to’

Many o f these words are twice-borrowed discourse-pragmatic words o f Arabic or Persian 

origin, have a Russian equivalent that is code-mixed in Tatar, or both. Russian da ‘yes’ is 

found code-mixed in Tatar, and is the equivalent o f Turkish eyi, while Russian nyet ‘no’, also 

found code-mixed in Tatar, is the equivalent o f Turkish hayir ‘no’, which is itself originally 

from Arabic. Turkish tipki ‘quite like, similar to’ is also o f Arabic origin -  it is the only Arabic 

or Persian discourse-pragmatic term borrowed into Turkish and then borrowed again into 

Asia Minor Greek that is not also found in Tatar, although the nominal form o f its trilateral 

root was borrowed into Tatar as tiybk ‘similarity, conformity’, a word that is now archaic. 

Finally, Turkish hich ‘no, none’ and her ‘each’ are borrowings from Persian, also found in 

present-day Tatar.

A typical example o f borrowed Turkish hayir ‘no’, used to negate a proposition, is 

seen in [4.105]:

[4.105] Turkish hayir''no’

ipen d3* o tjobanos, “xair. d3o ponao ta .. .”
Said and the shepherd no not sell.PRES-lPS him 
‘And the shepherd said, “N o, I will not sell him.” ’ (Pharasa dialect: 496)

Turkish hich was seen in example [4.73] in the sense of ‘not one’, and is used to mean 

‘nothing’ in example [4.106]:
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[4.106] Turkish hich ‘nothing’

Andras xftf re lai.
Man nothing NEG say.PRES-3PS
‘The man says not a word.’ (Silli dialect: 300)

The double negative found here is congruent with both Turkish and Greek.

Turkish her ‘each, every’ is found most often in these folktales modifying words 

relating to time, as can be seen in example [4.107]:

[4.107] Turkish her ‘each, every’

xer imera esftjanaji qavga atji, “Dana Ji se ta rifes.”
every day do.PRES-3PP quarrel these calf your FUT it bind.2PS

“Go se ta risu.”
I FUT it bind. IPS

‘Every day they used to have a dispute; “You shall tie up the calf.” “I shall tie it up.” ’ (Silli 
dialect: 298)

The Turkish discourse-pragmatic borrowings found in Asia Minor Greek follow the 

patterns o f Russian, Arabic, and Persian discourse-pragmatic borrowings in Tatar, and of 

Slavic borrowings found in Karaim. Despite the fact that Asia Minor Greek has been 

presented as a the parade example o f a heavily influenced language, one located on the 

extreme end o f the scale o f borrowing, in many sentences found in the folktales cited here, 

discourse-pragmatic words are the only borrowings to be found, and their frequency and 

placement are remarkably similar to Russian discourse-pragmatic words in Tatar, suggesting 

that code-mixing was the original mechanism o f borrowing. Finally, as in Karaim, also a 

heavily influenced language, many o f the borrowings remain true to their dominant- 

language grammatical requirements, such as word order {ichin, mi) and vowel harmony (da, 

mi).
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4.4.2 Other aspects o f Turkish influence in Asia Minor Greek

Like Karaim in contact with Slavic, Asia Minor Greek was clearly in the third stage o f lexical 

borrowing and structural borrowing in the early 20th century when it was documented by 

Dawkins; in the terminology o f this model, speakers of Asia Minor Greek were in 

Generation D. In addition to prototypical content words such as nouns and verbs and 

discourse-pragmatic borrowings, we find other borrowings from Turkish as well. These 

additional borrowings include grammatical words without discourse-pragmatic functionality, 

Turkish-style reduplication as a means o f intensification, and Turkish-style separation of 

action and manner.

Grammatical borrowings

In addition to the 47 discourse-pragmatic words borrowed from Turkish into Asia Minor 

Greek, three non-content words were borrowed that do not have metalinguistic function:

[4.108]
•  kanda ‘where?’, in Greek as [gan] and [kandi]
•  karshi ‘opposite’, in Greek as [xarju]
•  la%im ‘necessary’

The one Turkish deontic found in Greek, la%im ‘necessary’, is a twice-borrowed word, 

originally borrowed into Turkish from Arabic. Kanda ‘where’ is the only Turkish question 

word borrowed into Greek, and is used in a purely spatial meaning. (Compare this to kak 

‘how’, the only Russian question word code-mixed in Tatar, which is used only in its
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evaluative meaning, and never to question manner.) Karshi, a Turkish postposition meaning 

‘opposite’, is used in Greek in its purely spatial meaning, as seen in example [4.109]:

[4.109] Turkish karshi ‘opposite’

op xarju soruji perju tous ta seraja.
from opposite see.PRES-3PP son.GEN them the palace.PL
‘Before them they see their son’s palaces.’ (Sflli dialect: 290)

Although kanda, karshi and layim are the only three grammatical words without discourse- 

pragmatic function found in the texts collected by Dawkins, based on the presence o f other 

borrowing phenomena that place Asia Minor Greek in Stage Three o f lexical and structural 

borrowing, it seems likely that other grammatical words were also borrowed from Turkish 

into Asia Minor Greek.

Intensification

In section 4.4.1 above, we saw several Turkish discourse-pragmatic words used explicitly for 

intensification, most notably pek ‘very’. However, Asia Minor Greek borrowed more than 

just Turkish discourse-pragmatic words to express intensification -  it also borrowed 

Turkish-style reduplication. In Turkish, as in other Turkic languages, intensification of 

adjectives is often expressed through initial-syllable reduplication, where the final consonant 

o f the copy syllable is unpredictable — and famous among phonologists for its

unpredictability — but quite often [p]. For colors in particular, this is the preferred means of 

intensification in Turkish. An example o f this intensifying Turkish initial-syllable 

reduplication is found in [4.110]:
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[4.110] Initial-syllable reduplication to intensify ktrrnis '̂‘red’

batirsen do so lero mesa, ke enne qip-qirmizi.
dip.SIMPPST-3PS her in water inside and become.SIMPPST-3PS VERY red
‘She dipped her in the water and she became all red.’ (Aravan dialect: 334)

This sentence is otherwise quite Greek in its morphosyntax: the verbs are not clause-final; 

there is the characteristically Greek use o f doubled spatial relators before and after the noun 

(here so lew mesa lit. ‘in water inside’, or ‘into the water’; also seen in example [4.79] as so 

mivan apano lit. ‘in fruit tree on’, or ‘in the fruit tree’); native Greek ke ‘and’ is used for 

narrative structure; there is just one Turkish lexical item in the sentence. Therefore one 

might think that this reduplicated [qip-qirmizf] was borrowed as a single unit meaning ‘very

red,’ without sensitivity to the Turkish morphological process. However, several sentences 

later in the same narrative, we find this:

[4.111] Initial-syllable reduplication to intensify Greek mdvw ‘black’

batirsen do so mavro so lero, ke epken do mas-mavro.
dip.SIMPPST-3PS her in black in water and make.SIMPPST-3PS her VERY black 
‘She dipped her into the water, and made her jet black.’ (Aravan dialect: 334)

Here we see that Greek mdvw ‘black’ is intensified just as if it were a Turkish color term, by 

means o f a reduplicated initial syllable rather than with a Greek or even Turkish free 

morpheme. There is a clear analogical base in Turkish for mas-mavw, shown in [4.112]:
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[4.112] Analogical base for mas-mavro 

Turkish:
mavi ‘blue’ : mas-mavi Very blue’

Asia Minor Greek:
mdvro ‘black’ : X  > mas-mavro ‘very black’

Clearly, despite the otherwise quite Greek nature o f the sentences shown above, speakers o f 

this dialect were sensitive both to the Turkish morphological process and to the fact that this 

reduplication is the preferred way to intensify colors, and expanded the use o f initial-syllable 

reduplication to the Greek color term.

Initial-syllable adjectival reduplication is not the only kind o f Turkish reduplication 

borrowed into Asia Minor Greek, as can be seen in example [4.113]:

[4.113] Turkish-style full reduplication

Ke kala kala jashatse.
and well well live.AOR-3PS
‘And she lived in great prosperity.’ (Ulaghatsh dialect: 378)

This sentence is the final sentence o f a folktale, describing the happily-ever-after ending, and 

the speaker has used full reduplication o f the Greek adjective to emphasize just how happy 

this ending is — note that this is not a Turkish adjective that can be interpreted as “staying 

Turkish” by being fully reduplicated for emphasis, but rather the absorption o f the Turkic 

m odel o f  reduplication in to  G reek. O th e r exam ples o f  fully reduplicated  G reek  adjectives 

include: pikra pikra ‘very bitterly’ (Sflli dialect: 286), poll poll ‘very’ (Sflli dialect: 302), and afika 

afrika ‘very gendy’ (Pharasa dialect: 498). Just as initial-syllable reduplication turned out to 

not be limited to the stratum of Turkish borrowings, the use o f full reduplication for
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intensification does not seem to be either — the Turkish mechanism o f reduplication for 

intensification seems to have been borrowed and generally applied.

Manner

In addition to Turkish-style reduplication, Asia Minor Greek speakers also used Turkish 

models and lexical items to describe manner. One such importation from Turkish was the 

use o f (frozen) reduplicated gerunds or participles functioning as adverbs that describe the 

manner o f a verb, usually a verb o f motion, as seen in example [4.114]:

[4.114] Turkish-style adverb

Eki to qutji yze yze pijen s ena mikro xorjos.
there the box floating floating go-PST.3PS to a small village
“That box by floating and floating came to a little village.” (Delmeso dialect: 316)

Unlike the adjectival reduplication described in the previous section, which became a 

productive morphological process used for Greek words as well as Turkish, these 

reduplicated gerunds or participles were limited to the Turkish stratum of Asia Minor Greek, 

and were possibly borrowed as a single unit, as the only adverbial phrases o f this type found 

in the folktales are with Turkish lexical items. A particularly common example o f this 

Turkish adverbial form is found in [4.115]:

[4.115] Turkish-style adverb

Ge to pedi estaGen Jajkin jajkin so deggizju
and the boy stand.PST-3PS wondering wondering on lake.GEN

so kener.
on shore

‘And the boy stood wondering and wondering on the shore of the lake.’ (Sflli dialect: 308)
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While this means o f describing manner with frozen reduplicated gerunds and participles did 

not become productive in Greek, such that the reduplication process was applied to Greek 

verbs as well, what does seem to have become productive is the Turkish-style separation of 

manner and action, where the manner o f action is described with one verb (or verbal form, 

as seen above) and the action itself is denoted with another. This separation o f manner is 

distincdy Turkic (it is also found in Tatar12), and can be seen in example [4.116]:

[4.116] Turkish-style separation o f manner and action

“Pulo mila” di, tjiyirda.
sell.PRES-lPP apple say cry.pres-3PS
‘ “I sell apples” she cries.’ (Silata dialect: 442)

The modem standard Turkish equivalent is shown in [4.117]:

[4.117] Turkish equivalent

“Elma satiyor-u-m” diy-e baair-a
Apple sell.PRES-lPP say-GER shout.PRES-3PP
‘ “I sell apples” she cries.’ (Ayla Algar, personal communication)
More literally, ‘Saying “I sell apples” she shouts.’

Both the use o f the verb ‘to say’ after quoted speech and the separation o f manner from 

action found in the Greek sentence can be seen as modeled on Turkish.

12 It is not found in the Karaim used as data for section 4.2. However, it is not clear if this is the 
result of having so few example sentences to work with, or if the loss of this Turkic separation of 
action and manner is another form of Slavic influence found in Karaim.
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4.5 Conclusions

We have seen that sociolinguistic context and discourse pragmatics can explain both the 

motivations for and mechanisms o f certain kinds o f lexical and structural borrowing. In 

language contact situations with similar asymmetries o f power and functional domain, as well 

as the requisite level o f bilingualism, words with the same discourse-pragmatic functions 

(and when there is a common dominant language, the very same words) are borrowed again 

and again. Appendix F o f this dissertation gives a side-by-side comparison o f all o f the 

discourse-pragmatic borrowings discussed in both Chapter Three and the above case studies. 

Figures 17 and 18 below graphically represent two instances o f this repeated borrowing and 

code-mixing. Figure 17 shows the repeated borrowing and code-mixing o f words meaning 

‘and’, and Figure 18 shows the repeated borrowing and code-mixing o f words meaning ‘o f 

course’. In these figures, vertical arrows are diachronic and represent borrowing, while 

horizontal arrows are synchronic and represent code-mixing.

Figure 17. Repeated borrowing of ‘and’

Persian ham

Russian i Tatar ham Turkish hem

Asia Minor Greek hemKaraim i

(Hebrew ve Israeli English) 
(English and Irish)
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Figure 18. Repeated borrowing o f ‘o f course’

Arabic al-batta

Russian konechno Tatar albdtta Turkish elbette

Asia Minor Greek elbette

Many code-mixed and borrowed discourse-pragmatic words seem to retain their 

dominant-language grammatical rules and requirements, such that their use is associated with 

a composite morphosyntax, and the structure o f the minority language begins to increasingly 

resemble the structure o f the dominant language:

•  Russian subordinators in Tatar introduce Russian-style post-head subordinate clauses, 

and Persian subordinators in Tatar introduce Persian-style post-head subordinate clauses, 

rather than native Turkic embedded pre-head clauses. Conversely, Turkish subordinators 

in Greek govern Turkish-style pre-head embedded clauses, unless they are from Persian, 

in which case they are clause-initial and post-head (having retained their syntactic 

features through two instances o f borrowing). The borrowed Persian subordinators agar 

‘iP and garcha ‘although’ mean that conditionality and concession are marked sentence- 

initially in Tatar, as they are in Persian, and not merely clause-finally in the verb, which is 

the native construction.
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•  The introduction o f dominant-language coordinators can mean a change in the manner 

of coordination. Arabic m  ‘and’ and Persian ham ‘and’ are used in constructions in Tatar 

that have both different word order and syntactic relations than constructions using the 

native postposition beldn or enclitic D A  for coordination. Use o f Russian to^he ‘also’ in 

Tatar is inducing a move away from the doubled-enclitic D A  -  it is neither a postposed 

enclitic, nor used in each o f the phrases that it is coordinating. Meanwhile, the borrowing 

of Turkish da into Asia Minor Greek introduced a coordinative clitic that is postposed 

after the verb that it is coordinating, in contrast to native Greek preposed coordinating 

conjunctions.

•  The Russian interrogative particle chto li is always in the sentence-final word slot in Tatar, 

which is sometimes but not always congruent with the placement o f the Tatar 

interrogative particle ml. The Turkish interrogative particle ml when used in Greek 

retains its word order requirements, and thus follows the word being questioned.

•  Grammaticalized Russian prepositions borrowed as discourse-pragmatic words in both 

Tatar and Karaim retain their preposed position, while the native equivalents are 

postposed; e.g., okolo ‘around’, which is found in both Tatar and Karaim, causes a slight 

alteration the word order of both languages by remaining pre-head.

•  The Russian particle chut’used in Tatar for ‘almost’ entirely changes the realization o f the 

verb it modifies: it retains its requirement for a verb in the negative (which is not found 

in Tatar), and is used in lieu o f an auxiliary verb rather than a particle.

•  Russian mo^het ‘might’, borrowed into Tatar as an epistemic, causes a slight change in 

word order: it is placed adjacent to the word that is having its probability assessed, while 

native Tatar (actually < Arabic) epistemics are usually clause- or sentence-initial.
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•  Finally, the Turkish enclitics da and mi retained their adherence to vowel harmony when 

used in Asia Minor Greek, perhaps one o f the mechanisms through which vowel 

harmony (found to some extent in all o f the dialects o f Asia Minor Greek) was 

introduced.

An examination o f the lexical and structural borrowing phenomena found in Karaim, 

Tatar, and Asia Minor Greek suggests that the process o f borrowing from dominant 

languages into minority languages is in some ways the temporal reverse of 

grammaticalrzation: discourse-pragmatic words are first borrowed only in their

grammaticalized form, and only later in their root meanings, and grammatical words or 

morphemes without discourse-pragmatic function are only borrowed in Stage Three, after 

there has been a stage o f discourse-pragmatic borrowing. Within the general rubric of 

grammaticalization, Traugott (1989) identifies three tendencies o f semantic change: (1) 

Meanings that are based in an external described situation become meanings based in an 

internal situation, be it evaluative, perceptual, or cognitive; (2) Meanings based in an internal 

or external described situation become meanings based in a textual and metalinguistic 

situation; (3) Meanings tend to become increasingly based in the speaker’s subjective belief 

state or attitude towards a proposition (this includes the development o f epistemics from 

deontics and adverbs o f stance from adverbs o f manner). In general, words that are found at 

the endpoint o f these three paths o f semantic change are borrowed in Stage Two o f the
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model presented here, while words that have not undergone grammaticalization are 

borrowed in Stage Three.13 Table 5 summarizes these different stages o f borrowing:

Table 5. “Reversegrammaticalization” in minority-language borrowing

Borrowed in Stage Two Borrowed only in Stage Three
Epistemics
• Russian mô het ‘might’ in Tatar

Deontics
• Turkish lat(im ‘necessary’ in A. M. Greek

Adverbs of stance
• Russian absoliutno ‘absolutely’ in Tatar
• Arabic motlakan ‘absolutely1 in Tatar

Adverbs of manner
• Arabic motdwâ igan ‘humbly’ in Tatar
• Turkish u%e ii%e ‘floating’ in A. M. Greek

Grammaticalized spatial relators used as hedges, 
evaluators of degree, etc.
• Russian okolo ‘approximately, around’ in 

Tatar and Karaim
• Arabic kaddr ‘as much as’ in Tatar

Spatial relators in their root meanings, at times 
the same words that have been borrowed in 
Stage Two in grammaticalized meanings
• Polish kolo ‘by, near’ in Karaim
• Arabic kaddr ‘up to’ in Tatar

Question words with evaluative function 
• Russian kak ‘how’ in Tatar

Question words without evaluative function 
• Turkish kanda “where’ in A. M. Greek

Coordinators used for narrative structure only
• Turkish hem ‘and’ in A. M. Greek
• Russian i ‘and’ in Tatar and Karaim

Coordinators used as general grammatical 
coordinating conjunctions 
• Persian ham ‘and’ in Tatar

This “reverse grammaticalization” in borrowing is only temporal, and describes the necessary 

ordering o f borrowings -  I am by no means suggesting by this term that words are being de- 

grammaticalized to their root meanings and functions. It is not that Persian ham ‘and’ was 

borrowed into Tatar as a discourse marker o f narrative structure and then in Tatar 

underwent “degrammaticalization” so that it also started to function as a general 

coordinating conjunction. N or did grammaticalized Arabic kaddr, borrowed as an evaluator 

o f degree meaning ‘as much as’, then undergo a reverse semantic change in Tatar and begin 

functioning as a spatial relator meaning ‘up to’. Rather, these words were borrowed twice: in 

Stage Two in their grammaticalized meanings and functions, and in Stage Three in their root 

meanings and functions. It is not clear at this time if this change in borrowing patterns is due

13 Note that words on Traugott’s “propositional” level of language can have pragmatic functionality,
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to some sort o f  change in the contact situation, for example, further contraction o f the 

population o f speakers or o f functional domains or a further change in the asymmetry of 

power and prestige, or if Stage Three borrowings reflect a level o f structural influence that 

occurs when a sufficiendy large percentage o f the population o f minority-language speakers 

is bilingual and highly competent in the dominant language for a sufficiendy long amount of 

time.

With all this in mind, let us revisit the model o f lexical and structural borrowing laid 

out in the introduction o f this chapter, and integrate the findings from the language contact 

situations examined here.

Stage One

•  Does not require high level o f bilingualism (neither number o f speakers nor speaker 

competence)

•  Only content words/denotative language borrowed (mosdy nouns and verbs)

•  Non-basic vocabulary borrowed first, then basic vocabulary borrowed

•  N o other borrowing phenomena

Stage Two

•  Requires a reasonable level o f bilingualism in the populace and competence in the 

dominant language for the minority speakers who are doing the borrowing

and often do not follow the above paths o f semantic change and grammaticalization; these words, 
such as ‘yes’ and ‘no’, are borrowed in Stage Two.
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•  Code-mixing and eventually borrowing o f discourse pragmatic words to structure and 

comment on narrative; perform social gestures; express speaker evaluation o f and stance 

toward the discourse

•  Polysemous words borrowed only in grammaticalized meanings with discourse- 

pragmatic functionality: includes borrowing o f epistemics, adverbs o f stance, 

grammaticalized spatial relators that are used as hedges and other evaluatives, question 

words with evaluative function, coordinators used for narrative structure. Only temporal 

and spatial deictics with discursive function will be borrowed.

•  Borrowing o f free morphemes, including enclitics

•  Retention o f dominant-language discourse-pragmatic words’ native grammatical 

requirements leads to a composite morphosyntax that is more like dominant-language 

grammatical structure, including but not limited to:

• changes in subordination patterns, where languages with embedded pre-head 

subordinate clauses acquire extrapolated post-head subordinate clauses, and vice- 

versa

• syntactic changes in coordination

• change in syntactic expression o f interrogatives, including word order o f 

interrogative particles

• introduction o f preposed modifiers in a postposing language, and vice-versa

•  change in  expressions o f  epistem ics, including alterations in  w o rd  o rd e r and  the  use 

o f  epistem ic verbs ra ther th an  adverbs

• changes in the syntactic expression o f conditional and concessive clauses

•  introduction o f vowel harmony through enclitics
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Stage Three

•  Level o f bilingualism at least equal to but most likely greater than level o f bilingualism 

found in Stage Two

•  Borrowing o f grammatical words without discourse-pragmatic functionality: includes 

deontics, adverbs o f manner (including gerundial forms used as adverbs o f manner), 

spatial relators in their root meanings used as general prepositions or postpositions (in 

accordance with dominant-language word order), question words without evaluative 

function, coordinators used as general grammatical coordinating conjunctions

•  Borrowing o f personal deictics, and spatial or temporal deictics without metalinguistic 

function

•  Borrowing o f bound morphemes

•  Further structural influence from the dominant language, including such phenomena as:

•  use o f dominant-language mechanisms o f intensification such as initial-syllable and 

full reduplication in both native and borrowed strata of the lexicon, e.g., Asia Minor 

Greek borrowing o f Turkish initial-syllable and full reduplication

• copying o f dominant-language expressions o f manner, e.g., Asia Minor Greek 

borrowing o f Turkish separation o f manner and action

•  use o f the inflectional morphology required by the parallel construction in the 

dominant-language, e.g., Karaim use o f the genitive suffixes -nln (native) and -a 

(Russian) in constructions with Russian prepositions that govern the genitive case

• creation o f cases parallel to dominant-language cases, e.g., innovated use o f the 

Karaim enclitic ba as a case marker parallel to the Slavic instrumental
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•  calquing o f dominant-language coordinating constructions, e.g., innovated use o f the 

Karaim enclitic da to parallel Slavic coordinating conjunctions

•  expansion o f polysemy patterns parallel to the dominant language equivalents, both 

semantic and syntactic, e.g., innovation o f Karaim kayda ‘where’ as a relativizer, 

parallel to R u s s ia n ^  ‘where’

•  change in overall word order, e.g. Karaim SOV > SVO

This model incorporates discourse theory to offer plausible motivation for lexical and 

structural borrowing, and shows that universal tendencies o f grammaticalization can be used 

to explain some o f the hierarchies o f borrowing in language contact situations with an 

asymmetry o f power, prestige, and breadth o f functional domain. In Chapter Five, I will 

propose several potential motivations for the code-mixing and borrowing o f discourse- 

pragmatic words, and suggest ways in which these hypotheses can be tested with future 

research.
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Chapter Five
Conclusions

The analysis o f the Tatar spoken and written in post-Soviet Tatarstan presented in this 

dissertation demonstrates that it is necessary to look outside o f language in order to understand 

both linguistic structure and structural innovations. The linguistic performance o f  young Tatars 

can only be understood when contextualized at both the micro-social and macro-social levels, 

and shows that one must analyze language as a practice in order to accurately describe language 

as a system.

In Chapter One, I presented the broad socio-political context o f post-Soviet Tatarstan 

and then located individual linguistic performance within this larger context. A brief historical 

overview o f the Tatar nation and Tatar-Russian contact showed that although for many Tatars 

the fall o f the Kazan Khanate in 1552 is considered to be the most significant mom ent in Tatar 

history, the Tatar nation was relatively powerful and influential — with cultural, religious, 

educational, and socio-economic ties to the wider Islamic and Turkic worlds -  up until the 

beginning o f the Soviet era. The period from the mid-19th century until the 1917 revolution in 

particular is considered to be the golden era o f Tatar culture, characterized by a liberal and 

modernizing reform movement, highly regarded writers and philosophers, and the adoption of 

Kazan Tatar as a literary language by neighboring Turkic peoples. It is the Soviet period, with its 

purges o f the Tatar political, cultural, and literary elite, the systematic destruction o f Tatar 

educational and religious institutions and publishing houses, and the isolation o f Russian Tatars 

from their Turkic brethren in Central Asia and Turkey that most significantly undermined the 

prestige, influence, and stability o f the Tatar nation. The covert Soviet policy o f “Russification” 

-  which included a forced move to a modified Cyrillic alphabet, language engineering where
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Russian was the only viable source o f linguistic “enrichment,” and the limitation o f Tatar’s 

functional domains — appears to have played a significant role in changing the situation o f Tatar 

in Tatarstan from one o f stable bilingualism to one where Tatar is a “contracting” language, 

losing both speakers and functional domains. Much o f this Soviet legacy remains in post-Soviet 

Tatarstan: Tatar is to this day particularized in function and stigmatized by many, although it 

does retain “covert prestige” among much o f the Tatar intellectual urban elite, and the language 

shift o f the Tatar populace appears to be continuing apace and is thus classifiable as “gradual 

language death.” In an effort to combat this stigmatization and language shift, the ethnically 

Tatar government o f post-Soviet Tatarstan has been engaged in the promotion o f the Tatar 

nation as part o f their sovereignty project, and although the official national ideology is one o f 

civic multiculturalism, government resources are used to promote Tatars over other ethnic 

groups in the republic. Language legislation and policy have been an important part o f this 

systematic promotion o f Tatars: the declaration o f sovereignty in 1990 raised Tatar to the status 

o f an official language, and the government has promoted the mandatory teaching o f Tatar in 

schools, an increase in the availability o f Tatar-language education, and the study o f Tatar by 

members o f other ethnicities. However, particularly among the Tatar intelligentsia, there is a 

sense that language equality is de jure rather than de facto, and a survey o f Tatar’s functional 

domains shows that this is indeed the case. There is an asymmetry o f use and usefulness for 

Russian and Tatar; for example, Russian is the dominant language o f the media (newspapers, 

magazines, television, and radio), education at all levels, and the public sphere in general.

The individual linguistic performance o f Tatar urban bilinguals is set within this context 

o f Russian dominance: the sociolinguistic conventions o f present-day Tatarstan require 

accommodation to Russian in public domains, and this accommodation is part o f the style 

shifting o f these urban bilinguals. Violation o f the rules o f linguistic etiquette, most notably
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using Tatar in situations that call for Russian, is used by some Tatars as a symbolic gesture: the 

refusal to accommodate to either Russian public space or monolingual Russian speakers 

demonstrates a stance that prioritizes ideology over communication, and metonymically 

represents the refusal to accommodate to Russian and Russians in domains outside o f language. 

Bilingual Tatar speakers have a range o f styles that can be organized according to level of 

language mixing, with pure Tatar on one end, pure Russian on the other end, and a variety of 

“mixed” styles in between; these styles are used for the audiences and situations for which they 

are appropriate. The theory of audience design can be used both to analyze this style shifting and 

to systematically account for the effect o f the fieldworker on both observed and recorded 

speech: both the participant role o f the fieldworker and the social role that is assigned to her by 

conversation participants can be used to explain their style shifting and style choice. Tatar styles 

vary in their level o f “verbal hygiene,” highest in the most “performed” style, which I have 

labeled “Tatar on-stage” style, most saliently characterized by its “de-Russification.” 

“Performed” styles, which are understudied, are in fact remarkably useful for sociolinguistic and 

linguistic anthropological inquiry, and the dichotomy between “natural/unnatural” speech is a 

false one, as all speech is in some way “performative.” In addition, an analysis o f Tatar style 

shifting demonstrates the necessity o f multi-stylistic data: the different styles o f Tatar bilinguals 

demonstrate different levels o f Russian influence and content, and if a description o f Tatar 

linguistic structure were based on just one o f these styles, it would be erroneous.

Individual style shifting is set against the backdrop of post-Soviet Tatar language 

ideologies. Chapter Two shows how language ideologies are the mediating link between Tatar’s 

socio-cultural context and its linguistic structure. Language ideologies are never simply about 

language, and the language ideology that I call the “Tatar discourse o f purity” can be seen as a 

counter-hegemonic discourse that expresses resistance to Russian domination. This discourse of
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purity, as is common in post-colonial and post-imperial transitions, is part o f the attempt to 

“revalorize” a subordinate group, and language is used as a symbolic resource. The Tatar 

discourse o f purity is a significant part o f the construction o f the post-Soviet Tatar identity, and 

is based on both a logic o f “oppositional identity” and “selective targeting” — Tatar identity is 

defined in opposition to Russian, and Russian is the selective target o f purification. “Pure” Tatar 

is implicitly defined as Tatar without Russian influence or interference, and is implicidy opposed 

to the “impure” Tatar that is ubiquitous in Kazan — Tatar with phonetic interference, spelling 

mistakes, or errors that occur in translation from Russian. Code-switching with Russian is also 

perceived as “impure” Tatar. While Russian influence is rejected, influences from languages that 

are not perceived as threats can be interpreted as congruent with the post-Soviet Tatar identity. 

Language is a marker o f group identity and often part o f a feature cluster that includes descent, 

religion, and culture: however, at least in post-Soviet Tatarstan, language in particular is seen as a 

metonymic representative o f the nation, where the impurity and decline o f the Tatar language 

are seen as representative o f the impurity and decline o f the Tatar nation as a whole. The 

expression o f the Tatar discourse o f purity on an individual level is found in the de-Russified 

Tatar on-stage style; on the communal level, it is found in purification movements that are 

common in post-colonial contexts, most notably orthographic and lexical reform. The recendy 

legislated shift from a modified Cyrillic alphabet to a Latin-based alphabet can be read via 

metaphor and metonymy as a symbolic gesture o f cultural and political reorientation, away from 

Russian and Russia and towards both Turkey and the West. Other historical Tatar orthographies 

can also be linked via metaphor and metonymy to an interest in the cultures, polities and social 

realities associated with them: pan-Turkic runic writing is associated with both the antiquity of 

the Tatar nation and with pan-Turkic separatist leanings, while Arabic orthography is used both 

to express religious orientation and to allude to the “golden era” o f pre-Revolutionary Tatar
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culture. The purification o f the lexicon can also be read symbolically: many Russian words 

brought into the Tatar language during the Soviet period are being discarded, and their 

replacements are usually not native Tatar words, but rather the Arabic loanwords that were 

removed from Tatar by Soviet-era language engineering. Once again, Russian is the selective 

target, while Arabic influence, part o f the pre-Soviet Tatar identity, is seen as congruent with the 

post-Soviet Tatar identity as well. Post-Soviet Tatar lexical reform also shows which elements of 

Russian influence are most salient to speakers and thus subject to purification on the individual 

level: the words in question are all content words and the vast majority are nouns. An 

examination o f 20th century post-imperial Turkish lexical and orthographic purification 

movements shows that they too were based on revalorization, oppositional identity and selective 

targeting: here, Arabic orthography and lexical items were the targets o f purification. This 

comparison with the Turkish case makes particularly clear the ways in which socio-cultural and 

political structure can affect linguistic structure: language engineering in both Turkey and 

Tatarstan has rendered texts written just one hundred years ago nearly unintelligible to modern 

speakers, and has reduced the mutual intelligibility o f the two languages.

In Chapter Three, I returned to the Tatar discourse o f purity, integral to the 

understanding o f the linguistic performance o f individual Tatars, who have “pure” (= “de- 

Russified”) Tatar at one extreme o f a dine o f language mixing. I have labeled this style “Tatar 

on-stage” style, as it is a “performed” style integral to the construction o f a cultural and ethnic 

Tatar identity. This style, where speakers exhibit the highest level o f verbal hygiene, is found 

when audience and setting require a prominent presentation of Tatar identity; for example, 

public speaking at Tatar cultural events, all speech on Tatar radio and television, regardless of 

register, and conversations with investigators o f Tatar language and culture. When the audience 

and setting require Tatar to be the language o f conversation, but do not require such a high level
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of verbal hygiene, young Tatars will use what I call “Tatar-preferred style”: while they are still 

filtering out Russian elements, these Russian elements are limited to content words, while 

Russian discourse-pragmatic words on the metalinguistic level of language are allowed to “sneak 

through.” Neither speakers nor listeners appear to be aware of these Russian words that are 

organizing and commenting on otherwise purely Tatar discourse, and they can even appear (to a 

much lesser extent) in the highly performed Tatar on-stage style. This code-mixing is particularly 

interesting because it is found in the speech o f even the most culturally and politically active 

young Tatars in Tatarstan, speakers who are either Tatar-dominant or balanced bilinguals and 

who use Tatar in a variety o f functional domains, including in professional and educational 

spheres. Evidence o f this code-mixing was found in the speech and writing o f Tatar Social Club 

members who have demonstrated that language ideologies can be more important to them than 

communication, and who have explicitly stated that they dislike speaking Russian and use it as 

infrequently as possible. Many o f these Russian discourse-pragmatic words retain their Russian 

grammatical requirements when they are code-mixed into otherwise Tatar discourse; for 

example, in lieu o f embedded pre-head clauses subordinated with non-finite verb forms we find 

post-head clauses introduced by subordinating conjunctions, and prepositions retain their 

prepositional nature (Tatar is postpositional). Tatar-preferred style can thus be analyzed as a 

“composite” that is mostly Tatar yet includes not only Russian lexical items, but also Russian 

semantic and syntactic patterns. This form o f language mixing and the lexical and structural 

alterations that go along with it indicate a pathway o f language attrition and language influence 

that has not been described in other studies o f language contact.

Chapter Four shows that this Tatar pattern o f language mixing is not an isolated case, 

and that using discourse-pragmatics as an organizing principle can both explain and give 

motivation for lexical and structural borrowing in other sociolinguistically similar contact
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situations. Previous work on language contact has aptly typologized hierarchies o f lexical and 

structural borrowing without giving real motivation for these hierarchies. A new three-stage 

model of lexical and structural borrowing, which is based not on the usual dichotomy o f system/ 

content but rather on the trichotomy o f system/content/discourse-pragmatic, shows that while 

the borrowing o f content words (Stage One) minimally alters a language, it is the borrowing of 

discourse-pragmatic words that retain their grammatical requirements which triggers contact- 

induced structural innovations (Stage Two). Additionally, cross-linguistic evidence demonstrates 

that discourse-pragmatic words with the same meanings and functions are borrowed again and 

again, and when separate contact situations have a dominant language in common, it is the very 

same words that are borrowed. For example, Persian ki ‘that’ can be found as a loanword in 

Tatar, Karaim, and Turkish, and was borrowed from Turkish into Asia Minor Greek, while 

Russian chto ‘that’ is code-mixed into Tatar. Coordinating conjunctions meaning ‘and’ are either 

code-mixed words or conventional borrowings in all of the languages examined here: Persian 

ham was borrowed into Tatar and Turkish, and borrowed again from Turkish into Asia Minor 

Greek; Tatar wa is a loanword from Arabic; and young Tatars currently code-mix Russian i, 

which is a conventional borrowing in Karaim. In addition, Hebrew ve is found code-mixed in 

Israeli English, and English and is found code-mixed in Irish discourse. Structural innovations 

induced by the code-mixing and borrowing o f discourse-pragmatic words cause the structure of 

minority language to become more like that o f the dominant language with which it is in contact, 

and include alterations in subordination, coordination, interrogatives, word order, verbal 

constructions, case governance, semantics, and polysemy patterns. Only after a language has 

gone through Stage Two borrowing o f discourse-pragmatic words will it begin to borrow system 

words and morphemes (Stage Three). Discourse-pragmatic words that are polysemous will 

borrowed only in their grammaticalized form in Stage Two, and in Stage Three may be
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borrowed in their root meanings and functions. Grammaticalized borrowings in Stage Two 

include epistemics, adverbs o f stance, spatial relators used as hedges, question words with 

evaluative function, and coordinators used for narrative structure. In Stage Three, borrowings 

include deontics, adverbs of manner, spatial relators used in their root meanings, question words 

without evaluative function, and coordinators used as general grammatical coordinators. Both 

discourse theory and theories o f grammaticalization, usually applied to the analysis of 

monolingual data, are here used as organizing principles to distinguish between borrowings 

found in different stages o f language contact and influence.

While introducing the category o f discourse-pragmatics to the established categories of 

system and content words allows for a better understanding o f the stages, hierarchies, and types 

o f lexical and structural borrowing, an important question remains: just why are dominant- 

language discourse-pragmatic words borrowed into minority languages that have previously 

borrowed only content words? The mechanism o f their borrowing appears to be code-mixing: 

the frequency and placement o f the Russian discourse-pragmatic words code-mixed in Tatar 

parallel the frequency and placement o f discourse-pragmatic words that are conventional 

borrowings, including Arabic and Persian borrowings in Tatar, Russian and Polish borrowings in 

Karaim , and Turkish borrowings in Asia Minor Greek. The question then should perhaps shift 

to code-mixing -  why are dominant-language discourse-pragmatic words code-mixed into 

minority-language speech and writing where the only other dominant-language words are 

content words that have become conventional borrowings? Why does Tatar-preferred style seem 

to demonstrate that young Tatar bilinguals use Russian to organize and evaluate their T atar 

discourse, even when they are Tatar-dominant, explicitly state that they prefer to not speak in 

Russian, and indicate through their linguistic performance that “pure” Tatar is an explicit and 

implicit ideal? There are several potential explanations for this behavior: one is cognitive, and
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based on the peripherality o f discourse-pragmatics words to awareness; a second highlights the 

iconicity o f discourse-pragmatic words; and a third incorporates social factors into the use of 

dominant-language discourse-pragmatic words.

Discourse-pragmatic words, particularly those words that structure discourse, often 

come in peripheral word slots, and when they are not utterance- or sentence-initial they are often 

clause initial. It appears that discourse-pragmatic words are peripheral to awareness as well, and 

less salient than content-word, or denotative-language, nonce borrowings. Errington, writing on 

the syncretic composite language composed o f Indonesian and Javanese known locally as 

“language salad,” contends that content-word borrowings are “conspicuous” to speakers and 

listeners, while discourse particles are not (1998: 10, lOOff):

“Extensive repertoires o f discourse particles serve Javanese Indonesians as a 
means for marking feelings about and stances towards conversational topics, 
contexts, and participants. Their non-referential, crucially situated 
significances appear to make them peripheral for speakers’ awarenesses 
relative not just to their encoded linguistic functions...but also with respect 
to their various provenances as well” (ibid. 10).

Errington believes that these discourse particles function as what Gumperz calls 

“contextualization cues,” which are ‘[hjabitually used and perceived but rarely consciously noted 

and almost never talked about directly” (Gumperz 1982: 131, cited in Errington 1998: 100). This 

was seen in Chapter Three; young Tatars are apparently unaware that their “pure” Tatar 

linguistic performance was actually replete with Russian discourse pragmatic words, and this lack 

o f salience seems to be repeated among the Karaim .1 Articles in the post-Soviet Tatar press that 

are concerned with linguistic purity and the use o f either Russian or Arabic borrowings refer only 

to denotative-level content words, and usually only to nouns — discourse-pragmatic words do

1 W hen discussing linguistic purism among the Karaim, Csato’s sole example o f a borrowing salient to 
speakers is a Russian noun, stol ‘table’ (1999a: 85).
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not appear to be salient to Tatar speakers concerned with lexical reform. N or do they appear to 

have been salient to Turkish language reformers in the first half o f the 20th century: despite the 

fact that hundreds o f Arabic and Persian borrowings were removed during the transition from 

Ottom an Turkish to Modem Turkish, the vast majority o f Arabic and Persian discourse- 

pragmatic borrowings remained, and those Arabic and Persian discourse-pragmatic words that 

were borrowed into Asia Minor Greek via Turkish over a century ago are all in standard usage in 

Turkish today. Minority-language speakers who are communicatively competent in two codes, 

even those with an explicit discourse o f purity, simply appear to not notice when they im port the 

metalinguistic code o f the dominant language into the denotative code o f the minority language. 

The mixing o f denotative codes is salient to speakers, but the mixing o f a metalinguistic code 

and a denotative code apparendy is not.2

Iconicity has also been suggested as an explanation for the code-mixing o f discourse- 

pragmatic words into minority-language speech. Maschler’s analysis o f the Hebrew-English 

code-mixing briefly described in Chapter Four relies upon the separation o f the denotative and 

metalinguistic levels o f language; she contends that code-mixing is iconic and allows one 

language to serve as ‘commentary’ on the other (1994: 325). Maschler found that Hebrew code

mixing was “frequendy employed in utterances that negotiate a boundary between the 

immediately preceding part o f the interaction and the immediately following part” (ibid. 332). 

The metalinguistic code-mixed words thus segment the discourse by acting as boundaries 

between what Maschler calls “verbal activities”; for example, Hebrew discourse-pragmatic words 

are used to separate interruptions and asides from the main discourse in English. The discourse-

2 It is currently unclear why this apparent difference in salience should exist, and this is a question that 
invites cognitive linguistic research into the processing o f discourse organization.
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segmentation function o f these words is therefore enhanced by their being in a different 

language: the words themselves create discourse boundaries, and the switch to another language 

emphasizes the fact that a boundary has been created. Discourse-pragmatic words used to 

express contrast can also be interpreted as iconic. For example, Cotter notes that the English 

word but code-mixed in Irish discourse is contrastive in two ways: it is semantically contrastive, 

and it is contrasted with the Irish discourse that surrounds it by means o f being in English (1996: 

187).

However, code-mixed discourse-pragmatic words do more than just segment discourse 

and express contrast: they structure discourse in other ways such as subordination and 

coordination; they organize event structure and are used for deixis and as directives; they 

perform social functions such as greeting and leave taking; and they express both speaker stance 

toward and evaluation o f the denotative discourse at hand. Therefore iconicity, while a plausible 

motivation, cannot be the only explanation for their use. Additionally, while the cognitive 

explanation appears to be extremely plausible — when speakers are engaged in verbal hygiene and 

filtering their speech, discourse-pragmatic words are salient and thus removed only at the very 

highest level o f verbal hygiene and purity requirements — this explanation too seems insufficient 

in some ways. Perhaps cognitive reasons alone can explain cases o f interference where speakers 

import the discourse organization from the language in which they feel most comfortable into a 

language in which they have a lower level o f competence. However, the question remains: why 

are Tatar-dominant and balanced bilingual speakers — who actively demonstrate that they prefer 

speaking Tatar — importing Russian discourse organization and evaluation into Tatar? A third 

hypothesis, which requires a significant amount o f additional research in order to be tested, 

suggests that in addition to their iconicity and lack o f salience for language filtering, dominant- 

language discourse-pragmatic words may be used because o f the additional discursive and
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pragmatic force that comes from their association with a language o f prestige and power. This 

hypothesis is based on several considerations. The first comes from work by Jane Hill and 

Kenneth Hill on Mexicano, a “syncretic code” based on Nahuad and Spanish with both a 

discourse o f purity and varying levels o f language mixing. They suggest that hispanization 

“evokes the power and prestige o f Spanish-speaking society, and lends dignity and force to 

N ahuad utterances” (Hill and Hill 1980a: 122). In addition, they found a correlation between the 

expression o f stance and the use o f the dominant language; the more evaluative a narrative was, 

the more Spanish and hispanicisms were found in that narrative (1980a, 1980b).

“Analysis o f narratives shows that the highest rates o f hispanization are 
consistendy found in what Labov (1972) calls ‘evaluation’: the aspects o f 
narrative discourse through which the speaker shows why his narration is 
worthy o f the attention o f the hearer... Generally, in types o f discourse 
hispanization and switching is dominant in evaluative and explanatory 
material and apparendy lends dignity, force, and convincingness to the 
utterance by its presence” (Hill and Hill 1980b).

Hill and Hill found that speakers o f Mexicano generally used a level o f hispanization 

commensurate with their prestige level, and suggest that low-prestige men and women “monitor 

down” their rate o f hispanisms (1980a: 128); note that this type o f verbal hygiene is the reverse 

o f what we see among young Tatar speakers.

Another phenomenon suggesting that dominant-language discourse-pragmatic words are 

being code-mixed for additional power and emphasis is their use in double-marking. In Asia 

Minor Greek, we saw the phrase [pek poll kalo] ‘very very good’ (example 4.99), where poli is the 

native Greek intensifier ‘very’ and Turkish pek ‘very’ is used for additional intensification. Persian 

agar ‘i f  is used to double-mark conditionality in Tatar, introducing a clause where the verb is 

already in the conditional, and Persian garcha ‘although’ is used to double-mark concession, 

introducing a clause where the verb is in the concessive form created by the combination o f the
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conditional affix -sA - and the enclitic D A  ‘also’. Young Tatars will periodically double-mark 

their evaluation o f degree by using the phrase da^he khatta ‘even’, where both Russian dayhe 

‘even’ and Tatar khatta ‘even’ are used, and also often double-mark their greetings and leave- 

takings, saying “Sau hul. Poka.” ‘Bye. Bye.’ This double-marking suggests a phenom enon similar 

to monolingual cycles o f emphatic markers, where one intensifier becomes semantically bleached 

and thus not sufficiently emphatic, and a new as-yet-unbleached intensifier is chosen (as can be 

seen in the set o f English words used as intensifiers, e.g., awfully, terribly, horribly, hella (dialectal) 

and mcked (dialectal)). Semantic bleaching, where a word loses its semantic power, is part o f the 

process of grammaticalization. Is it possible that there is an analogous “bleaching” o f power in 

low-prestige and contracting languages, here a bleaching o f pragmatic and discursive force rather 

than semantic? In monolingual cases o f semantic bleaching o f intensifiers, speakers use native 

resources to generate new intensifiers with sufficient power. Perhaps, and this is at present mere 

speculation, for speakers o f contracting minority languages the native resources o f the language 

are no longer sufficiently powerful due to the loss o f what Bourdieu calls “symbolic capital,” and 

they turn to the resources o f the dominant language instead, as it has increased its symbolic 

capital at the expense o f the contracting language. Many of the dominant-language discourse- 

pragmatic words found in the examples given in Chapters Three and Four are words that would 

be emphasized prosodically in monolingual English discourse: for example, in Asia Minor Greek 

we find: “Would that I had not killed my daughter” (example 4.90); “Come, bring your 

youngest daughter” (example 4.91); “No, I will not sell him” (example 4.105). Perhaps Greek 

speakers, instead o f using native means o f emphasis and stress, sometimes used discourse- 

pragmatic terms from Turkish to lend their statements sufficient power and force.

A fourth and final hypothesis is that the code-mixing of dominant-language discourse- 

pragmatic words is one way o f creating a “syncretic code” that constructs a desired identity
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without explicitly violating a prevalent discourse o f purity. The term “syncretism” was originally 

used by Kurylowicz to describe linguistic structures that suppress oppositions, and was first 

adapted to the study o f bilingualism by Jane Hill and Kenneth Hill in their work on Mexicano. 

Both the Mexicano analyzed by Hill and Hill (1980a, 1980b, 1986) and the Indonesian “language 

salad” analyzed by Errington (1998) are described by them as syncretic codes, defined as a “ 

‘mixed’ usage which suppresses the social relevance o f oppositions between systems and in 

which the provenances o f talk’s elements...are interactionally muted” (Errington 1998: 9). 

Cotter interprets her Irish speakers’ insertion o f English discourse markers into otherwise Irish 

radio performance as “foregrounding the bilingual foundation upon which interlocutors build 

their discourse” (1996: 188) and “as a linguistic marker o f bilingual identity” (ibid. 195). Perhaps 

Tatar-preferred style is used in private conversations because the entirely de-Russified Tatar on

stage style would be inappropriate due to its associations with the “performance” o f Tatar 

identity, which is appropriate for public speaking and conversations with outsiders, but not for 

conversations among friends, where it might be perceived as artificial, overly formal, or 

distancing. If  de-Russified Tatar is construed as a “performed” style that is inappropriate and 

code-switching is also inappropriate for the audience or situation, perhaps the code-mixing of 

Tatar-preferred style can be interpreted as due, in part, to audience design. Because there is no 

code-mixing o f content words, this style does not saliendy violate the explicit discourse o f purity 

found in the Tatar community, but perhaps the code-mixing o f discourse-pragmatic words 

references the bilingual foundation o f the speakers and acknowledges that they are choosing to 

speak Tatar although they are fully capable o f navigating their way through a R ussian-dom inant 

world.

These findings and hypotheses clearly invite additional research and analysis. Particularly 

desirable is a broad typological study o f code-mixing and lexical borrowing in a variety of
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contact situations. Is the three-stage model o f hierarchical borrowing described here true for all 

types o f contact situations? What role does discourse-pragmatic functionality play in borrowings 

from substrates, or between languages with a much less severe asymmetry o f power and 

function? If  increased discursive and pragmatic force via association with the dominant language 

is indeed a motivation for code-mixing o f discourse-pragmatic words, this predicts that different 

patterns o f code-mixing and borrowing will be found in different sociolinguistic contexts. We 

would then expect that in contact situations with a less marked asymmetry o f power and 

prestige, we would find more code-mixing and borrowing of discourse-structuring words than of 

evaluative words, as the “iconicity” o f boundary-creation merely reflects that the words are in a 

different language, regardless of the relative prestige o f the languages. If  code-mixing and 

borrowing o f discourse-pragmatic words is essentially the same for typologically different 

contact situations, then the “additional force” hypothesis can be discounted. Additional research 

on the Tatar-Russian contact situation is also desirable, in particular on the structural 

relationship between the code-mixing in Tatar-preferred style and the code-switching found in 

other “mixed” Tatar-Russian styles. A thorny obstacle to be surmounted is the difficulty o f 

recording code-switched conversations: due to audience design and style-shifting requirements, 

the presence o f both the fieldworker and her recording equipment prevents code-switched 

performance by the politically and culturally active young Tatars cited in this dissertation. 

Additional research on Tatar language ideologies and indexicality in linguistic performance could 

test the validity o f the “syncretic code” hypothesis for Tatar-preferred style, which posits that 

the code-mixing o f Russian discourse-pragmatic words found in this style may be u sed  to 

construct an identity that is desirable to young urban Tatars, that o f bilingual speakers who are 

comfortable in both the Tatar and Russian worlds but choose to live in Tatar.
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Additional work is also required to map out more precisely the relationship between 

structural and lexical borrowing o f the sort found in the contracting languages described here 

and language attrition. One goal o f endangered language theory is to find structural innovations 

that are inherendy symptomatic o f language death, innovations that would not be found in a 

“healthy” language. Organizing and commenting upon minority-language discourse with a 

dominant-language metalinguistic code does indeed seem to be a form o f language attrition, 

where the dominant language is making inroads in a linguistic functional domain rather than a 

social functional domain. This dominant-language discourse organization appears to be one sign 

o f linguistic “tip” (Rouchdy 1989) in favor o f the dominant language and another means of 

contraction o f a minority language’s stylistic options. Myers-Scotton suggests that code 

switching is an “important mechanism for ‘deep borrowing’ and shift phenomena” and is 

“involved in language death” (1992: 33) — here, “the dying language need not have lost features 

so much as substituted those o f the ‘invading’ language” (ibid. 52). The Tatar o f young 

bilinguals, even the most ideologically devoted and competent speakers, seems to demonstrate a 

preference for Russian-style constructions over “characteristically Tatar” constructions, thus 

leading to the reduction o f stylistic options. For example, if Russian potomu chto ‘because’ 

becomes the preferred means o f expressing causality, or causes Tatar chonki ‘because’ to become 

the preferred construction since it is syntactically identical to the Russian, it will be at the 

expense o f the other 27 Tatar causative constructions and aid in the loss o f semantic and register 

distinctions. Moreover, youth Tatar in urban environments has no slang or characteristic “youth 

speech” innovations: Russian slang and interjections, many o f which are discourse-pragmatic in 

function, already fill that gap.

Errington (1998: 98-100) notes that there are various approaches to the study of 

language contact and contact phenomena. Weinreich (1953) focussed on individual bilingualism,
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in particular, on the ways that the grammar o f a first language shapes the acquisition o f a second 

language and causes “interference.” For Weinreich the locus o f contact is the individual. 

Thomason and Kaufman (1988) moved the locus o f study from the individual to groups in 

contact that were broadly contextualized both socially and historically. Their focus is on 

“borrowing,” both lexical and structural, and on the correspondence between intensity of 

pressure from a dominant group and amount o f linguistic influence found in the minority 

language. Errington labels Weinreich’s approach “cognitive” and Thomason and Kaufman’s 

“collective.” His own fieldwork led him to focus on another locus o f language contact: face-to- 

face interpersonal interactions that index the broader socio-cultural context. In this dissertation, 

I have used all three o f these approaches and loci o f language contact: the individual is the focus 

in the analysis o f style-shifting, which is one form o f intra-speaker variation. Style-shifting in 

m m  is motivated and explained by audience design, a theory based on the study o f interpersonal 

interactions. Additionally, the Tatar data that forms the basis o f my analysis comes from 

interpersonal interactions in a variety o f channels, both oral and written. These interpersonal 

interactions are always understood within the larger socio-cultural and political context within 

which they take place.

In conclusion, the examination and analysis o f Tatar in post-Soviet Tatarstan 

demonstrates that social factors -  often given only the most cursory treatment in studies of 

language contact — are integral to understanding the motivations for and pathways o f contact- 

induced change. Tatar linguistic performance and the Russian-influenced structural innovations 

found in this performance can only be understood by analyzing all levels of language contact: 

intraspeaker variation and style shifting, interpersonal interactions, and higher-level social 

structures, ideologies, and practices, in particular, Tatar nationalism and the discourse o f purity 

that is an integral part o f this nationalism.
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Appendix A
Transliteration conventions and grammatical abbreviations

Transliteration Conventions

The following transliteration conventions are used in this dissertation:

Tatar (The same transliteration system is used to represent Karaim and Turkish)

Transliteration Cyrillic Phoneme Transliteration Cyrillic Phoneme
a a /a / m M /m /
a a /as/ n H / n /
b 6 /b / nS H N
ch H M / o o /o  /
d A Id / o e / 0 /
e e /e / P n /P /
f 4> m r P I d
8 r ItJ s c /s /
g” n» h i sh in III
h h /h / t T N
i H N u y /u  /
i hr N ii Y /y l
i * /d3/ V B /v /
k K N w B /w /
k” K b /q / y H /) /
kh X / x / 2 3 M
1 A N

Russian

Transliteration Cyrillic Phoneme Transliteration Cyrillic Phoneme
a a /a / n H /n /
b 6 /b / o o /o /
ch H ItSI P n /p /
d A Id / r P N
e e /e / s c h /
f 4> I d sh m III
g r / g / shch in III
h h /h / t T I d
i H N ts n /t s /
i H /) / u y /u /
k K N V B / v /
kh X /x / y hi i d
1 A N 2 3 /z /
m M /m /
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Grammatical Abbreviations

lpp first person plural IMP imperative
IPS first person singular INDEF.PART indefinite particle
2PP second person plural INF infinitive
2PS second person singular INST instrumental
3pp third person plural INT.PART interrogative particle
3PS third person singular LOC locative
?PT interrogative particle NEG negative
1st GER first gerund in Tatar ORD ordinal
2nd GER second gerund in Tatar PART particle
A.NONPST Karaim non-past verb in —A PAST past tense
ABL ablative PAST.DEF definite past tense
ACC accusative PAST.PART past participle
ADV adverb PERF.PAST past tense, perfective aspect
AGT agentive PL plural
AOR aorist POL politeness suffix
CAUS causative POSS possessive suffix
COMP comparative PRES present tense
COND conditional R.NONPAST Karaim non-past verb in —r
CONTPST continuous past tense REL.PRO relative pronoun
DAP dative RFL reflexive
DIST distributive SIMPPST simple past tense
liMPI [.PART emphatic particle SUBJ subjunctive
ENG enclitic SUPER superlative
PUT future V.NOUN verbal noun
FU'i'.DI'T'’ definite future tense
GF.N genitive case
GER gerund
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Appendix B________________________
Russian discourse-pragmatic words code-mixed in Tatar

Code-mixed Russian word Tatar equivalent Morphosjntactic realisation

Discourse structure marking — subordinating
chto ‘that’ 1. Verbal noun in -u, possessed 

and declined like a noun.
2. gan + #7 with subject in 
absolute case.
3. gan + possessive endings + 
accusative.
4. asi'm accusative.
5. achak, possessed and in 
accusative.
6. achak in accusative with an 
absolute subject.
7. dip to demarcate the end of 
the subordinate clause.
8. ki to demarcate the 
beginning of the subordinate 
clause.
9. subordinate clause with verb 
in passive and demonstative 
pronoun in absolute case.
10. subordinate clause with 
demonstrative pronoun in 
locative case.
11. demonstrative pronoun in 
accusative

Utterances with chto have a 
significantly different 
morphosyntactic realization than 
those using any of the 11 options 
to the left. A Tatar sentence using 
chto will have a subordinate clause 
headed by chto following the main 
clause, both with finite verbs. 
Constructions 1-6 use non-finite 
verbs in the subordinate clause, 
which is embedded immediately 
preceding the main verb. 
Constructions 7-8 use finite verbs 
in both clauses, and have the 
subordinate clause embedded 
immediately preceding the main 
verb. Constructions 9-11 use 
finite verbs in both clauses, and 
the subordinate clause, while 
preceding the main clause, is not 
embedded.

chtob(y) ‘in order that, that’ -u ochen 
-rga dip 
—uina 
—sin

Completely different clausal 
structure and construction. When 
chtoby heads a subordinate clause, 
the subordinate clause follows the 
main clause and contains a finite 
verb. The Tatar constructions all 
have the subordinate clause 
embedded and preceding the 
main verb, which is sentence- 
final, and the verb of the 
subordinate clause is not finite (it 
is either a verbal noun in —u, an 
infinitive, a possessed verbal 
noun in the dative case, or there 
is no verb in the subordinate 
clause and the main clause verb is 
in the optative form).
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Code-mixed Russian word Tatar equivalent Morphosyntactic realisation

potomu chto ‘because’ Synthetic:
1. Y bulganliktan, X.
2. Y-u arkasinda, X.
3. Y-u ndtijasenda, X.
4. Y-ganliktan, X.
5. Y-ganga, X.
6. Y-ganga kiira, X.
7. Y-gan ochen X.
8. Y-gan sdbaple, X.
9. Y-u sdbaple, X.
10. Y-magach X-ma.

Analytic:
1. X, chonkiY.
2. Y, shunga kiira X.
3. Y, shunga X.
4. Y, shuning ochen X.
5. Y, shuning ndtijasenda X.
6. Y, shul sabdple, X.
7. Y, shul sdbapten, X.
8. Y, shunliktan X.
9. Y, shuning arkasinda X.
10: X:Y, Y:X. (written only.)
11. ...mend ndrsdga X: Y.
12.... nigdX: Y.
13. ...mend narsadan X: Y.
14. ...mend nidan X: Y.
15. ...mend ni ochen X: Y.
16. ...mend ni sabdptan X Y.
17. ...mend narsagd kurdXY.
18. ...mend narsa arkasinda X: Y.
19. ...mend narsa natijdsenddXY.

When used in place of chonki, 
there is no difference in the 
realization of the sentence. 
However, a sentence with potomu 
chto is significandy different from 
the 27 other possible 
constructions, particularly the ten 
synthetic constructions, none of 
which use finite verbs.

tak chto ‘so’ shulay bulgach none

Discourse structure marking — coordinative
i ‘and’ ham 

belan 
da...da

Russian i and Tatar ham are used 
identically. Tatar belan is more like 
“with’ than ‘and,’ but syntactically 
identical. The enclitic da comes 
after both nouns or verbs being 
coordinated.

tozhe ‘also’ da
shulay uk 
tagiin

When used in place of the enclitic 
da, a slight difference in word 
order: to%he is used only once, da 
comes after both nouns or verbs 
being coordinated.
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Code-mixed Russian word Tatar equivalent Morphosyntactic realisation

Discourse structure marking -  contrastive
ili ‘or’ ya

yaisa 
yaki 
alia... 
ya bulmasa

same

no ‘but, however’ amma
lakin

same

a to ‘else’ yuksa, yugiysa same
zato ‘but on the other hand’ amma, shulay da same

Metacommentary and deixis
to est’ ‘i.e.’ yag”ni

doreslap aytkanda
same

koroche ‘in brief kiskasi same
kstati ‘by the way’ ber ungayadan 

siiz ungaenda
The Tatar equivalents are 
phrases, but otherwise no effect 
on overall clausal structure of the 
sentence

vot ‘there’ mena same
nu ‘so’ none n/a
naprimer ‘for example’ masalan same
prichem ‘moreover’ ostawena (tagin) same

tem bolee ‘especially as’ bigrak ta same

konechno albatta same

chto li ‘or something,’ mi Placement of the Tatar question 
particle can vary, although it is 
usually phrase-final: the Russian 
particle is always sentence-final.

neuzheli ‘really?’ (alia) chinlap ta ... mi Replacement of complex 
morphology with simple: 
however, the mi question particle 
is sometimes retained.

i vsyo ‘and that’s it’ ham bette same
izvini(te) ‘pardon, sorry’ gafu it, gafu itegez same
vot, tak ‘so, there’ none n/a
slushai(te) ‘listen’ tingla ale 

kara ale
same

davai(te) ‘Let’s go! Come on!’ ayda! aydegez! NB: Russian ‘ayda!’ which is used 
for physical movement only, is 
the borrowed version of this 
Tatar verb.

Interactional performatives
privyet ‘hi’ salam n/a
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Code-mixed Russian word Tatar equivalent Morphosyntactic realisation

poka ‘bye’ sau bul, sau buli'giz, khush n/a
pozhaluista ‘please’ zinhar

zinhar ochen
-chi on imperative verbs

same

izvini(te) ‘pardon, sorry’ gafu it, gafu itegez same

Evaluatives
kak ‘how’ nichek same

Positive evaluation

chudo ‘cool’ (lit. ‘miracle’) no equivalent n/a
molodyets “well done’ aferin n/a
prikol’ ‘how amusing’ no equivalent n/a
tochno ‘precisely, exacdy’ togal 

togal itep 
dores itep 
nak"
chinnan da 
dorestan da

n/a

voobshche klassno ‘totally cool’ no equivalent n/a

Negative Evaluation
uzhas ‘how awful’ kotochkich n/a
zhalko ‘it’s a shame’ kizganich n/a

Hedges
chut’ ‘almost’ 2nd gerund +ya%irga( finite) The Russian chut’ precedes the 

finite verb, usually in the negative 
past tense. (In Russian, chut’in 
this usage requires a negative 
verb). The Tatar equivalent uses 
the 2nd gerund form of the verb 
of action with the auxiliary 
vttbja^trga in finite form giving 
the semantics o f ‘almost.’

khot’ ‘at least, only’ ichmasam 
hich bulmasa

same

ni v koem sluchae ‘by no 
means’

hichkaychan 
berkaychan da tiigel

same

okolo ‘around’ yaninda
tirasenda

The preposition okolo precedes 
the nominal complement as 
opposed to the postpositions 
found to the left.
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Code-mixed Russian word Tatar equivalent Morphosyntactic realisation

pochti ‘almost’ diarlek Slight difference in word order: 
pochti precedes the nominal 
complement, diarlek follows it.

prosto ‘simply, just, merely’ tik same

sluchaino ‘by chance’ kotmaganda
iskarmaganda
iylamaganda

Same overall syntax, but the Tatar 
equivalents are morphologically 
complex resembling secondary 
post-positions, and not adverbs.

Epistemics
mozhet ‘might’ momkin same
navemo ‘probably, most likely’ balki

mogaen
ikhtimal
shayat’

same

Evaluations of time and degree
uzhe ‘already’ inde same
skoro ‘soon’ tiz same
srazu ‘immediately’ shul uk wakitta 

khazer iik 
shunda uk 
berdan

The first three Tatar options are 
complex constructions using the 
emphatic particle uk (essentially 
equivalent to Russian %he).

srochno ‘quickly, soon, 
urgendy’

ashigich none

dazhe ‘even’ khatta The Tatar and Russian particles 
are periodically used to double
mark the word in question in the 
construction daghe...khatta.

eshche ‘more, still’ tagin da same

slishkom ‘too, overly’ bigrak 
chiktan ti'sh 
chamasiz 
ifrat

same

da ‘yes’ aye same

absoliutno ‘absolutely’ no equivalent: absoliut (adj.) is a 
standard borrowing in Tatar

same

inogda ‘sometimes’ kaywakit 
kaychakta 
kayber chakta

same

kak vsegda ‘as always’ gadatta gecha same
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Code-mixed Russian word Tatar equivalent Morphosyntactic realisation

obyazatel’no ‘without fail’ hichiksez same

obychno ‘usually’ gadatta same

tochno ‘precisely, exactly’ togal Can be slight difference in word
togal itep order, with the Russian word
dores itep 
nak"
chtnnan da 
dorestan da

preceding its head.

poluchaetsia ‘(it) turns out’ ch'igu
kilep chigu

same

voobshche ‘in general’ gomuman
botenlay
harwakit

same
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Appendix C
Arabic discourse-pragmatic words borrowed into Tatar

Words used in present-day Tatar

Arabic borrowing Gloss Code-mixed Russian equiv.
Discourse structure marking

Discourse structure marking — coordinative
wa ‘and’ i

Discourse structure marking — contrastive
amma ‘but, however’ no
lakin ‘but, however’ no
khayir ‘however, although’ no
khal'buki ‘whereas’

Metacommentary and deixis
albatta ‘o f course’ konechno
folan, falan ‘such and such’
makhsus ‘especially, particularly’
magliim (ki) ‘it is well known (that)’
masalan ‘for example’ naprimer
nihayat’ finally
wassalam ‘and that’s it’ i vse
yag”ni ‘that is, i.e.’ to est’

Interactional performatives
salam ‘hello’ priyyet
assalame galaykem ‘hello’ priyyet
markhaba ‘hello’ privyet
khush ‘hello,’ ‘goodbye’ privyet, poka
rakhmat ‘thanks’ spasibo
gafu it(egez) ‘excuse m e’ ixyini(te)
rakhim it(egez) ‘welcome’
jamagat’ ‘people, folks’ (address term)
mokhtaram ‘respected’ (address term)

Evaluatives

Positive evaluation
afarin ‘bravo! well done!’ molodyets!
amin! ‘amen’
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Arabic borrowing Gloss Code-mixed Russian equiv.
insha alia, inshalla ‘God willing’

Epistemics
balki ‘perhaps, maybe’ navemo
ikhtimal ‘probably’ navemo
mogayiin ‘probably’ navemo
momkin ‘possible, probable, likely’ mo^het

Evaluations of time and decree
daimi ‘constantly, continually’
gomuman ‘usually, in general’ voobshche

fakat” ‘only, just’ tol’ko
gajap ‘surprisingly’
gayat’ ‘very’
ifrat ‘overly’ slishkom
kadar ‘up to, until, as much as’
khatta ‘even’ daghe
khosusan ‘especially, particularly’
motlakan ‘absolutely’ absoliutno
tamaman ‘completely’ sovsem

Archaic Arabic loanwords

Arabic borrowing Gloss Code-mixed Russian equiv.
Discourse structure marking

Discourse structure marking -  subordinating
binabarin ‘therefore, in view o f this’
falihaza ‘and therefore’
hakaza ‘thus, in that way’
kaza ‘thus, in that way’
kazalik ‘thus, in that way’
lihaza ‘therefore, on this basis’
lizalik ‘therefore, for this’
rasma ‘thus, in that way’
taki ‘in order to’ chtoby
zira ‘because, since’ potomu chto, tak chto

Discourse structure marking — coordinative
ayzan ‘also, and’ tosfbe
niz ‘also, and’ to%he
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Arabic borrowing Gloss Code-mixed Russian equiv.
Discourse structure marking — contrastive
am ‘or’ ili
illya ‘but, however’ no
lya akalle ‘although’
rag”man ‘despite’
walakin ‘but, however’ no
walaii ‘although, and though’
wali ‘but, however’ no

Metacommentary and deixis
kyashki ‘if only, would that’
wa gaire zalik ‘and so on, etcetera’
ila akhirihi ‘and so on, etcetera’
ilkh ‘and so on, etcetera’
wa hakaza ‘and so on, etcetera’
halomma jarra ‘and so on, etcetera’
wajhan ‘on one hand’
gayanan ‘clear, clearer than clear’
maalan ‘not literally’
maga ma fih ‘together with this’
maga haza ‘together with that’
magan ‘together w ith ...’
magada ‘except’
ma siva ‘except’
finafsihi ‘basically’
kholasan kalyam ‘in brief koroche
alkhasiyl’ ‘in brief koroche
atam ‘more precisely’
khalanki ‘the fact o f the matter is ... ’
biayikhalen ‘in any case, at any rate’
gala kollettak”dir ‘in any case, at any rate’
ikhtiyatan ‘in any case’

haza ‘this’
al’an ‘now’
alkhal’ ‘now’
khaliya ‘now’
al’yaum ‘today, now’
lyakhikan ‘now’
amma bag”da ‘later, afterwards’
bag”da ‘after’
moakhkharan ‘later, afterwards’
wa bagida ‘after that, later’
kabla ‘earlier’
mokaddama ‘before, formerly’
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Arabic borrowing Gloss Code-mixed Russian equiv.
darkhal’ ‘right away, immediately’
aiiwalan ‘first o f all, in the first place’
bilakhk ‘finally, in the end’
bilakhira ‘finally, in the end’
ma ‘then, when’

Interactional performatives
taxiya ‘hi’ privyet
ahlan wa markhaba ‘hello’

Evaluatives
nitan ‘how? in what way?’ kak
nitakin ‘how? in what way?’ kak
nitakkam ‘how? in what way?’ kak

Positive evaluation
fabiha wa nigama ‘wonderful, great’
magal’urra wa bilbanzay ‘With a cry o f ura! And with 

a cry o f banzai!’

Negative Evaluation
asafa ‘How awful!’ ut(has
algayaze billa ‘God forbid!’
dad bidad ‘Alas! How awful!’ ughas
dariga ‘O grief! O  pity!’
hayhat ‘Alas! How awful!’
khaef ‘How awful!’ ucfhas
khaifa ki ‘How awful!’ ughas
naguze billahi ‘God forbid!’
wa dariga! ‘Oh, how awful!’
wa waila! ‘How awful!’ u%bas
wa! ‘Ach’
yahu ‘O h God!’
yalayta ‘Oh, if only!’
ma attaassef ‘unfortunately’
taassefan ‘unfortunately’

Evaluations that are unclear without context
alkhokme lillya ‘everything is in the hands of 

God’
gajaba ‘Surprising! How strange!’
lya kalyam ‘there aren’t words’
rabbi ‘My God!’

Epistemics
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Arabic borrowing Gloss Code-mixed Russian equiv.
lagalla ‘maybe, probably’
namomkin ‘impossible, improbable’

Evaluations of time and degree
dafgatan ‘immediately’ sra%u
faiiran ‘immediately’ sra^u
filkhal’ ‘immediately’ sra%u
gajalatan ‘quickly, in a hurry’ srochno
galalgajla ‘quickly, soon’ skoro
kariban ‘soon’ skoro
motawaziyan ‘simultaneously’

bali ‘yes, true’ da
bilgakes ‘on the contrary’
khasha va khasha ‘no, no; never’ nyet
laysa negative particle nyet
binnisbe ‘comparatively’
kaannahii ‘as if, as though’
kama ‘like, exacdy like’
kiyasan ‘comparatively’
nisbatan ‘relatively’
ajmagiyn ‘all’
bag”zi ‘none o f..., none’
chand ‘several’
jamig” ‘all’

bilkhak ‘in reality’
darkhakiykat’ ‘in reality’
sadiykana ‘truly’
abadan ‘forever’
abadiyan ‘forever’
daiman ‘always, constantly’
haraynna ‘always, constantly’
harwakit ‘always’
jawidana ‘forever’
taabad ‘forever’
aksari ‘in the majority o f cases’
aksariya ‘in the majority o f cases’
biljomla ‘in general’ voobshche
gadatan ‘usually’ obychno
galalgadat ‘as usual’ kak vsegda
gotfan ‘usually’ obychno
jabaja ‘here, there, and everywhere’
tak”lidan ‘as usual’ kak vsegda
makhzan ‘exceptionally, only’
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Arabic borrowing Gloss Code-mixed Russian equiv.
bag”zan ‘sometimes’ inogda
haray ‘each time’
marra ‘one time, once’
mirar ‘repeatedly, more than once’
miraran ‘several times’
bishak ‘without a doubt’
galalitlak ‘absolutely, generally’ absoliutno, voobshche
lya makhala ‘without a doubt’
lya shak ‘without a doubt’
mottakiyn ‘without a doubt’
bittamam ‘completely’ sovsem
bitamamiha ‘completely’ sovsem
bikhakkiy ‘completely’ sovsem
kyamilan ‘completely’ sovsem
to m ‘completely’ sovsem
banagyah ‘unexpectedly’
galalgafla ‘unexpectedly’
min khayse lya yakhtasib ‘unexpectedly’
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Appendix D
Persian discourse-pragmatic words borrowed into Tatar

Words used in present-day Tatar

Persian borrowing Gloss Code-mixed Russian equiv.

Discourse structure marking — subordinating
agar ‘i f
chonki ‘because’ potomu chto
ki subordinate clause 

indicator, can often be 
glossed in English as ‘that’

chto

Discourse structure marking -  coordinative
ham ‘and’ i

Discourse structure marking — contrastive
garcha ‘although’
magar ‘however, only’ no
ya ‘or’ ili
yakhut ‘or’ Hi
yaki ‘or’ ili

Devaluations of degree
hamma ‘all, each’
har ‘each, every’
hich ‘nothing, none’

Archaic Persian loanwords

Persian borrowing Gloss Code-mixed Russian equiv.

Discourse structure marking — subordinating
az baskeh ‘because’ potomu chto
ancheh ‘that which, that’ chto
chun,cho ‘because, after’ potomu chto
ta ‘so’ tak chto
taakeh ‘so, in order to’ chtoby, tak chto
zan,azan ‘since, from that’

Discourse structure marking — metacommentary and deixis
in, inha ‘this, these’
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Persian borrowing Gloss Code-mixed Russian equip.
badar ‘there’ vot

Positive evaluation
aya ‘wonderful! really?’
shabash ‘bravo!’ molodets (loosely equiv.)
zehi ‘bravo! great!’ molodets (loosely equiv.)

lipistemics
bayad ‘maybe’ moghet

Evaluations of time and degree
ari ‘yes, like that’ da, tak
bali ‘yes, like that’ da, tak
haman ‘very quickly’ sragu, srochno
baaz ‘again’
hamisha ‘constandy, continuously’
haray ‘each time’
hargiz ‘each time’
tanha ‘one, only’
chand ‘several’
asa ‘like, similar’
basaan ‘like, as i f
haniiz ‘still, also, exacdy’ eshche
bas ‘sufficiendy’
basa, basi ‘much, enough’
bisiyar ‘much, very’
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Appendix E________________________________
Turkish discourse-pragmatic words borrowed into Asia Minor Greek

Turkish word or phrase Gloss Notes

Discourse structure marking — subordinating
chiinki ‘because’ < Persian, also found in Tatar
eyer ‘i f < Persian, also found in Tatar
ichin ‘for, on account of, because’
ki ‘that’ < Persian, also found in Tatar
mademki ‘because, as long as’

Discourse structure marking — coordinative
hem ‘and, also’ < Persian, also found in Tatar
da ‘and’ (enclitic)
demek ‘so, thus’

Discourse structure marking -  contrastive
meyer ‘but’ < Persian, also found in Tatar
amma ‘but’ < Arabic, also found in Tatar
lakin ‘b u f < Arabic, also found in Tatar
yahut ‘or’ < Persian, also found in Tatar
yoksa ‘or’

Metacommentary and deixis
mi interrogative particle
o ‘that’
bu ‘this’
sonra ‘afterwards’
sontadan ‘afterwards’
bir vakit(ta) ‘once (upon a time) ’ vakit is from Arabic
mahsus ‘expressly, in particular’ < Arabic, also found in Tatar
filan ‘and so on, such and such’ < Arabic, also found in Tatar
keshke ‘if only’ < Arabic, also found in Tatar 

(now archaic)
hayde ‘come, c’m on’
bakalim ‘let’s see’

Interactional performatives
selam ‘hello’ <Arabic, also found in Tatar

Positive evaluation
aferin ‘bravo! well done!’ < Arabic, also found in Tatar
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Turkish word or phrase Gloss Notes
Epistemics and deontics
belki ‘perhaps, probably’ < Arabic, also found in Tatar
mutlaka ‘without a doubt’ <Arabic, also found in Tatar 

(now nearly archaic)

Evaluations of time and degree
birden bire ‘suddenly, at once’
yeniden ‘anew, afresh’

pek ‘very’
tamamen ‘completely’ < Arabic, also found in Tatar
chep intensifier
daha ‘still, already’
beraber ‘equal to, uniform with’
dek ‘as far as, until’
kadar ‘as many, as much as’ < Arabic, also found in Tatar
o kadar ‘so, as much as that’ kadar is < Arabic

eyi ‘yes, very well’
hayir ‘no’ < Arabic, also found in Tatar
hich ‘nothing, none’ < Persian, also found in Tatar
her ‘every’ < Persian, also found in Tatar
tibki ‘quite like, similar to’ < Arabic
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Appendix F___________________________________
A crosslinguistic comparison o f discourse-pragmatic borrowings and code

Russian/Polish in Karaim

Subordinating conjunctions 
ki ‘that’ (< Persian)

Coordinating conjunctions 

i ‘and’

Contrastive conjunctions 
a ‘and /bu t’

Arabic/Persian in Tatar1 

ki ‘that’ 

agar ‘i f
chonki ‘because’

wa ‘and’ 
ham ‘and’

amma h u t, however’

Turkish in AMGreek

ki ‘that’2 

eyer ‘i f
chiinki ‘because’
ichin because, on account o f
mademki ‘because, as long as’

hem ‘and’ 
da ‘and, also’ 
demek ‘so, thus’

amma ‘but, however’

mixed words 

Russian in Tatar

chto ‘that’
chtoby ‘in order that, that’ 
tak chto ‘so’

potom u chto ‘because’

i ‘and’
tozhe ‘and, also’

a ‘and’ 
a to ‘else’
zato h u t  on the other hand’ 
no h u t, however’

1 Not including now-archaic borrowings
2 When the words in the Arabic/Persian in Tatar column and the Turkish in Asia Minor Greek column are the same, it means that the word was 
borrowed from Arabic or Persian into Turkish, and then borrowed once more from Turkish into Asia Minor Greek.
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Russian/Polish in Karaim Arabic/Persian in Tatar

-  lakin ‘but, however’
-  magar ‘but, however’
-  khal’buki ‘whereas’
-  khayir ‘although, however’

-  garcha ‘although’
-  ya ‘or’
-  yahut ‘or’
-  yaki ‘or’

Metacommentary and deixis
to ‘then’ —

- j  —  —-î

nu ‘well, so’ 
nu to ‘well then’ 
vot ‘there’

jamagat” ‘people, folks!’ 
albatta ‘o f  course’ 
maglum (ki) ‘it is well known’ 
yag”ni ‘that is, i.e.’ 
masalan ‘for example’

Turkish in AMGreek Russian in Tatar

lakin ‘but, however’ 
meyer ‘but, however’

(hayir means ‘no’) —

-  ili ‘or’
yahut ‘or’

yoksa ‘or’

sonra ‘afterwards’ —
sonradan ‘afterwards’ —
bir vakit(ta) ‘once (upon a time)’ —

nu ‘well, so’

hayde ‘come, c’m on’ 
bakalim ‘let’s see’

vot ‘there’
slushai(te) ‘listen!’
davai(te) ‘come, c’m on, let’s go!’

elbette ‘o f course’ konechno ‘o f course’

to est’ ‘that is, i.e.’ 
naprimer ‘for example’
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Russian/Polish in Karaim

Ln

Interactional performatives

Arabic/Persian in Tatar Turkish in AMGreek 

nihayat ‘finally’ —

wassalam ‘and that’s it’

kyashki (now archaic) 
falan ‘such and such’ 
makhsus ‘especially’

keshke ‘if  only’ 
filan ‘such and such’ 
mahsus ‘especially’

mi [interrogative particle]

o ‘that’ 
bu ‘this’

selam ‘hello’

Russian in Tatar

koroche ‘in brief 
kstati “by the way’ 
i vse ‘and that’s if  
vot, tak ‘so there’

chto-li [interrogative particle] 
neuzheli ‘really?’

privyet ‘hi, hello’salam ‘hi, hello’ 
markhaba ‘hello’ —
assalame galaykem ‘hello’ —
rakhim it(egez) ‘welcome’ —
gafu it(egez) ‘pardon, excuse me’izvini(te) ‘pardon, excuse m e’
khush ‘bye’ — poka ‘bye’
— — pozhaluista ‘please’
rakhmat ‘thank you’ — spasibo ‘thank you’
mokhtaram ‘respected’ — —
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Russian/Polish in Karaim Arabic/Persian in Tatar

General Evaluatives 

Positive Evaluation
-  afarin ‘bravo! well done!’
-  amin! ‘amen’
-  inshalla ‘G od willing’

Negative Evaluation
" A  —  
Os

Epistemics
moc ‘to be able’ —
— balki ‘probably’
— ikhtimal ‘probably’
— mogayin ‘probably’
— momkin ‘possible, likely’
— (as ‘absolutely’ in Tatar)

Hedges

Turkish in AMGreek Russian in Tatar

aferin ‘bravo! well done!’

belki ‘probably’

mutalaka ‘without a doubt’

kak ‘how’

molodets ‘bravo! well done!’

chudo! ‘cool!’ 
prikol’! ‘how amusing!’ 
tochno ‘precisely, exactly’ 
voocbshche klassno! ‘totally cool!’

uzhas! ‘how  awful! 
zhalko! ‘it’s a shame!’

navemo ‘probably’

mozhet ‘maybe, possibly, might’

chut’ ‘almost’ 
khot’ ‘at least, only’
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Russian/Polish in Karaim Arabic/Persian in Tatar

okolo ‘around’ —

Evaluations of Degree
-  fakat” ‘only, just’
-  gajap ‘surprisingly’
-  gayat’ Very’

] -  shulkadar ‘so, as much as that’
-  ifrat ‘overly’
-  kadar ‘as m uch as’

khatta ‘even’ 
khosusan ‘particularly’ 
tamaman ‘completely’ 
motalakan ‘absolutely’

Evaluations of Time 
uzhe ‘already’

Turkish in AMGreek Russian in Tatar

okolo ‘around’
pochti ‘almost’
prosto ‘simply, just’
ni v  koem sluchae ‘by no means’
sluchaino ‘accidentally’

— tol’ko ‘only, just’

pek ‘very’ —
chep [intensifier] —
daha ‘still’ eshche ‘more, still’
o kadar ‘so, as much as that’ —
— slishkom ‘overly’
kadar ‘as much as’ —
beraber ‘equal to, uniform with’ — 
tibkl ‘quite like, similar to’ —
dek ‘as far as, until’ —
— dazhe ‘even’

tamamen ‘completely’ sovsem ‘completely’
(as epistemic — see above) absoluyutno ‘absolutely’

uzhe ‘already’ 
skoro ‘soon’ 
srochno ‘quickly, soon’
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Evaluations of Degree

u>
- ^ 1
00

yar ‘each’ (< Persian) har ‘each, every’
-  hich ‘nothing, none’
-  hamma ‘all, each’

Evaluations of Relationship to Reality
-  daimi ‘constantly’
-  gomuman ‘in general’

Turkish in AMGreek

birden bire ‘suddenly, at once’ 
yeniden ‘anew, afresh’

eyi ‘yes, very well’ 
hayir ‘no’ 
her ‘each, every’ 
hich ‘nothing, none’

Russian in Tatar 

srazu ‘immediately’

da ‘yes’ 
nyet ‘no’

voobshche ‘in general’
obychno ‘usually’
inogda ‘sometimes’
na samom dele ‘in reality, in fact’
poluchaetsia ‘it turns out’
obiazatel’no ‘absolutely, without fail’
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Borrowings without discourse-pragmatic function 

Russian/Polish in Karaim Arabic/Persian in Tatar

Question words

-  chandan ‘how many’
— cheh ‘what kind o f

Spatial relators 
kolo ‘by’ 
s ‘from’ 
za ‘for’

kadar ‘up to ’ 
gan ‘from; to; about’ 
ila ‘to, up to ’ 
fauk” ‘on, higher’ 
az ‘from’

Pronouns
ana T
lya shai ‘nothing’ 
chiz ‘anything, nothing’ 
kas ‘anyone, noone’

Turkish in AMGreek Russian in Tatar

kanda ‘where’

karshi ‘opposite’
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Spatial relators + Pronouns
-  gankem ‘from you, about you’ —
-  ganna ‘from us’ —
-  ganha ‘from  her, about her’ —
-  ganhe ‘from  him, about him’ -
-  ganhem ‘from them, about them’—
-  ganhema ‘from them  both, about them both’
-  lah ‘to him, for him ’ —

Adverbs (and adverbial-type phrases) of manner
-  masriiran ‘happily’ —
-  motawazigan ‘humbly, quietly’ —
-  motagammidan ‘seriously, assiduously’
-  moshfikana ‘finely, gently’ —
-  — iize iize ‘floating’
-  -  shashkm shashkm ‘wondering’
-  — agle agle ‘weeping’
-  — suriinii siiriinu ‘dragging’

Deontics
— zarur ‘necessary’ —
-  lyazim (now archaic) lazim ‘necessary’

Other grammatical words

liajel ‘for, for the sake o f  
baraye ‘for the sake o f

Russian in Tatar




